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PREFACE TO THE THIRD EDITION.

Fob this Edition the work has been thoroughly revised, and a

considerable portion of it, with the view of rendering the expla-

nation of principles more copious, re-written. The general

plan, which will be sufficiently understood from the Table of

Contents, does not dift'er from that of the two former Edi-

tions. The Diagrams, instead of being placed as before at

the end of the book, are here inserted in the text ; a change

which it is hoped the reader will find advantageous. The

Tenth Chapter contains a Collection of Problems. These the

Author has solved as much as possible by general methods for

the purpose of illustrating the general principles previously laid

down : for which reason he has not in any case been anxious

to solve a problem by the shortest possible method, or by

elegant devices adapted only to that particular case. In this

Edition, several new Articles have been introduced, and amongst

them a new method of considering the Perturbation of a Pen-

dulum (Art. 157), which, as it appears more simple than any

before published, is substituted in the room of the method

before given. The investigations in the former editions, respect-

ing centrifugal force, being incomplete in consequence of not

determining its direction as well as its magnitude, have in this

edition been replaced by other methods, which, though not so

brief, are free from the objection alluded to.

The author has not uniformly adhered to one system of

Differential notation, believing that each has the advantage

in particular cases ; but in general the subscript notation

IdgU for -—J has been preferred, partly because without

being less expressive it occupies less space in typo than its

rival, and is more quickly written ; but chiefly because it

ensures that the unpractised student in using it cannot lose

sight of the independent variable, an event which is not of

1
. du .

very uncommon occurrence when the notation -- is cni-
^
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vi PREFACE.

ployed. When several variables occur in an expression, it

may happen to be necessary to perform the operation of

differentiation upon it on several distinct hypotheses ; and

hence arises the necessity as well as the difficulty of inventing

a system of differential notation, which shall simply but suffi-

ciently mark the various hypotheses on which the operation

is to be effected. If for example u denote an expression

containing two quantities x and y, a necessity may occur of

differentiating u on four distinct suppositions ; viz. Ist, that

.V only is variable; 2nd, that y only is variable; 3rd, that

both a? and y arc variable, but one of them (y) takes its varia-

bility from the other (.r) ; and 4th, that both a? and y are

variable, but neither of them takes its variability from the

other. These cases are of very common occurrence, and it

is therefore very necessary to have a system of notation that

shall distinctly express them, and at the same time be well

adapted for practice. The following will answer the purpose.

Let d, be the symbol of differentiation with respect to .r only,

i. e. all other quantities than .v being considered constant ; let

d . . . . ^-— be the symbol of differentiation on the supposition that
dar

all the quantities are variable so far as they can take varia-

bility from X ; and let d be the symbol of differentiation on

the supposition that all the quantities are variable, without

restricting them to take variability from each other ; then

the four cases above specified would be thus represented ;

du f \
,

1st. rf,M; 2nd. d^u ; 3rd. — I = d,M + c?y?<d,y I; and 4th.

du I =d,uda; + dj^udyy

This system provides for the cases which most commonly pre-

sent themselves ; but others are sometimes met with, especially

in Hydrodynamics and in the Planetary Theory, which it seems

almost impossible to include in any general system, and they

are therefore best provided for by special notation to be pro-

posed as they occur.

Cambridge,
October 10, 1844.
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DYNAMICS.

CHAPTER I.

DEFINITIONS AND FIRST PRINCIPLES.

1. Dynamics is that part of Mechanics which treats

of the motion of material bodies.

When a particle of matter is continually changing its

place in space, it is said to be in motion : and the line which

passes through all the points of space, through which the par-

ticle has successively passed during its motion, is called its

path.

The place of a particle at any time is supposed to be

defined by its co-ordinates, according to the principles of Co-

ordinate Geometry ; and the relations or equations between

these co-ordinates define its path.

2. Force. Whatever causes or changes motion is de-

nominated dynamical force.

Forces are divided into several icinds ; the division being

founded upon some peculiarity in the circumstances under

which they act. For example ; Dynamical Pressure is the

force which a body in motion exerts on an obstacle, or other

body, with which it is in contact.

Impact is a sudden pressure, exerted for a very short

though finite time, by a body striking against any obstacle

which impedes its motion.

Attraction is the name given to the force which a body is

supposed to exert upon other bodies, which are observed to

move towards it whenever they are set free, although there are

no discoverable connecting parts or means of action between it

and them.

3. A body is said to be free, when there is no impedi-

ment to its moving in any direction whatever. When im()edi-

1



2 GENERAL DEFINITIONS.

ments exist so as to restrict the body from moving except in

certain paths, the body is said to be in constrained motion.

4. The motion of a particle is either uniform or variable.

It is uniform when equal paths are described in equal times.

In other cases it is said to be variable.

5. Velocity is the rate at which a body performs its mo-

tion. When the motion is uniform its rate is constant, and

from popular notions we learn that in this case the rate is found

by dividing the number which expresses the length of any

portion of the path, by the number which expresses the time of

describing that portion.

Now, the number by which we express the length of a

proposed line will depend upon the unit (a league, a mile, a

yard, a foot, an inch, 8ec.) of length which we employ : and

that by which we express the duration of time will depend

upon the unit (a year, a day, an hour, a minute, a second,

&c.) of duration of time which we employ. To prevent con-

fusion, it is usual to employ (unless otherwise stated), a foot as

the unit of length, and a second as the unit of time.

Consequently in uniform motion

- . space described, expressed in feet
velocity =^ i

time of describing it, expressed in seconds
'

« number of feet described in one second.

6. When the motion of a particle is variable, the rate

undergoes a continual change, and cannot be found by dividing

the space by the time ; yet at a given point of the path, the rate

would evidently be found approximately by dividing a very

small space measured from that point by the time of describing

it ; and a little reflection will soon satisfy the reader that the

smaller that space be taken, the more nearly will the quotient

represent the rate of motion at that point.

Consequently in variable motion

indefinitely small space described

"^ time of describing it

. . space
= limit of ;.— .

tune



LAWS OF MOTION. 3

7. Motion is said to be accelerated when the velocity

continually increases as the body passes from point to point

of its path. When the velocity decreases, the motion is said

to be retarded.

THE LAWS OF MOTION.

The most inattentive observer of nature cannot but have

perceived, that, in ma7iy familiar instances, the motion of

bodies takes place not uncertainly, but according to rules,

which, however unknown to him, are evidently fixed and

certain. The amusement of shooting an arrow or throwing

a stone at a distant mark is evidence of the presumption

of Jiwed laws of motion. Though this presumption of the

unchangeableness of the laws which regulate motion is by
many persons perhaps extended only to simple and common
cases of motion, Philosophers have shewn, by the aid of

many experiments, that every motion which matter can assume

or impart takes place in accordance with three invariable

Rules, called the Laws of Motion. These we shall proceed

to lay before the reader, together with such illustrations of

them as may tend to convince him of their truth and gene-

rality. We must however premise a few remarks on the

nature of dynamical force. Referring to Art. 2 it will be

seen that it is the cause of motion. Now as force is not

per se the object of any of our senses, our judgment and

estimation of its nature are formed solely by reasoning upon

the sensible effects which it produces. These are motion,

change of motion and pressure. The last is the character-

istic of force treated of in Statics ; but in Dynamics force

is considered as producing motion or change of motion.

THE FIRST LAW OF MOTION.

S. If a body in motion be not acted upon by any Ex-
TERKAL force, it will maoe in a straight line with uniform

velocity.

This law is proved by shewing that every change in

a body's motion, whether in velocity or direction, is due to

the action of external forces. But there being no part of

1—2



4 LAWS OF MOTION'.

space, free from the influence of external forces, it is im-

possible to verify this law by direct experiments, for want

of a place wherein to make them. All, therefore, that we
can accomplish is to shew, by changing external circum-

stances, that an alteration is thereby made in the change

which the motion suflPers ; and, that by removing successively

some external forces, the existence of which is thus made
known, the motion becomes more nearly uniform and recti-

linear. Thus, if a body be thrown along a rough pave-

ment, the motion will deviate much from the straight line

in which it is projected, and will soon cease. If the body

be then thrown along a level bowling green, its motion will

be more rectilinear than before, and will last a longer time.

If thrown along a sheet of ice, the motion of the body is

much prolonged and much more nearly uniform than in the

preceding experiment. In these instances, we see, that as we

have successively removed external hinderances, the motion

has been thereby made to approach towards a verification

of the law of motion we are now considering : and as even in

the last experiment friction is not quite removed, and the air''s

resistance wholly remains, we presume that these external

causes are sufficient to account for the want of perfect recti-

linearity and uniformity in the motion : and hence we infer,

that when all external forces are removed the motion is

rectilinear and uniform.

9. From this Law it follows, that there is in matter no

power to move itself or to change its motion, independently

of external things : and, consequently, every change in a

body's motion, whether in velocity or direction, is to be attri-

buted to the action of external force.

10. If the velocity of a body's motion continually increase,

it is said to be acted on by an accelerating force ; if the ve-

locity decrease, it is said to be acted on by a retarding force

;

if the velocity be abruptly or suddenly changed, the force

which produces the change is styled impulsive.

11. When the motion of a body is such that the increase

or decrease of velocity in equal times is constant, the force

is called a tmiform accelerating or retarding force.
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THE SECOND LAW OF MOTION.

12. If a particle of matter already in motion he acted

on by any external forccy the change of motion is in the

direction of the force, and is in magnitude the same as if the

particle had no previous motion.

This law affirms, that the motion, communicated by an

external force to a particle upon which it acts, is in no way
influenced by any motion which the particle may happen to

have already. Its truth is witnessed in such experiments as

the following.

A pendulum is found to vibrate in the same time from east

to west, north to south, or in any other direction ; and a body

will fall down an inclined plane in the same time towards what

point soever of the compass the face of the plane be turned.

The inference from these experiments is, that the motion,

which the bodies possess in common with the earth, by being

carried along with it in its orbit and round its axis, produces

no effect upon the oscillation of the pendulum in one case,

and the descent down the plane in the other case, both of

which are due to the force of gravity, the external force acting

on the bodies.

Again, a body dropped from the top of a ship's mast will

fall at the foot of it, and the descent will be accomplished in

the same time, and, apparently to a spectator in the ship, in the

same manner when the vessel is sailing along uniformly as

when it is at anchor; and, water which runs through a hole

in the deck will drop upon the same point of the cabin floor in

both cases ; also, a person throwing a ball from one end of the

ship to the other, must throw it at the same elevation and

with the same velocity in both cases. This class of experi-

ments shews, that bodies, when loosed from immediate contact

with the parts of the vessel, retain the horizontal motion which

they had while in connection with it ; and that the effects of

gravity and projectile force upon them are the same whether

they have this horizontal motion or not.

The law holds of impulsive forces also. For, if a ball

lying on the deck of the ship be struck by another, the effect

as witnessed by a person on board, will be just the same in
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whatever direction the blow be communicated, whether towards

the head, stern, or side ; or whether the vessel be at rest or in

full sail.

All tlie experiments agree with the law,—that the motion,

which a body already has, does not effect either the direction

or the velocity of the motion, which a given force will commu-

nicate to it.

13. If a force always act upon a body with the same

intensity or energy, the velocity generated in any time will,

by this law, be independent of that previously generated ;

and therefore equal velocities will be added in equal times.

Hence, by referring to Art. 11, we perceive that a uniform

force always acts with the same intensity.

14. Since the motion, which one force generates, in no

way interferes with the motion which another force will com-

municate ; it follows, that if several forces act simultaneously

on a particle, each will produce its effect as though the others

did not act. And, hence, if two equal uniform accelerating

forces act upon a particle simultaneously in the same direc-

tion, each will produce the same velocity ; and the whole

velocity generated by them will be double that due to one of

them. Now, two equal forces acting in the same direction

form a single force double of either of them. Hence, in a

given time a double force will produce a double velocity in a

given body. So, a treble force will treble the velocity ; and

so on. Consequently, the velocity produced in a given body
in a given time is exactly proportional to the intensity of the

force which produces it : and, therefore, as we have, as yet, no

mathematical measure of a uniform accelerating force, we may
take the velocity generated in a unit of time as its measure

:

that is, uniform accelerating force = velocity generated in one

second.

15. Hence, accelerating force is measured by the rate at

which velocity increases ; and in the case of a uniform accele-

rating force may be found by dividing the number which
expresses the velocity generated in any time by the number
which expresses the time^ But when the force is not uniform
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the rate will undergo a continual change, and cannot be found

by dividing the increase of velocity by the time. Yet the rate

at a given point would evidently be found approximately by

dividing a very small increment of velocity, generated after

leaving that point, by the time in which that increment is

generated; and the reader will readily perceive that the smaller

is the increment of velocity which is taken, the more nearly

will the quotient represent the rate of increase at that point.

Consequently, in variable accelerating forces,

indefinitely small increment of velocity
force =

= limit of

time of generating it

increment of velocity

time of generating it
*

Both this Art. and Art. 6 will afterwards be proved in a

more formal manner. See Arts. 83, 84.

16. It will be convenient here to introduce the method

of compounding two or more co-existent velocities into one

resultant velocity; and of resolving a velocity into com-

ponents.

COMPOSITION AND RESOLUTION OF VELOCITIES.

Let a body be placed at A upon the deck

which is sailing uniformly at such a c

rate, that by the motion of the vessel

the body would in space be transferred

from -4 to 5 in the time T, supposing

it to remain at rest upon deck. Now
instead of suffering the body to remain upon the deck at the

point A, suppose we had communicated such a blow to it as

would have made it move uniformly from ^ to C in the time

y. Its path on deck is the same as if the ship were at

rest ; it is therefore a straight line (Art. 8) AC. Complete

the parallelogram ABDC in space. Then by the motion

of the vessel the point C of the deck has been conveyed to D
in space in the time 7* ; i> is therefore the place of the body

in space, at the time T after leaving A. It can be ^hewn also

that the body describes in space the diagonal AD of the
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parallelogram. For let Ah, Ac be the f-j parts of AB, AC

respectively. Then because the motions in the direction of

AB, AC are uniform, and that AB, AC are described in

T
the time T, therefore Ab, Ac are described in the time—

,

n
and completing the parallelogram Abdc, the body as before is

T
at d at the time — from leaving A.

n

But Ac : cd :: Ac : Ah

n n

:: AC : AB

:: AC : CD.

Hence, joining A d, the triangles Acd, ACD (having also the

angles Acd, ACD equal) are similar, and consequently AdD is

T
a straight line; so that at any time— the body is situated

at a point in the diagonal AD of the parallelogram whose

sides ABi AC represent in magnitude and direction the

two velocities which are independently communicated to it at

A : hence AD represents both the direction and velocity of

the motion which is the resultant of the two motions com-

municated at A.

If more than two velocities are communicated at the

same instant, we must find the resultant of two, and then

the resultant of that and a third velocity, and so on ; uniting

the last found resultant with one of the remaining velocities

until all have been taken into account.

17. By a reductio ad absurdum method, we may shew

that if any straight line AD represent the velocity and direc-

tion of a body's motion, the two sides AB, BD, of any triangle

constituted upon AD will represent component velocities which

are equivalent to the velocity AD.
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18. The most important cases of Art. l6 are those in

which the original velocities act in directions at right angles

to each other.

1st. Let there be two velocities AB, AC represented

algebraically by a and h respectively, and q
let V be the resultant velocity AD.

Then, because BAC is a right angle,

therefore AD^ = AB^ + BD^ = AB^ + AC'-,

.'. v^^a' + b^ (1).

And, if the angle DAB be called a,

BD b
(2).tan a

AB

When the components a, b are given, these equations

determine the magnitude and direction of their resultant

velocity.

But, if V be given to find its components in two directions

ABy AC inclined at angles a, and 90° -a to the direction

of V, we have

a = AD . cos DAB = v cos a (3),

and b = AD . sin DAB = v sin a (4).

2dly. Let there be three velocities communicated simul-

taneously to a body at the point A in

three directions AB^ AC, AD at right

angles to each other ; and let these

lines be proportional to them in mag-

nitude. Complete the parallelogram

ABEC^ and draw the diagonal AE ;

it represents the resultant of AB^
AC : and completing the parallelo-

gram AEFD, its diagonal AF represents the resultant of AE^
AD; that is, of AB, AC, AD. To express this analytically,

let c, b, c be the velocities AB, AC, AD ; and v the com-

ponent velocity AF ; and suppose a, )3, y the angles FAB,
FAC, FAD which the direction of the resultant velocity

makes with the directions of the component velocities respect-

ively.
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Then tj» - AF^

= AW + BE^ + EF^

= a« + fc» + c^ .(5),

and cos 'y = cos FAD = -^7

Similarly, cos /3 = - =
« \/a*+6«+c^

.(6).

and cos a = - = — . =

—

When the three components a, 6, c are given, (5) and

(6) will give their resultant velocity both in magnitude and

direction.

But when it is required to resolve a given velocity v

into equivalent velocities in directions at right angles to

each other, and making respectively angles a, )3, y with the

direction of u, we must employ the equations

(7).

a — V cos a \

6 = «cos/3>'

c = v cos 'y J

19. We may remark, that when a line makes angles

a, /3, 7 with three other lines which are at right angles to

each other, these angles are not independent. For, by adding

together the squares of the equations (6), we find

cos' a + cos' /3 + cos'7 «a 1,

'

an equation which it is sometimes useful to employ under

the forms

cos* /3 + cos* y = sin* a,

cos*y + cos' a = sin* /3,

cos" a + C08*/3 = sin* y.
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20. From the reasoning in Art. 16, it is evident that

when uniform velocities are simultaneously communicated to

a body in any directions, the resultant motion is uniform

and in a straight line.

21. Both the definition and the measure of accelerating

force (Arts. 10, 14), are derived from the change of a body's

velocity ; they assume that the body's motion is wholly in the

line in which the force acts upon it. This will not be the case

if the body has been projected obliquely to the direction of the

force ; or if the body is constrained by any surface, string, or

rod, or tension of any kind, to take an oblique course. In

the former case, the velocity must be estimated in the direction

in which the force acts ; the other component of the velocity

being that which is due to the original projectile force. In

the case of constrained motion (ex. gr. a body falling down an

inclined plane by the action of gravity) the change of velo-

city cannot be such as is exactly due to the whole force which

acts upon the body. It has from this circumstance been found

necessary in constrained motion to distinguish, by appropriate

names, the force as calculated from the actual change of velo-

city ; and the force which really acts upon a particle. The
former is called, the effective accelerating force; and the latter,

the impressed accelerating force. This last force is measured

by the velocity which it would generate in a free particle, fall-

ing from rest, in a unit of time.

22. Accelerating force being measured by change of velo-

city is independent of the mass of the moving body. Yet we
know from experience that the same degree of pressure applied

(by the hand or otherwise) to bodies of different mssses will

in the same time generate in them different degrees of velocity.

Accelerating force is therefore not a measure of the pressure

employed, unless the masses of the bodies moved be all equal

(Art. 14). The object of the next law of motion is to find by
experiment what is the general relation between the three

elements here mentioned ; viz. pressure, mass, and accelerating

force.
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THE THIRD LAW OF MOTION.

23. The pressure (measured as in Statics by the weight

which it can support) which produces motion in any body is

equal to the product of the mass of the body into the accele-

rating force.

If equal pressures be employed, under similar circum-

stances, upon bodies equal in every respect, the same velocity

(there being no reason to the contrary) will be produced in

each in the same time : and if the bodies be adjacent at start-

ing, they will continue to be adjacent during the entire con-

tinuance of their motion ; and we may suppose them to coalesce

in unequal groups, at any period of their motion, without

affecting their subsequent motion. Now when the coalition

has taken place, we have a series of unequal bodies, all moving

with the same velocity, the mass of each of which is exactly

proportional to the number of original small bodies in the

group which coalesced in forming it. The whole pressure

also, which acts upon each of these new bodies, is in the same

proportion ; that is, the pressure on any one is proportional to

its mass. Consequently,

WTien the pressures applied to bodies are proportional to

the masses to which they are applied, equal velocities will be

generated in all the bodies in the same time : in other words,

The pressure required to produce a given accelerating

force in bodies of different masses varies as the mass. ... (A).

Again, let two bodies, whose masses are represented by

A and 2?, be connected by a string; and let B be laid upon a

very smooth horizontal table, while A is suffered to hang down

over the edge of it. If the system thus arranged be left to

itself, A will begin to descend, drawing B along the table with

a velocity equal to its own. Now take a portion a- from A
and annex it to B, and with the bodies A — x and J9 + a?, let

the experiment be repeated : it is found that, (making due

allowance for the want of perfect smoothness in the table) the

velocity acquired by the system in a given time is proportional

to .^ — J", the weight that hangs down, whatever be the value

of x. Now from the arrangement of these experiments, the
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mass moved is always the same, being equal to A + B : and

the pressure which produces motion in this mass is the weight

of that portion only which hangs down, A - x ; for if that be

support^^ by a stand placed under it, no motion will ensue

when the system is left to itself. Hence, if bodies of equal

masses be put in motion by unequal pressures, the accelerat-

ing forces produced thereby are proportional to the pressures

which respectively produce them : in other words,

The pressures required to produce different accelerating

forces in equal masses, vary as the accelerating forces.

Uniting this variation with that marked {A) we find this

result,

pressure « (mass moved) x (accelerating force produced by it).

As we have not as yet fixed upon a measure of mass, we

are at liberty to assume the unit of mass to be such as will

turn the above variation into an equation :

.•. pressure = (mass) . (accelerating force).

24. The product on the right-hand side of this equation

is often called the moving force, to distinguish it from accele-

rating force : and then the above law of motion is stated thus.

The pressure which produces motion varies as the moving

force.

25. We have shewn in Statics, that every pressure can be

expressed by a weight ; we shall shew hereafter how the accele-

rating force of gravity can be found with great accuracy : these

two furnish us with an expression for the mass of any body.

For if W be the weight of a body, M the measure of its mass,

and g the accelerating force of gravity (see Art. 64) ;

W^Mgy
W
g
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GENERAL REMARK ON THE LAWS OP MOTION.

When wc consider that all the experiments adduced in

proving the Laws of Motion are of a very rough character,

and at the most are only proofs that the Laws hold good

in those particular instances, some doubt may remain on the

mind of the student respecting their generality. Perhaps the

consideration most likely to remove any doubt of this kind is,

that they have been taken as the basis of an endless variety

of calculations respecting the motions of bodies under an almost

infinite variety of circumstances :—they have been applied in

computing the places of the Sun, Moon, and planets ;—in pre-

dicting Eclipses, occulations and other celestial phajnomena ;

—

and in explaining the motion of the Earth about its own
axis ;—in all which cases a great number of forces, acting in

different ways, and under different circumstances, are to be

taken account of ; which therefore leads to calculations of great •

length, complexity and delicacy, in which an error in first

principles must needs be multiplied so often, and be so inter-

woven into every part, as utterly to vitiate the results ;—yet in

every instance have these results, thus obtained, been found to

differ from the results of observation by quantities of a most

minute character,—the discrepancies never being greater than

what might reasonably be attributed to the errors of data and

observation. The irresistible inference to be drawn from this

most exact agreement between theory and experiment is, that

the Laws of Motion which formed the basis of the calculations

are true, and of universal application to nature.



CHAPTER II.

ON THE IMPACT OF BODIES.

26. When two bodies moving directly towards each

other meet, or if one overtake the other, upon their surfaces

first coming in contact, the motion of each receives a check,

which to our senses appears to take place instantaneously.

That a finite, though very small, time is really occupied in

effecting the changes in their motions, is rendered certain by
a closer examination of the experiment. For, if two ivory

balls, one of which is stained with ink, be made to touch each

other, at the point of contact, upon the clean ball, there will

be seen an extremely minute spot of ink. But if they be made
to strike against each other with considerable velocities, the

spot of ink will be very much enlarged ; and the greater the

striking velocities, the larger will be the spot. Now, as two

spheres can only touch each other in a single point, the appear-

ance of a large round spot transferred from the stained ball

to the clean ball, shews that their figures during the impact

have been compressed at and near the point of first contact

;

hence, during the impact the centres of the balls have ap-

proached nearer to each other than the sum of their radii,

which is their distance when merely in contact. This approach

through a finite space being accomplished with finite velocities,

must necessarily have occupied a Jinite time. We can now
see also how the change in the velocities is efiected. At first

meeting the balls begin to press against each other;—this

pressure goes on increasing as the balls become more com-

pressed, until the compression has reached its maximum, at

which moment the pressure has also obtained its greatest value,

and the approach of their centres having ceased, the velocities

of the balls are equal. At this moment the natural efibrt of

the substance of the balls to restore their former figure (that of

perfect spheres) causes them to thrust one another apart with

considerable violence, (yet this operation also occupies a finite
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time,) and produces the phaenomenon of rebounding. That

property of matter by which the balls make this effort to

regain their former figure is called elasticity. If the balls

regain their figure with the same force as was required to

compress them, the elasticity of the substance of which they

are composed is said to be perfect. No substance of this

kind has hitherto been found in nature. All bodies are there-

fore considered as imperfectly elastic.

27. During the whole process of compression and sepa-

ration detailed above, there exists a mutual pressure, which,

though continually varying, is always the same for both, and

which is employed in retarding (or accelerating as the case

may be) the motions of the balls until they separate.

Now the retarding force which results from this pressure

pressure^
, (Art. 23.)

mass on which it acts

Hence, the numerator of this fraction being the same for

both the bodies, if their masses be A and B,

retarding force on A B
retarding force on B A

But in Art. 14 it is shewn that the velocities generated

or destroyed in equal times by uniform forces are proportional

to the accelerating or retarding forces which generate or de-

stroy them. Hence however two forces may vary in magni-

tude, if their ratio remains constant, the indefinitely small

increments or decrements of velocity which they generate or

destroy in very small equal times, during which they may be

supposed uniform, have the same ratio, and hence the whole

velocities generated or destroyed have this ratio. Consequently

vel. destroyed in A during impact B
vel. destroyed in B during impact A '

.-. A . (vel. lost hy A) ^B . (vel. lost by B).

This is the form of the equation when the bodies meet

at impact ; but if A overtake By it is thus expressed,

A . (vel. lost by ^) = 2? . (vel. gained by B).
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The product of mass into velocity is called momentum^
and hence the result of this article may be thus stated in

words,

In the direct impact of two bodies the momentum lost

by one of them is equal to that lost or gained by the other.

28. There is no part of the investigation in the last

article which requires the bodies to be in actual contact

:

if by any other means they are enabled to exert in the line

which joins them such an action upon each other, as is equiva-

lent to an equal pressure applied to each in opposite directions,

the same result will follow, viz. that

A . (vel. lost or gained hy A) = B . (vel. lost or gained by B).

29. It is easily shewn that the attraction which two

bodies exert upon each other is of this nature ; for if the

attracting bodies be placed at the opposite ends of a rigid

rod no motion will ensue, which proves that they exert

equal pressures upon the rod in opposite directions. The
rod, as long as it remains between the bodies, prevents motion,

but the instant it is removed, the same forces which caused

them to exert equal pressures, now cause them to rush

towards each other. Hence the force of attraction is equi-

valent to an equal pressure applied to each body in opposite

directions. Consequently when two bodies A, B move towards

each other by mutual attraction,

A . (vel. gained hy A) = B . (vel. gained by B).

Hence the result of Art. 27 admits of a more general

enunciation ; thus,

In the direct mutual action of two bodies the momentum
lost or gained by one is equal to that lost or gained by the

other.

30. This was formerly the third Law of Motion, and was

stated thus, " Action and Reaction are equal and opposite."

We may regard it as a deduction from our second and third

Laws, and as it is a result wliich admits of many simple and

varied experimental means of examination, it furnisiics us

2
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with easy tests of the truth of those laws from which it has

been derived. Thus, let A, B be

two balls of different substances,

magnitudes, and weights, suspend-

ed by two strings CA, DB from

two such points C, Z) that when at

rest the balls just touch each other

and have their centres in the same

horizontal line. This arrangement

is necessary in order to insure

direct impact when the balls are elevated and suffered to fall

through such circular arcs aA^ bB, (whose centres are C, D)
that they may strike together at the moment when they reach

their lowest positions. By having the strings of different

lengths, if necessary, and letting the bodies start at proper

times, we may insure their meeting together at the lowest

points of their respective arcs, and with any velocities we
please. After striking together they will rebound, and by
measuring the respective altitudes through which they ascend

we shall be able to calculate the velocities with which they

rebounded, that is, their velocities after impact. The veloci-

ties before impact are also known, and thus we can ascertain

whether the momenta lost by the balls are equal. This ex-

periment has been repeatedly tried, and been attended with the

most satisfactory results, and hence affords us strong evidence

of the truth of these Laws of Motion. If it be thought neces-

sary, the effect of compression may be examined apart from

that of elasticity by fixing a steel point in one of the bodies

at the point of impact, which will cause them to adhere

together after striking.

31. But, again, it is evident from Art. 27, that if two

bodies A, B are always subject to equal pressures, by whatso-

ever means those pressures are produced, if only they act in

the directions of motion of the bodies to wliich they are re-

spectively applied, the same result follows; and consequently,

a A, B act upon each other through any machine, so as to

satisfy these conditions, viz. that equal pressures are always

exerted on them in their respective directions of motion, it is
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true in this case also, as in the case of direct action, that the

momentum lost or gained by one of them is equal to that lost

or gained hy the other.

32. If n bodies of the same mass move with equal

velocities, the quantity of motion in each is the same : and

therefore the whole quantity of motion in the system is n times

that existing in one of the bodies. Hence, when a body or

system of bodies moves with a given velocity,

quantity of motion oc mass.

It is evident that if the velocity of a body be increased

in any proportion, the quantity of motion is increased in

the same proportion. Hence when the mass is given,

quantity of motion cc velocity.

Uniting this variation with the last, we find that, what-

ever be the mass and velocity,

quantity of motion « (mass) . (velocity)

cc momentum.

33. Now if force be the cause of motion it seems natural

to expect, since cause and effect are necessarily proportional,

that the quantity of force employed ought to be exactly pro-

portional to the quantity of motion produced or destroyed.

We shall shew that this follows from the measures of force

and motion which we have given.

Let the whole duration of a pressure be divided into ex-

tremely short intervals ^j, t^, #3,... each so small that the

pressure exerted during any one of them may be considered

constant or uniform. Let Pj, Pg? -Ps**- t)e these pressures,

exerted during the 1st, 2nd, 3rd,... intervals respectively; and

let m be the mass moved.

Then the whole quantity of pressure exerted may be con-

sidered equal to P^t^ + Pa^g + Ps^a + ... But if /i, /g, /s...

be the accelerating forces resulting from the pressures Pj, P^,

Ps... respectively, and Vj, Vg, ?J3...be the velocities generated

by them in the times ^„ /j, ^ ... during which they respec-

tively act, then

2—2
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^i'i+ PiU + Pifs + ••• = fnAti + mfits+ m/3^3+ Art. 23,

" mVi+ mva+ mv3+ Art. 15,

=! m . (whole velocity generated or

destroyed)

= momentum generatedor destroyed;

.•. whole quantity of pressure

= momentum generated or destroyed,

oc quantity of motion generated or destroyed.

34. That which is here called the whole quantity of

pressure is, in the case of impact, called the impulse or

the blow ; for when a body strikes against an obstacle and

loses part of its motion, the blow sustained by the obstacle

seems to be properly measured by the quantity of motion

destroyed. Wherefore

impulse = momentum generated or destroyed.

35. Impinging bodies are supposed to be spherical, and

of uniform density, and of the same elasticity unless it be

otherwise mentioned.

The relative velocity of two bodies, is that velocity with

which they approach towards, or recede from each other.

It is therefore the sum of their absolute velocities when

they move in opposite directions ; and the difference of them

when they move in the same direction.

36. It is found by experiments made, in the manner

detailed in Art. 30, with bodies of the same substance, that

the relative velocity of two such bodies after impact bears a

constant ratio to their relative velocity before impact, what-

ever be the absolute velocities with which they strike together.

This ratio however is not the same for all substances. Tables

have been formed of its value for different substances.

It is taken as the measure of the elasticity of the substance,

and in this work will be represented by X, the value of which

is supposed to be known when the nature of the substance

employed is given.
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Substance. Value of X. Substance. Value of A.

Glass

Ivory

Hardened Steel

Cast Iron

•94

•81

•79

•73

Bell Metal

Cork

Brass

Lead

•67

'65

•41

•20

37. The plane of impact of two bodies is that which

touches them both at the point of their mutual contact.

If the paths of their centres before impact are not both

perpendicular to this plane they are said to impinge obliquely

upon each other.

Bodies are said to be inelastic which do not separate after

impact.

38. PaoB. Given the absolute velocities of two inelastic

bodies, tojind their common velocity after direct impact.

Let A, B be their masses ; a, b their respective abso-

lute velocities before impact, and v their common velocity

after impact. (AH these velocities are estimated in the di-

rection of ^'s motion ; so that if B's motion should be in

the opposite direction to that of Ay b will be a negative

quantity.)

^'s absolute velocity after impact = «, and therefore the

velocity lost by A = a — v \ hence the momentum lost by A
= A (a — v).

J5's absolute velocity after impact = «, and therefore the

velocity gained by B = v — b; hence the momentum gained

by B
= B{v-b).

But by Art. 27, these momenta are equal;

.-. A(a-v) = B{v -b); '

Aa + Bb
*• ^ " A + B '

Rem. The impulse, or blow with which the bodies strike

each other, may be found from the definition of Art. 34 : for.
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being measured by the momentum lost by cither of them, it is

equal to A{a — v),

J +B

39. Prob. Given the absolute velocities of two elastic

bodies before direct impact^ to find the absolute velocity of

each after impact.

Let A, B be their masses ; X their elasticity ; a, b their

respective absolute velocities before impact ; «', 6' their velo-

cities after impact : (all velocities estimated in direction of

-4's motion).

Then the velocity lost by A ^ a — a

and the velocity gained by B = b' —b

;

.'. the momentum lost by A = A {a — a')

and the momentum gained by B = B (b' - b).

Consequently by Art. 27,

A (a -a') = 5(6' - 6).........(l).

Now the relative velocity before impact = a - 6, and

after impact = 6' - o'. (We write &' - a\ and not a - b'

because A is supposed to strike against B and to drive B
before it, which makes b' greater than a'.)

Hence by Art. S6,

^b-^ •••^^>^

.-. 6' = o' + X(c-6)

which substituted in (l), gives

, Aa + Bb ^ B(a~b)
a = —; ~ X .

—~—=-— .

A + B A + B

Similarly by substituting b' -\{a-b) for a in (l) we

find,

Aa + Bb A(a-b)
^" A + B '^^' A + B

•
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Rem. The impulse, or blow with which the bodies

strike together,

(1 + X) AB (a - b)
= A{a-a) =

A + B

40. If B had been at rest before impact, 6 = 0; and

writing this value of 6 in last article,

/ , , .... . (A-\B)a
a = the vel. of A after impact = — =i^—

,

A + B

V - the vel. of B after impact = —

.

^ A + B
Consequently, if A and B should be so related that

A
A -\B = 0, or — = X, A after striking against B will re-

B
main at rest, and B will move on with a velocity equal

to Xa; which result is obtained by writing B\ for A, in

the above value of 6'.

41. If jB should happen to be indefinitely greater than

A, b' = 0, that is, B is not aflFected by A's impact ; but

since

A

. (I-)
a = a = — \a .

A

A is reflected from B with the velocity X times the velocity

of impact.

42. Prob. If each body be multiplied by the square

of its velocity^ the stim of the products so formed before

impact will be equal to the sum, so formed after impact

y

when the bodies are pefectly elastic ; but the former sum
will be greater than the latter if the bodies are imperfectly

elastic.

1st. Let the bodies be perfectly elastic, then X = 1

;

— a
and v = l Art. 36;

a —
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.*. b' — a = a — by

or a + a = b' + b.

But A{a-a) = B (// - 6) Art. 27.

Multiply the last two equations together;

.-. A{a?-a'') = B{b'^-b-'),

or Aa- + Bb'=Aa^+ Bb'\

which proves the proposition for this case.

2dly. Let the bodies be imperfectly elastic ; then, by
Art. 36,

y - a' ^ . ^ X

a - 6
~ ~ 1

'

(g + g )
-

{Ji + 6) i-X
''•

(a - o') + (6' - 6)
"

1 + \
'

... (a + a') - 1^ (a _ «') = (6' + 6) +
J-^;^^

(6' - 6).

But A {a- a') = 5(6' - b).

Hence, multiplying the last two equations together,

A{a'-a")-^~^.Aia-ay^B{b''-b') + ^~~.B(b'-by;

.-. Aa'+Bb^^ Aa'+Bb''+—~. U(a - ay+B(b' - by\.

Consequently, Aa^ + Bb^ is greater than Aa* \- Bb'*.

43. PnoB. There are two bodies whose masses A, C
are given, C being at rest while A is moving towards it with

a given velocity a; it is required to find the mass of a body,

which being interposed between A and C, shall, after being

struck by A, communicate the greatest possible velocity to C.

Let B be the mass of the interposed body, b' its velocity

after being struck by A ; then, by Art. 40, since B is at rest

before being struck hy A,

(l+\)Aa

^^-aVb-'
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The same formula gives the velocity of C after being

struck by B

= 0+^)^^' _ (1 +\)B {l + \)Aa

B+ C ~ B + C ' A + B '

This quantity is to be a maximum ; or, omitting the con-

stant factors, —— — is to be a maximum ; and

^ r . . . ,
(B+C){A + B) ^.^

therefore it is reciprocal —
, whichB

AC^A + C+B + -—,

is to be a minimum, by the variation of B. Hence, according

to the principles of the Differential Calculus, equating to zero,

the differential coefficient of this expression with regard to B,

we have

AC1-^ = 0,

or B'^AC;

that is, the mass of the interposed body must be a mean pro-

portional between the masses of the given bodies.

IMPACT ON FIXED PLANES.

Def. The angle which the direction of a body's motion

makes with a perpendicular upon the plane against which it

impinges is called, before impact, the angle of incidence ; and

after impact, the angle of reflection.

44. Prob. An imperfectly elastic body^ moving with a

given velocity in a given direction, strikes against a smooth

Jixed plane at a given point ; to determine the velocity and

direction of its motion after impact.
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Let AB be the plane ; C the point of impact, CD a per-

pendicular to the plane at that point,

PC the path of the body before im-

pact ; take this line to represent the

given velocity of the body ; draw

PD parallel to the plane, and in CD

take a point E such that —— = X

;

from E draw EQ = PD, and join C, Q ; CQ is the velocity

and direction of the motion after impact.

For, the motion of the body, represented by PC, may be

resolved into the two motions PD, DC (Art. 17), the effects

of which (as in the second Law of Motion) we may consider

separately. The motion PD being parallel to the plane will

not be altered by impact, inasmuch as the plane is smooth,

and cannot offer any resistance parallel to itself; EQ, which is

equal to PD, will therefore represent after impact, the velo-

city of the body, parallel to the plane. But the velocity DC
would cause the body to impinge directly upon the fixed

plane ; and therefore the velocity after impact in the direction

CD = \. CD* (Art. 41) = CE ; hence after impact, CE repre-

sents the velocity which is perpendicular to the plane. The
velocities CE, EQ compounded into one (Art. 16), give CQ
for the direction and velocity of the body after impact. To
express this result analytically, let v be the velocity before

impact, «' the velocity after impact ; 9 the angle of incidence

PCD, and 0' the angle of reflection QCD : then

^ EQ PD 1 ^
*''"^ = cl = x7c5 = x-"'"^

«
and V sins' =EQ

= PD

= V sin 0.

• Art. 36 properly applies only to the relative motion of two bodies; yet the

experimental results there given will be applicable in the present case, if we suppose

AB to be the face of a body whose mass is indefinitely great in comparison of that

of the impinging body ; on this principle, the above equation is taken from Art. 41.
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Substituting for sin Q' from (l), we find

«'* = e (sin^ + X^ cos^ 0),

or »'=« (sin2 + \2cos''0)i.. (2).

Equation (1) determines Q\ and (2) gives «'.

Rem. If the ball be perfectly elastic, X = 1, and Q «= 0',

y = v' ; consequently, the angle of reflection is equal to the

angle of incidence, and the velocity is imchanged by impact

except in direction.

45. If the ball were inelastic, CE, would vanish, and

after impact it would run along CB with the

vel. £Q = PD = « sin :

in which case the velocity lost by impact would

= u — u sin

= «(l-cosPC^)

= « . vers PCA.

46. Peob. To Jind the direction in which an elastic

body must he projected from a given point; so that, after

reflection at a given plane surface, it may pass through

another given point.

Suppose the body is to be projected from A against the

plane ED, so as after reflection to pass

through B. Draw BC perpendicular to

BD
ED, making —— = X ; join .4C ; it is the

direction in which the body must be pro-

jected from A.

For join EB, and project the body in

the direction AE ; then

tan angle of reflection = — . tan angle of
X

incidence , (Art. 44)

-. tan^CD
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~\ CD
ED
BD

= tan EBD ;

.'. angle of reflection = EBD,
hence EB is the direction of reflection, and the body is re-

flected from E through B.

47. Prob. To find the direction in which an elastic

body must he projected from a given point ; so that after

reflection at any number of given plane surfaces in a given

order it may pass through a given point.

Let A be the point from which the body is to be pro-

jected, B that through which it is to

pass after being reflected from the

planes CK, DH, EF in order.

Draw BG perpendicular to the

plane EF, and take FG, such that

BF
X ; from G draw GI perpendi-

FG
GH

cular to DH., so that —— = X ; and
HI

IL perpendicular to CK, so that

- = X; join AL) it is the direction
KL
required. For join CI, DG, BE;
then from the last article it appears

that after describing AC the body will be reflected in the

direction CI; and being incident upon the plane DH in the

direction CD, it will be reflected in the direction DG; and

so from E to B.

OBLIQUE IMPACT.

48. Prob. Two smooth bodies of given masses, moving

in given directions with given velocities, strike against each

other, it is required to find the velocity and direction of the

motion of each of them after impact.
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Let A, B be the centres and C the point of contact of

the two balls at the moment of im-

pact. aA, bB the directions of their

motions before impact, and Aa'y Bh'

their directions after impact. Cx
the plane of impact, (Art. 37). The
exact position of this plane can always

be calculated from the known veloci-

ties and directions of the motions,

and the known positions of the balls

at a given time, before impact. We shall here suppose it

given.

Let A, B be the masses of the balls ; a, /3 the inclina-

tions of aA, bB to the plane of impact; a', (i' the inclina-

tions of Aa, Bb' to the same plane.

Let a, b be the velocities before impact ; and a, b' the

velocities after impact.

Then the velocities of 'A and B parallel to Cx before

impact are

a cos a, b cos /3 (Art. 18, 3)

and their velocities perpendicular to Cx before impact afe

a sin a, b sin /3 (Art. 18, 4).

As in the second Law of Motion, we are at liberty to con-

sider each of these motions separately. The former will be

unaffected by the impact, because the balls being smooth can

offer no resistance in the direction of their common tangent

Cx; hence their velocities parallel to Cx will be the same

after as before impact

;

.'. a' cos d = a cos a (l)

and b' cos /3' = 6 co8/3 (2).

The motions of the balls perpendicular to the plane of

impact produce direct impact, and are altered by the impact

;

to apply Art. 39 to this case, we must write a sin a, - 6 sin /3

for o and b respectively ; and — a' sin a', b' sin /3' for a! and

b' respectively ; because in tliat Art. the velocities are estimated

in the direction of J's motion before impact

:
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, . , Aasitia — BbsinQ B(aana + bBm3)

,, . -, -4 a sin a - 56 sin /3 , ,4 (a sin a + 6 sin i3)
i sm/3' ^^^ + X. ^__^...W.

These four equations furnish the complete solution of the

problem : for (3) divided bj (l), and (4) by (2) give tan a
and tan /3' : and the square of (l) added to the square of (3)

will give a ; a similar process will give b\

ON THE MOTION OF THE CENTRE OF GRAVITY OP A
SYSTEM OF BODIES.

49. Peob. Given the masses of several bodies, which

move uniformly in straight lines, and the velocities and direc-

tions of their motions, and their positions at a certain time

;

to find the position of their common centre of gravity at any

time, its path and the velocity and direction of its motion.

1st. Let the motions of all the bodies take place in one

plane, which take for the plane of wy; let m^, wig, Ws be

their masses; «i, v^, v^ their velocities; and x'y', al'y",

a?"'t/"',.... their co-ordinates at a given instant; x^y.^, ^iyzt

x^y-i,,,.. their co-ordinates at the time t after that instant:

also, let oj, 02, 03.... be the angles which the directions of

their motions make with the axis of w.

At the time t the body m^ has moved over the space

a?! — X parallel to the axis of w. But since its velocity in

that direction is v^ cos Cj (Art. 18, 3) it must have moved

over the space v^ cos a^t in that time (Art. 5)

;

,'. a?j — <r = Vyt cos a^

;

.'. iTj =» v^t cos a, + w'

.

Similarly y-^ «= Vj sin ai^ + y.

These are the co-ordinates of Wj at the time t: the co-

ordinates of mg, may be determined from these by writing

«„ oj, a/\ y"i for Vj, oj, afy y, and so on for the other bodies.

Now by the nature of the centre of gravity if a?, y, be

its co-ordinates at the time f, we have
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X =
nil + m2 + m^ + ...

or writing for a?i, a?^, X3,... their values before determined,

/WlitJi COS Cj + fMjVj cos 02 + 7W3V3 cos Cg + ...\

\ «»j + fn2 + WI3+ ...
/*

m^x* + m^x" + TWgcr'" + ...

W»l + W2 + W/3+ ...

This equation for brevity is written thus

2 (mtJ cos a) 2 (wo?')

'^^
2(ot) ' "*" 2(m) *

_ 2(w2vsina) 2(wy')
Similarly « = —_ . . . t + .

•^ ^ 2(m) 2(m)

These equations fully determine the position of the centre

of gravity at any time t. From them also we find that the co-

ordmates of this point when / = 0, were ^ , ' and ————

,

^ 2 ym) 2 (m)

and therefore the co-ordinates have increased respectively by

2 imx) - _ 2 (wy') ... , ,

X—=r and y——-—— in the time t : hence these, or
2(w) -^ 2(m) '

their respective equals

2 {rtiv cos a) ,2 {mv sin a)
. #j and . t

2 (w) 2 (m)

are the spaces described by the centre of gravity parallel to

the axis of x and y, in the time t ; consequently the ve-

locities of it in these directions, found by Art. 5, are

2 (tou cos a) „ , , . -

^ , ^
— parallel to the axis of a?,

2(m) '^

- 2(mt>sina) ., , , . .
and —^ ^ ^

—- parallel to the axis of y.
2 (m) ^ ^

Hence if ?j be the velocity of the centre of gravity,

and o the angle which its path makes with the axis of or.
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the former of these expressions = v cos a, and the latter

K t; sin a

;

_ _ 2 (mv cos a)
.-. i) cos a «» -—-T

J _ . - S.(»»« sin a)
and tj sm a = ^rr—;^

•

2 (w)

From which we obtain

_ 9 sin a 2 (m w sin a)
tan a = ^ ^ = :=-. r

V cos a 2 (mt) cos a)

, -„ f2 (mv cos a)Y f2 (wv sin a)]

2

50. 2dly. When the motions of the bodies are not all

in one plane, the system must be referred to three co-ordi-

nate planes nxed m space. Let atyz,ary%,af y z ...

be the co-ordinates of the bodies at the given instant; A',y,»i,

^iVs^si ^aVs^si"- their co-ordinates at the time i after that

instant; a,/3i7i, 02/8272, 03/3373,... the angles which the di-

rections of their respective paths make with the co-ordinate

axes of xyz.

Then in a similar manner to that before employed, we

should find

.Tj = Vi cos a^t + x'

y, = r, cos /3i^ + y'

Zi = Vi cos yit + «'

for the co-ordinates of rWi ; and similar equations for those of

the other bodies, at the time t.

Also, if ^ y z, be the co-ordinates of the centre of gra-

vity at the time t,

_ 2(f»«cosa) 2 (ma?')

"^^
2(^) *

* 2(f»)

_ 2(m«cos/3) 2 (my')

^° 2W '^"^ 2(m)

_ 2(mrcos7) 2(m«')
"" 2(^0 •'"''Tw'
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And if the path of the centre of gravity make angles

a (i y with the co-ordinate axes, and if v be its velocity,

-g f2 (mv cos a)Y ("2 (mv cos /3)1^ f2 (mv cos y)^
' '^

\ 2(m)
-

1
•*

1 2(m) /
*"

I 2 (m) ~J

- 2 (w»« cos a)
« cos a =

_ _ 2 (mu cos B)
«cos/3 \., ,

^'

2 (m)

_ 2 (mf cos y)
V cos 7 = ^.—.- •

2(w)

The first of these gives v and then the last three give

a» /?> 7-

It appears that the centre of gravity moves with uniform

velocity in a straight line (Art. 20), and the equations of

its path may be obtained by eliminating t between the equa-

tions which give the values of x, y, in Art. 49, or x y z in

this Article.

Hence, in Art. 49, we have

m 2 (m) — 2 (m.r) y2 (m) - 2 (my')

2 (mv cos o) 2 {mv sin a)

for the equation of the path of the centre of gravity when

the bodies move in one plane.

51. Prop. If any of the bodies in the last Problem

happen to impinge against each other in the course of their

motions^ the motion of the centre of gravity will not be

affected thereby either in velocity or direction.

1st. As to its velocity.

The velocity of the centre of gravity in the direction of

•r is

2(rwwcosa)

2(w)

The denominator of this fraction is constant ; and the

numerator is equal to the sum of the momenta of all the
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bodies estimated parallel to the axis of x. Now it has

been shewn in Art. 27, that whatever momentum is lost in

impact by one body, is exactly gained by the other body

against which it strikes; hence the whole quantity of momen-
tum cannot be altered by impact, and therefore 2(wiucosa)

remains constant, and consequently the velocity of the centre

of gravity, parallel to the axis of <r, is the same after impact

as before ; the same may be proved for the velocities pa-

rallel to the other axes; and therefore the whole velocity

is unaltered by impact.

2dly. As to its direction.

The direction of the motion of the centre of gravity,

that is, the inclinations of its path to the co-ordinate axes

are given in terms of its velocities parallel to those axes

(Art. 18, or the equations of Arts. 49, 50) : and these having

been just shewn to be the same after as before impact, the

others remain constant ; and so the centre of gravity moves on

in the same line as before impact.

52. It has been shewn that the velocity of the centre of

,. . 1, , 1 . - . 2(TOtJCosa)
gravity m a direction parallel to the axis of w is ————^^ .^ 2(w)
Now, if a body, equal to all the bodies taken together

(= 2w), were to move with the same velocity as the centre

of gravity of the system, its momentum parallel to the axis of

,, ,^ , V 2(wiucosa) ^, ^ , , -

X would = 2. [m) .
—-

—

= 2 (mu cos a) = the whole
2 (m)

momentum of the system in that direction. The same may
be proved for the momenta parallel to the other axes.

53. Remark. Conversely, if the whole momentum of the

system were communicated to a body equal to the sum of all

the bodies, that body would move with the same velocity, and

in the same direction as the centre of gravity of the system.

54. Remark. Two consecutive points are necessary

and sufficient to determine the velocity and direction of a

body's motion. For an indefinitely short period therefore

each body, even if its path be curvilinear, may be considered

as moving uniformly in a straight line : consequently the
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five preceding articles may be applied to the instantaneous

state of any system, whatever be the velocities and paths

of the particles. In using those results, we must observe

that Vj tjg »3... denote the velocities of the particles at

any proposed instant; and a^ jQ^ 71, a^ /^s 78» «3 i^a 73j«"
the inclinations of the tangents to their paths at the same

moment to the axes of x y z . Vi a (i y will give the con-

temporaneous velocity and direction of the motion of the centre

of gravity. Its path will be found, as before, by eliminating

t; but it will not necessarily be a straight line.

55. Pbob. Two spherical bodies move from given posi-

tions in given straight lines with given velocities ; to find
when their centres will be a given distance apart.

Let SB if ss, w" y" ?f" be the co-ordinates of the centres

of the balls at a given instant ; x^ y^ %^, x^ ^2 ^a their co-

ordinates at the time t from that instant, when their distance

apart is equal to D. Let Wj, v^ be their velocities; and

«i ^\ 7i> *«2 i^a 7a the angles which their paths make with the

co-ordinate axes.

Then D^ = (.r^ - x.f + (y^ - y,Y + {z, - z^f (l).

But, as in Art. 49,

a?j = Vj cos flj . ^ + a?'

x^ = «2 cos a^'t + x"

I

.'. x^ — a?2 = (vi cos oj - Vg cos a^) t + {x' — x").

Similarly, yi-y2= (v^ cos j3i
- v^ cos (3^) t + (y' - y"),

and «i — «2 = (^1 cos 71 — v^ cos 73) t+ (z' — z").

And these being substituted in the above equation (l) will

give a quadratic equation for determining the value of t.

This equation will have two roots, and therefore shews that

in general the balls are twice at a given distance apart, viz.

once before being at their least distance and once after.

To find the least distance to which the balls can ap-

proach each other, we must put the differential coefficient

of i>, with respect to t, equal to zero; which will give a

a—

2
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simple equation for finding /, the time of being at a mini-

mum distance; and this value of t being written in the

equation (1) will give the minimum distance itself. If this

value of D should be less thart the sum of the radii of

the balls, they will have impinged upon each other before

coming to that distance ; and so the least practical distance

is, in this case, the sum of their radii. And to find

the time of impact, we must write the sum of the radii

for D in (l), and solve the quadratic in /, the least root

thus found will be the time of impact. The greater root

refers to the time when the surfaces of the balls would be

a second time just in external contact, supposing the sub-

stance of each ball to be penetrable to the other, so that

no impact might take place upon their first meeting. As

this, thougli algebraically a possible pro!)lem, is physically

impossible, on account of the impenetrability of matter, the

greater root is to be rejected.



CHAPTER III.

ON UNIFORM ACCELERATING OR RETARDING FORCES.

56. Prop. If a body he acted on in the line of its

motion by a uniformly accelerating force f, the velocity

generated in the time t = f t.

For, because the force is uniform (Art. 11), there is an

additional velocity equal tof generated in each successive unit

of time; and therefore the velocity generated in t units of

time is equal to ft.

57- What has just been proved of velocity generated,

is equally true of velocity destroyed by a retarding force.

And consequently when a body is under the influence of an

uniform force, the velocity gained or lost, in passing from

one point to another of its path, divided by the force, gives

the time of motion. This is to be understood as applying

only to velocity generated or destroyed in the direction in

which the force acts : and does not apply to motion which

the body may have in any other direction.

58. Hence if at the time zero, u be the known velocity of

a body, which is acted on by a uniform force, its velocity at

the time t will be

= u +ft, if the force accelerates the motion

or =n-ft, if retards

59. A body at rest is acted on by a given uniform

accelerating force f, to find the space through which it

will move in a given time.

Let s be the space moved through in the time t from

the beginning of the motion.
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Divide the time of motion into n equal intervals, each

equal to — ; then the velocities which the body has acquired

at the end of the 1st, 2nd, 3rd,..; and last of these intervals,

by Art. 56^ are respectively

- < - 2# 3^ nt

n n n n

Now if the body had moved uniformly during each

interval with the velocity which it has at the end of the

respective intervals, it would have described a greater space

in the time t than in reality it docs describe: this is

evident from the consideration, that upon the supposition

here made, the velocity of the body would always be too

great, except at the very end of each interval. But the

spaces that would be described, upon this hypothesis, during

the 1st, 2nd, 3rd,... and last intervals, by Art. 5, are re-

spectively

f 2<2 3^ nf
n' nr n^ nr

.-. «cannot be >/—+/—-+/-—+... +/-—

>•'— +2 + 3+ ... +n)

/^ w(»+l)

w* ' 2

?•(-;) 0)-

Again, the velocities which the body has at the he^n-
ning of each interval are respectively for the 1st, 2nd,
3rd,... and last interval
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and if it had moved uniformly during the respective in-

tervals with these velocities, it would have described spaces

equal to

r^ .2^ (n-i)^

each being respectively smaller than the actual space, be-

cause on the hypothesis now made, the velocity of the body

is always too small except at the very beginning of each

interval.

Hence

* cannot be <0+/ -+/-^+ ... +/^ -^i—
rtr n' vt

ff n{n-l)
n»' 2

<f-04) (^>-

We have thus found two quantities (l) and (2), such that

* cannot be greater than the former nor less than the latter,

whatever be the number of intervals into which the time of

motion is divided. Let the number of intervals be increased

without limit, on which supposition — vanishes from the ex-

pressions (l) and (2) and each becomes equal to — . And
2

this quantity is such that s is neither greater nor less than it

;

consequently

60. The velocity acquired by the body in last article

equals ft ; if this be called tJ, and the equation r = // be

united with « = ^/<'-, we shall obtain the relations which

exist between force, velocity, time and space, when the motion
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fff
is due to the action of a uniform accelerating force. These

are

tj = ftt 8 = ^ft^i « = ^ «^ and V' = 2/*,

which the reader will find it useful to remenxber; and to notice

jy . that they are only applicable when the body moves from rest.

Remark. If if = 1, /= 2*, so that the accelerating force

is measured by twice the space through which it will draw

the body from rest in a unit of time.

61. If the whole time of motion be divided into equal

intervals, the spaces described in these successive intervals

are proporthmal to the odd numbers 1, 3, o, 7

For, let T be the length of each interval ; then the

time elapsed from the beginning of the motion to the end

of the {ry^ interval is rr, and the whole space described

up to that moment «= ^fr'^T^' Similarly the space described

up to the end of the (r - 1)*^ interval is = ^/(r - 1)'t-,

the difference of these, or the space described in the r"'

interval = J/r^r" - i/(r - 1)-t' = J /r' (2r - 1). And by

giving to r the successive values 1, 2, 3, 4... we have

space described in 1st interval = ^/r' . 1

2nd =1/t-.3

3rd =i/r=./>

4th =1/t-.7

&c. = &c.

which are as the numbers 1, 3, 5, 7

62. The last three articles apply exclusively to the

case of a body moving from rest, by the action of a uni-

form accelerating force. If in Art 59, the body had had

an original velocity {u) of projection in tlie line in which the

force acts, the necessary modification of the resulting ex-

pression between s and t may be effected by the assistance

of the second Law of Motion. For if no force had acted,

the body would liave moved through the space «/, in the

time t; and if there had been no velocity of projection,

the Ixxly would have been drawn through the space hft-
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in that time : these effects are independent of eacli other by

the second Law of Motion ; and therefore the whole effect

is found by uniting these two effects.

Hence s = ut + ^f^ when the force accelerates the motion,

and =ut — hft^ retards

63. Let a body placed at A be drawn by the action

of a uniform accelerating force / from ,4 to C in any time

;

and suppose B any point in AC.

Then, by Art. 60,

(vel.)2 at C = 2/. AC, p
(vel.)2 at S = 2/. AB ;

-b

.-. (vel.)2 at C - (vel.)2 atB = 2f.BC; U
.-. (vel.)' at C = {veiy at B + 2/. BC

= (vel.)^at B + (veiy through BC from rest at B.

Def. The velocity which a body would acquire in fall-

ing from rest through a certain space by the action of a

uniform force, is called "the velocity due to that space;''

and conversely, the space through which a body must fall

from rest to acquire a certain velocity by the action of a

given uniform force, is called " the space due to that velocity."

Hence the property expressed by the above equation may
be thus enunciated

;

The square of the velocity due to any space is equal

to the sum of the squares of the velocities due to any two

parts into which that space is divided.

64. The Earth exerts upon terrestrial bodies a uni-

formly accelerating force, which is the same for all substances.

1. The accelerating force which the Earth exerts is the

same for all substances at a given place.

This seems to be contradicted by daily observation of

bodies falling in the air, which would rather incline us to the

supposition that heavy substances descend to the ground in less

time than light ones: but this difference can easily be shewn
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to arise entirely from the resistance which the air offers to

bodies moving within it. For to take an extreme case, if a

feather and a piece of lead be let fall at the same moment
from the top of the exhausted receiver of an air pump, they

will be found to strike the bottom at the same moment. The
same experiment has often been carefully tried with other

substances, and always with the same result. Consequently

at the same place the Earth exerts the same accelerating force

on all bodies.

2. This accelerating force is uniform.

If this be the case it appears from the expression « «= | ft*

(Art. 59) that the spaces through which a body will fall from

rest in different times are exactly proportional to the squares

of the times of falling. But the motion of falling bodies is

much too quick to admit of this experiment being made with

such exactness as the importance of the subject demands. In

rapid motions the air''s resistance is too great to be neglected

;

and therefore the formula s oz t^ cannot be verified by bodies

falling freely. To overcome this difficulty, two unequal bo-

dies are suspended by a string over a fixed puUy, means being

used to diminish the friction of the puUy as much as possible.

A machine on this principle, fitted up with apparatus for

measuring spaces descended and for accurately marking the

moment of reaching a given point of the descent, and with a

clock for noting time, was used by Mr. Attwood with perfect

success in verifying the formula s oc t'^. By diminishing the

inequality of the weights employed, the motion may be

rendered as slow as the experimenter may require. In this

way it has been fully proved that a body falling freely at

London acquires in every second of its descent an additional

velocity of 32- 18 feet per second.

Hence the accelerating force of gravity is uniform, and

is the same for all substances. It is usually denoted by the

letter g (Art 25) ; and in the latitude of London g = 32-18 feet,

65. Peop. If a body descend down a smooth inclined plane

by the action of gravity, the force uhich accelerates the motion

is uniform and equal to g multiplied by the sine of the plane's

inclination to the horizon.
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Let AB be an inclined plane; draw AC^ BC perpendi-

cular and parallel to the horizon ; and CD
perpendicular to AB. Take AC to repre-

sent g the force of gravity ; and resolve it

into two forces AD, DC, which are equiva-

lent to g;. Then by the second Law of

Motion we may consider the effects of these

separately.

The latter DC, which = g- cos ACD = g cos B, being al-

ways perpendicular to the plane, would produce motion in

the direction DC, but as this is prevented by the im-

penetrability of the plane, it produces no effect at all upon
the motion of the body.

The former AD, which = g sin ACD = g sin B, acting

in the direction AB is that which alone produces the motion

along the plane, and since the plane is quite smooth, this

force is unresisted and produces its full effect : and as it

is constant, the proposition to be proved is made out in

both parts.

Remark. As the force which urges a body down an

inclined plane is uniform, the propositions from Art. 56 to

Art. 6Sf will be applicable to motion on inclined planes by

Avriting g sin B for /. Also, for bodies descending on in-

clined planes from rest, space oc (time)-; and therefore the

constancy and uniformity of the force of gravity may be

proved by the descent of bodies down inclined planes.

GQ. Prop. The velocity acquired by a body falling down
an inclined plane is equal to that which it would acquire in

falling down its perpendicular altitude ; whether the body be-

gin to fallfrom rest or be projected with a given velocity.

Let AB be the inclined plane, and AC its perpendicular

altitude.

1st. When the body begins to fall from rest.

By the equation in Art 6o, when the body falls down the

inclined plane,
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(vel.)' acquired down AB = 2^ sin B.AB
^ig.AC
= (vel.)- acquired down AC\

,'. vel. acquired down AB = vel. acquired down AC.

2nd. When the body is projected with a given velocity u.

By Art. 63y we have for the motion down the plane,

(vel.)' at 5 = {\eiy at A + (vel)" due toAB
= u' +2gsin B .AB
= u^ + 2g.AC.

For the motion down the altitude AC,

{\e\.y at C = (vel.)« at ^ + (vel.)'' due to AC
= u^ + 2g.AC
« (yeiy at B ;

.-. vel. at C = vel. at By

and vel. at A = vel. at A.

Hence bv subtractiiiff the latter from the former of the

last two equations,

vel. acquired down AC — vel. acquired down AB.

67. Prop. If chords he drawn from either extremity of

a vertical diameter of a circle^ the time of descent down each

of them will he equal to the time down the diameter.

For let AB he & vertical diameter and BC any chord.

Draw CD perpendicular to AB. Then
j^^

BCD equals the inclination of the plane

BC to the horizon : hence the accelera-

ting force down CB

. „„_ BD BC

and by Art. HQ, space = J . force x

(time)', we have
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5C = ^^.-—. (time down C5)-;AB

(time down CBf
2AB
g

By the same formula, when the body falls down the

diameter AB,

AB = ^g. (time down ABf;

2AB
'. (time down A By =

g
= (time down C5)';

.*. time down AB = time down CB,

and as CB is any one of the chords the proposition is proved.

68. The property of the circle just demonstrated is ver}'

useful in solving geometrically all problems concerning planes

of quickest and slowest descent ; as the following example

will shew.

Prob. To find the plane down which a body will de-

scend in the least time from a point within a vertical circle

to its circumference.

Let D be the given point ; C the centre of the vertical

circle BE ; BCG the vertical diameter.

Join GD and produce it to meet the cir-

cumference in £ ; DE is the plane

required. For, join CE ; and draw DF
parallel to BG. Then, because EC = CG ;

therefore EF = FD, and a circle described

witii centre F and radius FE will pass

through E and 2>, and touch the given

circle at Ey because CE which passes

through their centres must pass through

the point of contact.

Now, if any plane (except DE) be drawn from i> to

the given circle, it will be partly without the circle dEDt
and be longer than the part of it which forms a chord to the
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circle drawn from the extremity D of a vertical diameter.

But the time down this part is equal to the time down DE,
each being equal to the time down Dd (Art. 6"7) ; hence

the time down DE is less than the time down the whole

of that plane of which the chord is but a part : and as this

is any plane drawn from D, except DE\ therefore the time

down DE is the least.

69. Prop. If a body, by the action of gravity^ de-

scend along a smooth continuous curve line situated in a

vertical plane, its velocity at any point will be the same

as if it had fallen freely in a straight line through the

same vertical space.

Because the curve line is smooth, it can offer no resist-

ance to the motion of the body along it, and therefore no

velocity will be lost through the action of the curve. Now,
instead of the curve, substitute smooth planes AB, BC,
CD, such that when their

number is increased and the

length of each diminished

without limit, the system of

planes shall coincide with the

curve line. As no velocity is

lost by the action of the curve,

we may ab initio introduce

the supposition that no velo-

city is lost by the action of

the planes, as a body passes from one of them to the next

:

for though this hypothesis is not true (Sec Art. 45) as long

as the number of planes is finite, we have shewn it is true

when their number is infinite ; consequently the error com-

mitted by supposing no velocity lost in passing from plane

to plane will vanish when we make the number of them in-

finite; that is, there will be no error in the reasoning that

will affect our ultimate inference with regard to tlie motion

on the curve line. This being premised, draw the horizontal

lines ^ a, Bb, Cc,... and the vertical line abed.,, also produce

CB, DC,... to F, G... Then, whatever be the velocity of pro-
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jection down AB, the velocity acquired through AB equals

that acquired through ab (Art. 66), equals that acquired

through FB. Hence, since no velocity is supposed to be lost

in passing from AB to Bd the body begins to descend down

BC under the same circumstances as if it had descended down
,

FB. Hence the velocity acquired at C, equals that acquired

through FC, equals that acquired through ac, equals that

acquired through GC. Hence the velocity at D equals that

at d. This process may be continued to any number of

planes, and therefore the same result follows when the number

is infinite, and the system of planes becomes the curve line,

in which the same is true. Hence, if a body, &c.

70. If the body had been projected up the curve line,

the same proposition is true, with the requisite verbal al-

terations; thus, the velocity at any point will be the same

as if it had been projected vertically upwards, ajid had

ascended through the same vertical space. It therefore ap-

pears, that whether a body ascend or descend along a smooth

curve line, the velocity depends not at all on the form of

the curve, but simply on the vertical space ascended or

descended. Hence we can prove, that if a body acquire

velocity by descending down a curve line, it will lose it

again by ascending along any other curve line to the same

vertical height as that from which it fell. To establish

this, we have only to shew that, in falling down a vertical

line, a body gains as much velocity as it loses in ascending

through the same. Let a body be projected downwards from

B towards C, with a velocity u : and let v be its velocity at

C. Then, by Art. 63,

(vel.)2 at C=(vel.)« at B + Zg.BC,

or V* =1? \^ ^g . BC (1).

Let now the body be projected upwards from C with

the velocity w, and suppose t the time of ascending to B,

and u its velocity when it reaches B.

Then, by Art. 62,

BC = vt-^gf (2),
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and by Art. 58,

w' «= tj - ^/

;

^v^-2ff.BC from (2)

= M* from (1) ;

.*. u = u.

71. If C be the lowest point of

a curve line ACB, of which the two

branches CA, CB have a common tangent

at C and arc exactly similar and equal ; a body let fall from A
will ascend to B\ and, since the velocities are equal at all

equal altitudes in the ascent and descent, they are equal at

those points of tlie two branches which are similarly situated

;

and consequently, if the two branches be divided into the

same number of corresponding indefinitely small arcs, the arcs

of each pair will be described with equal velocities, and, being

equal in length, in equal times. Hence the time of descend-

ing through an indefinitely small arc in one branch, is equal

to the time of ascending through the corresponding portion

of the other branch. And this being true of each pair of

indefinitely small arcs, will be true of the whole arcs; that

is, the time of descending through AC is equal to the time

of ascending through CB.

72. Remark. Our propositions respecting the motion

of bodies upon curve lines have been proved on the suppo-

sition of the curve lines being perferihj smooth ; which

amounts to supposing the curve*'s resistance to be offered

only in the direction of a normal at the point of contact

with the moving body. If any means can be found of re-

taining this normal force without introducing resistance in

the tangential direction when the curve line is removed, the

same propositions will be true. In some cases this may be

effected very readily. Thus, if a body be suspended by a

very fine string from a fixed point ; when it is raised through

any angle less than yo", and let go, it will oscillate about

the fixed point in a circular arc ; the tension of the string
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which retains it in the arc being a normal force. In other

cases, the end can only be attained by more complex means,

as in the following example.

Prob. To make a body oscillate in a given cycloid.

Let CPAc be the given cycloid, its plane being vertical

;

AB its axis, Cc its horizontal base. Pro-

duceAB to Si making BS=AB: complete

the parallelogram Cd ; and upon SD,
Sd as bases, and CD, cd as axes, describe

semi-cycloids SC, Sc, which, having equal

axes and bases to the given one, will be

equal to it in all respects.

In most treatises on the Differential Calculus it is shewn

that the two semi-cycloids CS, Sc are the evolute of CAc;
and the general property of evolutes (that indeed from whicli

they derive their name) is, that if a string be wrapped

upon the evolute CS, and made fast at S, and then un-

wound, its extremitv will trace out the curve CA ; and as

it is afterwards wound upon Sc, the same extremity will trace

out the other half cycloid Ac; and in all this motion, the

imwound part EP in any position of the string SEP, will

be a normal to the curve at P.

Hence, if a body P were suspended by such a string, it

would oscillate in the manner required.

73. Prob. To Jind the time of oscillation in a cy-

cloidal arc.

Let CA be the half of the cycloid in which the body

oscillates, its axis AB being vertical, and base CB hori-

zontal. Let L be the point from which the body begins to

descend. Then the time of a complete oscillation, which

equals the time of descent + time of ascent, is equal to twice

the time of descending through LA (Art. 7l). Divide the

arc LA into very small parts, of which let MN be any one.

Draw the horizontal lines Z,/?, J/J', NU ; and upon AR
describe a semicircle cutting MT in w, and NU in n ; join

Am, An, Rm, and Rn. Then the velocity of the body when

at M, by Art. 69, is that due to the vertical space RT

i

.'. vel. at i/ = v/2g'./2r...Art. 60.
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And when the number of

parts into which LA is di-

vided is increased, and the

length of each diminished

without limit, MN will be

so small that the velocity

of the body in moving
through it may be consi-

dered uniform, in which case (by Art. 5)

the time of moving from M to N =
MNspace

vel. y/2g.RT

An arc of a cycloid, measured from its lowest point, is

equal to twice the length of the corresponding chord of the

generating circle. This is proved in most treatises on the

Integral Calculus.

Now AB is equal to the diameter of the generating circle,

and hence

MN^AM-AN
= 2 . chord of circle corresponding to AM - 2 . chord

corresponding to AN

'^^x/AB.AT-S.x/AB.AU,

by the nature of the circle.

Hence the time of moving through MN,

9.y/AB.AT 2\/AB.AU

y/^gTRT \/zg RT

^'s/AB

8

AT.AR ^^^R\
RT.AR "^ RT/AR\
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g [Rm Rm]

L mRn.

The same may be proved for the time through each

of the other parts into which LA was divided ; hence adding

all these times together, we have the time from Z- to ^,

/oA-D (Sum of all the angles subtended at R byl

= \/ .-jthe parts, such as w»w, into which theJ-

° [semicircle upon AR is divided. j

./9.AB fAngle subtended at R by the whole semi-1
~ ^ g ' [circle RmnA.

j

g
'^'

Hence the time of making a complete oscillation

= 7r\/ZAB

g

which is the same whether the body oscillate through a

large or small arc of the cyloid.

74. By the property of the cycloid, ZAB is equal to

the length of the string SA mentioned in Article 72. Now
since a circle whose radius is SA (Fig. of Art. 72) and centre

Si coincides with the cycloid at and very near to A^ being

in fact the circle of curvature at J, the oscillation in a

We here assume that Am-An='Tno, which may be thus shewn. The angle

AOR = AnR + mAn; now tnAn vanishes ultimately because n»n is indefinitely

small; therefore ultimately AOR=AnR = a, right angle: therefore Aon = Am0

and An^Ao. In the next line we assume „—= sinm /Jo= angle mAoaangle

m An; because the arc s its sine, ultimately.
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very small arc of this circle will be executed in the same

manner and time as in a very small cycloidal arc. Hence

if a body oscillate in a small circular arc, the radius of

which, or length of the string by which it is suspended, is

equal to L feet, the time of making an oscillation is equal to

g

75. By the assistance of the last article we may solve

all problems relating to the times of oscillation of clock

pendulums.

I. If at a given place the pendulums of two clocks

be of different lengths^ their times of oscillation are pro-

portional to the square roots of their respective lengths ; and

the number of oscillations ivhich they make in the same time

•are inversely as the square roots of their lengths.

For let Z, // be their lengths, then, g being the same

for both,

time of one oscil. of the former : time of one oscil. of the latter,

I ^ ^ g

:: s/L : \/T'.

Again, the number of oscillations in a given time for the

former : the number in same time for the latter

the given time . , ^ the given time . , ,

:: ^ ^.-m the former : -: ^ ^ in the latter
time of one oscil. time of one oscu.

in the former : -;
;; r- in the latter

time of one oscil.
' time of one oscil.

1 1

II. If the same pendulum be made to oscillute at dif-

ferent places^ the number of oscillations made in a day^ or

any given time, will be as the square root of the force of

gravity at the respective places.
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For L is the same at the two places; let g, g be the

force of gravity. Then

time of one oscillation at former place : ditto at the latter

^ g ^ g

1

Hence the number of oscillations in a given time in the

former case : number in the latter

in the former : ditto in the latter
time of one oscil.

:: \/g : ^/g.

By this we see that the pendulum may be made use of

in comparing the force of the Earth's attraction at different

places. And we shall shew hereafter how it may be made
use of in finding the actual value of ^; and in proving that g
is constant for small altitudes above the Earth's surface.

III. The length of a second's pendulum being slightly

altered by a change of temperature or other means ; to find
the daily error of the clock.

Let / be the length of the second's pendulum, I + ^l be

the length of the same pendulum when changed by tempera-

ture: N the number of seconds in one day equal 86400.

Then l='7r\/- (Art. 74),
g

and the time of one oscillation of the pendulum whose length

is I + Sly

= 7r V-
g

^/l ( hl\h { M\h
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Hence the number of seconds (or of oscillations) lost in

one day

N
= N- in

= N--n(i-—\ neglecUng (Sl)\ {^l)\,,.

IV. A clock loses n seconds per diem, to Jind how much

the pendulum must be shortened to correct it.

Let 5r be the quantity by which it must be shortened.

Then by the last article

N ht

. ^t-^'' I

MOTION OP PROJECTILES IN VACUO.

In the preceding Articles of this Chapter, we have de-

termined the motion of bodies, subject to the influence of

gravity, both when they were suffered to move freely in a ver-

tical direction, or by some mechanical contrivance constrained

to move upon a plane or in a curve line. It yet remains to

determine a species of motion which belongs to neither of these

cases ; viz. that of a body thrown or projected, in an oblique

direction, and left without constraint to choose its own path.

Such is the motion of a stone thrown at a distant mark. It

may be here mentioned, that this kind of motion, as well as

those before considered, is supposed to take place in vacuo;

an hypothesis, which is introduced solely for the purpose of

simplifying our calculations. Now, as all motion near the

Earth's surface is impeded by the resistance of tlie atmosphere,

our results will differ from experiment ; but, as the resistance
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of the air is but small, when the motion is not very quick, the

error in such case will not amount to much. We shall shew

hereafter how to effect the proper corrections for this error.

From what is here stated, the reader will perceive, that besides

determining the time and velocity of the body's motion, we
have now to investigate the form and magnitude of the path

which it wiU take in its flight.

76. Prob. a body being projected from a given point

in a given direction and with a given velocity ; it is required

to Jind the place of the body at any time, and the equation

of the path which it will describe.

Let A be the point from which the body is projected, and

AC the direction of projec-

tion. Draw Ax horizontal,

and Ay vertical, which take

for the axes of x and y : and

suppose the curve line APB
to be the path which the body

will describe ; and suppose

the body to be at P at the ^

time t from the moment of projection. Draw CPD vertical.

AD = a?, DP = y, a = BAC, and u = the velocity of pro-

jection.

Now the actual motion is compounded of two motions, the

original velocity in the direction AC, and that which is generated

by the force of gravity. By the second Law of Motion we

are at liberty to calculate the effect of gravity separately. The
projectile velocity in the time t would carry the body from

A to C, such that AC = ut; and the force of gravity would

then cause it to descend from C to P in the same time t, such

that CP=\gf. Hence

Of '"AD = ^Ccosa = ut cos a (l),

and y t= CD - CP = AC sina- ^g^
= utsina — ^gt^ (2).

These two equations give the co-ordinates of the body at

any time t of the motion.
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The former gives t « , which substituted in the
u cos a

latter gives

a? sin a , gx^
y ~" 2 * a i

COS a ircos, a

fir sec* a , , ^= xtana-- r,— ..^? (3),

which is the equation of the path of the body.

77. It can readily be shewn that this equation is that

of the common parabola.

For, arranging it according to powers of a*,

sr . sin a . cos a . .r = . cos- a . V,

and completing the square,

r
""'

• AS ~^' 2 /«*' . « \
{.V . sin a cos ay = — . cos* a . I— sm- a -yU

and by transposing the origin of co-ordinates from ^ to a

certain point, the co-ordinates of which are

«*' . vr . .,— . sm a cos a , — sin'- a

;

g ^g

and reckoning the new ordinate axis of y downwards, which
will be effected by writing

.r + — sm a cos a for a,
g

and - y' + — . sin* o for «,

we find

2t*'
Jr =»— cos* a . V ,

which is the equation of a parabola of whicli the vertex is

the origin, and axis downwards.

2 m'
Its lattts rectum - — . cos' a.

g
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78. To find the greatest altitude the projectile attains,

and its horizontal range, we have

( u^ . y 2tt« , /w' .
3

\
.r cos a sm a )

=
. cos a . — sin"* a — y\.

\ g J g \2g ^I

Now because the left hand side of this equation is an

exact square, it cannot be equal to a negative quantity ;

.*. y cannot be >— . sm a .

2g

Hence the greatest vertical altitude the body attains above

the point of projection, being the greatest value of y, is

= — . sm'a.
^g

Again. If the parabola intersect the horizontal line Axy
passing through the point of projection J, in jB, AB is called

the horizontal range, and its value may be found by con-

sidering that at By y = and .r = AB, which being sub-

stituted in equation (3) of Art. 76, give

2

= JB .tana -^-^^ . AB^

i

2u

.'. AB = — . sin 2 a, is the horizontal range.

g

79. We shall shew how these results may be directly

obtained by the second Law of Motion, without the aid of

the equation of the path of the projectile.

1st. To Jind the greatest altitude^ time offiight^ and

range.

Let the velocity of projection be resolved into components,

one = u cos o in a horizontal direction, and the other = u sin o

in a vertical direction. The former of these does not affect

the vertical motion ; as far therefore as the upwards motion

of the body is concerned, we may consider it to have been

projected vertically with the velocity u sin a : and it will
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continue to ascend till all this is destroyed by the force of

gravity. Hence, because in general s == — (Art. 6o), in
2/

this case

1 , . 1 . -,
(wsina)*

the altitude attained =
;

and since all the vertical velocity is lost in ascending,

e ^ w sin a ,

.

.-. time of ascent = (Art. 57).

g

But the time of descent is equal to the time of ascent,

- _. , 2 u sin a
.-. time of flight = .

At the expiration of this time the body strikes the

horizontal plane, having this while been moving horizontally

with the uniform velocity u cos a ; consequently the hori-

zontal range, by Art. 5,

,,.... ^usrna w* sin 2a
= (vei.) . (time) = u cos a . — = •

g S
The velocity of the projectile in a horizontal direction

is uniform by the first Law of Motion ; for gravity, the only

force, acting in a vertical direction, there is no horizontal

force acting upon the body.

Remark. The a nge will be the greatest for a given

velocity of projection, when sin 2 a is the greatest, i. e. when

80. To find the positions of the focus and directrix.

Let the horizontal range AB be bisected in M by the

vertical line FJf; this line is

the axis of the parabola. From
A the point of projection draw
AH vertical to meet the direc-

trix in H\ and ^aS* making the

lSAT'^ /.HATyATheing
the direction of projection. By
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the property of the parabola, A T being a tangent at A, bisects

the angle between AH and the radius vector drawn from A
to the focus. Hence the focus is in the line .^^S*; it is also

in VM ; and therefore a^ is the focus, and AH = AS.

K1 j^r ^ ^

' „ «**sin2a
Now AM= ^ the range AB — .

And Z SAH = 2 /^ TAH = 2 (--a] =7r-2a,

.-. Z SAM= - - SAH=^ - - (7r - 2a) = 2a - - (l) ;

2 2 ^
^

2 ^ ^

.-. HA = AS
^^

cos SAM
u^ sin 2 a u^

.(2).
9,g sin 2a 2g

Equation (l) determines the position of AS in which the

focus lies ; and (2) determines the distance of both focus and

directrix from the point of projection.

Remark. When the range is the greatest sin 2a = 1, or

TT
2 a = 0, or SAM — 0, and therefore the focus of the para-

bola Is in the horizontal plane AB.

81. The velocity at any point of the parabolic path is

equal to that which a body would acquire in falling from
rest vertically from the directrix to that point.

For any point of the path may be considered a point of

projection, the tangent at that point being the direction of

motion at that instant. Hence A may be taken to repre-

sent the place of the body at any moment, and AT the

direction of its motion. Now by equation (2) of last article

t«' s 2g. HAi which, being compared with the formula tj' = 2/s

for falling bodies in Art. 60, shews that u is the velocity which

a body would acquire in falling from rest from H to A.

Remark. From this property we can find the length of

the latus rectum. For, the velocity at V being wholly hori-

zontal = t* cos a; and consequently the space due to this
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velocity, or distance of F below the directrix (which = J lat.

(u cos aY
rect.) = ;

. 2tt' cos 'a
.*. lat. rect. = .

82. To Jind the length of the whole path APB.

Let s = APf and write p for d^y.

Then s = /,v/l +p' = fp\/l+p\dpW.

^T gsec^a .
Now y = x tan a . ,v' ;

fi-sec^a . ^
.-. p = tan a 5— .w (l) ;

g sec'g
..d,P ^»

1 t*'' w'* ,
.'. a„a? = -7— = — = . cos' a ;

d^p gse&a g

3 2

*"• ^ ~ ~
fp V^^ + p'"*

.
— cos- a = cos* a fp

\/l +p*

= - -- co8=a {j3v/l + p- + log^ (p + \/l + p") + C}.

The value of p at the point of projection A is tan a

from (1), and at B it is -tana. Hence the above integral

is to be taken between p — tan a and p = - tan a ;

.-. arc JPB = — cos* a J2 tan a . sec a + log^ (sec a + tan a)
^g

- log^(sec a - tan a)}

s — < sin a + cos' a log^ tan 1
45° +- 1 [

.
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PROBLEMS.

1. Two bodies being projected at the same moment in

a vertical direction with given velocities from two points in

a horizontal plane ; it is required tojind the greatest altitude

to which their comm^m centre ofgravity will rise.

Let A, B he the masses of the bodies,

a, b their velocities of projection upwards,

then the velocity with which their common centre of gravity

will begin to ascend

Aa + Bb
= —i ^ Art. 49.

A + B
By Art. 53 the motion of the centre of gravity will be

the same as that of a body J + B, projected upwards with

this velocity ; and therefore the greatest height to which it

will ascend equals the space through which a body must

fall from rest to acquire this velocity (Art. 70)

= ^^ Art. 60,

(Aa + Bby
'^2g(A + By'

2. Two bodies start from the top of an inclined plane^

one falling down the plane, and the other down the vertical

altitude, and it is observed that the former is twice as long

as the latter in reaching the base. What is the inclination

of the plane to the horizon ?

Let AB be the inclined plane, AC its vertical altitude.

Then g being the force of gravity, to

which the motion of the body which de-

scends from ^ to C is due, its time of

motion

'2.AC\^
.Art. 60.

g

and g sin B being the force down the plane
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(Art. 65) to which the motion of the other is due, its time

of motion

\^ sm BJ

and by the question this is double the former

;

U-sin^y \ g )
^

. sin 5 = 4-,
JC

or (sin Bf^i;
.-. sin jB =

-J^
= sin 30"

;

.*. B = 30°.

3. Two bodies are connected by a veryjine string which

passes over the top of a given inclined plane. One of them

hanging down draws the other up the plane. Required the

whole time of motion.

Let AB be the inclined plane.

P, Q the masses of the bodies.

Then, by Statics, the force acting up

the plane which would just prevent Q from

descending

= Qg sin B.

This then is the pressure of Q, which •"

is wholly employed in opposing P's descent. The pressure

which P exerts to descend

Consequently, the whole pressure which produces the

motion of the system

= P^-Q^sini?.

The mass moved r=i p ^ Q\

therefore the accelerating force on the system

P - Q sin 5
P+Q-^ ^"^'
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which being constant, if t be the time spent in ascending

from B to J,

.« , P-QsinB
^^ =i—pTq- 'S^' Art. 60,

from which equation t is known.

4. A given body Q is to be raised to a given altitude >,

by means of a smaller body P ; required the length of the

plane upon which this may be ejected in the least possible

time.

Let AB = a? be the required plane (Fig. of last Art.),

AC = a the given altitude.

Then as in the last problem.

a
P-Q.-

and since t is to be a minimum, f must be a minimum, and

its reciprocal which

P Qa
a? or

must be a maximum. Putting the differential coefficient of

this expression =0,

„ 2Qa

a

Q ^or CB *= r=.9,a.

which is twice the length necessary for statical equilibrium.

5. A body is projected vertically upwards with a given

velocity ; required the time of its being at a given altitude

above the point of projection.
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Let a = the given altitude,

u — the given velocity,

t = the required time.

Then the space which would be described in consequence

of the projectile velocity, in the time ^,

and the space which would be fallen through in consequence

of the action of gravity in the same time

= iff''.

and a is the space which results from these two motions (second

Law of Motion)

;

••. a = ut — ^ygf... as in Art. 62 ;

71 (u- — ^as)^
.: / = - ± ^^ ^ (1).

S g

\i vr<'2.ag the question is impossible, therefore the body

y^
• c -

cannot ascend higher than — . Let A be the point

tr B-
of projection, AB the given altitude; AC = — = the

greatest altitude to which it ascends. The body after ^-

leaving A passes through B for the first time, after which it

continues its ascent to C, when it begins to fall towards A^

and in its descent passes through B a second time. The
two values of t in equation (l) refer to this circumstance.

Hence the body is at the given altitude at the time

u (u- — 2afi')i . .

^j- m its ascent

;

S g

and at the time

- + m Its descent.
g g
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6. A body falling from the top of a tower was observed

to descend through ( —
j

part of its altitude in the last

second. Required the whole time of descent^ and the alti-

tude of the tower.

Let t = whole time of descent

;

.*. the altitude of the tower = \gt',

and the space descended in the time (^ — i) = \g{t — 1)*;

.'. the space descended in the last second = \g{^t — !)

and ^gf = n.^g{9.t — I) by the question ;

.*. f = 9,nt -n\

.'. t = n^ \/n^ — n.

The double sign in this equation seems to imply that

the question is ambiguous : but since t — 1 must be a positive

quantity, and w > 1 by the nature of the question, the lower

sign cannot be used. For, if we take the lower sign,

t- 1 = w - 1 - \/n^ - n

(„ _ 1)2 _ (ros _ „)

» - 1 + y/ri^ - n

n- 1

a negative quantity;
» - 1 + \/n^ - n

.'. t = n+ y/n^ - w,

and the altitude of the tower = ^gn (2w - 1 +2 \/n* - w).

7. An elastic body falls from a given altitude upon a

horizontal plane; and rebounds and descends again, and so

on till the motion ceases. Required the whole space de-

scribed.

Let a = the given altitude,

X = the elasticity of the body.

Then the velocity acquired in 1st descent = y/^ga;

.'. velocity of 1st rebound = A v2ga ;

5
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2g

= X^a = space described in 2nd

descent;

.'. space described in 2nd ascent = X^(\^a)

= X^a = space described in 3rd

descent.

&c. = 8ec.;

.'. whole space = a + 2X^a + 2X*a + 2X''a+ . . ad infinitum

= a +2\^a(l + X' + X*+ ...)

2X
= a +

1 -
'a

l+X^
a.

l-X"*

8. Two elastic bodies oscillating in the same cycloid,

through unequal arcs, strike together at the lowest point,

and rebounding through other arcs descend and strike again

;

this is repeated indefinitely. To Jind the velocity of each

after any number of impacts.

Let m, m' be the masses of the bodies, the former starting

from P and the latter from Q. They
strike together at A by the question: and

since the cycloid is an isochronous curve

(Art. 73), whatever may be the velocities

with which they separate, they will ascend

and descend through their respective arcs

in equal times, and meet again at A. Let u, u be t" ^^

velocities at first impact ; and X their elasticity ; and '^i
^

their velocities after the {nf^ impact.

Then their relative velocity at 1st impact = u + u'.

Hence the relative velocity with which they separate, Avhich is

= their relative velocity at 2nd impact = X (w + u) Art. 36,

Similarly 3rd =X*(m + «*')>

{nf" =X"-'(w + w');
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.*. their relative velocity after the (w)*^ impact = X"(w + u),

this is equal to u + v'.

Now the momentum gained by one is lost by the other

at every impact and therefore the algebraic sum of the mo-

menta is always the same (Art. 27) ;

.*. mu - m'u =i mv — wiV,

but X" (u -\- u") = V +v;

mu — m'u' m'(u + u')
.*. t) =

m + m
mu — Tri

m+m
, , mu — m'u' m(u-\-u'^

and v' =—-, + X". —^^ ^ .m+m m + m

9. A body is projected from a given point in a given

direction with a given velocity ; to find the time offlight and

its range upon an inclined plane parsing through the point

of projection.

Let ^C be the direction of projection, AM the inclined

plane passing through A the

point of projection : draw Ay,

Aw vertical and horizontal,

and let APM be the path of

the body.

u = velocity of projection,

a = BAC, i=BAM,
X = AN, y = MN,

Then because xy are the co-ordinates of a point M in the

inclined plane,

.*. y = X tan i.

But because they are also co-ordinates of a point M in the

path of a projectile,

g sec^ a
y = J7 tan a -^ ^

.ar^ Art. 76, (3) ;

X tan i = X tan a —

2m^

g sec''

a

2tt»
.x".

5—

«
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Hence dividing by x^ we find,

X = . cos*a (tan a - tan i)

g

Stu^ cos a. sin (a - i)

g ' cosi

1 ^ ,, /P 2 w- cos a . sin (a - i) . .

.-. ih(iYQXigeAM= = H (0-
cos I g cos*^

Again, since the horizontal velocity is uniform and equal

to u cos a,

the time of flight = —-— Art. 76, (l)
u cos a

2w sin (a — i)
.

. (2).
g cos^

10. To find at what angle of elevation the body in the

last question must he projected with a given velocity ^ that the

range on the inclined plane may he the greatest possible.

Let = the elevation above the horizon = CAx.

Then, as in the last question,

1 j,^ 2?*2 cos9.sm(6-i)
the range AM = . -^

.

g cos* i

This quantity is to be made a maximum by the variation

of 9 : hence omitting constant factors we have to find the value

of 9i which makes

2 cos 9 . sin (9 — i) 8L maximum,

or sin (20 — i) — sin i a maximum.

This will be the case when sin (20 - i) « i,

or 20 - i = 90°

;

.-. 9 = 45' + -.
2
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Remark. Since 20 - i = 90^ ; .-. - i = 90" - 0,

that is, CAx - MAx = yAx - CAx,

or CAM = C-4y.

Hence the direction of projection must bisect the angle

between the plane and the vertical ; and therefore the range is

the greatest when the focus of the parabola is in the inclined

plane.

11. An elastic body slides down an inclined plane of

given length, and impinges on the horizontal plane at the

foot of the given plane : required the inclination of the given

plane that the range of the body after rejection at the hori-

zontal plane may be a maximum.

Let a = the length of the plane AB ; g ^

6 = BAE its inclination,

& = CAF, AC being the direc-

tion in which the body

is reflected at A^

\ = the elasticity.

Draw ADy BE vertical. Then the velocity which the

body acquires in falling from B to A^

= \/2g . BE = \/2ga sin B Art. 66.

This being the velocity with which it impinges against

the plane AF at the angle of incidence DAB = 90" - ; and
90" - ^ = DAC being the angle of reflection, by hypothesis

;

.'. the vel. of reflection = -:—f -r- . \/^sa sin d ... Art. 41.
sin(90°-^) *

COS0 J r-7:
= —-.\/2ga Sine.

cos 9

To find the range upon the horizontal plane AF, we must

consider the body projected from A with this velocity in the

direction AC, such that CAF=6^

;
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,
co8*0 2easia0 . ^ .

.-. the range = —rv--^ .sm2y Art. 78.
cos^ff g

= 4ia cos* 9 sin 9 . tan 0'.

But tan (90° - 0') = -
. tan (90° - 0),

A

or tan 0' = \ . tan 9 ;

.'. the range = 4aX cos*^ sin 9 tan

= 4a\ (cos 9 - cos^ 0).

This is to be made a maximum by the variation of

9 ; hence according to the principles of the Differential Cal-

culus,

= - 4>a\ (sin 9-3 cos* 9 . sin 9) ;

.*. = sec->\/3.

12. From the top of a tower two bodies are projected

with the same given velocity at given angles of elevation^ and

are observed to strike the ground at the same point. Required

the altitude of the tower.

Take the top of the tower for the origin of co-ordinates,

the axis of <v being horizontal and that of y vertical.

w = distance of the point struck from the foot of the tower,

y = altitude of the tower,

9 = any angle of elevation of projection, such that the body

may strike the ground at the point mentioned in the

question,

u = the velocity of projection.

Then, the co-ordinates of the point on the ground against

which the balls strike are w and — y ; and because this is a

point in the path of a projectile,

e sec* 9
.-. -y = a?tan0-^ —.a^ Art. 76, (S)

= 07 tan -^ . (1 + tan* 9) ;
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.'. tan'* tan + 1 -—- = 0.
gO! gar'

This being a quadratic equation has two roots, or values

of tan 9, and no more : hence there are two directions, and no
more, in which bodies may be projected with a given velocity

to strike the same point; these being given by the question

call them a and /3, then tan a and tan /3 are the two roots

of the preceding quadratic; wherefore by the nature of equa-

tions,

2w^
tan a + tan i3 = —

,gx

and tan a tan /3 = 1 —
2u^y

g^

= 1- ^^
|^3(tana + tan/3)»;

9.u^ 1 — tana tan/3

g (tan a + tan /3)*

2 u^ cos a cos /3 cos (a + /3)

g ' sin2(a + /3)

If IS. An infinite number of bodies are projected from a

given point, with the same velocity, in all directions ; to find

the locus of them all at a given time.

Let AB, ABi, ABz, ... be the spaces that would be

described in any time with the velocity and

directions of projection of the bodies P,Pi,

P^,...; these spaces are all equal, because the

velocity of projection is the same for all ; draw

PB, PiBi, Pg^j,... vertical; these also are all

equal, because they are the spaces due to the

action of gravity on the bodies during the

time elapsed from projection. Complete the

parallelograms BO, Bi 0, B^O, ... therefore

OP = OPi = OPz =...; hence the bodies are

situated in the surface of a sphere, whose cen-

tre is O.
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The following problem is added as an application of the

principle of the second Law of Motion, that forces acting

simultaneously upon a body produce their effects independ-

ently.

14. A "perfectly elastic hall is thrown from a point A
of a given inclined plane, and after impinging on the plane

at B rises vertically through a given altitude BC ; after which

it again impinges at B and returns to A. Find the range

AB and time offlight.

Let BC, which is given, = h, and put Z BAD, the incli-

nation of the plane, = i. Since the

velocity is not affected by impact

at B, the body in returning from

C will exactly retrace its former

path from A to C; and (by Art. 44,

Remark) if 53" be the direction

of reflection at B, BT, BC make
equal angles with the normal to the plane at B,

.-. TBA = --i.
2

Now the velocity of impact at 5 = y/^gh = vel. of projection

in the direction BT : let both this velocity, and the force of

gravity be resolved perpendicular and parallel to the plane

;

these are

2^/i.sinil parallel fvel. = ^/2gh . cose] perpend
and

II) force sg'. sin ij to plane. | force =§-. cos ij to plane.

By the second Law of Motion we may consider these sets

of velocities and forces separately. Taking the latter set,

the body is projected perpendicular to the plane with the

velocity y/^gh cos «, subject to the retarding force ^cos2;

this velocity will be destroyed in the time

\/igh.%\ni /2h\^^ ^.
.

= — ... Art. 57,
.gsmi \gj

which equals the time of descending again to the plane.
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g

which we may remark is independent of the plane's inclination.

Hence t the time of flight = 2 (—
|

Taking the other set, the body is projected down the plane

with the velocity \/'2gh sin i, and is accelerated by the force

g cos i, and arrives at A at the time t ; hence by Art. 62,

AB = t y/^gh sin t + ^^ sin i . ^ = 8A sin i.



CHAPTER IV.

ON THE FREE MOTION OF A PARTICLE OF MATTER WHEN
ACTED ON BY VARIABLE FORCES.

83. A PARTICLE of matter in motion being acted on by

a force in the line of motion, it is required to investigate

the differential equations expressing the relations which exist

between force, the space described, the velocity and the time

of motion.

Let s be the distance of the particle from some fixed point

in the line of motion, at the time t reckoned from some fixed

epoch ; v the velocity and / the accelerating force at the same

time. Also let s^^s, f+^f v + ^v be the values of s, f
and V at the time t + St. (In the expression « ± ^« the upper

or lower sign is to be used according as the motion of the

particle is from or towards the point from which s is mea-

sured ; in other words, according as s increases or decreases

with t.) Now since the space ^Ss is described in the time

St with velocity varying between v and v + Sv,

.', ±5« lies between vSt and (v + Sv) St,

Ss -

or ±ft- V V + cv.

As this is the case however small St he taken, it will be

Ss
true when St is diminished indefinitely ; in which case «-

approximates to d^s as its limit, by the principles of the

Diff. Cal., and « and « + 5u approximate to equality with

each other;

.'. ±rf^« = V (l).

84. Again, Sv is the velocity added in the time St by a

force varying in magnitude fromftof+ Sf,

.'. Sv lies between fSt and (/+ Sf) St,

"I- f f^^f-
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Hence as before d^v =f.

85. If / be a retarding force, it may be shewn in the

same way that —d^v=f. It appears, therefore, that in

general

f=^d,v, (2),

the sign + or - being used, according as v increases or

decreases.

86. Combining equations (l) and (2) together, we have

/=, ± d^ (± d^s) = ± ± d^s.

Now, if / be an accelerating force, and s increase with

t, this becomes /= + + d^s =d^s. And if/ be a retarding

force and s decrease, this becomes /= d^s = d^s. In

the former of these cases the tendency of f is to increase

s : and in the latter / retards the decrement of «, which is

only another way of saying that / acts so as to increase s:

consequently, when the force f acts to increase s, the equation

for f in terms ofsis

Again, if /be an accelerating force, and s decrease, /=
+ — df^s = — d^^s ; and if/ be a retarding force, and s increase,

/= —k-d^s= —d{S. But in the former of these cases the

tendency of / is to increase the decrement of s ; that is, it

acts to diminish s: and in the latter case the tendency of

/ is to diminish the increment of s ; that is, it acts to diminish

5 ; consequently, when the force / acts to diminish «, the

equation for / in terms of * is /= -d^s.

We, therefore, state in general that

/=±dr« (3),

the upper or lower sign being used according as / acts to

increase or diminish s.

87- There is another expression for / in terms of v and

«, which may be thus deduced.
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From equation (2) we have/= tfc d^u

= ± d^s. d,v

= ± =fc vd,t> from (l).

Here the union of signs is precisely the same as in the

last article, and therefore, by proceeding in the same way here,

we obtain the equation

f=^vd^v (4),

the upper or lower sign being used according as / acts to

increase or diminish s.

We shall subjoin a few examples of the application of

these formula?.

In the last chapter the force of gravity was stated to

be uniform at the same place. This is found to be true,

and then only approximately, for small altitudes above the

Earth's surface. At the top of a mountain the force is

sensibly less than in the plains below. In the Treatise on

Attractions appended to this book, it will be shewn that the

Earth's attractive force on external objects varies as the

square of their respective distances from its centre inverse-

ly ; but on internal objects as the distance from the

centre directly. Hence the results of Chapter iii. are only to

be applied when bodies ascend or descend through spaces

which are very small in comparison of the Earth's radius,

which is a little less than 4000 miles. We shall proceed to

solve the problem in a more general form.

88. PuoB. A body falls from a great altitude towards

the Earth, to determine the motion. In this case the force

varies inversely as the square of the distance from the

EartWs centre.

Let S be the Earth's centre, A the point from

which the body begins to fall, P the place of the

body, at any time t from the beginning of the motion.

V = its velocity, and s = SP, a = SA, R = the Earth's

radius, and g = the force of gravity at the Earth's

surface.

A-

s-
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1 1

Then g : accelerating force at P :: -^: —

;

R'g
.*. accelerating force at P « ——

-

= — , if we write fi for R^g.

Now this force acts to diminish s ;

... 4=-vd,t> Art. 87.
6'

Multiply by - 2, and integrate

;

.'. — + constant = v^.
8

Now V = Of when s — a; .*. constant = ;

a

\« aj

the sign - is prefixed to d,*, because s decreases as t increases

(Art. 83).

f
a\^ 8

f CU\^
c / ;: a , 2s ^..•./=—. Was -s^-- vers-^ — + C|.

»T 1 1 ^ '^ .air
Now ^ = when * = a, and .*. C = - . vers"' 2 =—

;

2 2

.-. ^= (— J^o«-*2--.vers-*— + — > (2).
V2/x; i^ 2 o 2

J
^ ^

Equation (l) gives the velocity and (2) the time, when

the body is at a point whose distance from the centre is «.
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If it were possible for a body to fall to the very centre S
subject to the action of the force which varies as the square

of the distance inversely, the time of arriving there would

/ a \ 3 flTT o*7r

~ \i^/ * 2 ~2\/2^'

which is found by making s = 0, in the general expression

for t

We have shewn that the attractive force at P = —-
;

now if P be such a point that SP =1, or if SP be the

unit of distance, the force at P=R'g'= yu. Hence the quantity

fi is the attractive force at the unit of distance, and is

generally called the absolute accelerating force.

89. If SA be infinite, then - = 0, and the velocity ac-
a

quired by a body falling from an infinite distance to the point P
r2yu\^-m

90. Prob. To investigate the motion of a particle

descending from a point within the Earth towards its centre.

In this case the force varies as the distance.

Using the same notation and figure as in the last problem,

g : accelerating force &t P :: R : s;

g
.*. accelerating force at P = —.s

g= /ix«, writing ft for — the absolute
R

force in this case;

.-. fis=-vd,v Art. 87.

Multiply by - 2 and integrate ;

.'. — /u«* + constant = v*.

But when v = o, s = a, .*. constant = /la*;

.-. v^ = fi(a'-s-) (1);
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.-. - d^s = r = v^/x • \/d? - «* (2);

- d^8 is used for the same reason as in the last problem

;

1 1

d.t= -
\/fji ' v^ar - 1^

'

1 g
.'. t =s —7^ . COS"' - + constant.

V Ai a

But when t = 0, s = a \ .: constant =3 ;

1 s

a/J*

Equations (2) and (3) give the velocity and time when
the body is at the point P, whose distance from the centre = s.

The time of arriving at the centre S will be found by
writing for 5, and

1 TT
.*. = —7=.COS~'0 =

It is remarkable that this is independent of the distance

from the Earth's centre, of the point from which the body
began to fall.

91. Remark. Equation (l) shews that the velocity is

equal to zero, when

a^ -s- = 0,

or when s = a, or —a

= SJ, or ^SJ.

This double value of s shews that the body after passing

through the centre S proceeds to an equal distance, on the

other side of it, as that from which it fell, before its velocity

is lost ; it then descends towards ^S* passing through the centre

again and stopping at A ; after which it falls again as

before. Hence the time of a complete oscillation, is double

that above found for the time of falling to the centre.

The motion will go on for ever.
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In the Prob. of Art. 88 ; . the velocity is equal to zero,

only when

8 = a = SA ;

it is infinite when

8 = 0.

Also from the form of the equation it appears that s

cannot be negative. In the equation for t the value of the

arbitrary constant has been shewn to be

a
,-. vers" 2,

2

for which we have written — • The general value however

. a(2r + l)7r , . . . . ,

IS —^^ , r bemg any positive or negative integer.

This seems to denote oscillation. Judging from the analy-

tical results, it would seem that a body falling from rest at

J descends to >S^ where its velocity is infinite and changes sign ;

it then ascends to A, and thence descends as before. But

there is a difficulty in perceiving how velocity can pass through

an infinite value, so that the transition from + co to - co

may be accomplished in a time so short that the body remains

all the while at, or within an insensible distance of, the

centre S. Newton in his Seventh Section has shewn, that if

the body, at the time of being dropt from A, have an indefi-

nitely small velocity communicated to it, in a direction at right

angles to AS, it will describe an ellipse (whose foci are A, S)

the minor axis of which is of insensible magnitude. If this

hypothesis were allowable, the difficulty of interpreting the

analytical results would be removed ; inasmucli as the body

would not then fall into the centre of force S, but would pass

round it on the side opposite to A within an insensible distance,

thus causing a change of sign in the velocity.

92. To investigate differential equations for the motion

of a free particle, acted on by any accelerating forces in the

plane of motion ; the particle and the forces being referred to

fixed rectangular coordinates in that plane.
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Let a-, y be the co-ordinates of the particle at the time t

reckoned from some fixed epoch : and let XY he the sums of

the accelerating forces, resolved respectively parallel to the

axes of a*, y. By the second Law of Motion, these produce

their effects independently ; and hence, considering X and Y
as positive when they act in the directions of + a? and + y ;

and negative when they act in the directions oi —x and — y,

we have from Arts. 83, 86,

diW = velocity parallel to the axis of a?,

dty= y;

also dtX = X, and dxy = Y.

From the last two equations the motion is to be determined in

every particular case by integration.

93. To investigate the equations for the motion of a free
particle, in one 'plane, when acted on by accelerating forces in

that plane ; the forces being referred to revolving co-ordinate

cueeSf one of which always revolves with the particle.

Let Oxj Oy be rectangular axes fixed in space; OF, OG
revolving rectangular axes, one of

which {OF) always passes through

the particle P. Put OP = r, and

PO a? = ; and let F, G be the forces

acting on P, respectively parallel to

OP, OG. Then the co-ordinates of

P referred to the fixed axes Oar, Oy
are r cos 6, rsinO: and the forces acting on P in the same

directions are F cos 6 - G sin 9, F sin 9 + GcosQ-, and there-

fore by the last article,

d/ (r COS0) = Pcosd - G sin 9,

rf,» (r sin 0) = Psin + Gcosd ;

or, performing the differentiations with regard to /,

{d,'r - r{dfif\ cos9 - (2d,rdt0 + rrf,*0) sin0 = Pcos0

-

G sin0,

{dt'r-r{d^9y}sm9^¥{2d^rd^9+rd^^9)cos9 = Fs^n9\Gcos9.

6
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From which equations we obtain

d,'T-T{dfiy^F (1),

and 2dtrdt9 + rd^Q = G,

or - dtir'd^e) = G (2).

94. Remark. If the particle P has no angular motion,

OF is stationary, and 9 is constant, and consequently d^r = F
in that case. By comparing this result with (1), it appears

that the term r(rfj0)* is entirely owing to the circumstance of

the angular motion of the line OF in which the particle is

situated. It is important to remark this difference between

the equations of motion of a particle, subject to the condition

of being in a straight line which revolves about a fixed point,

and those of a particle moving in a straight line which has

no angular motion. We shall endeavour to explain this more

fully.

95. From equation (l) we have d^ r — F + r {d^ 9)'.

Now d^r is the effective force on the particle (Arts. 21, 86) :

that is, it is the force by which the motion of the particle

has really been accelerated along the revolving line OF. Yet
the impressed force in that direction is only F, which is less

than the other by r{df9y. This seems to indicate that the

particle is urged by some other force besides F ; namely, by

a force equal to r (rf,0)^. To impress this on the memory, it

has been usual, in speaking of the motion of a particle which

has angular motion about a fixed point, to say that it is acted

on by a centrifugal force in addition to the actually impressed

force. And r {df9y being taken as the measure of this feigned

force, it is evident that all equations formed upon the general

results of Art. 92 for fixed axes will agree with equation (l)

of Art. 93 for a revolving axis. It must not, however, be ima-

gined that what is called centrifugal force is an actual force

impressed upon the particle. The term r (dfOy which has

obtained that appellation arises not from a force, but from

the fact, stated in the first Law of Motion, that a particle's

motion will be rectilinear and uniform unless it be compelled

by external forces to move otherwise. To illustrate this, let
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US consider the motion of a particle not acted on by a force.

In this case the motion is uniform and rectilinear. Let AB
be its path, and divide AB into very small

equal parts PQ, QR, RS,.,. these will

represent the spaces described in very small

equal times. Now although there is no

acceleration of the actual velocity, yet if

we measure the motion of the particle by
its distances from any fixed point O, there

is an acceleration of the velocity with which

it recedes from O. For, join OPy OQ,
OR, OS,... and with centre describe the

small circular arcs Pp, Qq, Rr,,.. Then pQ, qR, rS, ...

are the spaces by which the particle has receded from O in the

equal times of describing PQ, QR, RS ... . Now those

spaces are greater as the body goes on, that is, pQ<qR,
and qR>rS, &c. (for, ultimately, Qp = PQ. cos OQA,
Rq = QR cos. ORA, &c.) Hence, measuring the motion

from O, the particle instead of describing equal spaces de-

scribes increasing spaces, in equal times ; its motion there-

fore when so measured seems to be due to an accelerating

force tending from O (see Art. 5). This apparent force,

though in reality no force at all, is that which for the reason

above assigned has been called centrifugal force.

96. The student will see at once that if the distances

of P, Q, R, S ... were measured from any Jived line what-

ever in space, the particle would describe equal distances (so

measured) in equal times : and this is the reason why, when

the motion is referred to fixed rectangular co-ordinates, there

is no term corresponding to centrifugal force.

97. If while the line OF (fig. of Art. 93) revolves about

the particle P be kept at the same point of the line (by

a string OP fastened at 0, suppose), F will represent the

force (the tension of the string) which restrains the particle;

also, because in this case r is constant, Jj'r=»0; and there-

fore we have from equation (l)

F= -rid.ey.

6—2
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The negative sign shews that the restraining force acts

from P towards ; and, as the action of the particle must

be exactly opposite to this, it is from O towards P, that is,

froni the centre about which the motion of P is estimated.

It is on this account that r (d^ Oy is called centrifugal force.

98. If A denote the spiral area traced out in the time t

by the line OP as radius vector, we know from the Differential

Calculus that dfA^^r^d^Oi and consequently making sub-

stitution in equation (2) of Art. 9S we have

If therefore G be zero, and in no other case,

d/ ^ = 0,

.*. d^A s= d
and A = Ct

;

that is, when the force acting on a particle is wholly central,

and in no other case, the area swept out by the radius vector

drawn from the particle to the centre of force, varies as

the time.

99. We have seen that dfS represents the linear velocity,

or rate of increase of the line s ; for the same reason d^O repre-

sents the angular velocity, or rate of increase of the angle 6.

Hence the centrifugal force is equal to the radius vector

multipled into the square of its angular velocity.

100. We have seen that d/* represents the effective

accelerating force to which the change of linear velocity is

due ; for a similar reason <//0 will represent the effective

angular accelerating force, to which the change of angular

velocity is due.

dfd and d,'0 are subject to the same rules (Arts. 83,

86), with respect to their algebraic signs, as d^s and d^^s.

101. Whenever the force impressed upon the particle is

-wholly central, or G = 0, equation (2) gives
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dt (.r^dtO) = 0,

.-. r^d.e = C,

and d,d = — .

Wherefore, when a particle is acted on only by a central

force, the angular velocity of its radius vector, about the

centre, varies inversely as the square of its length.

And the centrifugal force, being equal to

therefore varies, under the same condition, inversely as the

cube of the radius vector.

102. In Article 93 we have estimated the impressed

forces parallel and perpendicular to the radius vector of the

particle acted on : we shall now estimate them in the direC'

tion of a tangent and normal to the path of the particle.

Let P be the place of the particle at the time t, APQ
the path which it describes ; PS, PR
the tangent and normal at P : S^ B the

forces acting in those directions. Oa;

Oy the axes of co-ordinates ; x = OM,
y = PMy S = AP, (j) the inclination of

PS to Ox.

Resolving R and S parallel to Ox
and Oy, we have

dj'j? «= S cos (j) - R sin (p,

d^y = S sin (^ + R cos 0.

But because tan ^ = d,y,

.'. cos <Z) = I = o.x = ,

A • ^ ^^y
. d,y

and sm © = . . == = dy m— ;
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wherefore by substituting these values,

d,^y =S^ + R^.'^ d^s d,8

And, eliminating J?, we obtain

' ' '^ '^ d^s

= Sd^s.

But, because (d^xy + (d^y)^ = (rfj*)^? by differentiating this

equation we find, >

d^ad^x + d^yd^y = dfSd^s;

and .-. 5' = rf/* (1). ^ i^^

This is the value of the tangential force.

Again, eliminating S, we obtain

d^xd^y — d^yd^x = Rd^s.

But if p be the radius of curvature of the path at P, we

know from the Differential Calculus that

^ mxr+(d,'yy\i ^ (d.sy

" d^xd^y — d^ydfX d^xd^y — d^yd*x

'

p being measured here in the direction PR, or from the axis

of X ; that is, it is here accounted positive when the curve is

convex towards the axis of x, (which is the contrary to what is

usually done in treatises on the Differential Calculus,) for the

sake of accommodating our expressions to the figure, which

must be convex to Ox if R act, as we have supposed it,

from Ox.

TT T> (^t^y (velocity)' , .

Hence R^^'-Ll-,^^ ±1-, (g),

p rad. curv.

This is the value of the 7iormal force.
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103. The result expressed by equation (l) might have

been predicted at once, by the aid of the second Law of

Motion. For R^ always acting at right angles to the element

of the path at P, cannot accelerate the velocity with which

that element is described : and therefore the acceleration of

that velocity is wholly due to S, which is all that equation (1)

expresses.

104. As we have above remarked, R acts towards the

centre of curvature at P ; it is the force which curves the

path. The reaction of the particle, or force with which the

particle resists the curving of its path, is of course equal and

opposite to jR, and therefore always tends from the centre of
curvature, and is equal to the square of its velocity divided

by the radius of curvature of its path at that point. This

is what is generally called the centrifugal force of the par-

ticle: and is to be carefully distinguished from that which in

Art. 95 has been called by the same name. One tending

from the centre of curvature, and the other from a fixed

centre.

105. Since the normal is always perpendicular to the

tangent, the angle between two consecutive normals is equal

to (^0) that between two consecutive tangents;

.-. ^8 = p^<p, and
Yt^^'Tt^

and .*. dfS = pd^c^y

wherefore fi=^^^^,
P

^p(d,<i>y.

Hence the centrifugal force spoken of in the last article is

equal to the radius of curvature of the path at the point

where the particle is at a given time, multiplied into the

square of the angular velocity of the particle about the centre

of curvature : a result which in form coincides with Art. 99, as

it ought ; for, since the centre of curvature is the intersection of

two consecutive normals, the line which joins the particle with
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the centre of curvature revolves for an instant about a fixed

point. It is this agreement of the two results which renders it

less inconvenient than it otherwise would be to apply the same

designation to two formula) which belong to different hypo-

theses.

106. The accelerating forces by which a body is urged

being all parallel to a fixed line ; to obtain the differential

equation for the path described.

Let the axis of y be the line to which the forces are

parallel ; then since there are no forces parallel to x, wo
have

d;a? = 0, d,'y=Y.

The former being integrated gives d^x = constant. But

dfX = velocity parallel to the axis of a? ; if then u be the

velocity of projection, and a the angle of inclination of its

direction to the axis of a;,

dfX = u cos a.

Now d^ = d^ . diX = u cos a . dj^ ;

.-. dly = d^ (dfy) = u cos a . d^ {djf)

= u cos a . d^ (dj/) . d^

= u~ cos" a . d^y ;

.'. Y =u^ cos* a . d/y.

This equation will give the form of the path when

the law of force is given : or if the equation of the path

be given, we may find the law of force by the action of

which it may be described.

Ex. 1 . To find the path described, when the force is

a uniform retarding force.

Here Y is negative and constant; let it = -/;

.'. - f'=u^ cos^ a . djy;

.'. "fx = u^ cos" a . d^y + constant, by integration.

But supposing the body projected from the origin of

co-ordinates, when x = 0, dj/ = tan a

;
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••. constant = ~- u" sin a cos a

;

.'. —fx = u^ cos* a . djf — u^ sin a cos a ;|

.*. — ^/<»* = tA* cos' a . y — «*" sin a cos a.x + constant.

But when a? = 0, y = 0, and therefore constant = ;

.'. — ^/^* = M* cos' o . y — w* sin a cos a . <r,

/ sec'' a „
or V = -^ tan a — ;— . or.

The reader may compare this equation with Art. 76 (3).

j^^^
Ex. 2. Tojind the force which acting in parallel lines,

perpendicular to the principal axis, would cause a body to

move in a conic section.

The general equation of a conic section, taking the prin-

cipal axis for that of a?, is

J/*
= 2mx + na^ ;

•*• V^mV = *» + w-^j by differentiation.

Differentiating again,

ydrjy+id^y^^n;

\ ydly = n- {dj/f

ny- — (m + wa?)"

7
•. r=»'cos'a.(-^;)

m^u^COS' a

Hence the force varies inversely as the cube of the [or-

dinate, and, being negative, retards the u:Otion parallel to

the axis of y.
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CENTRAL FORCES.

107. Prob. a particle moving obliquely is attracted

towards a Juccd point ; to determine the differential equation

of its path referred to polar co-ordinates.

The motion will take place in one plane passing through

the centre of force and the line of direc-

tion of original projection ; for there

is no force acting out of this place,

and the motion being originally in this

plane, the body will continue to move in

it. To this plane, as that of wy, let the

motion be referred : and take the centre

of force S as the origin of co-ordinates.
^~

Let P be the place of the body at the time t from some fixed

epoch ; PQ. the path which it takes from that time ; and draw

PM perpendicular to Sx. Put a? = SM, y = PM, r = SP,

= PSWf u = -i F= the accelerating force by which the body

at P is urged towards S (the force being supposed attractive).

The force F is equivalent to F cos 9, F sin 6 acting re-

spectively parallel to the axes of <t?, y : consequently by Art.

92 the equations of motion are

- dt'o? = Fcosd = F- (1),
T

- d*y = Fsind = F- (2),

(the negative signs are used because the resolved parts of F
act in the direction of — w and — y).

Multiply (1) by y and (2) by a?, and take the difference of

the results ; then

a?d/y - ydt\v = ;

which being integrated gives

xdiy ^ ydiW = a constant »= h suppose.

Now since a? = r cos 6, and y « r sin 9, we have, by dif-

ferentiation,
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a
djj? = d,r . cos d — r sin d . dfi = - d^r - yd,^,

T

dty = dtV ,sm9+ r cosO . did = -d^r + xdtO ;

r

.-. h^rdiQ (3) by substitution.

By means of this we can eliminate t from one of the

equations of motion.

h
For diX = d^x .dt9 = -5 • dgXr

.= -,.da(rcos0)
r

= — . {d^r . cos 6 — r sin 6)

= — h (dgU . cos + usinO) ;

- and OflM =
r r

.*. t* = - and £?gM = %- .

Differentiating again, we have

d^^x = —h. di{dgU . cos + M sin 6)

= — h . dg(dgU . cos 9 -\- u sin 6) . dtO

k
= —h {d^u .cos9 + u cos 9) . —,

r

=s — h^u^ cos 9 {dgU + u).

But d^'a? =-Fcos9;
.-. F=h^u^(dg*u + u) (4).

When F is known in terms of r or w, this equation will

give the relation between r and 9 by integration ; and then

the form of the orbit will be known.

Conversely when the form of the orbit, or the equation

between u and 0, is given, this equation will give the law of

force by which the orbit may be described.
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108. Tojind the actual velocity of the body at P.

Let 8 denote the length of its path described in the time t ;

and t) = the velocity at P, then

= {dixy -»- {d^yf Biff. Calc.

= (djr . cos - r sin . d^Qf + (rf^r . sin + r cos . d^^)-

= {d,TY + '^id,ey

^h^{{d,uy + u'\.

Now if PY be a tangent to the orbit at P, and SY be

perpendicular to it, then

-^idQuf+u" Diff. Calc. ;

'

.'. «' = —

;

P

h
.', u = -

.

P

Hence the velocity at different points of the orbit is

inversely proportional to the respective perpendiculars on the

tangents at those points.

109- Whatever be the form of the orbit tvhich the body

describes^ its velocity and the acute angle, which its course

makes with the radius vector, will always be the same at all

equal distances from the centre.

For •.• «« = {d.wf + (d,2/)%

.*. vdiV = diX . diX + d{y . d'y by differentiation

v^ = ^ F.—^^F.^^-^ Art. 107(1) (2)
r r

= - Fdir) '.' rd^r ~ aid{x + yd^y ;
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.-. vd^v = "F (1);

.-. t)« = C - 2 f^F.

Now since F is a function of r, .-. f^F h also a function

of r, denote it by \// (r) ;

.-. u*=C-2>|r(r) (2).

From this equation it appears that the velocity of the

body in its orbit depends only on its distance from the

centre of force, and not at all on 0, which proves the first

part of the proposition.

Again, p = — ; and hence we have equal values of p as
V

well as of V at all those points of the orbit which have the

same value of r : consequently at all such points,

P .

- IS constant,
r

CTTT-

But - = -^ = sin SPY = sin (180'' - SPY),
r SP

Hence that angle of the two SPY and 180° - SPY which

is acute, has a constant value, at such points : which proves

the latter part of the proposition.

110. Def. An apse is that point in an orbit at which

the radius vector is a normal.

The analytical character of such a point is that p = r,

and .-. w^ = - ^2 + (deuy-y
P

.•. = dgU ;

.*. also = dgV.

111. Def. That radius vector which passes through an

apse is called an apsidal distance^ or an apsidal line.

It will be shewn presently, that how many apses soever

there may be in an orbit, there can only be two different

apsidal distances at the most. Those apses which are at the

greater apsidal distance are called farther apses ; the others,

nearer apses.
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112. Def. The angle described by the radius vector

about S while the body passes from one apse to the next is

called the apsidal angle.

113. Prop. Every apsidal line divides the orbit into

two equals similar, and symmetrical parts.

For, at a farther apse the body which had befen receding

from the centre begins to approach nearer to it again ; and at

a nearer apse after having approached towards the centre it

begins to recede. Hence, whether the apse be of the former

or tlie latter kind, two equal radii vectores can be found

on different sides of it : at those two points the body has

equal velocities, equal angular velocities, and equal values

of p ; and the acute angle which its course makes with the

radius vector is the same. In fact there is but one cir-

cumstance which is different at the two points, which is, that

the direction of the motion makes with the radius vector

an acute angle in one case, and an obtuse angle in the other.

This circumstance does not however affect the point to be

established, which now depends on geometrical properties

only. For, corresponding to equal values of r we have equal

values of p, and therefore of d^u or of d^r, neglecting the

sign ; and equal values of F, and therefore of d\uy or of

dgr. Hence the curvature is the same at the two points

:

and the deflections from the tangents are equal. Consequently

if the two parts of the orbit which lie on different sides of the

apse were to be generated by two points setting out from the

apse together, they must needs generate equal, similar, and

symmetrical branches, being always equally deflected from the

tangent, and always having equal values of p and of r, and

always moving with equal angular velocities about S.

Hence the orbit is similar and equal in every respect on

each side of an apsidal line.

114. Prop. There can only he two different apsidal

distances at the most.

For, the body after leaving an apse where r is a maximum
must next come, if there be another, to an apse where r

is a minimum : and conversely. But since the orbit is similar

and equal on each side of the second apse, the body will next
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come to an apse exactly similar in every respect to the first

;

so after leaving this it must next come to an apse similar

in every respect to the second and so on. Hence there can

only be two different apsidal distances at most.

115. Hence all the apsidal angles are equal. And, if

there be but two apses, the apsidal angle must be equal to

n . 180°, n being some integer.

If there be more than one apse there must be an even

number. And if there be four apses, the apsidal angle must

be « . 90° ; n being an integer.

In the preceding articles concerning apses the reasoning

supposes them to be such points in the orbit as satisfy the

condition of r being a maximum or minimum. Hence those

orbits which have asymptotic circles, or pass through the

centre of force, will in general be exceptions to what is

above said.

116. Hence no orbit can be described round a fixed

centre of force, the force being a function of the distance,

1. If the number of normals which can be drawn

from that centre of force to the curve, be an

odd integer greater than 1.

2. If more than two unequal normals can be drawn

from that point.

S. If each one of such normals do not divide the

curve into two equal, similar, and symmetrical

parts.

4. If the centre of force be a point in the evolute,

except in the case of the circle.

117. Prop, The velocity of the body in its orbit is that

due to ^ of the chord of curvature passing through the centre

offorce.

For, multiply the equations of motion Art. 107, by d^y,

dfV ; and take the difference of the results, then

xdfy — ydfiv
dfXd^y - diyd{x = F

.

.
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But if p be the radius of curvature at the point P,

P") J yj- Diff' Ca/c/and Art. 102,

-
d.xd^y'^-d.jd^x ' •••-^=(^.-)'+(W,

and xd^y -yd^x = h Art. 107,

•»ptJ Art. 108;

.*. — = i' . — ;

P ^

... v' = Z'.^ = 2i?'. J (2/> COS PSY)

= 2 F. ^ chord of curvature.

But if iS* be the space due (Art. Gs) to the velocity «, by

the action of the force F continued uniform,

«' = 2F.^;

.*. S =^\ chord of curvature.

118. To obtain an expression for the force at any point

in terms of r and p.

Since - = «'=F^
p r

.'. F

= F.pdj,r; V p=rdj,r;

hH,p

P'

= -'-.d(l],
2 '\p'J

119. As an example of the application of this formula,

let it be proposed to find the law of force^ situated in the

centre of an ellipse, by the action of which a body may have

the ellipse for its orbit.
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The equation of an ellipse between r and p, when the

centre is the origin of co-ordinates, is

1 a=^ + 6«-r» ^ . „ .— = —r— , Conic Sections^
• p* a-V

a, h being the semi-axes;

.'. F = -r— . r, which vanes as r.
(rlr

120. As an example of the application of the formula (4)

in Art. 107, take the following ;

To find the law of force^ situated in the focus, by which

a body may describe an ellipse.

In this case the equation of the ellipse is,

1 1 + e cos ^ . « .

« = - = — Tr-\ Come Sections ;
r a{l -er)

- „ e cos G
••. dJu = -

.-. F=A*w^^ Art. 107 (4)

ah""

which varies as — .

121. Prop. If a body be attracted towards several

centres of force, all situated in the plane of motion, and

7
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^i» Vj, V8>»«« ^ ^^^ velocities dite to \ of each of the chorda

of curvature passing through the respective centres, then the

{vel.y = Vi» + vg* + v,' + . . .

For, take any fixed point in the plane of motion for the

origin of co-ordinates. Let Fi, Fg, F^.... be the forces

;

o,6„ Ojj6j, 0363,.... the co-ordinates of their centres; ^„ ^2>

^3,.... the chords of curvature passing through them. Then

«,^ = 2F,.^, v,\=2F,.^, v,' = 2F,.'^,.„444
Also if rj, ygj ^sj ••• be the distances of the body from

the centres of force, the equations of motion are

d..» = _ F,?^' _ f, ^Zfs _ F3 '^^ - ... (1),
n r» ^3

Now let pi, P2, Pz'"- be the perpendiculars from the

centres of force upon the tangent to the orbit ; and let s

be the length of the arc described in the time t, and p the

radius of curvature.

Multiply (1) by d^y and (2) by d^x and subtract the latter

result from the former. , .

The numerator of the fraction which has r^ for its de-

nominator is

(«-o,) diy - (y-61) dtO! « (a?-a,) d^ (y-b{) - (y-b^) d^ (w-ai)

= PidiS, by Differential Calculus.

Hence

, « , ,« ^ PidiS „ Pid.s _ p?di8

n »« »*3

.. —= (/i —+ /-a —+ /'s — +..•;''

J
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'. V* = r I
+ rz 1- Jfz r •••

r.. r..

= 2 F, .^ + 2 Fa ^ + 2 F3 ^' + . . .

4 4 4

= vl + vl + vl+ ...

122. If a body moving in an orbit describe about some

point areas proportional to the times of their description, that

point is the centre of force.

For, make it the origin of co-ordinates, and let A (= Ct)

be the area described in the time ^; then

dgA = \r^ ...hy Differential Calculus

;

.'. Qdt{Ct)=r^dte,

or 2 C = xdty — ydiw.

Differentiating again,

= a7dfy -yt^ir;

..'=_ = -— (fig. of Art. 107).
d^y y MP

That is, the forces in direction of the co-ordinate axes are

proportional to the co-ordinates ; we may therefore take these

co-ordinates SM^ MP to represent the forces : these are equi-

valent to a single force acting in the line PS, which always

passes through ^S* ; therefore S is the centre of force.

123. From the equations and properties which have been

investigated in the preceding Articles on the motion of a body

subject to the action of a central force, we may find either the

law of force by the action of which a given orbit might be

described ; or the nature of the orbit which would be described

by the action of a given force. We have given examples of

the former process, we shall now subjoin examples of the latter

kind. Before doing this, however, it may be useful to collect

into one view from the preceding articles the equations which

are necessary for our purpose.

7-2
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If merely the nature of the orbit be required, it may be

found by one integration of the equation in Art. 118,

which will give the relation between r and p.

But if, under given initial circumstances, we want to know

not merely the nature but the exact magnitude and position

of the orbit described, we may employ the three equations

h = pu, vdfV = - Fy

«'-«»)'(=p) = ^^

or instead of one of these we may use the equation

A better way than this, whenever it can be employed,

is, after having found the nature of the orbit by the first case,

to assume, if it be known, the equation of the orbit between

r and 0, and then determine from the initial circumstances the

values of the constants in it. Examples of both methods will

be given.

If the place of the body at any time be required it must

be found by integrating the equation

the constant introduced by integration being determined from

the given circumstances.

124. The force varying as the distance, to determine

the nature of the orbit.

Here because F oc r, let it =/Lir; fx being the absolute

force

;

...f..,
() = -.= -..

•.
-! = c-M»^ 0).
p
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Now the equation of an ellipse about the centre as pole is,

1 a* + 6« - r*

p-

This coincides exactly in form with the equation (l) of

the orbit ; and hence the orbit is an ellipse, whose centre

coincides with the centre of force.

125. To find the periodic time ; that is, the time between

the body leaving any point in the orbit and returning thither

again.

By comparing the like parts of the last equation with (l),

we have

h
Now the area described in one second is equal to —

,

and the area being proportional to the time, we have

area of orbit

ft. = —z-rz , or K^ = a-b-fx.

Periodic time =
area described in l"

2 area of the ellipse

7i

Zirab

aby/^

2ir

As this result is obtained without taking into account

either the velocity, direction, or distance of projection, it must

be true whatever these should happen to be.

And because it involves neither a nor 6, it is independent

of the size of the orbit.

Hence, when the force varies as the distance, whatever

be the velocity, direction, and distance of projection, or what-
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ever be the ma^itude and position of the orbit, the body will

always return to the point from which it started in the same

time.

126. Peob. The body being projected from a given

pointy with a given velocity and in a given direction^ and

being acted on by a force varying as the distance ; it is re-

quired to determine the magnitude and position of the ellipse

which it will describe.

Let C be the point from which the body is projected, CY
the direction of projection ; P the place

of the body at any time t after projection.

Put SC = J?, velocity of projection = F,

and the z SCY = a.

and
h'

'. V =
P

But at the point of projection

v^V, r = R, and .-. C= V + fxR'

h^
hence — = V^ + (jlR^ - fur^ (l).

P

Now the equation of an ellipse about the centre as pole

gives

a^b^
a^ + b^- r^,

and multiplying this by /u, we have

P'
n{a^ + b')~fir^;

which being compared with equation (l) gives

.(2).

V
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The form of this equation shews that —7= is the semi-

diameter conjugate to R ; and consequently by the property of

paraUelograms, whose sides are tangents to an ellipse at the

extremities of conjugate diameters, being all of the same area,

V
ah = -7= . R .&\n a (3)

;

(2) and (3) determine the magnitude of the orbit. Let AS be

the position of the major axis, and put tjt = CSA. Then
because S is the centre of the ellipse,

{R cos 'zsrf (R sin Tff-y

V
= 1;

from which eliminating a and h by means of (2) and (S),

we find

fiR^
cot 2 7«r = cot 2a + -—-cosec 2a,

which giving the value of tjt determines the position of the

orbit described.

127. To determine the place of the body in its orbit

at a given time.

Let 9 = CSPf the angle described by the body in the

time t : then the equation of the ellipse gives

r^ cos^ {9-w) r^ sin* (0 - -sr) _

Now d^ = — = - .

h h 6^cos2(0-7jr)+a*siii*(d-'ZB-)

ab sec^C^-Tsr)

h adgtscci (9 — w)
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.-. t = -^. tan"' l-rtsin {6 - m)) + const.

Now when ^ = 0, ^ = 0, .*. const = —7= tan" ' I - tan w
J

;

••• t's/^-tan-^l-taniO-Tir)] + tan'M-tan wj-

This equation furnishes the value of 0, for any given

value of t.

128. Prob. a body is projected from a given pointy with,

a given velocity^ in a given direction and is acted on by a

central force varying inversely as the square of the distance ;

to determine the nature, magnitude and pos^itioyi of the orbit

which it will describe.

Using the same figure and notation as in Art. 126, we

have ( since F = —\,
,

, A^ 2m
.*. V- = — s= 1- constant.

p^ r

But at the point of projection r = F, r = /f

,

and .'. const — F^ - -—
;

p^ r R
hence - = ^+ V^ ^^ (l).

Now the equation of a conic section about a focus as

origin is

b' 2a 2 a— = — T 1, or—

;

p* r r

the last term being - 1,0, + 1, according as this conic section
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is an ellipse, a parabola, or a hyperbola : multiplying this by

— , we nave
a

fib' 2fA fi ^fi
--,«=— T - , or — .

ap- r a r

This being compared with equation (l) shews that

2u
if F*<— the orbit is an ellipse,

if V'= -—- a parabola,

2/x
if F'>-—- a hyperbola :

and taking the ellipse as a standard case, to avoid ambiguities

of sign,

-y-^-^ (^>-

and ^' = A- = V'R^ sin- a... (3),
a

(for h =vp = VR sin a at the point of projection).

(2) and (3) give successively the values of a and 6, which

determine the magnitude of the orbit. The position of it

may be thus found.

Let e denote the eccentricity of the orbit, which is known
from (2) and (3) ; then from the polar equation of an ellipse,

at the point of projection

a (1 + e cos w)

VR' sin« a ^= —- from (3) ;

fi{l + e cos Tir)

from wliich w is known.

129. If we attempt to find the position of the apse from

the last equation ambiguities of sign are involved in the pro-
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cess, which may be avoided by another method of solution.

The whole problem also admits of a simple solution on the

principles derived from Art. 102 : which, therefore, and also

because it does not involve any process of integration, we shall

lay before the reader.

Let S be the centre of force, and suppose the body pro.

jects from the point P, at the

distance SP = R, with a velo-

city V, in the direction PZ making
an angle SPZ = a with SP. Let

H be the other focus of the

ellipse : join HS and produce

it and ZP to meet in T; draw

PG, HZ, SV perpendicular to TZ ; and KG to HP. Then
the vertex A of the orbit AP is in ST. Let a, fc, e be
as before, and tst = the angle PSA.

By Art. 102, the normal force at P = "" ^^
... , (i).

, rad. curv. '^

But normal force at P = -—cos SPG = — sin o

;

R^ R^

and rad. curv. at P =
(normal)'

CpatTrecLy

But normal PG = ~^^ - ii^^l^

;

cos GPH sin a

, I lat. rect. 6«
.*. rad. curv. = -—r-- = —:

.

sin'a a sm'a

Hence, making substitution in equation (l), we find

/iisina Posin'o

R" 6«

6' R-V^sm'a
or - = (2).
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Again, since 6* = SY . HZ = SP sin a . HP sin a

= i2(2a-/2)sin*a,

this being substituted in equation (2) gives

/U 2fJL

a
*-•" (^)-

6«

Also e^ = 1 - -

= cos'a + I 1 1 sin^a (4).

And tan (a-'sr) = tan PTS

_ SH sin T
~ SH cos T

HZ-SY
PZ + PY

(HP - SP) sin (180° - g)

(HP + SP) cos (180° - a)

2a-2R
2a

tana

= g-l)tana

= 11
I
tan a, from (3^)

;

— sin a cos a , .

. tanCT-= (5).

The equations (2) (3) (4) (5) determine the magnitude

and position of the orbit.
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130. By substituting for a its value from (3), we find

HP^'ia-R= 2 (6).

Now the line PH is given in position (for SP, HP make

equal angles with YZ) ; this equation will therefore fix the

position of the major axis without the assistance of (5).

131. The equations found in the two preceding articles

will enable us to see what is the nature of the efi*ect which any

small extraneous force tends to produce upon the orbit. (An

extraneous force is one which does not emanate from S^ or if

it be at S^ does not « ^)-

Thus, if the motion be performed in a resisting medium
of small density, since the effect of such a medium is to

diminish the velocity, we learn from equation (.3) that in con-

sequence of such a resistance the major axis would decrease

perpetually ; and from equation (6) that HP would be

diminished, and therefore H shifted nearer to P, wliich shews

that the major axis would regrede as P moves towards farther

apse, and progi'ede during the other half of P's revolution.

We may learn the effect upon the eccentricity from (4). For,

R V- 7f

(3) may be written l = l ; and therefore the value of
a fjL

/Pi? Y ^ .
^

(R y .
,

I ~ M ' "^'"S ^q"*l to I ' M > increases or decreases

simultaneously with (K - a)* ; that is, as P passes from an

extremity of the minor axis to an apse, the eccentricity is

increasecl by resistance ; and as P passes from an apse to an

extremity of the minor axis, the eccentricity is diminished by

resistance.

132. Equation (3) not containing a shews that the

length of tlie major axis is independent of the direction in

which the body is projected.
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The equation for 6' which precedes (S) shews that cceteris

paribus the length of the minor axis is proportional to the sine

of the angle of projection.

We may find the conditions of projection that the orbit

may be a circle by making e = in equation (4) ; the right-

hand member of the equation being the sum of two squares,

the result is equivalent to the two conditions

cos a = 0, and 1=0;

or a = 90% and F = ^

.

133. When the orbit is neither parabolic nor hyperbolic,

the periodic time may be readily found as in Art. 125.

2 area of ellipse
For, period =

h

QTrab

&•)'
from Art. 128, (3)

which depending only on the major axis is independent of the

direction of projection.

134. Prob. When a body moves in a parabolic orbit

about a force in the focus varying as —^i to Jind the time

of describing any given angle from leaving the apse.

Since the orbit is a parabola F'= — (Art. 128) : at the
R

apse, therefore, we have A' = V*R^ sm^a= 2/iiR = Zfim^ 4m
denoting the latus rectum of the orbit.

Also tlie equation of the orbit is.r = = m sec"-

;

t^ 2
cos' -

2
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.*. dgt = -r = ~7 ^ • sec -
h \/2/nm 2

= /— . sec* - . 20fl tan -
VS/ui 2 " 2

/ 2\ ^ / 0\
= mty .(^l + tan«'-jrf,tan-;

.-. ^ = ?»}
( - )

(tan - + - tan^ - ) .

KfJiJ \ 2 3 2/

No constant is added, because by the question t = when
= 0.

135. Prob. When a body describes an elliptical orbit

about a force in one of its foci varying as — , to find the

time of describing any given angle from nearer apse.

b'
Here r =

a{l + e cos 6)
'

h c?h' (l + ecQ%QY
'

6* C 1

a^h Jaiy+e cos Qf

r 1 ^sin0 r B
Assume / , —- = + /

»/o (1 + e cos Qy l + e cos v* i + e cos

then differentiating both sides, and reducing the results to

a common denominator and equating the numerators, we have

1 = (-4 4- Be) cos + ^e + 5

;

.-. = ^ + jBe, and 1 = Ae + B ;

whence A = and B
1-6=* 1 -e»'

y r -esing 1 r 1 \

~ a^h\{l -e'){l +,ecos0) l - ^' Jel + e cos6\'
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1

Again, f
—^-—- = fTTe "^ / ,e ~J\° JbI + ecosO Jal cos- - + sin^ - + ^ cos" sin- -

sec* -
2

J, (i+e) + (l-e)tan»|

Q
da tan —
" 2

Q
(l + e) + (l - e) tan"-

\/rr^ -(V^.tan?);

2ab ^ f /l-e 9\—-— . tan"' v . tan - 1 .

h V ^ 1 + e 2/

b^ - e sin 2
••• ^ = T- B +n 1 + e cos ff

No arbitrary constant is added to this integral, because

when ^ = 0, 9 = 0, by the question.

From Art. 128, (3) we have

6 \/a - e sin
.-. t =—^- . + —=

y/^ 1 + e cos

2at / /l-e 0\
—7IZ . tan-^ V .tan - 1 .

a/m V 1+ e 2/

136. If the orbit had been an hyperbola, the process

would have been the same as far as the last integration,

when we should have, in consequence of e being > 1,

r rf- tan -

f ' =J -^—
- Dtan^-

2

v/V^i
loge'

^e + 1 4- Ve-1 . tan -

\/e + 1 - \/e - 1 . tan -
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/- , \/e+ 1 + v/r - 1 . tan -
hv a esin^ a* , 2

.-.'=-.- ..——.--^-log
5

2

y/o '
1 + e cos \/^ / ^

^ ^
y/e + 1 - \/e - l . tan

137. Prob. To find the orbit when the force varies

inversely as the 5'* power of the distance.

Here F = - :

.*. vdyV = - F = -;

r

2r

Now at the point of projection v = V, r = R;

• ^ ~ '^ "272*'

2r* 2i2«

" p" 2r* 2 72**

But /t = VR sin a ;

.'. V'R'' sin= a [v- + {detiY} =-.?**+ F» - -^ ;

.-. V'R^ sin- a . (c/<,rO^ = -.?«'- F«J?- sin« « . 7r + P - ^,

.

This equation cannot be integrated in finite terms, unless

either the right hand member be a complete square, or

2 72*

1st. When the right hand member is an exact square.

That this may be the case, wc must have
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2/x(P-^) = r*^*sin*a,

from which the angle a is known.

Hence

"^ 2 2/t

VR sin a . dgU

'^(0-- V'R'sin'a

2^

\/2/ut . FJ? sin a . d^r

fi- V'R^'sma.ra '

.'. d + const. = —^. log,—— ^.
y^2 F5 sm a . r + ^/m

Let the axis of x be taken in such a position that the

const. = 0, then

,^ Fff sin a . r - ^fi
VR sin a . r + y/fi

'

r =
FiZsina'l-e"^^'

In extracting the root before integration, if we had prefixed

the sign ± , the lower sign would have given

r =
Fi2sina*e*'^'~+1

The former is represented by the following figure, which

is a spiral line approaching continually nearer to

a circle whose radius = .,^ .— , which it cannot
VR sm a

reach till an infinite number of revolutions have

been performed. Such a circle is called an in-

terior asymptotic circle.

8
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The latter equation represents the spiral in the following

figure, which has an exterior asymptotic circle of

the same radius as the former. /f~\\

2ndly. When P - -'*— - 0. \^^
This falls under the following more general example.

138. Prob. To Jind the orbit when the force varies

inversely as the n*^ power of the distance, and the velocity

of projection is that which a body would acquire in falling

directly towards the centre to the point of projection from
an iiifinite distance.

Let the force = —

.

r"

To find the velocity acquired in falling from an infinite

distance, we must employ the formula v d^v = - F in Art. 87,

s being its distance from the centre when its vel. = v ;

{n - !)«"-'

Now when *= oo, u' = 0; .'.(7 = 0, when n is>l, but

C = 00 when n is not > 1 ; we shall therefore suppose w > 1.

Also, when s = i2, «'=F; .-. F« =
^'^

in- l)i2"

To find the orbit we have

(/i-l)r»-'

At the point of projection r = /?, and « = F"; .-. C = ;

* * p""^ {n- \)f^'

'
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2 ft sin^ a
But h' = V'R' sin* a - ^ , „. , ,

1 _ /?'-»

p8 7*-i
sin* o

*

*

" (d rY 1 1

Now substituting (d^u)' + u^ or rather
^ + — for -^

;

we find after reduction,
»-5

- r « d^r
1

\/R*~^ cosec* a - r""'

'

2
•. s= cos«-3

\^ * cosec a/

For simplicity, as we only want to know the nature of the

orbit, we may suppose the axis of x taken in such a position

that C" = ;

n-3

(r\~ f^-3o\
.-. I —

I

= cosec a cos I 1 .

When n is > S, this equation is that of the curve in

n — 3
the first of the following figures, if be an even number

;

fi — S
but it is that of the second figure, if be an odd number.^

2

When w is < 3 but > 1, the orbit is that in the third figure.

The characteristic property of the orbits of the present

article is that the Z PSY = . / ASP, in the above
2

figures, where SA is the apsidal line.

8—2
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•-3

For,cos( 0].coseca= ( — ) = -coseca=cos/*,S'F.coseca;

.. cos ^^—^ e\ = cos PSY;

,\ "^ . PSA = PSY.
2

Whenn = 2, t\ien^PSAr.PSY, or PSY^YSA, (third

figure in preceding page,) which is the property of the parabola.

The body will either fly off in infinitum or fall into the

centre, when it has described an angle from the apse equal to

, according as n is less or greater than 3 respectively.
n-S

139. The Earth attracts the Moon with a force which

varies inversely as the square of her distance from its

centre. If this were the only force to which she is sub-

ject, her orbit would be an ellipse having one focus in the

Earth's centre. It is found by calculation that the Sun
exerts a disturbing force, small however in comparison with

the force of the Earth, such that to first approximations

the Moon upon the whole is urged towards the Earth with

a force part of which varies inversely as the square, and part

inversely as the cube of her distance. It is required to find

the nature of her orbit, neglecting all other disturbing forces.

Let — (=/uiM-) and — (=/ui'm') be the two parts of the

force upon the Moon, ft being small.

Then by Art. 107

AIM* + fl!v? = A'm* {u + f/gM),

or Au.[.-i).^t.

Tor brevity write n' for 1 - ^ , and n^a for -

;
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.-. dlu + n-u = n*a\*

which may be written

dl{u - a) +n^(u - a) =0;

Multiply by 2dQ(u — a) and integrate;

.'. {dQ(u — a)^ + n^iu - a')^ = constant

= n* C* suppose

;

± de (m - a)
n =

v/C* - (m - aj

Taking the lower sign, which is equivalent to suppos-

ing Q and r to increase together, or the Moon to be re-

ceding from the Earth ; a supposition which will not affect

the generality of our results; we have by integration

nO-^C = cos"(^).

* As equations of this form are of frequent occurrence in physical problems,

the reader will find the following general method of integrating them useful.

Take the general form of d|u+ n»jt = 0, being a given function of 6.

Multiplying by cos {nQ+D) and integrating by parts, D being any constant quan-

tity; we have,

/g{rf/t* cos (we + Z))5=d^tt.cos(ne + Z))+/g{nrfg« sin (ne + Z))}.

Also

/g{n*tfcos(n0 + Z))} = ntt8in(ne+i))-/^{nd^«8in(ne + Z))};

therefore by addition,

/^9 cos (ne + D) = rf^«.<^s (n0 + Z))+nw sin (n0 + Z)).

This is the general form of the first integral of the proposed equation. In

this equation let D be successively made equal to and 90", by which means

we obtain two first integrals; and affixing the arbitary constants implied in the

sign of integration /., they are,

/.0 cos n 9 + Ci =</« « . cos n e +n u . sin n 0,

and -/. sin n e + Ca = - dg« . sin n + » M . cos n 0.

By multiplying these respectively by sin m0 and cos n0 and adding, we find

sin n ./ cos n - cos n 0/g 9 sin n + C, sin n + C, cos n = » «,

which may be put under the more simple form

u = ^ cos (n + fl) + ^ilLl?
. /^ cos » - ^^2ili

. /^ sin n 0,

Ay B being arbitrary constants.
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For the sake of simplicity let the motion be supposed

to begin at the apse, in which case C' « o, and

u B a' + Ccosn^,

or - = a+Ccosn6;
r

•which is the equation of the Moon's orbit.

140. Remark. The equation of an ellipse about the

focus is

-= ^{l + cco8(0-'ar)J,

•ZBT being the distance of the apse from the prime radius

measured in the same direction as 9. There is a remarkable

similarity between this equation and that of the Moon"'s

orbit, which will be rendered more evident by putting the

latter under the form

- = _{l +ecos(9-l-n.e)]i

a, b and e being such that

a
, fji j^^ r»

6i = «=^37' and- = C.

This we may consider as the equation of an ellipse, the

angular distance of whose apse from the prime radius is

(l-«)0,

or v = (i -n)6;

that is, the angular motion of the apse bears a constant

ratio to that of the Moon.
Hence the Moon may be considered as moving in an

ellipse, while the ellipse itself revolves in the same direction,

with an angular velocity which bears a constant ratio to the

angular velocity of the Moon.
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141. The Moon will be at an apse whenever d^u = 0,

(Art. 110); but d^u ^ — nC sm n 9 ; and consequently at an

apse 710 = TT} Stt, Stt , the corresponding values of 9

being

7r 2ir Stt

n n n

Hence the apsidal angle, or angle between two consecutive

n
apses, IS — =

;
, ,^ I .

('-^)

142. Fbob. a body revolves in an orbit, which is very

nearly circular, acted on by a force varying as any function

of the distance ; tojind the angle between the apsides.

F
Let the force be F, and assume (bu= —z, and let c be the

^ u
least value of u ; make m = c + a?, a: being by the question

very small ; then

F=u^(p(c + a),

*:u^(<l)C + (p'c.x+ .,.)

= u^^c +u^(p'c .a?, nearly.

Also, because the orbit is very nearly circular, the velocity

in the orbit is very nearly = velocity in a circle at the same

distance; if therefore we assume (vel.)* at the least distance

= (l - m) . (vel.)^ in a circle of radius - = (l - w») c0c, m

will be very small

;

.-. (1 - m) c(f)c = (vel.)» = AV

;

,-. A«=(l-m)^.
c

But d,«a + u =^ +^ ar ... Art. 107,
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= — (1 + m) (d)c + d>'c . w) nearly,
0c

c(b'c .

= (1 -^-171)0 + -^— . /rnearly

;

<pc

f cd)c\ , . i?<iiC
.'. d^u +1 ^— w = (1 + m) c ±— ,

•.• a? = w - c.

\ <pc J (pc

This equation is of precisely the same form as that in

Art. 139 ; consequently the apsidal angle

TT

n / cd)'c\ i
*

MOTION OF A PARTICLE IN SPACE OF THREE
DIMENSIONS.

143. To investigate differential equations for the motion

of a free particle when acted oh by any accelerating forces.

Refer the place of the particle at any time t to fixed co-

ordinate axes, and let xys: be its co-ordinates. Resolve the

accelerating forces which act upon it into sets parallel to the

axes; denote them by XYZ. Then as in Art. 92, we have

dxOB = velocity parallel to the axis of x^

dty= y,

dtZ •= «.

Also dja? =^, djy .= F, <« = Z.

144. Pftop. When the centres offorce are fixed points

^

XYZ are in nature always such as to make Xdx + Ydy
+ Zdz integrable per se.

For, all forces in nature are found to depend only upon

the distances of the particle from the centres of force

Let a,, 6,, c, be the co-ordinates of any centre of force,

Ti the distance of the particle from this centre, and 0, (r,)

the accelerating force exerted by it upon the particle. Let
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(htbiCi, r,, 08 (rj), &c. be similar quantities for other centres

of force.

Then ^ = -
<^. (rO .

' - (^.{r,) . ^ - ...

Now r\ = Or - a,)' + (^ - ^i)' + (« - <?,)*;

.'. r^djiT^ = a? — flj.

Similarly r^dtVi = .r — aj,

&c. = &c.

.-. ^= - 01 (r,) . d;,ri - 02 (rs) . d,r^ - ...

.'. JTrfar = - 01 (ri) . d^r^dx - 02 (rg) . d^r^dx - ...

Similarly Fdy = - 0i (rj) . d^r^dy — 02 (rg) . d^r^dy - ...

add Zd^f = - 01 (r^) . d.r^dz — 02 (rj) . dgr^dx - ...

Adding these three equations together, and observing that

dr^ = d,r^dx + d^r^dy + d^r^dz^ &c.

we obtain

<X'da? + Ydy+ Zdz = - 0i(*'i)^^i ~ ffhi't'iddr^ - ...

Now 01 (rj) dri is a complete differential of some function

of Ti ; denote that function by >^iri ; and so of the other terms

;

then

f(Xdx + Ydy + Zdz) = -
>/^i (r,) - y\f,, (rg) - ...

145. If the equations of motion in Art. 143 be multiplied

respectively by 2 d^x, 2 d^y, 2 diZ ; and the results be added

together, we have

idix . d^^x + 9,diy . d^^y + Zd^z . d]z = 2 A'd^.r + 2 Fd^y + ZZd^z,

Now if « be the velocity of the body at the time /,

since d^x, d^y, dtZ are its velocities parallel to three rect-

angular axes;

.-. v"" = (diX)- + (dty)' + (dizY Art. 18, (5).

By differentiating this equation we find

rf, (tj*) = 2 dixd^lx + 2 dtydly + 2 dtzd'fZ

« 2 XdiX + 2 yd,y + 2 Zdj^r,
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or according to the differential method of notation,

d(v") = 2Xdaf + 2ydy + 2Zdx;

.'. t)« = 2f(Xdx + Ydy + Zdss)

= — 2 \^i (ri) — 2 \|^s (rj) — ... + constant.

If u be the velocity of the particle, at some known point,

the distances of which from the centres of force are R^, Ri,...

we have

7^* = - 2 ypi {Ry) - 2 >//g (^2) - ... + constant.

.-. «2 - z*=^ = 2 >/., (R^) + 2 >/r8 (R,) + ...

-2>/., (rO-2>/.2(r2)-...

This equation gives the velocity of the body at • any

proposed point of its path. It will be remarked however that

in obtaining it we have made no hypothesis respecting the

precise form of the path. The result is therefore true, what-

ever be the form of the path : and as this shews that v depends

only on the values of rj , rg, ... the velocity which the body has

at any given point will be independent of the course which

it took to arrive there.

In Art. 102, we have considered the path of the body to

lie in one plane, in which also the forces are supposed to act.

We shall here investigate corresponding results when the forces

do not act in a plane, and the path in consequence is a curve

of double curvature.

146. To investigate the differential equations of motion

of a particle^ when the forces acting on it are referred to the

tangent line and normal plane of the path at the point where

the particle is at any moment.

Let iZ, S', T be the resolved forces ; S being in direction

of a tangent, and R, T acting along two lines at right angles

to each other in the normal plane. Also, let \|/ be the

inclinations of R to fixed rectangular axes of oc, y, z: and

^1 01 ^1 y ^8 <pi '^i similar quantities for S, T. Then resolving

Ry Sy T parallel to <r, y, Xy we have
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(A).

d^x = 5 cos + iS cos 01 + T cos 9<i

d^y = J? cos + Scos^Px + 7^ cos 02

d^z = R cosyj/ + ^ycosx^i + 7'cos>|^2

Multiply these equations by cos 0i , cos 0, , cos \/^i
respec-

tively, and add the results, (observing that, because R, S, T
act at right angles to each other,

cos 9 cos 9i + cos (j) cos (pi + cos y^r COS \|ri = 0,

and cos 9.2 cos ^i + cos 02 cos (pi + cos yj/.2 cos ^/^i
= O)

;

••• cos 9idtiv + cos (ftidi^y + cos yj/idtz = ^y.

But iS* acts along the tangent, and therefore

a . ^t^ . ^tV ,
dtz

cos t^i = a,.r = —— , cos 01 = -7—, cosyi = ——

,

diS dtS ' diS

and consequently

dtwd'oe + diyd^y + d^xd^z = SdiSy

or d^sdiS = SdiS ;

.. .y-d.'* (1),

which agrees with equation (l) of Art. 102.

Again, multiply the equations {A) respectively by cos0,

cos 0, cos y\f, and add the results, omitting the terms which

vanish on the same principle as before ; then

cos 9dxX + cos (pd^y + cos yj/d^z = R.

Similarly, cos 92dxX + cos (pod^y + cos -^-idtz = T.

Now the directions of R and T in the normal plane are as

yet arbitrary ; and therefore we are at liberty to assign one of

them such a position as we may think proper: let then the

direction of R be assumed to pass through the centre of abso-

lute curvature; and, putting p for the radius of absolute

curvature, it is known that

^ = {dixy + {d,'yy + {d^zy - (d/*)',
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COS 9 = Tv^v, (dtsdiX — dt^dt's),
{dtsy

and COS >^ =
"

{d^sdiZ — d^zd^a).

The last three being written in the expression for R (re-

membering that dixd*ce + d^yd^y + dtzd^z = disdt's), give

= <^ (.).

p

which agrees with the equation in Art. 102.

To obtain T we must proceed as follows. Since both

R and S act in the osculating *plane, T acts at right angles to

that plane, that is, it acts parallel to a line whose equations are

x^{d^ydla} — d^xd^^y) + z^{d^yd\z — d^zd\y) = 0,

and y^ {d^a!d\y — d^y^^w) + z^{d^xdl^^z — d^zdla!) = 0.

Now represent

{d^yd\z — dtzdfyy + (d^^df x - d^A'd^zy + (d^xdfy - d^yd'wy

by i>-',

and therefore cos 6^ = {d^yd^z - diZd]y)Dy

cos 02= {dt^d\x — d^xd\z)Dy

and cos\|^g = {d^.xd\y - d^yd^x) D.

Writing these values of cos 02, costp^, cos>^s in the ex-

pression for T, we find 7^ = 0.

Wherefore, tlie resultant of all the forces which act on a

free particle lies in the osculating plane of its path ; and the
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centrifugal force tends from the centre of absolute curvature,

and is equal to

(velocity)'

rad. of absolute curvature

Remark. These results might have been deduced at once

from Art. 102. For when the path of a particle is a curve

of double curvature, three consecutive points lie in a plane,

(the osculating plane). Now two consecutive points deterijiine

the velocity, and direction of motion ; the third determines

the change of velocity and of direction,—so that three conse-

cutive points determine both the magnitude and direction of

the deflecting force, and the magnitude of the tangential force.

For three points then (which we have just shewn are sufficient

to decide what are the forces which regulate the form of the

path) the body may be considered as moving in a plane curve,

and consequently the property of the forces proved in Art. 102

for plane curves applies to curves of double curvature, con-

sidered as coinciding at any point with the osculating plane.



CHAPTER V.

ON THE CONSTRAINED MOTION OP A PARTICLE.

In considering the motion of a particle subject to some

restraint, such as the tension of a string or rod, the reaction

of a curve line or of a surface; if we reckon the tensions

and reactions among the impressed forces we may consider

it as free, and apply the equations investigated in the last

Chapter.

147- Prob. a particle P moves upon a smooth plane

curve PQ, being acted on by forces in the plane of the

curve: to determine the velocity and pressure at any

point.
^ ,

Resolve the accelerating forces which act upon the particle

parallel to O.r, Oy, and call these com-

ponents JCY respectively. At the time

/ let P be the place of the particle,

ofy its co-ordinates OJ/, MP; s equal

P^P the arc described from some fixed

point P' in the curve. 6 = inclina-

tion of the tangent at P to the axis of x,

.'. tan 9 - d,y.

M a

Let m = mass of the particle, and draw GPR a normal

at P.

Now because the curve is smooth its action is wholly in

the direction of the normal PR ; denote the pressure which it

exercises upon the particle by R. This is equivalent to an

accelerating force — (Art. 2S) acting at P in the direction
<m

PR. Resolving this force parallel to Oar, Oy, we have the

following equations of motion,
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R
d^x ^ X sin 0,

R
d^y = F + — COS 0.

m

Now sin Q = dy =— , and cos 6 = -7— ; and hence by

substituting these values in the above equations, we have

rf,«.. = jr_^^ (0,

rft»y= F +-—- (2).m diS

Eliminating J?, by multiplying the former by 2djj?, the

latter by idty and adding the results

;

.-. 2 dixd^x + 2 d^yd^y = 2 Xc^^o? + 2 F(f|y.

Hence by integration,

{dioif + (d,y)2 = 2 j; {Xd,x + rd,y) + C,

or v^ = ZJ{Xdx+Ydy)+C (3).

' Again, to find jR, multiply (l) by d^y and (2) by d^o?; the

difference of the results is

R
d,xd?y — d,ydiX = FdjO? — Xdty •{— diS.m

But p being the radius of curvature at the point P, we
have, as explained in Art. 102,

1 dixdt'y — diyd^w

.-. ^

—

- = Yd,x - Xdiy + — . d,«

;

p m

m diS d^s p

mvr
.'. R = mXd,y - m Yd^w + (4).

P
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This expression consists of two distinct parts, of which the

latter is that portion of R which is employed in counter-

acting tlie centrifugal force of the particle (Art. 102).

The other portion

Xd,y - Vd.a! = ^sin - Fcos = ^ cos PGO - F sin PGO
is equal to the impressed accelerating force in the direction of

the normal PG, and therefore m{Xd^y — Yd^x) = the pressure

of m by the action of the impressed forces. Consequently the

whole pressure R
{statical pressure due to tlie impressed forces

± statical pressure due to centrifugal force :

the sign + or — is to be used according as the centrifugal

force increases or diminishes the pressure on the curve line

;

i. e. according as the particle moves on the concave or convex

side of the curve.

148. Since Xda? + Vdy "is an exact differential of a

function of a? and y, (Art. 144) the value of its integral between

given limits will be independent of the particular relation

between .r and y which constitutes the equation of the curve

line along which the body moves. Hence in moving from

one given position to another the velocity acquired is inde-

pendent of the form of the curve on which the particle is

constrained to move.

149. When a body moves on the convex side of a curve,

the centrifugal force may become so great as to cause the body

to fly off; and when it moves on the concave side, it may
become too small to keep the body against the curve. The
point where the body, in cither case, will quit the curve, may
be found by putting the expression for R equal to 0. Taking

the case represented by the figure, we have

v*=Y pd^ - Xpd,y

= F . ^ sin PGx + X . pcos PGx.

Let now F be the resultant of the impressed forces, and

let 6^ be the inclination of PF to the axis of a; ;
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.'. «" = F sin ^ p sin PGa: + F cosO' p cos PGo?

= Fp cos (PGd? - 0')

= Fp cos i2PF.

Hence if -^ be the chord of curvature drawn from P in

the direction PF,

4

Consequently the body flies off at that point where its

velocity is that due to one fourth of the chord of curvature.

(Compare this result with Art. 117.)

150. As an example of the application of Art. 147, let

us take the followinor.

Proh. If by means of a string a heavy body be whirled

round in a vertical circle, with the least possible velocity,

the tension of the string at the lowest point will be six times

the weight of the body.

Let a = the radius of the circle or length of the string,

m = the mass of the body,

u «= the velocity at the highest point of the circle.

The least possible velocity is that which just suffices to

keep the string stretched when the body is at the highest

point of the circle ; at that point therefore the tension, or

value of R, must be equal to 0;

.*. = statical weight — centrifugal weight

mu*
= mg -

a

.-. u^ = ag.
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But in general «' = z[{Xdx + Ydy) + C

«= 2f(gdy) + C in this case

= 2gy + C,

y being measured from the highest point in the direction in

which g acts.

When y = 0, v' =u^= ag; .-. C = ag;

.'. v^ = 2gy + ag,

at the lowest point y = 2a; hence at that point

(vel.)'' = 4>ag + ag' = 5ag,

and the pressure = statical weight + centrifugal weight

(vel.)'
= mg + m .

= mg + m .

a

Bag

a

= 6 . mg = 6 . weight of m.

151. Prob. Tojind the time of descent down the arc

of a cycloid, whose awis is vertical, and base horiisontal.

Let D he the point from which the descent commences,

and E the place of the body after

an interval t. Draw EMN hori-

zontal, cutting the circle AMB in

M: join AM, MB. Then if BA ^\

be taken to represent the force of

gravity, MA which is parallel to a

tangent at E, will represent the force *"

which urges the body down the curve; and the part BM
being perpendicular to the curve, combines with the cen-

trifugal force, and produces pressure on the curve, but in no

wise affects the motion.

Hence,

accelerating force down the curve MA 2MA AE
g

* AB '"JaB^ AC
Let now AE = s, AC = I, AD = k.
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S
then the force down the curve = - . g'

;

c

.'. ^d^s'^-.g Art. 102.

Multiply by — 2d,«, and integrate

;

But at Z>, « = k, and the velocity d^s = ; .*. C= 1c^ ;

.-. - d^8 =m .-v/a^^^ j^rt. 83;

- ©'
— dtS

y/j^-^*

-'(!)' = cos-* - + C.
k

But at Z>, ^ = 0, s=ak, and therefore C = 0;

-•• -©^--f
At the expiration of the descent s = 0;

••• the time of descent =
I - ) • cos"*0

-fO'-
See Art. 73, where the same result is deduced by another

process. On account of the time of descent being the same

whether the body descend through a longer or a shorter

arc, the cycloid is said to be tautochronous.

152. The equation of motion in the preceding article

is of a form of such frequent occurrence as to be worthy of

particular attention : it is sometimes called the * equation of

9—2
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vibratory motion
:

' and it will be found useful to remember

that whenever an equation of motion takes the form

d^ 8 + n^s = a,

the motion represented by it is one of tautochronous vibration :

the time of one vibration, that is, the time which elapses

between s having its extreme values, being independent of

those limitmg values,^ and equal to - .

153. It is the property of tautochronism which has

rendered it expedient to cause the pendulums of clocks to

vibrate in cycloids. But not much advantage is gained over

the common arrangement unless the impulses by which the

pendulum is kept in a vibrating state be communicated to

the pendulum at a proper instant. We may know when

this is, from the consideration, that each half of the cycloid

being tautochronous, a change of velocity at the lowest point

of the cycloid, though it may alter the length of the arc of

ascent will have no effect upon the time: while a change of

velocity at any other point of the arc will cause the remainder

of the arc to be described with too great or too small a

velocity, and the time of motion will be affected. To make

vibrations cycloidal a pendulum is suspended from its point

of support by means of a short elastic lamina of steel, the

thickness of which is so regulated as to accomplish the re-

<juired purpose. The impulse on the pendulum is communi-

cated at the lowest point of the vibration.

We shall now shew that if the pendulum is subject to a

constant friction, or uniform retarding force, the time of vi-

bration is not thereby affected.

154. Pros. To find the effect of a uniform retarding

force upon the time and arc of vibration of a body describing

a cycloid.

Using the same notation as before, putting / for the con-

g
stant retarding force, and n^ = - for brevity, we have for

the motion of the body,

- d^s => n'« -/
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which may easily be put under the form

This being of the form pointed out in Art. 152, the

time of vibration is — , and is therefore the same as when
n

there is no friction.

If this equation be integrated once as in Art. 151, we find

Now at the beginning and end of a vibration djS = 0, and

therefore

I

The two values of s derived from this equation are

2/>
= 7c, and s = — Ik

^
J

;

the former of which represents any arc of descent, and the

2/
latter the next arc of ascent : consequently -^ the decrement

of the arc of ascent at each oscillation is constant. It is to

obviate this decrement that the blow on the pendulum by the

pallate wheel of a clock is necessary.

155. If besides friction, the pendulum should be affected by

another force, w^hich varies as 5, the arc from the lowest point,

such a force would be taken account of by altering the value

of n. Consequently though the absolute time of vibration

would be altered, the property of tautochronism and there-

fore the practical value of the pendulum would remain unaf-

fected.

156. Prob. To find the effect of a small force, which

varies as the velocity, upon the time and arc of vibratioji.

In this case the equation of motion is
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- d*s c= n^s + HfidiS

fi being + or — according as the force assists or hinders the

action of gravity down the arc.

We assume that fi is so small as to allow the roots of the

equation a?* + S/txa? + n* = to be impossible. If we write

n' for v/w* - /«.', these roots are — tk^n \/— 1, and the inte-

gral of the equation of motion is

8 = Ae-*"* cos (n't + B).

Hence diS = - Ae-*"* [n'&m {n't + B) + fxcos (n't + B)\.

Now at the commencement of a vibration « = A:, dj* = o, < = 0,

.-. k ^A cos B ; and = n' sin B + ft cos B,

.. 5 = - tan-i-,,
n "

,
5 k's/i^ + n^ nk

and 'A -. «= —;-

;

n n

nknk . ( , , u\
.-. 5 = —7 . e"*** cos

I
n ^ - tan~* — I

,

n \ ni

nk
and d^s j e~^* \n sin {jit + B) + /u. cos (n't + B)],

which, by expanding the terms sin (n't + B), cos (n't + B),

becomes

nk
djs = ;- e"*^' (n' cos B - ft sin B) sin w7,

n

n^k , . ,= Y . e"*" sin n t.

n

Now at the beginning and end of a vibration diS = 0,

and therefore

n't = 0, or TT, or Ztt, ...

Consequently the- time of a vibration

J,
" ^r^l
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which being independent of k shews that the property of the

tautochronism of the cycloid remains in this case also: but

the form of the denominator of the above fraction shews that

the time of vibration is enlarged, and that, whether the dis-

turbing force assist or hinder gravity, for /u. enters the result

only with an even power.

If k' denote the arc of ascent, which the body describes

after falling down A:, then s = A;' when ^ = — , and therefore
n

^, nk ^% ( .yi\
k = —re »* cos I TP - tan~* -,

|

n \ nj

= — ke" *'

.

Hence the successive arcs of ascent form a geometric

progression whose common ratio is e *•'

.

We shall now give the solution of the problem in its more

general form, in a manner which has the advantage of greater

simplicity than any which has hitherto been published.

157. Prob. a body vibrates in a cycloidal arc^ to find

the effect of any small tangential disturbing force upon the

time and arc of vibration.

Represent, as before, the disturbing force by /, which we

shall account + or - according as it assists or hinders gravity.

The equation of motion is

- dt*s = n** +/,

or dts + n^s = —f

Multiply by cos nt and integrate by parts (as in the note

to Art. 139),

.'. dfi . cos nt + ns sin nt^ Ci- //cos nt dt (l).

Similarly, using sin n^ for cos nt, we have

d,« .sinn^- n*cosn^B C^-ff taunt dt„,,,,(2).
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These are the two first integrals of the equation of motion*

Now when the vibration is completed let the value of t be t,

and that of « be /c' ; then taking the above integrals betweea

/ — and / = T ; or * = A; and a «= k', when di8<= Q\ we have

nk' sin tit = '/"/cos nt dt from (l),

and —nk' cos nr = - wAr + J "/sin nt dt from (2).
"

Eliminating k' between these we find

nk sin nr = ""/^f cos n (t - t) dt (3),

and multiplying the same equations by sin nr, cos nr respec-

tively, and taking the difference of the results we have

nk' = nk cos nr - ^f°f sin n {t - r) dt (4).

If / be given in terms of t these equations being inte-

grated will give what is required : (3) will give the value of

T, the time of one vibration ; and (4) will then give the value

of k', the arc of ascent. •

158. If the value of / depend upon A:, and equat. (3)

be expanded (if necessary) and arranged in powers of k, the

condition of tautochronism will be that the equation must be

satisfied for all values of k, and therefore the coefficients of the

diff*erent powers of k must be separately equal to zero.

From this we learn at once, that if/ do not depend upon
the first power of A:, there cannot be tautochronism unless

Sin n7r = 0, or t «= —
; that is, the time of vibration is the

n
same as when there is no disturbing force. Art. 154 is an

example of this kind ; and Arts. 155, 156 are instances of this

not being the case when f does depend upon the first power

of A;.

159. When / is not given in terms of t we must be

content with an approximate solution, if the equation of

motion cannot be integrated directly. The apjiroximation

may be conducted on the principle, that since / is small,

higher powers of/ than the first may be omitted. Now nr
differs from tt only by reason of/, and tlierefore in the right-
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hand members of (3) and (4) we may write tt for nr, and use

— for T as one limit of the integration. Then we shall have

nAf sin nr =° /""/cos n^d^ ,

Ink' =nk cosnT-^p*/sin ntdti

Ex. Let /vary as some power of the velocity = aidis)".

We must use an approximate value of djS, obtained from

(l) and (2), on the supposition that /= 0, or from

diS . cos nt + ns sin nt = 0,

and dfS . sin nt — nscosnt = nk-y

.'. di8 ^nkannt,

and .: f= fin" hf" sin"" nt.

This being written in the first of the equations (A) gives

«•

nksinnT = nn"/^*^/* sin" nt cos nt dt = 0;

.'. T = — .

n

This result shews that the time of a complete oscillation is

unaffected by the first power of the disturbing force.

The second of equations (A) becomes

nk' =-nk- tin"k" °/" sin-'+'w^ df,

m.(m- 2) ... 3 .1
= -nk + fxn"-^k" .- -Vt —i '^j (^ odd),'^

(m + l)(w -1)... 4.2 '^ ''

or,

772 . (m - 2) ... 4. 2
= - nA: + 2^»''-'A;".- ^— -r -—

-, (m even).^ (w + l)(w-l) ...5.3' ^ ''

When m = 2, which is the case for air nearly,

A;'= -A; + 2/iit».-,
3

or, —U^k— fiJ^,
3
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the last term of which is the decrement of the semi-arc of

vibration.

160. The reader may consult with advantage a paper on

this subject by Mr. Airy, printed in the Transactions of the

Cambridge Philosophical Society^ Vol. III. The results ob-

tained in that paper are derived from the equation of motion

by the method of parameters. But it is proper to remark,

that a result respecting the time of oscillation is not of much
value if it be true only to the first power of the disturbing

force : for an error in the time of oscillation, being added at

every vibration, will soon, by accumulation, become sensible.

And] indeed it is not very difficult to shew that, generally,

if the disturbing force retard the vibration both in the de-

scending and ascending arcs, the effect upon the time must be

of the second order. We have an example of this in Art, 156,

where we have found

for the time of an oscillation, which is greater than when there

is no disturbing force by a quantity depending on fx. And,

again, if a neighbouring mountain exert a disturbing force fi

upon a pendulum in a horizontal direction, the time of an

oscillation is

©'-•©'f;-
consequently the mountain increases the number of oscilla-

tions in a day by a quantity depending on ix.

And in gener^ if n be the coefficient in the expression which

determines the magnitude of/, so that /= ;u0(<), and T
be the time of an undisturbed oscillation ; by expanding in a

series we shall have the time of a disturbed descent

'^^T-{-Afji + BiJ^+ ...

A, B, being functions of k the arc of descent.
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The same formula will give the arc of ascent, by writing

— ft {or
fj.
and k' for Ar. Consequently the time of the ascent

+ {5 + d;i 5. (A' - A) + ... } At» - ...

Hence by addition, we find the whole time of an oscil-

lation

= T-d^A.ik'-k) fi + 2Bij!'+ ...

But there is here no term of the Jirst order in the part

which follows T) for {k' — k) /j. must be of the second, or

a higher order. Consequently, in general the effect upon

the time of oscillation wUl not be of the first order.

161. Prob. To investigate the equation of the tauto-

chronous curve, when the force which urges the body is not

constant.

Using the same figure and notation as in Art. 151, let AEC
be one half of the curve required, A being its lowest point.

Resolve the force which produces the motion into components,

one parallel and the other perpendicular to the tangent at

El and denote the former by ^ 05,

.-. -«rf,u = 40*5

Let £<ps = \|>s ; then at 2>, v = and s = k, .-. C = "^{k) ;

.'.v' = yj.(k)-ylr(s);

.-. -d,S = y/^ (A;) _>/,(«);

and .*. ^ = /
— =

,

the integral is to be taken between 8 = k and « = 0, and when

so taken the result is by the question to be independent of k.
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Now expanding the denominator by the Binomial Theorem,

r( 1 1 >//« 1.3 (yhsY 1

^ ((>/'*)* 2 {^l,k)^ 2.4 {fk)i J

But the first term, taken between proper limits,

k

which is to be independent of k for all values whatever ; we
may therefore write * for k without altering its value,

s
: constant

;

.*. yj/^s) oc s* =: Cs* suppose

;

.-. yj^ik) = Ck".

If these values of >|/(«) and "^(k) be written in the other

terms of the above series, they are found, after integration,

to be independent of A; ; we have therefore no further condition

to satisfy ;

.-. «2=C(A;2 -«'');

.•. Xdx + Ydy = vdv

= — Csdsj

which is the differential equation of the curve required.

162. If the force act in parallel lines and be constant,

denote it by / and let it be parallel to the axis of a?

;

.-. X^ -f and F=0;

.'. fdx = Csds'y

which is the property of the cycloid : and hence tautochronism

is peculiar to the cycloid when the force is constant.

163. Prob. To find the time of oscillation in a ctr-

cular arc of given radius.
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Let A be the centre, B the lowest point of the arc, C the

point from which the body begins to fall ; ^
P the place of the body at any time t from

leaving C. Draw CD, PM parallel to

the horizon ; and let a = AB, h = BD^ ^

w = BM, 8 = BP, and v = the velocity

at P.

Then X= - g, and Y=0; ^

.-. v^ = 2f(Xda; + Ydy) Art. 147 (3)

= ^j-gdx

« - Slgx + C.

But at C, V = 0, and x = h, therefore C = 9,gh ;

.-. «2 = 2gift, - x) ;

.•• — d^s = r = \/^g{h — x).

But y* = 2aa7 - a?^,

and therefore d^s = \/(dta7)' + (djy)^

adtX

\/^ax - a^

.dj:=

\/^ax — a^

r ^/'i.gih - a?) ;

-1

VS aa? — a,'* . v A - a?

.^ /
* \/hx — 0^ . v2o — a?

...(5).

The integral is to be taken between a? = A, and a? = for

the whole descent.

Now

1 \ { \ X \.Z a? 1.3.5 ar* 1—7 es
^ .<1 +-. h .

; + .—; + ...>;

V'sLa-x y/^a I 2 2a 2.4 4a» 2.4.6 So* J

.fg\^ r - 1 f 1 ^ 1 .
S a:« I

/. 2M^ « / ={1 + -.— + —7.—7 + —r-W '^,y/hw-w'\ 2 2a 2.4 4a» J
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But by the Integral Calculits,

of 1 .3.5... (2n-l)
/:*\/hcD — a^ 2.4.6,,.

between the proper limits, and

-1

2n
.A- IT

X;K \/hce — a^

/. / . — =-•— (heren = l)

rf -1 ^-\ 1.3 h^ir^
I I y '—; = • —i (here » « 2)

;

•'x Vy^Aa? - or" 4aV 2.4 4a*
^ -"

Sec. xs &c. ;

2^
a

2t

•2a'*" I2.4J 4a«'^-'

Since ^ is the time of half an oscillation, 2Ms the time

of a whole oscillation. (The reader may compare this result

with Art. 74.)

164. Prob. a particle, acted on by gravity only,

descends along a curve line in a vertical plane ; to Jind
the form of the curve that the same pressure may he

exerted at every point.

Let m be the mass of the particle, and suppose Ax the

axis of a? so taken that the velocity at any

point P may be that due to MP, gravity

acting in the direction Ay. Let AM = x,

MP = y» « = the arc described in time t ;

and let the pressure at any point equal k

times the weight of the particle.

k . mg = pressure at P
= pressure due to gravity

+ pressure due to centrifugal force

= mgd,x + —z .°
rad. curvat.
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But radius of curvature = -*—

;

. 2ydraf

Multiply by
d,y

2\/y'

kd,y d,x.d,y y~

the integral of which is

or a,a? = A; + —-p= »

vy
As C is arbitrary we may write ^\/a for it;

h

Hence p the radius of curvature = -t|—
d.x

.'. d.x^k^i^^y (1).

2yt

Let = the inclination of the tangent at P to the axis

of X, .'. tan 9 = d^y and cos = d,x ;

.-. cos0=A;± (-] (2).

By means of this equation the curve may be traced ; but

the relation between x and y may be obtained, if necessary,

from equation (l) by further integration.

1st. When C = 0, or a — 0, then cos0=sAr, which is

the equation of a straight line.

2nd. When k is positive and not < 1.
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In this case the upper sign of equation (2) cannot be

used;

.'. cos '^ k —
I
- , and p « -7=

.

Hence the greatest value of y, or that which makes

COS0 = 1, is
(A-l)

; and the least value, or that which

; as y increases from the lattermakes cos = — 1 , is ——
{k - If

to the former, cos 6 passes through all its values ; and this

curve is always concave towards the axis of a;, when cos0

is positive, and convex when cos is negative: for pcosO
which is the projection of the radius of curvature upon the

axis of y = "/^ • cos 9, which has the same sign as cos 6.
y/a

Fig. p. 142 is the form 6f the curve of equal pressure in this

case.

3rd. When k is positive and < 1.

In this case both signs are allowable in equation (2), but

the upper can apply only between those

values of y which make cos 6 not > 1, which

a
are

(1 - ky
and

For this branch of the curve pcosO
2t/t

= — —-r , cos 9 ; and hence it is convex to-

wards the axis of x.

The lower sign can apply only between those

values of y which make the cosine fall between k

and - 1 ; these are y = « and y = — — .

(flC + 1)

As long as cos 9 is positive the curve is concave

towards the axis of w, and the remaining part is

convex.

'M •>
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165. Prop. A particle is placed in a very narrow

smooth tube in the form of a curve of double curvature;

or we may suppose a very small ring through which passes

a curve of double curvature ; to determine the motion, the

body being acted on by any forces.

Let xyz he the co-ordinates of the particle m at the time

t ; s the arc described ; XYZ the forces impressed upon it

;

R the reaction of the tube, which, as the tube is smooth, must

necessarily be in the normal plane; let a, jS, y be the angles

which the direction of R makes with the co-ordinate axes.

Then, since the angle between /?, and the tangent to the curve

at ayx is a right angle,

.-. = cos a d^w + cos /3 d^y + cos 7 d^x ;

and therefore multiplying by diS

= cos a.d^ Jr cos ^ .dty + cos y d^„.(l).

The equations of motion are

R
dtJ! = X-\ . cos a (2),m

rf/y=r+-.cos/3 (3),

R
d^%= Z + — .cosy (4).m

Multiply these by diX, d^y, d^ss respectively, and add the

results, taking account of (l),

dfld^x + d^dly + dtzd^z = Xd^ + Ydj/ + Zd^z,

or d^df's = JCd^ + Yd^ + Zd^ ;

.-. (dtsf = 2f{Xdx + Ydy + Zd«)....(A).

This expression for the square of the velocity is independ-

ent of R : and as the expression under the integral sign is

integrable per se (Art. 144), i.e. without assuming any rela-

tion among the co-ordinates xyz^ the value of the integral

taken between given limits will be independent of the relation

10
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between .r, y, s at other points,—in other words,—^independent

of the form of the curve which joins the fixed limits. Hence in

passing from one fixed point to another, the velocity acquired

is entirely independent of the form of the curve line on which

it passes from one point to the other.

Let now 0, ^ >// denote the inclinations of the radius of

absolute curvature to the axes of co-ordinates ; and 0^, (b>y \^a

the inclinations of a line in the normal plane perpendicular to

0,0,\p^. Then multiplying equations (2), (3), (4) by the cosines

of 0, 0, yp^ respectively, and adding the results, remembering

that we have proved in Art. 146, that

cos 9dt^a! + cos (pdi^y + cos yj/dt' it = ^

—

— , we find

P

(d^y
ss J^ cos 6 + Y cos <p + Z cos yj/

p
R *

•\— (cos a cos 9 + cosp cos + cos 7 cos ^).
m

But the term R (cos a cos + cos /3 cos + cos y cos yp) is

the resolved part of R in the direction of the radius of abso-

lute curvature ; if we call this R', we have

R' = -to(A"cos0+ rcos0+ Zcosxl/) +m^-^...{B).
P

Again, if we multiply equations (2), (3), (4) by cos'^,*

cos d)2, cos yp2 and add, remembering that it has been proved in

Art. 146 that cos O^^^x + cos (p^d^y + cos yp^d^ss = ; and

using 7^ to denote the resolved part of R in the direction

0.,, 02> "^ii W6 fi"d

T
Ota XCO&63+ Kcos d)2 + Z COS yl/2 + —

;

^
' m

.*. T* = -m{Xcos92+ Ycos<p2-{- Zcosylfi) (C).

Equations (5), (C) give R' 7*, the comjwnents of R, and shew

that the whole pressure of the particle upon the curve is

equal to the pressure due to the impressed forces + the pres-

sure due to centrifugal force.
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166. PnoB. A particle placed within a smooth surface

of revolution is acted on by forces in the plane of a generating

curve, i. e. in the plane passing through the particle and the

Otvis : to determine tlie motion.

Let OC the axis of revolution be that of z; OA, OB
those of cc and y : P the par-

ticle at the time ty when its

co-ordinates are ON, NM,
MP; EP the path of the

body ; CPD the generating

curve in whichP is situated,

and in the plane of which

the forces act. Resolve

the forces into two sets, Z
parallel to OZ, and F
parallel to OD : and let R
he the reaction of the surface in the direction of a normal PG.
ON^x, NM=y, MP = %, OM = r, 6 = DOA, m=the
mass of the particle. The accelerating force due to the pres-

R R
sure R is equivalent to — cos PGC, and sin PGC in them m
directions OZ, OD. Hence we may consider the body as free

and acted on by the two accelerating forces

R
Z cos PGC parallel to OZ,

m
R

and F sin PGC parallel to OD.m
The latter may be resolved parallel to 0.r and Oy ; and

this being done, we have from the equations of free motion,

(Art. 143.)

R
d^a}={F -- sin PGC) cos 0,m

dfy = {F sin PGC) sin 9,m

.d^«= Z^- cos PGC.m
10—2
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Now let the arc DP of the generating curve = s. Then
because PG is perpendicular to the tangent of the generating

curve at P;

.-. cotan PGC = - d^r

;

.'. sin PGC = d.a-, and cos PGC = - dj.

iC V
It IS evident also that cos - and sin = -

.

r r

7? T
Hence, d'a: = (F d,z) .

- (l),

d;y^{F-?.d,z).l (2),

d'z= Z + -d^r (3).

*

In using these equations, we are to remember that

r' = x^+ s^^ and (djrf + (d^zf = 1.

167- Prob. a particle acted on by any forces moves

upon a curve surface; to determine the motion.

Let OXf Oy, Oz be the co-ordinate axes; ACy BC,
ADB, sections of the given surface by the co-ordinate planes.

DPC a section of it by a plane passing through Oz and the

particle P at the time t from the beginning of the motion

at E. EPQ the path of the body, the mass of which put

= 7W, ON = x, MN'^y, MP=z, EP = s; a, /3, y the

inclinations of the normal PG (which does not now neces-

sarily meet OC) to the axes OA, OB, OC ; R = the reaction

of the surface, which takes place in that direction ; this pro-

R
duces an accelerating force => — , which being resolved parallel

to OA, OB, OC, gives

COS a parallel to OA,
m *^
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R
cos 3 parallel to OB^

in

— — cos 7 parallel to OC.
m

Hence, if X, Y, Z be the impressed accelerating forces

parallel to the same axes, the equations of motion are

dfX =X .cosa (l)j
m

dfy ^ Y--. cos fi (2),m

R
dt*ss = Z .cos 7 (3).

But by the principles of Analytical Geometry,

— p - —q
cos a = . = , cos j8 = . „ =^

,

^l+p*+q^ "^ y/l+p^+q2

1

V 1 + p* + g*

where p, q represent the partial differential coefficients d^s?,

d^, derived from the equation to the given surface; they are

connected by the equation

dz =pdx + qdy\

.'. cos y .dz = — cos a . dx — cos j^-dy,

or cos a.dx + cos (i.dy + cos y .dx = 0.

To find V the velocity of the particle at P.

Multiply (1) by 2d,.r, (2) by Sd^y, (3) by 2d<« and

add and integrate;

.-. v' = {d^xy + (diyY + (dizy

= 2ft{XdiX + Yd^y + Zd^z) + C,

or « 2J{Xda) + Ydy + Zd«) + C {A),
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This expression for «* is independent of i?, and as the ex-

pression under the integral sign is integrable jaer se, i.e. without

assuming any relation to exist between a\ y, z, the integral,

taken between given limits, will be dependent only upon the

values of a?, y, z at those limits, and not upon the general rela-

tion between .r, y, z in the intermediate points of the path.

Whatever therefore be the relation between a?, y, z in general,

the value of v will be the same as long as the limits of the

path are fixed. Hence whatever be the form of the surface on

which the body moves, the velocity which it acquires in passing

thereon from one given point to another given point will be

the same.

To find the path.
'

We must eliminate R from the differential equations of

motion.

Multiply (3) by p and add (l), observing that

COS'a + P cos ry = ;

.: dt^af + pdt^z=X + pZ\

similarly dt^y + qdiZ *= Y + qZ ]

From these two equations we must endeavour either to

eliminate t; or to deduce from them one integrable equation,

and then between this and {A) eliminate t. This cannot

always be effected ; when it can be done, the relation between

<T, y, z so found, and the given equation of the surface will be

the equations of the path.

To find the pressure of the body upon the surface.

Multiply (l) by cos a, (2) by cos/3, (3) by cos 7 and

add the results, remembering that

1 = cos* a + cos' /3 + cos*7 (Art. 19) ;

.-. cos a . dt^x + cos /3 . dty + cos 7 . d'z

— -AT cos a + F cos /3 + Z cos7 .

m

Substituting for cos a, cos/3, and cos 7 their values in

term^ of p and q.
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cos a . di^x + cos /3 . dj^y + cos 7 . di^z = -^ V^ .

v/l+p' + g«

But d^z =pdiX + qdty;

.: dt'z ^pd^cc + q d^y + d^p . d^x + d^q . d,y.

But d,p = d^p . d^O! + d^p . d,y = (i^« . rf,a? + djdy«f . d,y,

similarly d^g = rf2^ . d^y + d^d^z . d^w ;

,' .v d/« = pd/« + qd^y + d^;» . {d^cey + ^.d^d^z . d^cod^y

+ dlz,{dtyy',

R
.'. — = ^Y cos a + F cos /3 + Z cos 7

rf> . {d^xf + 2tf,dyg . d,xd,y + 4^ • (<^ty)'

But if X, |ui be the angles which the direction of the body's

motion' at P makes with the axes of x and y,

diX = t) cos X and d,y = « cos ;ii

;

R
,'. — = -ST cos a + F cos 3 + Z cos 'y

in

d^z . cos^X + 2d^dyZ . cos X cos /ti + d^« . cos^ /* ,

v/i + P* + 9;

But by Hymers"* Analytical Geometry of Three Dimensions,

2nd Edition, Art. 217, Cor., the quantity into which v^ is

here multiplied is the reciprocal of the radius of curvature

at P;

.-. R = m {X cos a + F cos /3 + Z cos y) + ;

P
therefore the pressure

= statical pressure due to the impressed forces

+ statical pressure due to centrifugal force.
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The centrifugal force increases or diminishes the pressure

according as the body moves on the concave or convex side

of the curve surface, and the sign + or - must be used

accordingly,

168. As an example, Let the given surface he a hemi-

spherical hotvly and let the body be acted on only by gravity

in the direction OZ.

HereAr=0, r=0, Z^^g.

The equation of the surface is a!*+y^+:^sa^^ from which

we find

a? yp=--, q= - -;
z z

.'. cos a = — , cos p = — , cos 7 = —

,

a a a

and the equations of motion become

^ i2a?2 R y ^ R z
d;x^ .-, d,y= .- , dtZ^g -.ma ma ma
Multiply these by 2d^x, 2dtyt 2diZ respectively, and add

and integrate

;

.-. v"=2fgdz+ C = 2gz+ C (1).

Again, multiply them by a?, y, z respectively and add

;

.-. xd^x + yd^y + «df« = gz .

But the equation of the sphere being twice differentiated

gives

.rd?.r + yd?y + zd^^z + (dtxy+ (dtyy+ (c/,;^)»= 0,

or .rdja? + ydjy + «df« = ~v^= -2gz - C;

^ Ra
.-. -2gz-C=^gz---^;

m

„ z mC , .

.-. /2=3m£-.- + (2).
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Again, multiply the second equation of motion by a?, the

first by y and subtract and integrate;

.*. xd^y — ydicc = Ju

But by differentiating the equation to the surface once,

we find

a?dja? + ydiy = - xdiss.

Adding the squares of these two equations we obtain

{^ + f) {
{d,wy + {d,yy} =h'+z' {d,zy ;

/. (a' - s?) {v^ - {di«y\ ^hJ' + z' (d,zy ;

a

-/. v/(a«-ar')(2^j5f + C)-A8
(3).

Equation (l) gives the velocity, (2) gives the reaction of

the surface which is equal and opposite to the pressure;

and (3) gives the time, whenever the integration can be

effected.

The position of the vertical plane DPC in which the body

is situated, may be found from the equation

h = xd^y - ydiX = r^d^O = (a- — z^) di9 ;

.-. e

hdj
= /;

J,a? - z^

(4).

In this equation we must substitute for d.t from (3).

169- The vertical velocity of the body = diZ^ and when-

ever it reaches the highest and lowest points to which it rises

and falls in the bowl, this = ; hence the greatest and least

depths will be two positive roots of the equation d^z = 0, or

= (o^ - »2) {<lgz + C) - h\

or 0^z^ + — z^ - a^z + .

2^ 2g
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Now when the roots of an equation are all positive, its

terms are alternately positive and negative. Consequently

as the coefficient of z in tlus equation is necessarily negative,

the roots are not all positive. But as the motion by hypo-

thesis takes place in a bowl, where there must of necessity be

a greatest and a least altitude; to which correspond two

positive roots of this equation, all the roots are possible;

and two of them are positive and one negative. Let there-

fore a be tlie greatest root, /3 the least, and 'y the negative

root

;

.-. a' {dtzy r.2g(a- z) (z - fi) {z + y).

Now for a —z write z\ z' being the altitude of the body

above its lowest position ;

.-. a? (dt»)' = ^gx (a - /3 - «') (a + 7 - i')

a ' J-^ia - /3)
«' - «'*

. y/a + y — z'

Now from the equation (J5) in Art. l63 for the time of

oscillation in a circular arc, we find that if t' be the time of

descending from an altitude a - /3 to an altitude z' in a, cir-

cular arc the diameter of which is a + y, then

(2g)^ ._ f "l .

iia + y) l'Via-(i)z'-z'Kx/a + y-z''

a a + y
2a

or t = t'

a + y
If we consider the time of one oscillation to be the interval

between leaving the highest position and returning to the

highest position again, it is

[(.<' + y)gl \ Vsy a + 7

(e-y-l^)'*-}
'^'•'''-
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170. It will be most convenient to express the arbi-

trary constants in Art. 169, in terms of a, /3, the greatest and

least depths which the body attains in the course of its motion.

This may be done as follows : since

{a' - z') (2gz + C) - A^ = 2^ (a - z) (z - /3) (^+7)

for all values of sr, let z = a\

let i^ = j8, .-. (a« -m i.^g(^ + O = h';

let jy = 0, .'. Ca^ - A^ = - 2ga^y.

From the first two we obtain.

C=-2g.

h' = 2g.

a + /3

From the third equation we find

o' + 2o/3 + a^
.-.a +7=

;5
.

Hence the time of oscillation

f 2aHa + i3) V r /ly a'-(^

^
V2.4/ • W + 2a/3 + aV

"""]'

171. The body has both a vertical and a horizontal

motion at the same time. Art. 169 shews us that its

vertical motion bears a constant relation to that of a certain

pendulum in a vertical plane; we must now examine its

horizontal motion. The equation h = wdxy — ydtX obtained

in Art. 168, informs us that areas are described equably by

OM about O. If therefore we suppose a body projected from
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JVf and acted on by a proper force tending to O (Art. 122),

this body will describe P's horizontal orbit. Let F' be

this required force, v' the velocity of M\

-= «« - {d^xf

z" (2gz + C) + h^

.'. F" = — vdy = - vd.v' . d^

3gs^ + Cz'"

.

3gr\/d^ - r* + Cr

•(-;)•••
on

sr = a' -r'

It is not possible to find the equation to this orbit in

exact terms; but if we suppose r to be exceedingly small

in comparison of the radius of the bowl,

„, 3ga + C
,F = :— . r nearly,

which oc r nearly,

and therefore the orbit will be very nearly an ellipse, having

its centre at O (Art. 124).

The apsidal distances may be found from the equation

d,« = 0, and are therefore equal to y/a' — a' and y/a" — /3*.

But the most singular and striking phenomenon attending the

motion in a smooth bowl is the progression of the apsides,

which the student may witness experimentally by suspending

a small leaden bullet by a string. If it be made to perform

eccentric conical revolutions, the motion of the apsides will be

very apparent.

172. To Jind the value of the apsidal angle, when the

oscillations are nearly circular, or a nearly equal to /3.

We must find an approximate value of 9. From (4) we
have
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a' — XT

.-. d^9 =

«- - ar* ' \/2^ (a - ar) (sr - /3) (ar + 7)
'

A o

a" - a.-' \/2g{a + 7) (o - /3 - sir')*'

*

In writing a for x in some terms, we have been guided by

the rule that z' may be neglected in comparison of a, or 7

;

but not in comparison with a - (i which is of the same order

as z'. If now we put

„= («' - «') V^^g (« + 7)

ah

we have

v/(a-/3)« -«'

2z' ,2(a-»)
3 = vers-' ^,

no constant being added, because we suppose to be zero

when z = a-

The particle moves from nearer to farther apse while z

changes from a to /3, and in that time therefore n 9 increases

from zero to tt,

.-. apsidal angle = - = - . r . I —
I .

^
71 2 (a' + 2afi + a')^ W - aV

The excess of this angle above — is the progression of the

apse in half an oscillation. When a and /3 approach towards

a, the apsidal angle approaches towards — as its limit ; but,

when the oscillations are large, the progression of the apses is
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very considerable : both of which results follow at once from

the preceding value of the apsidal angle ; from which also it is

easy to shew that the apsides can never regress. The approx-

imate equation of the orbit is

I cos
— sm —

?~
a'' -a" "^ 0^-/3- *

173. Prob. a particle acted on by gravity, beingsuspended

from ajiwed point by a string, is made to describe a horizonttil

circle in such a manner that the string describes a conical

surface. To find the time of revolution. This is called a

conical pendulum.

Let AB = a be the string, m = the mass of the particle at

B ; BAC = a, AC being vertical ; T = tension of

the string, this would produce an accelerating force

T

.

.'
.

upon m «= — in the direction BA. Resolving this
m

force perpendicular and parallel to the horizon, it

T
appears that B is acted on by a force g cos a

m
T

in a direction perpendicular to the horizon, and — sin a whichm
always tends to the point C. By the question the former

produces no motion,

T
.'. 0=g cos a (1),m

and the latter retains the body in a circle whose centre is C,

But when a body moves in a circle about a force in its centre

the centripetal force must be equal to the centrifugal force

= -jr- = —: in this case ;BC

sin o .

g. —...from (1);
cos a
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, sin^ a

cos a

But since the motion in a circle is uniform,

the time of revolution

circumference Sira sin a a /a cos a
= - r-^— = =27rV •

velocity V g

Since this result depends only on a cos a or AC, it follows

that whatever be the length of the string, providing the altitude

of the cone described remain the same, the time will be con-

stant.

It is evident that this problem is a particular case of the

motion in a hemispherical bowl before discussed, viz. when

a = /3.



CHAPTER VI.

ON THE MOTION OF A SYSTEM OF PARTICLES.

174. Def. Bodies constitute a dynamical system when

they exercise an influence upon each other's motion, either

directly, or indirectly through rods, strings, or any machinery

by which they are connected.

175. In the preceding pages the motion of a single

particle has been considered ; the same principles apply to

the motion of a system of particles, if we reckon among the

impressed forces the tensions, mutual forces, reactions, &c.

which are exerted upon each particle, as in the following

example.

Pbob. Two weights P, Q are connected by a Jlexible

string without weight passing over the top of a smooth

inclined plane AB. P descends drawing up Q. It is re-

quired to determine the motion.

Let P, Q represent the masses of the weights, a the length

of the string, x = AP, x = AQ; g = the

force of gravity ; a = the angle ABC, the

inclination of the plane ; T = the tension

of the string. Then P is acted upon by

T
the accelerating force g downwards, and —

(Art. 23) upwards; consequently for the

motion of P we have the equation,

T

Again, Q is acted upon by the force gsina down the

T
ne, and — up the plane,

Q
of Q we have the equation,

T
plane, and — up the plane, and consequently for the motion
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d^cc = ^ sin a - — .

To these we must join the geometrical telation x -^ x = a,

from which we obtain d^x + df a/ = by differentiating twice ;

T T
.'. g — — + gsina =0, by substitution ;

PQ
and .-. r = ^-j-^ . ^ (1+ sin a).

Hence the tension of the string is constant during the

motion: its value, just found, being written in the preceding

equations of motion, gives

2
P- Qsino 3 ,

d,x = 'ff = — d,x .
' P+Q ® '

From which by integration the values of x and x may be

found in terms of t.

176. The preceding method may be generally applied

with facility in simple cases of motion. It assumes that the

force (7^ exerted by the string upon P is the same as that

which it exerts on Q. There is not much difficulty in admit-

ting this assumption, it being a well known principle, that

the tension of a string, when there is no friction, is the same

throughout. But it is evident that in all cases when we have

formed the differential equations of motion of all the particles

of a system, they will contain the tensions, pressures, reactions,

&c. proper to each and every particle ; and as these are un-

known forces it will be necessary to eliminate them from the

equations of motion. But, as in the preceding question we

eliminated the tension on the principle that the tension-force

on each body is the same, so in every case there will be re-

quired some corresponding principle by which we may effect

the elimination. Hence the necessity and utility of the fol-

lowing.

11
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GENERAL PRINCIPLE. (Ist Form.)

177- The internal forces of a dynamical system are in

equilibrium among themselves during the whole motion.

Another form in which this is sometimes presented, and

which is indeed frequently of more easy and more direct appli-

cation, is the following.

GENERAL PRINCIPLE. (2nd Form.)

178. The effective moving forces upon the molecules of

a dynamical system, if their directions be reversed, will

balance the eMerjial impressed forces. ^

The principle exhibited in these two statements is com-

monly known as D'Alefabert's Principle. Its truth may be

rendered evident to the reader by the following considera-

tions.

179. In a dynamical system neither the motion nor the

change of motion of any one particle (speaking generally) is in

the direction in which the resultant of the external forces are

impressed upon it. (Ex. The body Q in Art. 175 moves up
the plane, while the force of gravity is impressed upon it in a

direction vertically downwards.) Each particle is under me-

chanical restraint, which prevents it from freely obeying the

external forces. Now since these forces (which otherwise

would wholly rule the motion of the particle) are partly re-

sisted by the machinery and physical constitution of the system,

we may resolve them into two sets ; one set being that which

is wholly resisted by the machinery, (including in this term,

tensions, reactions ...) and the other being that which is wholly

employed in producing the actual motion of each particle.

(The former are called forces lost, the latter effective forces).

The possibility of such a resolution of the impressed forces

is evident. Now, it is manifest that the * forces lost' have no

influence on the motion of any particle, and if they were
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removed the proper motion of the system would be continued

by the action of the effective forces alone. Hence, if forces

equal, and opposite, to the effective forces were applied to

every particle, the system would cease to be accelerated or

retarded ; i, e. it would move as if acted on by no forces

at all. Consequently, the reversed effective forces exactly

balance the impressed forces ; which is the principle as stated

in 178.

Again, since the * forces lost' have no share in producing

the actual motion of the system, they are in equilibrium

amongst themselves ; for were they not in equilibrium, motion

proper to their resultant would ensue. But all the motion is

due to the effective forces : consequently, the 'forces losf (or

the internal forces of the system) are in equilibrium among
themselves during the whole motion; which is the principle as

stated in 177.

180. From the explanation just given, it will be seen that

the effective forces and * forces lost' are the components of

the impressed forces; consequently, the 'forces lost' are the

resultants of the impressed forces and reversed effective forces.

(This will be evident from the parallelogram of forces ; by

consulting which the reader will see, that if a component be

reversed the other component will then become the resultant of

the reversed and original force). Hence, the impressed and

reversed effective forces taken together are such as in every

case will satisfy the statical conditions of equilibrium of the

machine on which they act.

Hence, if X-^ Y^ Z, X.i Y^ Zg, ... be the impressed ac-

celerating forces acting on the particles »»j, m^, ... of a system,

in the directions of three rectangular co-ordinate axes; the

effective accelerating forces in the same directions are

dj^a?!, dtyii diXi, upon mi

d^x^i d^y^, di%ii upon m^

11—2
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then the forces which balance each other on the machine are

mi(Xi - rft»J7,)» »»i(I^i - dt^Vi)* wa,(Z, - rfj*ar,) upon m^

mi^Xo — d'se^), mo^Ys — d'ys)y m^^Zs—d^x.^ upon m^

181. For the purpose of reference it may be useful to

put down here the six general equations of equilibrium of

these forces.

0=mi{X,-d^a!,)-\-m^{X.-d^^a!i) + ... = S 5m(^-d,^r)}

,

0^m,{Y,-d^y,) + m,{Y,-d^y,)+,.. = ^{miY-dfy)},

0=ro, (Z, -d^x,) + OTsCZs -d,*«a) + ... =2 \m{Z - d^«)\',

+ {m^{Zi - d^Zi)y^ - WaCFg - d;y.^%.} + ...

= 2 {m (Zy - Yz) - m {yd^z - zd^y)

\

,

so, 0=2 \m{X% - Zx) - m{zdfw - xd^z)},

and = 2 {m{Ya) - Xy) - m {wd^y - ySfx)] ;

or, as they may be more conveniently written

^{md^x) = ^{mX) (i),

2(7wrfr2/) = 2(mn (2),

2 (md^z) = 2 (wZ) (3),

2{m {yd^z - zd^-y)] = 2{7» (Zy - Yz)} ...(4),

^ {m {zdfx - xd^x)\ = 2 {m{Xz - Zx)\..,{5),

2 \m {xdcy - yrf»} = 2 {m (Fa- - ^y) J
...(6).

182. D"*Alembert's principle, embodied in these six equa-
tions, is sufficient for the solution of every problem in Dyna-
mics that can be proposed. But, for facilitating their appli-

cation, certain results have been derived from them, on
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particular hypotheses ; which results, having a certain degree

of generality, viz., the same degree of generality as the hypo-

theses on which they have been obtained, have received the

appellation of general principles. These we shall now pro-

ceed to lay before the reader.

FIRST GENERAL PROBLEM,

183. A system of free particles is subjected to no other

forces than their mutual actions ; to determine the dynamical

properties of every such system.

Under the terra mutual action we include attraction, repul-

sion and friction, and pressure by contact with each other,

whether impulsive or not. In all cases which fall under this

problem, for each moving force impressed upon a particle of

the system there is an equal and opposite moving force (see

Arts. 24, 26) impressed on some other particle : and, conse-

quently, the sum of the components, of the impressed forces, in

any direction is equal to zero : also the sum of their mo-
ments about any axis whatever will be equal to zero. Now
(by Art. 178) the effective forces balance these forces, and there-

fore the effective forces are in equilibrium ; and the sums of

their components in three directions must also be separately

equal to zero; and the sums of their moments about three

fixed lines must also be separately equal to zero. Resolving

them along the co-ordinate axes, and taking the moments about

the same lines, (as in Art. 181) we have the six following

equations,

2 {md^x) = 0, 2 {md-y) = 0, 2 {md-z) = (J),

2 {m {yd*z - md^'y) } = 0, 2 {m {zd^^x — xd^^z)^ = 0,

2{m {xd;'y - yd.'x)] = 0...{B).

From these six equations we shall deduce three general

principles.

I. The conservation of the motion of the centre of

gravity.

II. The conservation of areas.

III. The existence of an invariable plane.
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1. THE CONSERVATION OF THE MOTION OF THE CENTRE
OF GRAVITY.

184. The centre of gravity of a system of particles

subject only to mutual influence, if not at rest, moves uni-

formly through space in a straight line.

We deduce this principle from the equations of Art. ISii

marked {A). Let a;, y, z be the co-ordinates of the centre of

gravity of the system ; then

••. d^x . 2w = 2 {md^x) by differentiation,

= 0, by equations (^),

.-. d^x = 0.

Similarly d^y = 0, and d^'z ~ 0.

By integrating these equations we find

dtX = Ay dty = B, d^z—C (l);

and X = At + a, y = Bt + h, 'z '^ Ct ¥ c -,

or, if we eliminate t from the last set of equations,

«-« y-^ Ir^ (c\

A ' B C ^^'

Equations (1) shew that the centre of gravity of the system

is either at rest, or moves uniformly in space; and equations

(2) shew that if the centre of gravity be not at rest its path

in space is a straight line.

2. THE CONSERVATION OF AREAS.

185. I7i a system of particles, subject only to mutual

injlue7ice, the sum of the products of the mass of each into

the projection, on any^ed plane, of the area swept out by

its radius vector drawn to that point is proportional to the

time.

We deduce this principle from the equations of Art. 183,

marked {B). By integrating the first of them we have

2{m(ydjar - zdty)} » a constant, h' suppose.
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Now if A, be the polar area described on the plane yx
by the projection of the radius vector joining m^ and the

origin, we know from the Differential Calculus that

and .*. 2 2(mdjJ,) = h'.

And this being integrated gives

Similarly from the other two equations of the set {B) we

have

^{mAy) = \h"t, ^{mA,) = lh"'t

:

no constants being added after integration, because the areas

are all supposed to commence when t = 0.

Now the positions of the co-ordinate planes being perfectly

arbitrary, any one of them may be assumed to coincide with a

given fixed plane ; and consequently these equations establish

the property above enunciated.

3. THE INVAKIABLE PLANE.

186. In a system of particles^ subject only to mutual

influence^ there is a certain plane, the positiort of which

in space (as calculated from the motions of the particles

referred to any arbitrary system of co-ordinate axes) is

invariable.

We have seen that in such a system of particles

2(mJ,) = J/t'^, ^(mAy) = ih"t, ^{mA,) = ^h"'t

represent

{2(m^)!^+ J2(m^,)p+ {2(m^,)p by {2(m^)p,

and h'^ + A"^ + h"'^ by A* ; and through the fixed point draw

a plane, the inclinations of which to the co-ordinate planes

yZf zx., ay are X, /ui, v ; which are such that

, 2(wi^) ^{mAy) 2(m^,)
COS A = , cos u = ^—

« COS V =» —
::

•
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This plane is invariable in position, for by substitution

we find 2(m^) = ^ht, and therefore

^ A' h" h'"
cos A = —

- , cos fx = — , cos i; = -—
,

h h h

which being independent of t are invariable, and therefore the

plane above drawn is fixed in position during the motion of

the system.

I87. In Art. 185 it was proved that

h' = '2{tn(ydt% — zdty)}.

Now if *', be the projection of twTs path on the plane yz^ and

p[ be the perpendicular dropt from the origin upon that pro-

jected path, we know from the Differential Calculus that

h' = 2 [m(ydtZ - xdty)\ = '^(mp'dts').

Now dts[ is the velocity of fw, parallel to plane y% ; hence

niidts'i is the momentum 'of m„ and niid^s[p[ is the moment of

7»,''s momentum about the axis of a? : consequently h' — the

moment of the momentum of the whole system about the axis

of tr, which is therefore invariable. The same property may
be proved with respect to the other axes of co-ordinates ; and

as they are arbitrary in position, the moment of the momentum
of the whole system, about any axis whatever, passing through

a fixed point, is invariable during the motion.

188. The axis, about which the moment of the momen-

tum of the whole system is the greatest possible, is at right

angles to the invariable plane.

For h\ h'\ K'\ being the sums of the projections of cer-

tain areas multiplied into certain constants, the sum of the pro-

jections of the same on any plane will be equal to the sum of

the projections of /*', /t", A'", on that plane. Hence, if a line

through the origin make angles 0, 0, >\r with the co-ordinate

axes, the moment of the momenta about this line, which is

equal to the sum of the projections of It , h'\ h'" on a plane at

right angles to that line, is

h' cos 9 + A" cos (^ + h"' cos >^.
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This is, then, the expression for the moment of the mo-
mentum about that line ; and it is to be a maximum by the

variation of 9, <pf \^, subject to the condition

cos'O + cos'0 + COS^yj/ = 1.

Hence we find, by the usual process for finding maxima
and minima values of a function of two independent variables,

^ h' ^ h"
, h!"

cos = — , COS O = -r 3 cos yl/ = -~ ,

h ' h h

Hence, 6 = \,
(f)

= fi, yjr = v\ and the line makes the

same angles with the co-ordinate axes, as the invariable plane

with the co-ordinate planes. Consequently they are at right

angles to each other.

REMARKS ON THE FOREGOING RESULTS.

189. I. Since the properties of the motion of the centre

of gravity (Art. 184) have the same degree of generality as

the equations (A) from which they are derived, they will hold

in all systems, (even though not included in the enunciation of

Art. 183) to which those equations apply, and therefore in the

foUowinor cases

:

o

1. If any of the particles, whether elastic or not, impinge

against each other. For, the pressures exerted during impact

are equal and opposite.

2. If any particles be connected by strings, elastic or in-

elastic, whether kept always stretched or not. For, the actions

of each string on the particles which it connects will be equal

and opposite.

3. If the particles be connected in any way, providing

there be not a fixed point in any part of the connecting

machinery. For, the pressures exerted on the particles by

the connecting apparatus are in equilibrium (Art. 177).

4. If the particles be under the influence of any external

system of forces, which cither balance each other, or are redu-

cible to a resultant couple. For, such a system of forces have
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no components parallel to the co-ordinate axes, and therefore

do not affect equations {A).

190. II. It will have been noticed in the demonstration

of Art. 184, that the velocity of the centre of gravity parallel

to one of the co-ordinate axes is not dependent upon the equa-

tions of motion with reference to the other axes. Hence, if

one of those equations be true, the corresponding property of

the motion of the centre of gravity is true. Now the directions

of the co-ordinate axes are quite arbitrary. Hence, if the

system be under the action of external forces, and a line can

be drawn in space such that the sum of the components of the

impressed forces in that direction be always equal to zero, the

centre of gravity will either have no motion in that direction,

or its motion will be uniform. Ex. gr. If a system be sub-

ject only to the force of gravity and vertical re-actions, the

horizontal motion of the.centre of gravity will be uniform.

191. III. The principle of the conservation of areas,

and the existence of an invariable plane, depend only on the

truth of the equations (B). They will therefore be true in all

systems in which those equations hold.

1, 2. Hence, cases 1, 2, of Art. 189, will hold here also,

since in both of them the sum of the momenta about any axis

vanishes. Also

3. If the particles be connected in any way, even if there

be a fixed point, providing that point be the pole about which

the areas are described. For, the sum of the momenta about

any line passing through the pole vanishes.

4. If the particles be under the influence of any external

system of forces, which either balance each other, or have

a single resultant force which passes through the pole of

areas. For such a system having no resultant couple, the

sum of the momenta about any one of the lines through

the pole must be equal to zero.

192. IV. It will be noticed in the demonstration of

Art. 185, that each of the three equations 2(m^,) = ^A7,
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'2(mJy)=^h"t, 2 (f» ^J s= ^ A"7, is obtained independently

of the other two. The conservation of areas, as we have

enunciated the principle, requires that these should be all

true together : but any one of them may be true without

necessitating the truth of the other two. The property ex-

pressed by one of these equations will be true of all systems

of particles in which the corresponding equation of the set (B)

is true. Now the positions of the origin and co-ordinate

axes are arbitrary. Hence if there be in space a line about

which the impressed forces balance each other, the principle

of conservation of areas is true for any plane drawn perpen-

dicular to that line, the pole of areas being the point where

the plane and line intersect.

193. V. The principle of the conservation of areas, and

the existence of the invariable plane, are properties which

hold good when the centre of gravity of the system is taken

as the pole of areas, even though the centre of gravity he

not a stationary point.

For, let Xi,yi,%i be the co-ordinates of any particle »ij,

referred to the centre of gravity of the system as origin and

axes parallel to the fixed axes in space. Then a?, = a: + a?/,

&c., and substituting in the first of equations (5) we have

= 2 [m {(y + y') d^Q + z') - (i + z) d^ Q + V)}]-

Now observing that y, ~z are not subject to the symbol 2,

and that from the last of equations A, and because 2 (war') = 0,

= 2 {mdl%) = (2fn) . d^^z ; and 2 {md^z) = ;

and similarly

= 2 (md^'y) = (2m) . d/y ; and 2 (md,-y') = 0,

this becomes

= 2 {m (y'd-z' - «'d/y')} +y2 {mdf z) -I'S.imd^y).

Hence
= 2{m(y'd,V-;r'd/y')j.

Hence the form of the first of the equations (B) is not

changed when the centre of gravity is made the origin of
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co-ordinates; and as the same may be proved of the other

two equations, the properties which have been proved in Arts.

185, 186 are true when the centre of gravity is the pole of

areas, even though it be in motion.

194:. If the particles of a system be acted on by no

other forces than their mutual attractions, the expression

2 {m (Xdx +Ydy + Zdz)| will be an exact differential.

For let P' be the attractive pressure exerted between

m„ Wj, the distance of which = r. Then mj is urged towards

m^ with an accelerating force = — ; which produces an accele-
rrix

- -IT • ,.
P' X-i— Xx •P' , /

ratmg force in the direction of a? =— . ;— = .dg,T \

Wi r Wj

••• r * = (.^2 - x^f + {y.i - y,)* + i^i " -»)'•

Similarly, if P" be* the attractive pressure between wi, and

»»3 the distance of which = r", it produces an accelerating

p"
force upon mi in the direction oi x = . d,,r", and so on

;

P P' P"
... x,^ -—d,y ^—,d,j" --~d,y" - .,.,

.-. m^Xidxy = - {F'd.ydxi + P"d,y'dxi + P^'d.y'dx, + ...)

Similar expressions may be obtained for mjl'jdyi, m^Z^dz^.

Adding the results, we find

w, {Xi dx^+ Fjdyi+ Z^dx^ = - P' {d^t' dx^+ dy^ r dyx + d,^/ d jifi)

- P"(d,,r"da?,+ dy r"dyi+4,r"d;!f,)

- &c.

Now in the expression for rwg(A'adxa+ Y.^dy^-t Z^dz^)

similarly obtained, there will be a term - I^{d^r'dx2 + dyr'dy^

+ d, r'daTjj) which being added to the first term in the above

expression for »?,(A',da?, + F,dy, + Z,d;r,), gives - P^d^j dx^

+ dyjdyi + d,ydzi + d^ydoc^ + d^ydy.^ + d^ydz.^ which is

equal to — P'dr \, when all the expressions for tw, (A'adafj-f-...),

7W4(A'4da?4+ ) &c. are formed, and added to those for
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fWi (A\da?i + ...), Wa {X^dx^ + ...)> every term may be added

to another, by which the sum may be simplified in the same

manner as that involving P';

.-. 2 {m{Xdx + Ydy + Zdar)} = -P'd/-P"d/'-P"'dr"'-...

Now as P' is a function of r alone, P'dr is an exact

differential ; the same may be said of every term in the right-

hand member. Hence the left-hand member, being reducible

to it, is also an exact differential.

SECOND GENERAL PROBLEM.

195. A free system of rigidly connected particles {pr^ a

rigid body) is under the influence of any given external forces

;

to determine the dynamical properties of every such system.

Let -X*!, Fj, Zj be the external accelerating forces impressed

on Wj, a similar notation being employed for the forces acting

on the other particles. Then the equations proper for such

a system as we are now considering, are the six equations

of Art. 181, viz.

2 {md!lx) = 2 {mX), 2 {md]y) = ^mY),

2(mc^«r) = 2(mZ)... (C),

2 jm (ydf« - «dfy)} = 2 {m (Zy - Yss)}
'

2 {m {zd^^x - xd^tz)\ - 2 {m{Xz'- Zx)\ I ... (Z>).

2 [m (xd'.y - ydfx)} = 2 {m (Yx - Xy)

\

From these six equations we shall be able to prove the

independence of the motions of translation and rotation of a

rigid body acted on by any forces. •

L THE CONSERVATION OF THE MOTION OF TRANSLATION.

196. The motion of the centre of gravity of a free
rigid body^ is the same as if all the external forces were

transferred to that point without changing their directions.

This property is proved from the three equations marked

(C) as follows. Let ^, y, J be the co-ordinates of the centre

of gravity of the body. Then
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a;2m «= 2(wi.»);

.'. 2m . rf«i = 2 Trndf a?) = 2 {mX).

So 2m . rffy « 2 (mdly) = 2 (r» F),

and 2m . df5 = 2 (m rff ar) = 2 (m Z).

Now these are the equations of motion of the mass 2m,
acted on by the forces 2(mJr), 2(mF), 2(mZ) applied at

its centre of gravity : consequently, the motion of the centre

of gravity of the body is the same as if the whole mass

were collected there, and all the forces applied directly at

that point without changing their directions.

II. THE CONSERVATION OF MOTION OF ROTATION.

197' The motion of rotation of a free rigid body is the

same as if the centre of gravity were a Juved point.

This property is proved as follows.

Transpose the origin of co-ordinates as in Art. 193, to

the centre of gravity by writing »+<t', y+y', z+x for .r, y, z.

Then 2 [miyd^^z - ^dfj/)} becomes

= (2m) (yd?c - lid]y) + dfz 2 {my) - d^y 2 {mz) + ^2 (m d'.z)

. -^2(mdfj/') + 2{m(y'dfaf'-:;Xy')}-

Now because the centre of gravity is the origin of co-

ordinates,

2 (my) = 0, and 2 (m«') = ;

.-. 2 (mdjf/') = 0, and 2 (md^sr') = 0.

Also by the last article,

(2m) (^d^c - Sdfy) = y2 (m Z) - i2 (m F).

These being substituted in the above expression we find

2jm(yd;2f-5r<y)} =y2(mZ) -52(mr)

+ ^{m{y'dlz'-z'd^y')\.
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Also, 1\m{Zy—Yz)] the right-hand member of the

first of equations (D) becomes

^y'S.imZy-z^imV) + 2 {m (Zy - F^r')}.

Equating this with the right side of the last equation,

we find

2 {m {y'^.z' - z'dW)] = 2 {m {Zy' - Yz')}.

Now the equation is of precisely the same form as the

corresponding general equation in (X)) ; but we observe that it

does not, either directly or indirectly, involve the position (or

co-ordinates) of the centre of gravity, or any forces acting on

that point. Hence it represents a motion which is in no way
deperident on the state of rest or motion of the centre of

grav-ity, or on any forces which act upon it. The same may
be shewn respecting the remaining equations of (Z>). Conse-

quently, whether the centre of gravity be free or forcibly

restrained in any manner, the motion represented by equations

(Z>) (that is, the rotatory motion) will be the same.

198. We see then that of the six equations which express

the entire potion of a rigid system, the three marked (C)

represent only a motion of translation, (a motion which is

common to every particle, being equal and parallel to that of

the centre of gravity ;) and the three marked (D) represent

only angular motion about the centre of gravity.

199. We know from Statics that the equations (D) arise

from the action of couples only, or forces which are equivalent to

couples. Now since a couple consists of two equal forces acting

in opposite directions, if the forces which furnish equations (2))

were all applied to the centre of gravity they would two and

two destroy each other, and would therefore not appear in the

equations of (iy6) for the motion of the centre of gravity.

And in a similar way the forces in (196), acting at the centre

of gravity, cannot appear in the equations of (197). Hence the

motions which are represented by (C) are quite distinct from

those represented by (Z>). Either may exist or be changed in

any manner without affecting the other. In other words,
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The motions of translation and rotation are independent.

From what has been stated it appears that a couple applied

to a body cannot move the centre of gravity.

THIRD GENERAL PROBLEM.

200. A mixed system of bodies^ either free or connected

in any manner^ and constrained by smooth fixed curve lineSy

surfaces^ rigid rods^ inextensible strings, <§-c. ; to determine

equatio7is for the motion of every such system free from
tensions and reactions.

We are enabled to do this by the principle of virtual velo-

cities. For, when the effective forces have been reversed, the

forces then acting on the system including tensions of rods and

cords, and reactions of curve lines and surfaces, are such as

would maintain equilibuum. Now the peculiarity of the prin-

ciple of virtual velocities is that it furnishes an equation free

from tensions, &c., and, consequently, if applied to a dynamical

system, will furnish an equation containing only impressed and

effective forces, without tensions and reactions. Let ^iTj, Sy^,

S^Ti, be any small arbitrary displacements which may be com-

municated to the particle Wj, without deranging the system, i. e.

without destroying contacts of particles with curve lines, &c.

;

^a?2, ^y-^i ^^-ii ^^3» ^^3* ^^3 ••• similar quantities for m.^., W3, ...

Then by the principle of virtual velocities

2{m (Jr - d» Sx + miV- d^y) Sy + 7n (Z - d^z) Bz}^0.

201. The great advantage of this equation consists in

this, that it does not contain any terms depending on reactions

and tensions. If the parts of the system be so connected as to

render it impossible to displace one particle without disturbing

all the others, it is obvious the virtual velocities for w, being

assumed, those of all the other particles will be determinable by
geometrical relations, and when so determined being written

in the above equation, the coefficients of the arbitrary dis-

placements being separately equated to zero will furnish the

equations of motion of the system. It will, however, some-

times be possible to disturb one part of the system without
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effecting other parts. In this case the above equation will

furnish as many sets of equations of motion as there are

independent parts of the system. Wherefore in using the

above equation we must find, from the geometrical properties

of the system, as many of the quantities ^a?,, S,Vj,, Sx^^ ...

^y\i ^ya ^y-ii.'. ^»i> ^^2» ^ars, ... in terms of the others as

possible, and substitute them in the equation, and then equate

to zero the coefficients of each arbitrary displacement that re-

mains. The resulting equations will be all the equations of

motion of the system.

From the preceding equation we can deduce a principle

of very extensive application, called

THE CONSERVATION OF VIS VIVA.

202. Def. The Vis Viva of a particle is the product of

its mass into the square of its velocity. The principle of the

conservation of vis viva is the following

:

203. If a system of particles which are either connected

or unconnected, and either constrained to move on given

curve lines or not, he in motion by the action of external

forces, which are not impulsive; then the change of vis

viva of the whole system, in passing from one given posi-

tion to another, is independent of the form of the paths

taken by the particles; and it is the same as if the con-

nection of the system had been dissolved, and each particle

had been suffered to move freely from its former to its latter

position.

Using the same notation as before, we have

'ZlmiX - d]x)Sa! + m(Y - d',y)^y + m(Z-d^tX)Sx] =0;

in which equation Sa^i, 5y,, 5«i,... represent any possible dis-

placements which are consistent with the arrangement of the

system. Now the displacements which the particles actually

receive in a very small time t, by reason of the actual motion

of the system, are evidently among the possible displacements,

and as a particular case may be written for ^<Vi, Syi, Ss^i ... in

12
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the above equation. But by Taylor's Theorem, taking in

only the first order of small terms, (to which order only

the principle of virtual velocities extends,) these are

d^Xi . T, dtt/i . T, diZi . T for m^

di^s . T, dty2 . T, di«2.T for m^

Making these substitutions and dividing by t we obtain

(i-^\m{X -d]x)dtx + m{Y - d\y)d^y + m{Z -d!l%)diss],

or, by transposition,

'^\m{dixdta} + dtydiy + dissdtss)}

'=l.{m{XdtX + Ydty + Zd^z)} .

If now t5i, V2, 1J3, ... be the velocities of fWj, wij, ms,...

respectively,

v\ = (dtx^y + (diy.y + {dt«i)\

and .*. VydfVi = dtX^d^Xi + diyidt^yi + dt%idt^%y.

Hence ^(mvdtv) = ^{m{XdiX + Ydty + Zdiz)] ; and this

being multiplied by 2 and integrated gives

2(mu-) = 22 {m/(^da? + Ydy + Zdz)} + C ... {A).

This is called the equation of vis viva : and it is to be

remarked that it contains no terms depending on the connec-

tion of the parts of the system, or on the reactions of the

curve-lines and surfaces along which the particles are subjected

to move. In Art. 144 we have proved that Xdx+ Ydy + Zdz
is integrable per se for all forces in nature ; hence the form of

the integral of the right side of equation (A) and its value

between given limiting positions will not depend upon the

forms of the paths which the particles are constrained to take.

Let f{x, y, z) = f{Xdx + Ydy + Zdz)y and suppose abcV
the values of xyzv in the first position of the system, and

a'b'c'V corresponding quantities at the second position; then

2(mF'^) - :^(mV') = 2 2{w/(o', 6', c) - mf{a, b, c)}.
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which expressed in words is the property enunciated at the

head of this article.

204. li a'h'c be equal to ahc respectively, then

2(mr'*)=2(mr):

that is, the vis viva of a system is always the same whenever

it occupies a given position.

205. The equation {A) is of such extensive application in

dynamical questions, that it may be proper to make some

further remarks upon it. It differs from the equation of (200),

for in that the displacements ^w, Sy, Sz, &c. are arbitrary, at

least so far as the condition of the system will allow : but in

this dXf dy^ dz, &c. being the actual spaces described, are not

arbitrary. We cannot therefore from (A) derive any other

equation of motion ; while, as we have shewn, the equation of

(200) will furnish all the necessary equations of motion of the

system.

206. In forming the right-hand member of equation (A)

we need not reckon among the forces JC^ ViZi, X^YiZ^,...

those which arise from the mutual action of the parts of the

system ; such as tension, and the reaction of curves on which

any of the particles move ; nor, in a word, any force which

would disappear in forming the equation of virtual velocities.

Hence any force may be neglected, of whatever nature it be,

which acts on a point of the system in a direction at right

angles to the motion of that point ; for the virtual velocity of

such a point is zero, and in forming the equation of virtual

velocities the corresponding term would on that account vanish

from the expression.

Of this nature is friction, when it causes a body to roll

without sliding. Friction however may not be neglected when

it opposes a sliding motion, inasmuch as in that case the vir-

tual velocity of the point on which it acts is not zero. For a

similar reason if the system move in a resisting medium, the

resistance must be reckoned amongst the impressed forces.

207. It is to be remarked also that a mutual pressure

vanishes only when it takes place between two particles whose

12—2
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virtual velocities are equal and have contrary algebraic signs.

This will always be the case with the tensions of inextensible

rodsy and strings. But the tension of an elastic string, or of

a Jiexible rod ; and the pressures which measure the mutual

attraction of two bodies will not necessarily vanish, because

though they are equal (Art. 29), yet the virtual velocities of

the bodies would not necessarily be equal, nor necessarily have

opposite signs.

208. From this we shall understand why the equation of

vis viva is not always true in the case of bodies impinging

against each other. For though the pressure is mutual and

the virtual velocities of the bodies have generally opposite

signs, yet these velocities are equal only at the moment of

greatest compression, (Art. 26) after which they become un-

equal again until the bodies finally separate. Art. 42, Case 2,

shews that vis viva is^lost by collision, unless the bodies are

perfectly elastic. By putting X = in the equation just quoted,

we perceive that vis viva is lost while the bodies are being

compressed; and since \ enters that part of the equation which

represents the total loss with a negative sign it is clear that

a portion of the lost vis viva is regained during the subse-

quent expansion. Hence we may state as a general principle

that vis viva is diminished by collision^ and increased by

explosion. When the elasticity is perfect the loss and gain

are equal.

209. If the system pass through a position of equilibrium,

then by the principle of virtual velocities,

'2.{m{Xdx + Ydy + Zdz)} = 0,

and .*. d2(»nt)-) = 0,

that is, 2(mw^) is a maximum or minimum. To ascertain

whether it be a maximum or a minimum, we may reason thus.

If the position be one of stable equilibrium, the forces

tend to prevent the system from passing out of that position

;

that is, they have a tendency to reduce the system to a state of

rest, and consequently to diminish the vis viva, which there-

fore has its maximum value in that position.
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If the position be one of unstable equilibrium the tendency

is to carry the body out of it, and to increase the vis viva,

which therefore has a minimum value in that position.

If the position be one of neuter equilibrium there is no

tendency either to increase or diminish the vis viva, which

therefore remains constant.

Hence in passing through a position of equilibrium the

vis viva is a maximum, minimum, or neither; according as

the position is one of stable, unstable, or neuter equilibrium.

210. If the system be acted on only by the accelerating

force of gravity, (or any constant force) the right hand

member of the equation of vis viva is equal to twice the force

into the whole mass of the system multiplied by the space

described, from the position of rest, by the common centre of

gravity, in the direction of the force.

For let g be the force, and suppose it to act parallel to the

axis of a? ; then

X = g, r = 0, and Z = ;

.-. 2'S.{mf{Xdx + Ydy + Zdz) = ^^^.{{mgdx)

= 2g'2{mx) + constant

= 2g (2w) . X + constant

= 2g(lm).{x-a),

a being the value of 5 at the beginning of the motion, and

consequently » — a is the whole space described from rest by

the centre of gravity in a direction parallel to the force.

In calculating the vis viva of a body the following pro-

perty will often be found of great use.

211. If a body move in any manner whatever, its vis viva

at any instant is equal to the vis viva of the whole mass sup-

posed collected at its centre of gravity + the vis viva round

a parallel axis through the centre of gravity ; or, in other

words, it is equal to

The via viva due to translation + the vis viva due to

rotation.
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Since the vis viva does not depend upon the position of

the co-ordinate axes, we are at liberty to take the axis of z

parallel to the axis of rotation.

Let Tj be the distance of any particle w, from a line pass-

ing through the centre of gravity parallel to the axis of «;

and let 6i be the inclination of rj to the plane xz ; then

iPj = a? + r, cos 8i, .*. d»a?i = dtx — »*isin 9^ . dtOi,

yi = t/ + ri sin 0,

,

.•. dtPi = d/^ + r^ cos 0, . di9i ,

afj = 2 + constant, .*. dtXi = diz ;

.'. tJi« = {dtw.y + {dty.y + {dtz.y

= (dt^2 ^ f^^-y ^ (^ -)2_ 2d^- . dtOi . r, sin 9^

+ 2d^y . d^^i . rj cos ^i + r,^ («?t^i)'.

Similar equations may be proved for Og^, Dj*, «4*,... mul-

tiplying them respectively by Wj, wig, ma, wi^,... and adding,

observing that dfX^ d,y, d^zt are the same for all ; and that

df6i= di02 = d(93= .,. because the body is rigid; and that

2 (mr sin 0) = 0, 2 (mr cos 0) = 0, by the nature of the centre

of gravity, we obtain

2 {mv') = 2 [m {(d^xf + {d^yf + (d,i)^}] + 2 {mr^ (d,0)^}.

The former term of the right-hand member of this equa-

tion is the vis viva due to the volocity of the centre of gravity;

and in the other term ir^di9^ is equal to the velocity of

rwi about a parallel axis through the centre of gravity, so

that ^\7n{rd^9y\ is the vis viva due to the rotation about

the centre of gravity.

212. 2{7nr=(d,0y} = (d,0)"-.2(mr2). Now d,9 is the

angular velocity of the body ; and 2(mr') is called the

moment of inertia of the body about the centre of gravity.

Hence the Tiis viva dite to rotation is equal to the moment of
inertia about the centre of gravity multiplied into the square

of the angular velocity,

213. If a system he acted on by no impressed forces,

or by forces which always satisfy the conditions of equi-

librium, the vis viva is constant.
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For in both cases 2 {m {Xdx + Ydy + Zdz)\ = 0, and
therefore equation {J) of Art. 20S is reduced to

2(mt>-) = C.

From the equation of vis viva we may deduce a prin-

ciple applicable to all systems to which that equation applies

;

viz.

:

THE PRINCIPLE OF LEAST ACTION.

214. JVhen a system of particles either connected or

unconnected, and either constrained to move on given curve

lines or not, he in motion by the action of external forces

which are not impulsive ; the change of value of the function

2 ^ (m v) in passing from one given position to another

is less than if the particles had taken any other paths

than those which they do take.

Denote the above function by V ; then we are to prove

that the variation of F between given limits is equal to 0. Now
using the symbol ^ as explained in the Calculus of Variations,

we have

5 F = 52 X (mv) = 52 fimvds)

= f'2^(mvds)

= /2 (mvSds + mdsSv)

= /2 (mvd^s + mvdtSv)

- _^2 (mvdfSs + mv^v).

But whether a particle move on a curve line or in free

space, we have

{dsy = idxf + (dyy + (dzy

;

.'. da . Sd« = dx . Sdx + dy . Sdy + dx . Sdz,

or, by transposing the symbols S and d,

ds . d^s *= dx . d^x + dy . dSy + dz . d^z ;

.'. V .dfSs = dfX . d^Sx + dty . d^^y + d^z . df^z,
and

.-. 2(f»vdt5«) = 2{TO(d^j7d,5a? + d,ydt§y + d^zd^§z)\ ...(I).
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Now SV h the change of value of V in consequence of

the particles being made to take new paths. But it is impos-

sible for them to take new paths unless compelled to do so

by the introduction of new forces ; and by the nature of the

case these additional forces are not to affect the motion except

in direction ; they must therefore at every moment act at

right angles to the Jiew paths, they will therefore (Art. 206)

not appear in the equation of vis viva for the new paths.

The equation of vis viva for the original paths is

2(mu2) = 22 [mfiXda; + Ydy + Zdz)\ + C.

But as the right-hand member is an exact integral func-

tion of xy z (Art. 144) denote it by 22(wi(7) + C;

.-. 2(mtJ«) = 22(wf7) + C,

yfheTed,U=X, d,jU = Y, and d,C7=Z.

Now since it has bfeen shewn that the forces which were

introduced to change the paths do not appear in the new
equation of vis viva, we have merely to write x + 5j7, y + Sy.,

z + ^z in the equation just found, in order to obtain the

equation of vis viva for the new paths. Hence, by Taylor's

theorem,

= ^-^ImiU + d^U^x + d^U^y + d^USz + ...)} + C.

Subtracting the former equation from this, and retain-

ing only terms containing the first powers of the variations,

we have

2(2mtj5») = 22 {m(d,C75ar + d^U^y + < U8z)} ;

.-. 2(mt)5v) = 2 {»»(^5a? + r^y+Z^ar)}.

But we know from Art. 200, that since ^x, ^y, dz are pos-

sible displacements of the first order of small quantities, the

equation

^{m{d,'x^x + d,''y^y + d,^zdz)}='S,{m(X^x+YSy + ZSz)},

holds good. (This step requires that the connection of the

parts of the system shall not be broken, and that particles
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which were on curves or surfaces in the first case, shall con-

tinue to move on the same curves or surfaces as before.)

But 2(mtjdj5«) = 2 [m(d(Xdf^x + dfydi^y + df^d^^z)^.

Hence, adding these two equations together, we obtain

'^(invdfSs + mv^v) = d^2 {f»(dja?^a? + d,y^y + dfZ^z)\ ;

.*. 5 r = 2 [m^d^x^je + dfySy + d^z^z)^ + const.

Since the first and last positions of the system are given,

the values of ^x, ^y, ^z are zero at both the limits of the

integral, and hence ^ F = 0, that is, V is either a maximum or

a minimum ; it cannot be a maximum, since by causing the

particles to take circuitous routes we may make V as large as

we please : consequently 7 is a minimum.

215. If the system be acted on by no forces, 2(mtj^)

is constant, and hence

V=f^(mvds) = f'S.imv^dt) = f(Cdt) = Ct.

Hence Ct or / is a minimum; that is, the system will

pass from one given position to another, in less time than

if it were compelled to take any other route than that, which

in accordance with the Laws of Motion it does actually choose

for itself.

216. If there be but one particle and it be subject to the

action of no force, then v is constant, and

V = J'^imvds) = mv8,

that is, 5 is a minimum; consequently the particle in pass-

ing from one given position to another, will describe the

shortest line that can be drawn between them upon the given

surface.

217. Remarks. We have seen that the principle of least

action depends upon Xdx + Ydy + Zdz being an exact dif-

ferential of a function of xyz ; it is therefore not true when
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sliding friction acts, or when the system moves in a resisting

medium ; nor, in a word, in any of the cases enumerated in

the Remarks upon the principle of Vis Viva.

Since '2,f(mvds) = "^/(mv^dt) = /2(mv') the principle

has been thus stated: The sum of the Vires VivcB, taken

during the time that a system employs in passing from one

given position to another, is less than if the particles had

taken any other courses.

THE PRINCIPLE OF LEAST RESTRAINT.

218. In our remarks on the Principle of Vis Viva, we have

shewn that in a system of bodies there are in general certain

forces which disappear from the equation. These have con-

sequently no effect upon the vis viva of the system. Notwith-

standing this disappearance, however, they are not wholly

without effect, but expend themselves in modifying the paths

and constraining the motions of the particles on which they

act ; from which circumstance they are called forces of re-

straint.

From the principle enunciated in Art. 177 we know that

the forces of restraint are such as would, when applied to the

system, produce equilibrium : consequently they can exert no

influence upon the motion of the common centre of gravity.

(Art. 196). From this circumstance we are able to deduce the

general property of motion which is to form the subject of

demonstration in this article. The principle may be thus

enunciated.

The motion of a system of particles, connected in any

manner whatever, whose motions are modified by any external

restraints whatever, proceeds in every instance in the greatest

possible accordance with free motion, or under the least pos-

sible restraint; that is, if the particles m^ m^, mg,... be

respectively forced from their free paths through the small

spaces o-i, (T2, 0-3,... in the very small time t, then 2(ma") is

a minimum.
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Let OiCj be the actual path of any one of the particles wij,

and a, 6, the path which would have been

described in the same time rif it had been

free (that is, if the forces of restraint had \^ ^5
not acted). Join 6,Ci ; this is the direc-

tion in which the resultant of the restrain-

ing pressures acts upon fWj, and it is also

the space through which that resultant deflects tWj in the time

T ; consequently fejCj = o-j. Similarly 62^2 = (Tgj b^Cs = 0-3....

Let us now detach all the particles from the system and

collect them in a free state at some point B
in space, where let them be simultaneously

acted upon for the time t in their proper

directions, by pressures equal to the respect-

tive forces of restraint. By such action m^,

nioi ^3? ... will move from B to Cj, C2, C3, ...

such that BCi, BCo, BC3... are respectively

equal and parallel to fejCj, 60C2, 63C3.... And because, as we
have shewn, the forces of restraint are such as alone would

produce equilibrium upon a free rigid system, B remains still

the centre of gravity of the particles when at Cj, Cg, C3....

(Art. 154). Hence by a property of the centre of gravity

2 (m . BC) is a minimum ;

or2(wo^) is the least possible.

When it is said that 2(mo'^) is a minimum, it is meant,

that its value is less than if the forces of restraint were not

such as would keep the system in equilibrium. For it is

only when these forces are such as would keep the system in

equilibrum, that B remains the common centre of gravity

(Art. 196) of the particles after they have been moved into the

positions Cj, Cg, Cj... Hence, The motion, &c.

IMPULSIVE ACTION.

219. Before concluding this chapter, it may be proper to

add a few remarks on the method of applying to impulsive

action the preceding Dynamical Principles. In Art. 26' it was

shewn, that impulsive action produces a finite pressure of a
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finite duration ; it therefore falls under the class of finite

forces, the properties of which we have investigated in the

present chapter. Since, however, the duration of impulsive

action is so short, that the whole effect appears to be pro-

duced almost instantaneously, it always happens that the object

of an investigation is to discover the state of a system imme-

diately after the impulse has ceased to act. On this account,

we are relieved from the necessity of inquiring into the cir-

cumstances of the system during the continuance of the action;

which might be obtained, were they required, from the princi-

ples we have investigated. Our object now is to shew how
we may step at once, from the known circumstances immedi-r

ately preceding an impulse, to the equations and properties

which obtain at the moment the impulse ceases to act. To this

end, we remark, that on account of the velocities being finite

(Art. 26), while the duration of the action of the impulses

is inappreciable, rf^a?, c?^y, d^z will pass through continuous

changes during the impulse, and yet .r, t/, z will not sensibly

change in that time ; we may therefore integrate the equations

of motion on the supposition, that the co-ordinates of the

points of the system affected by impulsive action are invariable

from the beginning to the end of the impulse; and that dfX,

dfi/y dfZ and their differential coefficients with regard tot are

alone variable.

In Arts. 33, 34 we have seen that

impulse = P^t^ + P^ts + P^t^ + ... = jJP

:

that is, the integral of a pressure with regard to t, taken during

the time of its continuance is equal to the impulse, or momen-
tum, communicated to the system.

220. It will be seen at once from the above statement

that the six equations of motion for ordinary forces will hold

for impulsive forces also : and consequently all the general

principles which have been deduced from them in the preced-

ing pages of this chapter, with the exception of the equation of

vis viva, and those which depend upon it. The reason of

this exception is that hoc, hy, hz in the investigation of that

principle are not arbitrary but actual displacements, and in im-

pulsive action there are no actual displacements.
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If we integrate the six equations of Art. 181 we shall have

the following six equations proper to impulsive forces.

Let /7,, F,, W^ be the momenta communicated to the par-

ticle nil parallel to the axes of a?, y, z. UitV^iW^, Us^VsyW-^,...

similar quantities for m,, m^ Then

2 (mdtx) = S /(mX) = 2 (U) + C„

2(mrf,y) = vj;(^r) = 2(F) + C„

2(mrf,«) =2 j;(mZ) = ^(W) + C3,

2 {m{yd,z - zd,y)]^ ^fXmZy-mVz) = 2 ( FTt/ - F;jr) + C„

2 {m (zd,(e - a!d^z)\=^f,(mJrz-mZa^) = 2(C7«r- Wo?) + C„

'2{m(.vd^y-yd,ic)} = 'EfXmYa;-mXy) = 'S.(Va^-Uy) + Q.



CHAPTER VII.

ON THE MOMENT OF INERTIA.

221. Mention was first made of the subject to which

this chapter is devoted in Art. 212. The moment of inertia

of a particle is the product of its mass into the square

of its distance from a fixed line. A very simple theorem

which we shall prove in Art. 224, enables us to deduce the

moment of inertia of a body with respect to a given

line, from its moment of inertia with respect to a line,

drawn through the centre of gravity, parallel to the given

line. On this account, it is sufficient to know the moment
of inertia of a body about any one line, in order to be

able to find by a short process the moment of inertia about

any other line which is parallel to it, whether it pass

through the centre of gravity or not. We shall there-

fore investigate the moment of inertia with regard to any

one line which is most convenient for our investigation.

222. To find the moment of inertia of a uniform

straight line or very narrow parallelogram about an axis

perpendicular to it passing through one end.

Let AB be the given straight line,

M = its mass, a = AB its length,

AP =x, PQ = Ix.

8x
Then the mass of the element PQ = Jf .—

,

a

8x
and its moment of inertia = M . — .

.

a

• the moment of inertia of the whole line

-A

.p

-Q

•B

=;.jf^
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-.- + C
3 a

-<'
the limits of integration being x = 0, a? = a.

223. To Jind the moment of inertia of a circular arc

BAD about a diameter AC which bisects it.

Let C be the centre of the circle ; PQ
any small elementary portion of the arc: ^
join PC, QC, BC, DC, and draw PM
perpendicular to AC.

a^AC, a = BCA = DCA,

M = the mass of the arc.

B'^PCA, ^e = PCQ.

^9
Then the mass of PQ = ilf . — ,

2a

and, since PM = a sin 0,

89
mom. inert, of PQ = M— .a^ sin^ 9 ;

2a

Ma^
r • 2 ^ f

^'o°* ^ = - al
.-. mom. inert, of whole arc = . U sm^ 91 ^ }

2a •"' \ to0=+aj

Ma'

4a
. ^ (l — cos 20), same limits.

= ^-(9-ism29)
4a

Ma''
= —— (a- ^ sin 2a)

2 V 2a /

224. The moment of inertia of a body tvith respect to

any line, is equal to its moment of inertia with respect
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to a line parallel to it through its centre of gravity, together

with its moment about the original line, on the supposition

of its whole 7nass being condensed into its centre of gravity.

For convenience, let the axis of z be taken parallel to

the original line, and passing through the centre of gravity.

Let fi»j, m2) ^3 ... be the masses of the particles of the

body, ^lyi^^, '^2^2 ^2 J •''^3y3»3>--- their co-ordinates, and sup-

pose a, 6, the co-ordinates of the point in which the original

line cuts the plane ic'y. Then the squares of the distances

of the particles from this line are respectively

(j?j - a)- + (yj - fc)* = a?j2 + yj2 - 2aa7j - 26^1 + o* + 6'

(a?j, - ay + (i/g- by = a,^^ + Vz ~~
°'^s

- ^by^ + a^ + 6'

&c. &c.

Hence the moment of inertia about this line

= 2: \m(a!'-+y^)} - 2aS(wa?) - 262(wy) + (a^ + fe*)2TO.

But the first term is the moment of inertia about the axis

of z; the second and third terms are zero by the nature

of the centre of gravity; and the last term is the moment

of inertia of the whole mass collected at the centre of gravity.

Therefore, The moment, &c.

225. Hence we perceive that the moment of inertia with

respect to a line through the centre of gravity, is less than

that with respect to any other parallel line whatsoever.

226. Tofind the moment of inertia of a plane triangle

with respect to a line through one of its angular points

perpendicular to its plane.

Let ABC be the triangle, A the

angular point through which the

line passes. PQ a very small part

of AB: draw PM, QN parallel to

BC, and let AD bisect BC.

M = the mass of the triangle,

a^BC, b'^AC, c=>AB,
X = AMy Sx m MNi
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u = the moment of inertia of the triangle AMP about J,

Su = the moment of inertia of PMNQ about A.

Then ^u the moment of inertia of the elementary portion

PN, which we may regard as a very narrow parallelogram,

whose centre of gravity is g the middle point of MP^

= (its mass) {AgY + its mom. inert, about g Art. 224.

Also by Article 222, the moment of inertia of PN about g

= moment of inertia ofgN + moment of inertia ofgQ
mass of PN gM- mass of PN gP^

~
2 * 3 2

*~3~

= (mass of PN) .
—^ .

Hence hi = (mass of PN) (Ag" + ^Mg-).

ax
f.

. ^
f D\r -T'dOf. Sin C

But mass of PN = M

.

= M.
, . . ^

area oi A ^ao sm C

also Ag=AD .-<, and Mg = \. ~~',
b

and .'. d.u = -. - . I AD* + — a-] .a^.
b* \ 12 /

This being integrated between the limits x = 0, and x = 6,

gives the moment of inertia of the whole triangle

6* V 12 ; 4

^(a* + 12^/y).

13
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This may be expressed, if necessary, in terms of a, 6, e

;

for by the property of triangles

M
.'. moment of inertia of A = — (6b^ + 6<^ - 2a*)

24

^— (3b" + 30^-0,').

227. To Jind the moment of inertia of a triangle

with respect to a line perpendicular to its plane through

its centre of gravity.

Let ABC be the triangle, G its centre of gravity

;

M its mass; join GA, GB, GC j^

a = BC, b = AC, c = AB.

The lines from G divide the tri-

angle into three equal triangles, ^

the mass of each of which is —

.

3

Hence by the last article,

M
moment of inertia of BGC = — . (SBG^ + 3C(? - a^,

AGC = ^.{3Aa' -^ SC(? -h\

M
AGB -= - . {SAG* + 3B(^ - c') ;

36

-. moment of inertia of A ABC

M
- - . {GiAG" + BG^ + CG') - (a» + 6' + c«)}

M
" :;^- {2(oV6* + c«) - (a« + fc« +c»)S

So

M
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228. Tofind the moment of inertia of a circular area

with respect to a line perpendicular to its plane through its

centre.

Let a = the radius of circle,

M = its mass.

Divide the whole circle into very narrow annuli ; and

let r and r + §r be the internal and external radii of any

one of them. Then its area is ultimately equal to Zirr^r,

and therefore

27rr5r
the mass of the annulus — M

.

IT a'

Slrdr
.•. the moment of inertia of this element = AT . .r*»

a^

Consequently the moment of inertia required

between the limits r = and = a ;

- . . 2 Mr^ fbetween r = O]
.'. moment of mertia = — + constant < , >

4a' ( and r = aj

2

229. The moment of inertia of any plane area with

respect to a line through the origin perpendicular to its

plane, is equal to the sum of the moments of inertia with

respect to the axes of x and y.

Let the figure be divided into an indefinitely large number

of small masses, of which let m be any one ; and <r, y its

co-ordinates.

Then its moment of inertia about the proposed axis

= m{ar^ + 1^)

= myr^ + ma';
13—2
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.-. moment of inertia of whole figure ='2(inif) + 2 (wio?*).

But

^(mif) SI momentum of element .with respect to axis of a?,

and

2(ma?*)= y,

Hence the proposition is true.

230. Hence it follows that the sum of the moments of

inertia about any two rectangular axes, in the plane of the

Jigurey having the same origin, is the same.

For, any two may be taken as the axes of x and y, and

then the sum of the moments of inertia with respect to them,

is equal to the moment with respect to a line perpendicular to

the plane of the figure.

231 . To find the moment of inertia of a circular area

with respect to a diameter.

Let M = the mass of the circle, a — its radius.

a
Then M . — = the moment of inertia with respect to an

axis through its centre perpendicular to

its plane Art. 224.

«= moment of inertia with respect to axis of x

= 2 . moment of inertia with respect to a

diameter

;

. , ,, o*
.-. moment of inertia required = M . — .

232. To find the moment of inertia of an elliptic area

with respect to the major axis.
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Let a, 6 be the semiaxes, M =
the mass of the ellipse,

Then the mass of FN = M

.

its moment of inertia =M . .(Art. 222) ;

TTClb

ylx ^
trab' 3

.'. moment of inertia of half the ellipse

M . ffrom a? = - al

"
Sirab

'^'^
\ to a? = + aj

'

Now assume x = a sin 9, and therefore y = b cos 6 ;

.*. moment of inertia of the ellipse

2M
Sirab

Swab

Mb^

'hy^d^^v

.6'a . fgcos*0i

6ir

Mb""

^(1 +cos20)S,

= "F- /o (1 + 2 cos 2 + 1 + 1 cos 40),

Mb^ (39
I— + sin20 + -|sin40],,

b^

4

a"
Similarly, the mom. inert, about the minor axis == JIf . — .

4

Consequently the moment of inertia of the ellipse with

respect to a line through its centre perpendicular to its

plane
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- Jf , - + Jif . - (Art. 2S1)
4 4

a'^ + ft'

233. 7^0 Jlnd the moment of inertia of a cone with

respect to its axis.

Let a s its altitude, b « the radius of its base, and

M= its mass.

Take a circular slice of the cone comprehended between

two planes parallel to the base at the distances a? and w + Sx
from the vertex.

Hence the radius of this slice = — , and the volume of it
a

bxW
= '-{-) S^,

vT
and the volume of the whole cone = - 06^^, consequently

the mass of the slice = —— . a^Sar,
a*

SM b*ar^
and its moment of inertia = ——ar^hco. —z- (Art. 228) ;

a' 2o* '

hence the moment of inertia of the cone

SMVMdV - ffroma7 = 0l

2 a* *
•''

\ to ^ = aj

3 3fy o*

2 a* '5

10

234. To find the moment of inertia of a sphere with

respect to a diameter.

Let this diameter be the axis of x^ the centre being the

origin of co-ordinates. Take a circular slice comprehended

between two planes perpendicular to the diameter at the distances
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x and a? + ^x from the origin. The radius of this slice being

y, its volume will be •7ry*5.r,

4
and since the volume of the sphere = - irc^,

- . . .. SM -^
the mass of the slice =—r .ffow,

4cr

"^and its moment of inertia =—- . y^^<v . — ...Art.228;

SM . . ffrom a? = - al
.-. mom. inert, of the sphere -—^'UV | to .. = + a)

=—^/,(a*-2a=a?2 + .r0
8 Qi

SM 2 1

8 a^* 3 5

M.—

.

5

235. From this we may Jind the moment of inertia of

a spherical shell, the external and internal radius of which

are a, h.

For let M = the mass of the shell.

Then, because similar solid figures are proportional to the

cubes of their like dimensions,

mass of the external sphere : mass of the internal sphere :: a^ : 6';

.'. mass of external sphere : M :: a^ : a^ — l?\

.'. mass of external sphere = —z—r; •^
flr — o^

n 1 . ^ . .
Ma' 2a'

Consequently, its moment of inertia = ——75 •~7'"
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Similarly,

the moment of inertia of the internal sphere = --—rr .— ;

2 a* -6*
.*. moment of inertia of the shell = JW . - . -;—-; •

5 a?-h^

236. To find the moment of inertia of an ellipsoid with

respect to one of its principal awes.

Let the mass of the ellipsoid be M and the equation of

its surface

0? y^ %^

€? 0* c'

and let the moment of inertia be required with respect to

the axis of x.

Take a small elementary parallelepiped, of which the

volume is ^x^ySz; then, representing the density by /x,

its mass = fxSxSy Sz; and the distance of this from the axis

of iV being \/y^ + «*,

the moment of inertia of this element = /mSx ^y Sz (y^ + »').

Hence the moment of inertia of the ellipsoid

the limits for z being such as satisfy the above equation of the

surface, they are therefore

the limits for a? being such values as satisfy z = 0, or

l---7-,=0;
.

a^ 6'

they are therefore

and the limits for y being such as to satisfy both z mO
y>

and .r = 0, or 1 — — = 0, which are — 6 and + b.
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To find
f» fy fa y'y we proceed thus

;

201

fzV^ = f%

from ii? i

aY\^

(--f)

6" \ 3 5/

4

15

In a similar manner we might proceed to find

4

therefore the moment of inertia required

— /iA7ro6c(6- +c').
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But M^-uirabc;
3

therefore the moment of inertia of the ellipsoid

GENERAL PROPERTIES.

237. To Jind the moment of inertia of a body with

respect to any line passing throiigh the origin of co-

ordinates.

Let Oai', Oy\ Oz', be the three given axes, m the mass

of an element whose co-ordinates are

a?', y, % : 01 the line with respect to

which the moment of inertia is required,

making angles a', /3', 7' with Occ, Oy\
Oz\ respectively. Draw ml perpendi-

cular to 01. Then because 01 is equal

to the sum of projections of OM, MN,
Nm upon 01;

.'. 01=0;' cos a +y cos ji' + z' cosy ;

.: {mrf = {Omy-{orf
= a?'* + y'^ + «'* - {x' cos a + y' cos )3' + «' cos y'y

= X ^ sm^ a. \-y- sm /3 + « sm y - 2y ar cos /3 cos y
— 2xz' cos a cos y -2 x'y' cos a cos /3'

;

therefore the moment of inertia required

= 2{w.(wi/)«}

= S(wa?") . sin* a + 2 (my'*) . sin'/S' + 2(fn«f'«) . sin* 7
— 22 (wy'«') . cos /3' cos y - 2 2(f»a?'xr') . qos a cos 7'

— 22 (ma?' y') cosd cos /3'.

238. We shall now proceed to shew that by referring

the system to a proper set of coordinate axes the last three
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terms of this equation may be made to vanish. Such co-or-

dinate axes as possess this property are called principal awes :

the definition of which we may take to be, that they satisfy the

three following equations,

S(my«) = 0, 2(m<rsr) = 0, 2(ma?y) = 0.

If any one of the co-ordinate planes divides the body

symmetrically it is evidently a principal plane, that is, a plane

containing two of the principal axes; one principal axis will

therefore be that co-ordinate axis which is perpendicular to

this plane. Hence in all cases where two planes of symmetry
at right angles to each other are known, we know the positions

of the principal axes.

239. Every rigid system has three principal axes at right

angles to each other.

Let us employ the figure and notation of Art, 237. If

the system admit of three principal axes having the origin O,

let them be Ox, Oy, Oz ; the co-ordinates of m referred to this

system are, x, y, z. Let a^ 6, Cj, a.^ h^ c^, a^ 63 C3 be the

cosines of the angles which the respective axes of x, y, z, make

with the original axes of jb y z'. For brevity also make

/= 2(ma''^), g = 2(»n/*), h = 2(m2r'*).

F = ^{my z'), G = '^imx'z')^ H = '^.(nix'y).

Then we have to shew that it is always possible to find such

values of ajfeiCi, aobsC^, a^b^Cs as shall satisfy the three equa-

tions

2 (wary) = 0, 2(ma?a?)=0, 2(»wya?) = (l).

Now x' is equal to the sum of the projections of x, y, z

upon the axis of x' ;

,; x' = a^x + a^y + a^z (2).

Similarly y = biX + h^y + b^z (3),

z = c^x + c^y + c-iZ (4.),

and X ca a^x' -ir b^y + Ci«'., ,,,,,». {5).
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Multiply (5) by ma \

.*. 2(m.ra?') = Cj2(ma?'*) + &,2(ma?'y') + Cj2(toj?'»')

» ai/+ biH + CiG.

Multiply (2) by wia?;

.*. 2(ma?V) = aj2(ma?') + flaSCwicry) + AjSCmarar)

= ai2(war) from (l).

Hence denoting 2 (mo?') by -^IT we have

aJ + b^H+ CiG'O^X (6).

Similarly by multiplying (5) by my\ and integrating;

and combining the result with the integral of wia? x (3) we
obtain

aj^+ftig' + CiF-fti^ (7).

So from the integrals of mz' x (5) andwa? x (4), we find

aiG + b^F + c^h ^c^X (8).

Finally, eliminating a^b^c^ from equations (6), (7), (8),

we find the following cubic equation for the determination

of the value of X,

{X-f)i,X-g){X-h)-F\X^f)^G'{X-g)-H\X-h)
^'iFGH (9),

which being of odd dimensions has necessarily one real root,

which being written for X in two of the equations, (6), (7),

(8) will enable us, with the equation 1 = Oj* + b^ + c,* (Art.

19) to find the values of a^b^c^. Hence the position of the

axis of X is determinable, and has a real existence.

Now inasmuch as equation (9) involves /, g^ h, F, G, H,
symmetrically, it is evident we ought to obtain the same equa-

tion for 2(wy^) instead of "2(171.^) or A"; or for 2(»»j!^)

instead of X, and by going through a similar process to that

above, it is found that we do arrive at the same equation; con-

sequently the three roots of equation (9) are the values of

2(»»<r^), l.imi/') and 2(w»;y*); these being all possible,* the

* *' That the cubic equation

(t-a)($-b)(s-c)-a''{s-a)-b''(s-b)-<f*(s-c) = 2ab'e'

has all its roots real, may be shewn by putting it under the form
(«-c)
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positions of the axes of y and z may be determined in a

manner exactly similar to that of x\ and thus a system of

principal axes is shewn to exist corresponding to any pro-

posed origin.

240. If through the same origin there can he drawn
two sets of 'principal axes of inertia, no axis belonging to

both sets ; then every set of rectangular axes having that

origin are principal axes, and all the axes are axes of equal

moments of inertia.

We may here suppose the original axes Ox\ Oyf, Oz to

be principal axes, in which case F = 0, G = 0, H = 0, and

these values being written in equations (6), (7), (8) give

leaving a.J)^c^ indeterminate. In like manner it may be

proved that Y = f= g- A= Z, and that Oib-iCo, a^b^c^ are

all indeterminate : hence it follows, that every system hav-

ing the proposed origin is 9. system of principal axes; and

that the moments of inertia about any one of them, and of

the original axes, are the same.

241. Prop. Given one principal axis to find the other

two.

Let the given axis be that" of z, and suppose the axes

of z' and z, and therefore the planes of x' y and xy, to coin-

cide : let Q be the inclination of x to x'.

Then x = x' cos 9 + y sin 9,

y = - x'sm9 + y cos 9.

Now a condition that the co-ordinate axes of x and y
may be principal axes is

(»-c){(«-o)(»-A)-c''}-{a'»(<-a)+6'«(*-6) + 2o'6'c'}=0,

and substituting for s, a and /3 the roots of (s-a) {s-b)-c" =0.

The resultsof these substitutions, since (a-a)(o-i)=c'', (o-/3)(4-/9)=c'«,

are

-{a* "^a-a ± b"^a-b\* and + {a' Va-/3 ± i'V4_/3}»

;

for a is greater than both a and 6, and /3 less. Therefore there is one root greater

than a, another between a and /3, and a third less than /3." ( Hymcrs' Geometry

of Three Dimentiont, page 14S, Cor. 2nd Edition.)
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0= 2(m<ry)

;

.-. = 2 {m(y sin + a?' cos 9) (y cos 9 - sd sin 0)}

* 2 {w {y^ - .r'*)} sin cos + 2(TOa?'y ) (cos^d - sin=0) ;

from which the value of 9 is known.

242. If through a principal axis of inertia there can he

drawn more than two principal planes of inertia, then every

plane through that axis is a principal plane of inertia : the

ttxes of inertia being supposed to have a common origin : and
the moments of inertia about such axes as are at right angles

to the given axis are all equal.

Using the notation and construction of last article, we
find, as there, that

= '2{m(y'^- x'^)] . sin ^ cos + 2(w.T'y') . (cos«0 - sin«0).

But in this article, by hypothesis, ^(mx'y) =0, and neither

sin 9 nor cos 9 is equal to zero, consequently 9 remains inde-

terminate, which proves the first part of the proposition : and

2{m(y'^-x'^} = 0,

.-. 2(ma?'0=2(»»y'^) (l).

Also 'S.imx^) = 2 {m (x cos 9 + y' sin 9)"]

= 2(»na?'2)
^.^gs ^ ^^mxy) . 2 sin cos + 2 (my^) . sin^9

= '2(mx^) (cos^^ + sm^9) ... from (l)

= 2 (ma?'*).

Similarly 2(my2) = 2(f»f/'-) = 2(m.r'0 = 2(t».t?*),

which equations prove the last part of the proposition.

243. Given A, B, C the moments of inertia of a body

with respect to its principal axes, to determine its moment

of inertia with respect to any other line having the same

origin.

Let Q be the required moment of inertia with regard

to a line inclined at angles a, /3, 7 to the principal axes;
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.*. Q = 2 (ma?') . sin^ a + 2 (mif) . sin' /3

+ 2(»n«") . sin"7 Arts 237, 238.

= 2 (mir*) . (cos*/? + 008*7) + 2(my') . (cos^a + 003*7)

+ 2 (mz") . (cos* a + cos* /3) Art. 19.

«= 2 {m (y* + «*)}. cos«a + 2 {m («» + «*)} . cos* j3

+ 2{m(a?* + y*)}. cos* 7
= J cos* a + B cos- /3 + C cos* 7.

244. TAe moment 'of inertia with respect to one of the

principal axes is less^ and with respect to another of them

greater, than with respect to any other line having the same

origin.

For Q= Jcos*a+ Bcos*/3+ Ccos*7.

But Q = Qcos*o + Qcos*/3 + Qco8*7...Art. 19;

.-. = {A-Q) cos* a + (B-Q) cos* /3 + (C - Q) 005*7.

Consequently, the three quantities A-Q, B-Q, C-Q
cannot be either all positive, or all negative ; wherefore, at

least, one is positive and one negative.

Hence if A be the greatest, and C the least of the

principal moments of inertia

^ is > Q, and C is < Q

;

and since Q is the moment of inertia with respect to any line

which is not a principal axis, the proposition is proved.

245. If the origin coincide with the centre of gravity,

the moment of inertia with respect to one of the principal

axes is less than with respect to any other line whatsoever.

Art. 225.

246. If the moments of inertia with respect to the prin-

cipal axes he equals the moment of inertia with respect to any
line having the same origin will he the same.

For, in this case,

Q = A cos* a + B cos* /3 + C cos*7

= A (cos* a + cos* /3 + cos* 7)
= J.
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247. If the moments of inertia with respect to the three

•principal axes be equal, then any three rectangular axes

having the same origin are principal axes.

Let us refer the body to any three rectangular axes having

the proposed origin ; then (Q) the moment of inertia of the

body with respect to a line, having the same origin, inclined

at angles a, /3, 7 to the axes of x, y, «, is by Art. 237,

c! 2 (ma^ sin' a + 2(my) sin* /3 + 2 (mz*) sin'^

— 22 (myz) cos (i cos7 — 22 (mxz) cos a cos y
— 2 2 (m xy) cos a cos )3.

But the first line of this expression is

= 2 {mx^) . (cos*/3 + cos'7) + 2 (my'^) . (cos* a + cos'7)

+ 2 (mar^) . (cos'a + cos'/3)

= 2}m(t/' + ar*)}.cos'a + 2{m(a^ + ««)} . cos'/3

+ 2 {w (af' + y*)
I

. cos*7

= Q.cos'a + Q.cos'/3+ Q.cos'7 Art. 246.

= Q;

.-. Q = Q -2'2(myz) cos /3 cos 7 - 22(ma?«) cos a cos

7

— 22 (w»a?y) cos a cos /8

;

.•. = 2(w»y ») cos /3 cos 7 + ^(mxz) cos a cos 7
+ 2 (mxy) cos a cos /3.

This equation being true for all values of a, (3, 7, is

equivalent to the three following,

2(wT/2r)=0, ^{mxz) = 0, 2(7na?y) = 0;

therefore (Art. 238), the co-ordinate axes are principal axes,

and as they are any rectangular axes having the proposed

origin, the proposition is proved.

248. Prob. Tofind the positions of all the lines, having

a given origin, with respect to which the moments of inertia

are equal.

Let X, y, z be the co-ordinates of a point in any one of

the lines at the distance a from the origin

;
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.*. 0?^ + y- + «* » a- (1).

But A cos^a + B cos-)3 + C cos* y = Q;

.'. A (a cos a)' ¥ B (a cos /3)* + C(a cos 7)* = a'Q,

or, Ao!^ + Bf + Csir = a-Q (2),

which, as Q is constant, is the equation of an ellipsoid.

Hence the required lines form conical surfaces, having

their vertices at the given origin, and having the curves of

intersection of the sphere (l) and the ellipsoid (2) for their

directrices.

24-9. Prob. To Jind all the origins with respect to

7chich the principal moments are equal.

Let X, y, %• be the co-ordinates of any particle m referred

to principal axes through the centre of gravity as origin : and

suppose A, A;, I the co-ordinates (referred to the same axes) of

any one of the origins with respect to which the principal

moments are equal.

The co-ordinates of m with respect to this point are

X — h, y - k, z — I ; and, because any rectangular axes

through the origin hkl are principal axes, (Art. 247)

;

.-. = ^{m(ij-k)(z-l)} = '2imyz)-k^(m!i;)-i:E(m7j)+kl^m.

But = ^(myz) Art. 238,

and = 2(m5r), = '2(my) by nature of cent. grav.

.*. = kl'Em, or = kl.

Similarly, '.' = ^[m{,v — h) (z - I)],

and = 2 \m{x - h) (y - k)\ ;

.'. = hi and = hk.

Consequently, at least two of the quantities h. A;, / must
be equal to : let then k = 0, and / = 0.

To find h we proceed thus

:

Let A, B, C be the moments of inertia with respect to

those principal axes which have the centre of gravity for

origin. Then the moments of inertia with respect to axes

parallel to them, and having AAZ for origin, are respectively

(observing that A; = 0, / = 0)

14
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J>B + (S.m)h', C+(2m)h^ Art. 224,

which by the question are to be equal to each other;

.-. 5 = C,

A- B
and h

2(m)

250. From which we infer, that there can be no origin

with respect to which the principal moments of inertia are

equal, unless the two least of the three principal moments

of inertia which have the centre of gravity for origin be equal.

If the centre of gravity be an origin of equal moments of

inertia, there exists no other, for then h = 0. If the centre of

gravity be not an origin of equal moments of inertia, and the

two least of the three principal moments of inertia having that

point for origin be equal, then there exist two origins of

equal moments of inertia, situated in the third principal axis

at equal distances, on opposite sides of the centre of gravity.



CHAPTER VIII.

MOTION OF A RIGID BODY ABOUT A FIXED AXIS.

251. The particles of a rigid body which has ajixed

axis can only move in circles, the planes of which are at right

angles to the axis, and the centres of which are in the axis.

The radius of the circle which any particle describes is the

perpendicular distance of the particle from the axis. The
angular velocity of every particle of the body is the same,

because the body is rigid.

252. The particles of a rigid body, which has a jixed

aaiSf being acted on by given forces ; it is required to de-

termine the motion.

Let 7W„ TWgj »»3... be the masses of the particles, r,, r,, r^,.,

their distances from the fixed axis ; 6 the angle through which

the body has revolved in the time t ; then di9 is the angular

velocity of every point, and therefore the linear velocity of

the particles are r^dtOf r^dtO, rjdt^,... consequently the effective

accelerating forces are dt(r^dtO), dt^r^diG), diirsdtO)... (by

Art. 85.)

or, ridt^O, r^dt^O, r^d^Q,...

Wherefore the effective moving forces are

m^r^d^O^ m^r^diQ, m^r^d'O,...

these being reversed (178) will balance the impressed forces.

Now we know from Statics^ that the only condition of equi-

librium when a body has a fixed axis is, that the sum of the

moments of the forces about the fixed axis is equal to zero.

Hence the moment of effective forces about a fixed axis

= moment of impressed forces about the same axis

:

or, (mjrid,*0) Tj + {m^r^d^O) r, + {m^r^d^O) r, + ...

= moment of impressed forces about the fixed axis.

14u—

2
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But the first member of this equation

= (rwir,* + m^ri + m^r^ + ...) d^Q

= (moment of inertia about fixed axis) d*0\

moment of impressed forces about fixed axis
•. d^9 =

moment of inertia of the body about same axis

This is a general formula for the angular accelerating

force on a rigid system which has a fixed axis.

253. To find the same as in the preceding article, when
the body is acted on by impulsive forces.

Impulsive forces produce their effects as to sense so nearly

instantaneously, that ordinary finite forces, in the time that

the impulses last, can produce no appreciable effect. Hence

we may always calculate impulsive effects as though no other

forces or motion existed.

Put Fi for the impulsive accelerating force on the particle

TWj (in the plane of its motion), at the time t during its con-

tinuance ; and let j9, be the perpendicular from the centre of

the circle, in which /», moves, upon the direction in which /*i

acts. Then the equation for the motion of the body at any

state of the impulsive action is (by the last article), using

(h for 9 for distinction as long as the impulses last,

This, according to the principle laid down in Art. 219,

being integrated with respect to t considering p constant, and

the integral taken from the beginning to the end of the

duration of impulsive actions, gives

.^ S.ipSmFdt)
''"f"' X(».r')

2 (p. whole impulse communicated to nt)

moment of all the impulses about fixed axis

moment of inertia of the body about same axis
*
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This is the general formula for the angular velocity

generated by impulsive action ; and it must be added to, or

subtracted from, the angular velocity previously existing ac-

cording as, from the circumstances of the problem, the im-

pulse is known to be communicated in such a direction as

will respectively increase or diminish the previous angular

motion.

254. The particles of a rigid hodyy which has a Jived

axis, being acted on by given forces, not impulsive, it is

required to determine the pressures on the axis.

Since the body is rigid, and every part has in consequence

the same angular velocity, it will be convenient to refer the

particles to polar co-ordinates. Let therefore 9 be the angle

described about the fixed axis by the centre of gravity in the

time t ; then d^O will be the angular velocity of every particle

;

and by Art. 102 the effective accelerating forces on m, are

respectively r,rf/0 and ri{df6y in directions of a tangent and

normal to m^s path. These must be reversed (by Art. 178),

that is, m^r^dfO must be applied to Wj so as to diminish 9\
and m^rx{d^Qy must be applied as a centrifugal pressure on

»»,. The other particles must be treated in the same way;
and then these forces will balance the impressed forces, if

we reckon among these latter the pressures on the axis, and

consider the body free. Proceeding then on statical principles

to find the conditions of equilibrium amongst these forces,

we obtain equations from which we may find the pressures

on the axis.

We shall illustrate what is here meant by the following

problems.

255. Pbob. a triangular lamina of utiiform matter

oscillates about its base which is fixed in a horizontal po-

sition. Find the pressure on the axis in any position during

the motion.

Let AB be the axis about which the triangle ABC
oscillates ; let G be its centre of gravity, the angle which

its plane makes with the vertical at any time t ; m the mass
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of an element at any point P. Draw GG', PM perpendicular

to AB ; denote the sides by a, 6, c.
]vr r' S

Take A for the origin of co-ordinates, -~
*

AB the axis of a?; a line perpendicular to

AB in the plane of the triangle for axis

of 2^ ; a line through A perpendicular to

the plane of the triangle for axis of ar,

+ z being above the triangle. VC
The pressure on the axis due to the impressed force of

gravity is the same at all times. Now when the plane of the

triangle is vertical, this pressure (=^2m) may be transmitted

from G to G' '. at which point of the axis therefore it may be

supposed always to act.

We must now calculate the pressure due to the effective

forces. These forces are of two kinds ; one set of parallel

centrifugal pressures in the plane of the triangle parallel

to + y. Let Y be the resultant of these, and w the abscissa

of the point in AB on which it acts;

.-. r= ^{inyidfif} = ^{my) . {d.ef = 2m. y {d.Oy

:

and Yx = 2 {myw{d^Qy] = ^{mxy) . {dfif.

Now it is easily found that

2(»na?y) = 2w.y.^(c +26 cos ^) ;

.'. 0?' = ^(c + 26 cos A)

.

The other set of pressures are m^y^d^Q^ m^y^dfO, ...

which when reversed will act in the direction of — ar ; let Z
be their resultant, and a/' the point in AB on which it acts

;

.-. Z = -^{mydfO) = - 2»n . yd^O ;

and taking the moments about the axis of y^

Zai" = - ^{myxd*e)

= - 2»» . y . J(c + 26 cos J) . d^e.

It appears then that, to know the values of Y and Z, we
must calculate the values of {d^By and d^O. These may be

found from Art. 252; by which we obtain
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2m .g.^b sin A . &inO

2g sin

6sin^
'

Multiply this by 2rfj9, and integrate.

.-. (d,ey =
2g

(cos — COS a),
6 sin a

a being the greatest value of 0.

Hence Y = 2»» . |^^(cos 9 — cos a),

and Z= Swi .l^g-sin^.

These two forces we have already shewn act on the same point

of the axis ; and may therefore be readily reduced if necessary

to a single force acting at that point. This force, with Sm . g
acting vertically downwards at G' represent the pressures

on the axis.

256, Prob. a uniform lamina of matter in the form

of a quadrant of a circle is suspended in a horizontal posi-

tion by vertical strings fastened to its corners A, B, C. The
string at A is cut, find the initial tensions of the other

strings.

Let a = the radius of the quadrant, G its centre of gra-

vity, = the indefinitely small angle

through which the plane of the qua-

drant has revolved about BC fixed in

the time t. Let 7» be a small element

of mass at P, a? = CM, y = MP,
T = tension of the string at B, 7^ that

^^

atC.

4a

3^

The co-ordinates of G are — ,
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Now since initially d^O — 0, there is no initial centrifugal

force: consequently the only effective force on m is m.vd'cd

to be applied upwards. We may take the impressed forces

into account by supposing the force (2w)^ to act at G. Now
by Art. 178, there is equilibrium between the force "^m.g
at G, T at B,T at C, and m,.r,ri/0, m.w.^d'^Q, ...All these

form a system of parallel forces, the conditions of equilibrium

of which are three, viz.

= r + T' + 2 {mx)dce - 2m .g,

by resolving vertically ;

0-=2m^.— - S(TOd?t/).dt20_ Ta,
Sir

by taking moments about CA,

and = ^mg . — - 2(ot a?') . d^dy
Sir

by taking moments about CB.

Now 2(m.r) = 2»» .
—

- , and 2 (mo?-) = moment of inertia

about BC »= 2ni .
— : and 2(«ia?|/) may be found thus.

m = 2to.

4t ^.tfx

.-. ^(ma-y) = ^.ffi^ydxdy).

But ffxydxdy = J/t^dJ^(/+ C) from j/'eO, to y«=a*-««

= J(a'j?' - J.r') + C from a? = to x=a

or

"I'

.'. 2(TO.ry) = 2w> .
—
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Hence by substitution, the third equation gives

zm.ff.-—- ^

"t y = „— ——
-

,

a Sott
2m .

—
4>

Sir \ ITJ

and the second equation gives

^g ^ a l6g
2.m.— .

Sir Sir 307r

and the first gives

r= 2m^-2m..— .—^- T^^mg. i -—.--— .

257* A rigid body revolves about a fixed axis, and is

acted on by no impressed forces ; it is required tofind under

what conditions there will be no pressure on the axis.

Take the fixed axis for that of %, a perpendicular upon it

through the centre of gravity of the body for that of x ; and

the rest of the notation as in Art. 254. Since the body is not

acted on by any impressed forces

rf/0 = 0, from Art. 252

;

.*. di6 = constant, by integration.

Hence the effective force on m, is Wjr, (c?^^)^ only, which

is to be applied as a centrifugal force : resolve it parallel to

X and y, then we have

miXi(d^9y parallel to <r,

-and vn^yiidfiY parallel to y.

There are similar forces on Wg, Wg, ... These must satisfy

the conditions of statical equilibrium of a free body, for since

there is no pressure on the axis by hypothesis, the axis might

be removed and the body considered free ; hence

'^{mx){dfiy = 0, forces parallel to a?,

2(my)(rf,0)»=O, y,
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2(myaf) (d,0)* «=0, moment about axis of j?,

2(ma?a)(d,0)^ = O, y.

The forces have no moment about axis of ar, because being

centrifugal forces their directions pass through that axis. Now
because {d^Oy is constant, and cannot be zero by the nature

of the question, the above equations furnish the following

conditions,

2(w.r) = 0, 2(my)«=0, 2(myar) = 0, 2(TOa?«)«8 0;

or, instead of the first and second, a; = 0, y = 0. Consequently

the conditions that there may be no pressure on the axis, when

a body in motion is acted on by no impressed forces, are,

1. The fixed cuds must pass through the centre of gra-

vityy and

2. It must be a principal cuvis of inertia.

258. If there be no pressure on the axis no force is

requisite to restrain it in its place ; it might therefore be free

and the body would still continue to revolve about it with a

uniform velocity. On this account the principal axes of

inertia which pass through the centre of gravity have some-

times been called permanent axes of rotation.

259. After the explanation of impulsive action given in

Art. 219 it is hardly necessary to remark that the pressure on

a fixed axis, arising from impulsive agency on any part of a

body, may be found exactly on the same principle as finite

pressure was determined in Art. 254.

There is however one circumstance whicli must be care-

fully noted. Impulsive action will produce a sudden altera-

tion of angular velocity, and therefore a sudden alteration of

centrifugal pressure : but this change is not to be accounted an

impulsive pressure. If a body be laid upon a table, a sudden

increase or decrease of the force of gravity would cause the

pressure of the body on the table to undergo a sudden altera-

tion, but it would not amount to a bloWy which is the idea

attached to an impulsive pressure. In fact there cannot be

impulsive pressure in any direction unless there be a sudden
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finite change of velocity in that direction. This will be at

once evident by consulting Art. 34. Now no change of angular

velocity, however sudden, can produce a finite change of the

radial velocity of a particle, (i. e. the velocity in the line in

which centrifugal force acts). Consequently, there is no such

thing as impulsive centrifugal pressure.

260. In the short time that an impulse lasts, finite im-

pressed forces, such as gravity, cannot produce any appreciable

effect ; neither can they modify or affect in any way the

effect of impulsive action. It is therefore allowable, as a mode
of simplifying our investigation, in calculating impulsive effects,

to neglect all other motions and forces by which the body is

affected. The motion due to impulsive actions alone being

thus found must be added with its proper algebraic sign to that

which previously existed ; the result will represent the state of

the body at the end of the impulsive action.

261. Prob. The particles of a rigid body, which has

a fixed axis, being acted on by given impulses, it is re-

quired to determine the impulsive pressure sustained by the

axis.

It is evident the hypothesis of no change of position during

the continuance of impulsive action amounts to the supposition

that the whole impulse is communicated instantaneously. In-

stead therefore of using m^r^ d^<p as the effective pressure on

7W, at any instant, we may use the whole pressure exerted

during the continuance of the impulse, that is, we must employ

ft{miridf(p) (Art. 219), or mir^dfCp as the effective impulse on

Wj ; and so of w^, m^,... and therefore mlrld^<p,m2r^d^(p...

applied to diminish <p will balance the impressed impulses.

We may find the impulsive pressures on the axis by reckoning

them among the impressed impulses, and then considering the

body as free. is here used as explained in Art. 253. An
example will explain the method here proposed.

262. AB one side of a rectangular lamina ABCD of
matter is fixed in a horizontal position. The figure in oscil-

lating about AB strikes against a fixed point at D. To
find the impulse on the axis.
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From A draw AE vertical; put AB
2m = mass of the figure, / the impulse

at D by which it is suddenly reduced

to rest : = inclination of the line AD
to AE at the time ^, previous to the

impulse. Take ABy AD for axes of ar,

ar, the axis of y being parallel to DI
and on the same side of the figure. '"' .S C

We must first find the angular motion immediately pre-

vious to the impulse. By Art. 252 we have for this pur-

pose»

J
2mg . 1 6 sin 3g .

the negative sign is used because gravity acts to diminish $.

.'. {d]ey '=^. {cos e + c).

Let now /3 be the value of 9 when the motion began

;

then when «= /3, d^9 = 0, .-. C = - cos/3, and

And writing a for 9 we have the angular velocity with which

the plane strikes the fixed point D, viz.

(d^9y = ~ (cos a - cos /3)...(1).

To find the effect of the blow / at 7>, we must apply to the

particle wij the pressure w,a',d^0 parallel to the axis of y so as

to diminish 0, the angle that would be described in conse-

quence of the impulse /: that is, we must apply 7/Jpr,rf,0 in

the direction -y. So also in^x^di(py m^Xiditp, ... These forces

together with / constitute a system of parallel forces ; hence

the pressure on the axis must be parallel to them ; denote it by

Y\ and let it act at a point whose ordinate is z. Then
- miXidfCpy — m^a^idfipt ..../, Y are a system of balancing

forces ; and the conditions of equilibrium are
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- - 2 (wa) <7j^ + / + r, forces parallel to y,

= — 2 {mxx) di(p + Y%\ moments about axis of ir,

= — 2 (ma?^) d^(p + lb, moments about axis of z.

Now

2(ma?) = 2w.46, 2(wa?jj;) = 2m.la6, 2 (wo;') = 2w . ^6"

;

also, since the plane is reduced to rest by the impulse /, the

value of df(p the angular velocity generated by / must be

exactly equal to d^^ in equation (l) ;

... / = ^(p!) d,(p=y.m.l^. (cos a - cos /B)^ .... (2),

F= 2 (ma?) . tf^^ - / = 4 2w .M . (cos a - cos /3) > ....(3),

, 2 (msez) , . 3 .

« =
y d.tf) = - a (4).

Equation (2) gives the magnitude of the blow at D ; (3)

shews that the blow on the axis is one half of that sustained

by the plane at Z>, and in the same direction ; and (4) shews

that the blow on the axis may be supposed to be applied at

the distance ^ JB from A.

263. J rigid body having a fixed axis is struck by an

impulsive force at a given point in a given direction, it is

required to determine under what conditions there will be

no impulsive pressure on the axis.

As stated in Art. 26o in this problem, the body may be

either at rest or in motion previous to the impulse.

It is a necessary condition that the impulse shall be commu-
nicated in a direction that coincides with a plane perpendicular

to the fixed axis ; for if not, it would have a component parallel

to the axis, which would impel the axis in the direction of

its length. Take then the fixed axis for axis of z, and the

plane which contains the direction of the impulse for xy,

the axis of y being parallel to and in direction of the im-

pulse, which call Y. Since a force produces the same effect
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at whatever point in the line of its direction it acts, we may
suppose Y to act at a point in the axis of w, let its abscissa

be .r'.

The forces which balance each other are Fand OT,r,d,0,

miVjidfCf) ... (for there is no pressure on the axis). Resolve

the latter forces parallel to a? and y, then the balancing forces

are

^\y\dt(pi »W2y2^t0»... parallel to a?,

and F, —miWidf<p, —m^ai^d^<p^ y.

And therefore the conditions of equilibrium are

(l)...0 = 2 {my) di(p, forces parallel to a*,

(2)...0= F- 2(mj?)dj0, y,

(3)...0 e= - '2(miDz)di(p, moments about axis of a?,

(4)...0 = S(wy«)d^^, y,

(5)...0= Yw -^{ma;^d^<py z.

Equation (l) shews that y = 0, and the centre of gravity is

in the plane a^z ; and consequently a plane drawn through the

centre of gravity perpendicular to the direction of the impulse

must contain the axis of rotation.

Equations (3) and (4) shew that the axis of rotation must

be a principal axis of inertia.

And if d(<J)he eliminated between equations (2) (5), we
have

, 2 (ma^)

2 {mx)

This gives the point at which the impulse must be applied.

It will be shewn that if the body were made to oscillate about

the fixed axis by the action of gravity, the point here de-

termined for the place of impact is the centre of oscillation ; in

reference to the question in hand, it is called the centre of
percussion,

264, Since there is no pressure on the axis, it is not neces-

sary that the body should have a fixed axis; and if it were struck

by a blow, it would spontaneously begin to revolve about the

line which in the preceding article was the axis of z ; the posi-
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tion of which would be determined thus. From the centre of

gravity draw a line perpendicular to the line of impulsive

action: from the foot of this perpendicular draw at right

angles to both these lines an axis, and make the body oscillate

about that axis ;—a line parallel to this through the centre of

oscillation is the axis of spontaneous rotation.

265. Origin of the terms " vis inertia''' and " moment of
inertia.^''

Since a body at rest cannot be moved, and a body in

motion cannot have its motion changed without the expenditure

of some force for that purpose, it is usual to say that matter

resists the communication of motion. If in the word 'resist'

as thus used any idea of matter's exerting a force be implied,

it certainly conveys an erroneous notion ; for matter is per-

fectly passive ; and if a force act upon it motion ensues, how-

ever small the force. The force which acts on matter, if

unresisted by other forces applied also to the same matter, will

be wholly unresisted, and its proper unresisted effect will be

produced. The term vis inerticB (or briefly, inertia) has been

employed to denote the fact above alluded to,—viz. that the

production or change of motion can be accomplished only by
expenditure of force : and the vis inertia of a given mass is

evidently measured, according to this notion, by the whole

quantity of force expended in communicating a given velocity

to the body.

By reference to Arts. 252, 253, the reader will perceive, that

if an additional particle m' were attached to a system, in angular

motion, at the distance r from the axis of motion, the effective

angular acceleration would be diminished by the addition of

the term m'<r in the denominator of the fraction by which the

effective angular accelerating force is expressed. On this

account m'r'^ is taken as the measure of the effect of the

inertia of m' upon the angular motion of the system. To
distinguish this effect from the effect of inertia on a motion of

translation, it has been named the moment of inertia ^ and the

whole moment of inertia of a system is measured by the sum
of the products of every particle into the square of its distance

from the axis of motion.
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266. Def. The radius of gyration is the distance from

the axis at which if the whole mass were collected, the moment

of inertia would be the same as before.

It is usual to denote the radius of gyration by the symbol k.

By the definition

,a
2(mr)

k' =
2m

moment of inertia

mass

THE CENTRE OF OSCILLATION.

267' Def. In Article l63 we have seen that the time

of oscillation of a single particle (acted on by gravity) about

a given point or axis depends upon the length of the string by

which the particle is suspended ; that is, upon the distance

of the particle from the axis about which it oscillates. When
a rigid body of finite magnitude is made to oscillate, the

particles of which it is composed endeavour to complete their

oscillations in different times, those which are near the axis

of suspension having a tendency to oscillate quicker than

those which are more remote. By reason of the rigidity of

the body, they are all compelled to oscillate in the same time,

which will evidently be intermediate to the times in which

the extreme particles tend to oscillate : there is therefore some

distance from the axis at which a single particle would oscil-

late freely in the same time as the finite body. This dis-

tance is called the length of the simple pendulum^ the finite

body being called a compoimd pendulum : and that point

in a compound pendulum at which the whole body might

be collected without altering the time or manner of its oscil-

lation, is called the centre of oscillation.

268. PnoB. A rigid body being suspended from aji.ved

awis ; it is required to find the length of the simple pen-

dulum.
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Let the plane of the paper pass through G the centre

of gravity of the body, and cut the axis of

suspension perpendicularly in S: from which

point draw Sx vertical and Sy horizontal,

which take for the axes of co-ordinates. To
them let the body be referred at the time

/, when the co-ordinates of any particle rux

ared?jyj2ri.

Employing the notation of Art. 252, 9 denoting the angle

GSx^ the effective forces are

ntiTid^d, m^r^dtOi m^ridiQ

tliese are to be applied so as to diminish Q.

The impressed forces are

Wi^", niig, m^i Art. 23,

vertically downwards. These two sets of forces balance (177) ;

hence taking their moments about the fixed axis, which is the

only condition of equilibrium, we have

= m^TydiQ + m^rid^O + m:irid*B + ...

+ m^gyl + ^2gy2 + m^Vz + ...

. . flj t/ = - -^-

—

-ji-

_ gy^m
2(TOr*)

g.SG. (2m) . sin 9
"

2(^?)
*

But if the whole body were collected at O such that

OSx = 0\ the same formula gives

By the definition d|*0, and d^6' are always equal

;

SG . (Swi) sin 9 sind*

(Sini^) '^'SO'
15
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But since and ff are quantities which are continually

changing in value, this equation cannot always be true under

the circumstances of the problem, unless both

and A(--:L.m

The former shews that the centre of oscillation is in a

plane passing through the axis of suspension and the line SG^

and the latter that its distance from iS" the point of suspension

is equal to

the moment of inertia about the fixed axis

the moment of the mass about the same axis

269. The centres of oscillation and suspension are con-

vertible ; that is, if the body be made to oscillate about an

axis through instead of S, the length of the simple pendulum

will be unchanged, and S will be the centre of oscillation.

For if (2m) k^ be the moment of inertia of the body with

respect to a line through G parallel to the axis of suspension,

moment of inertia about S
S0 =

moment of mass about ^S*

(2m) . k" 4- (2m) . SG'
°

(W.5G
'^'*

-£**'' (>'

SG'

Ar*

.-. SO^SG + GO = —- + OG
OG

(2m).k^ + (Lm).0(?

(2fw) . OG
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moment of inertia about O
moment of mass about O

Art. 224,

= length of the simple pendulum when the axis

of suspension passes through O.

Consequently S is the centre of oscillation, and the length

of the simple pendulum is the same whether the axis passes

through S or through 0.

270. From equation (l) it appears that the centre of oscil-

lation is farther from the axis of suspension than the centre of

gravity : for SO is greater than SG by the quantity —- .

SG

271. The property of compound pendulums just proved

has been ingeniously employed by Captain Kater in determin-

ing the length of the second's pendulum. The following is a

brief outline of the method employed.

Let G be the centre of gravity of a pendulum, furnished

with two parallel cylindrical axes of equal diameters,

whose centres -4, B are in a line passing through G.

The body can be suspended by either of these axes

and made to oscillate. By means of a sliding weight

C, the times of oscillation about the two axes are made

nearly equal. The oscillations are very small, and the

axis from which the body is suspended rests on two

perfectly horizontal planes, and does not slide but

rolls. In the result, allowance is made for the buoy-

ancy and resistance of the air.

The number of oscillations when the body is suspended

from the axis A in a day is observed ; and also when it is

suspended from the axis B. These having been made nearly

equal by means of the weight C, are now made exactly equal

by filing away small portions from the end of the pendulum.

It has, however, been found more convenient in practice, for

the pendulum to rest on knife edges instead of cylindrical

axes. When the numbers of oscillations in 24 hours have

15—2
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been made exactly equal about both axes, let n be the

number of oscillations completed in the time T, (measured in

seconds)

T
.'. time of one oscillation = —

,

n

and if / be the distance between the knife edges, which we have

shewn to be the length of the simple pendulum, (Art. 269),

T /I— e ,r V - Art. 74.
n g

But if a be the length of the second"'s pendulum,

g

n aa

nH

The same experiment gives the value of g

This pendulum, once adjusted, will thus enable us to

determine with great accuracy the value of g at different

places. By this means it has been found, that in a given

latitude, g is constant for small altitudes; but decreases as

we ascend through greater altitudes, or into higher lati-

tudes.

272. We have mentioned in the preceding article that

Icnife edges were found to be more convenient than cylinders

for axes of suspension. We shall show however that if

cylindrical axes be used, the length of the simple pendulum

is equal to the distance between the cylinders, when the

oscillations are very small.
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Let a, b be the centres of the two cylindrical axes ; G,

which must be in the line ab, the

centre of gravity of the pendulum.

First, let it be suspended by placing

it with the axis JE on the fixed ho-

rizontal plane CE. We have before

stated that in oscillating the cylinder

AE rolls upon the plane. Let 9 be

the inclination of a 6 to the vertical;

then as an approximation sufficiently

near for our present purpose (we shall

afterwards prove the supposition to be

true for small oscillations) we may consider ^ as a temporary

fixed point of suspension ; and therefore, applying Art. 252,

d;0=-
"Emg.aG sin

6

moment of inertia about E
'Zmg . aO .sin B

*" ""
^m{k^+ GE")

g. aG.9

k being the radius of gyration about G,

df^ + rJ

g.aG
Jc' + AG^

= 0.

This is the equation of vibration (Art. 152), and there-

fore the time of a vibration

[g-aG j'

or, if we denote the length of the simple pendulum which will

vibrate in this time by /, we have

/ =
Jc'+AC

aG

In like manner when the body is suspended from the

other axis upon the plane CjE, if ^ be the length of the

simple pendulum,
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k^ + BG^
^" bG '

But l-^ t hy construction of the pendulum

;

.-. l(aG ^ bG) r- k^ + AG^ - {h^ + BG'):

or since a^ = bB,

l{JG-BG) = Aa'-BG^,

.'. l=AG + BG = AB.

273. Remark. The result just found is simple, and for

small oscillations sufficiently accurate ; but it has been ob-

tained upon several suppositions which are only approximately

true, and which it is necessary to point out. We have assumed

that E is a fixed point while the body describes an indefinitely

small angle ; this is erroneous, for the point of contact E
moves with a velocity which has a constant ratio to the

angular velocity of the body. We have assumed that the

only effective force upon each particle is that which arises

from angular motion about E, but it is evident that the point

a has no angular motion ; for its motion is one of translatioa

only, being in the direction EC as $ increases. The proper

mode of solving the problem is this. The motion of every

particle is compounded, of an angular motion about a, and

a horizontal motion of translation equal to that of a.

The corresponding effective forces on a particle nti whose

distance from a is r, are, putting Aa =0,

miTidfOj 7»iri(d,0)', for angular motion about a (Art. 102),

and micdf^O, for the motion of translation.

The first of these must be applied to »w, so as to diminish 6;

the next as a centrifugal pressure tending from a ; and the

last in a direction opposite to the motion of a when increases,

that is, in the direction CE. These sets of forces balance

"^mg acting vertically downwards at G, the friction F at E,
and the reaction of the plane at E vertically upwards. To
avoid the last, take the moments of the forces about a, and

resolve them horizontally.
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.-. = Sm^.oG sin d + 2(mr")d/d

- 2 {mcr cos (xj, + 6)} d^O + Fc,

and 0=2 {mr cos (x// + 6)} . d^d - 2 {mr sin (f + 0) J
(rf,0)^

-2(»ic)dj«0 + F,

*|^i being the angle which r, makes with aK

Now

2^»»rcos(\^ + 9)\ = cos0.2(f»rco8>|/) - sin 2 (mr sin \^)

= cos d . 2m . a (?, by the nature of the centre of gravity

;

similarly 2 {mr sin {^ + d)\ = sin . 2m . a G

;

also 2(mr«) = 2m . (A^ + Go^ J

.-. = 2m^ . oG sin + 2m(A;- + Ga) d^^B

— "Zm.Aa. aG , cos Odt^O + F .Aa,

and = 2m . oG cos 0rf/a - 2m . aG sin e{dfif

— 'S,m,Aad^6 + F,

Eliminating F between these equations, we have

=^. oGsin^ + {k- + Ga- + Aa" - ^Aa .aGcos6)d^d

-^ A a, a G sin 0{d^0)-

=ig.aGsmO + (A;' + -4G*+ 4Ja. oGsin- -jd/0

+ Aa. aG sin e(d^9y\

This equation coincides with the approximate equation

which was employed in the last article, if we neglect quanti-

ties of the third order of smallness, viz. those multiplied by
Q

sin' - d^^Oj and sin ^(d^^)^ each of which is of the order 6^,



CHAPTER IX.

.MOTION OF A RIGID BODY ABOUT A FIXED POINT.

In preceding pages we have considered the motion of a

rigid body about a fixed axis ; it now only remains to deter-

mine the motion about a fixed point. This will include, as

a particular case, the angular motion of a free body about its

centre of gravity ; it having been shewn in Arts. 196, 197, that

the motion of a free body about its centre of gravity is the

same as if that point were fixed. This chapter then will com-

plete the determination of the motion of a rigid body.

274. Defs. When that extremity of the axis, about

which a body rotates, is turned towards the spectator, whicli

makes the body appear to revolve in the direction of the

hands of a watch, the angular velocity is considered to be

positive ; and it is here proposed to call that extremity of the

axis the positive pole of rotation : and the opposite extremity

about which the rotation is in the contrary direction to the

hands of a watch and therefore negative, is the negative pole

of rotation. As an example, we may mention that accord-

ing to this definition, the south pole of the Earth is its posi-

tive pole of rotation, and the north pole its negative pole of

rotation.

When we speak of the inclination of two axes of rotation,

we mean the angle contained by the positive portions of those

axes ; or if the body be referred to a sphere having its centre

in the fixed point, it is the arc of a great circle comprehended

between the positive poles of rotation.

275. Prob. Given a)\, w'j, w'j, the angular velocities of

a rigid body, estimated respectively about the axes of x', y', z',

which are fixed in spaccy to find the linear velocities of

any particle parallel to the same axes.
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Let cb\ y'y % be the co-ordinates of any particle P re-

ferred to the fixed point as origin ; r', the distance of P
from the axis of x ; Q\ the inclination of the line /, to

the plane w' y ;

.•. y = r'l cos Q\ and z = r\ sin ffy.

Differentiating these equations with regard to tj remem-

bering that di&i = a)'i, we have

diy = - r\ sin &i . w and d^x' = r\ cos 0\ . (o\

that is, the angular velocity w'l produces in P a linear

velocity

parallel to w = 0,

parallel to y = — zio\,

parallel to %' = y a)\.

Similarly, the angular velocity w'2 produces in P a

linear velocity

parallel to w = sf'aj'j,

parallel to y = 0,

parallel to «' = - x w'2

and, the angular velocity co's produces in P a linear velocity

parallel to a?' = — yw'3

parallel to y =xu}^

parallel to z' = 0.

Consequently using dj<r', d^\ dtz' to denote the whole

linear velocities of P, and collecting the partial velocities

from the equations just given, we obtain

t<r = z 0)2 — y a>3,

UiZ " y 0) I
— X (Og.

I

276. Peob. To Jind the position of the axis of

\
instantaneous rotation, and the angular velocity about it.
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By the nature of the case, a rigid body having a fixed

point can at the same instant rotate only about one axis

passing through that point : the position of this axis may
be however perpetually changing both in the body and in

space ; we have to determine its position in terms of

w'j , w'2, oj'a, supposed known ; which we may accomplish by

considering that every point in the axis of rotation is

linearly at rest ; consequently all the points which satisfy

the three equations

0«=^W2-ya)3,
-. II II= tPft;3 — xroji,

= yti)i— sewit

or the more simple equations

«l _y _
«'

~7~ '1
/ >

W
X

(C 2 (O3

are in the axis of instantaneous rotation. If therefore

a l^'y, be the inclinations of this axis to the co-ordinate

axes

cos a =

cos /3' =

cos 'y =
' /ft > % t m '

VO'i + f>% +0)3

which give the position of it. To find the angular velo-

city (oj) about it, we observe that, since the body is rigid

the angular velocity of every particle is the same; let us

therefore, to render the investigation as simple as possible,

find the angular velocity of a particle P* which is situ-

ated in the axis of a/. Since the co-ordinates of P' are

J?', 0, its linear velocities parallel to the co-ordinate axes are

_ II If
0, X <D 3i —WOfg

and consequently its whole linear velocity

- (*"'a,7 + a^"w\')h Art. 18.

V<o\'
1

+ 0,?

Vf>'i' + eoV + 0,?^

0)3
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But the distance of F' from the axis of rotation (which

is the radius of the circle which F^ describes as the body

rotates)

= a; sin d

\a»i +0)2 +0)3/

linear velocity
O) =

radius

= (o)\' + 0.7 + ivi)h.

t

277- Since cos a'= — ; therefore w'l =.0) cos a'; and be-
0)

cause the axis of x may be taken in any direction whatever,

it follows, that angular velocity about one axis may be

resolved into angular velocity about any other axis by

multiplying it by the cosine of the angle between their

positive poles.

278. Suppose the axes of w\ y, «' to have been taken

in such a position that, at the moment we are considering

the motion, they coincide with the principal axes of the

body ; then if a, /3, y be the inclinations of the instanta-

neous axis of rotation to the principal axes, the moment
of inertia about it

a A cos^ a + 5cos^/3 + Ccos'' 7 Art. 243.

And consequently the vis viva of the body (which call A;-)

= {Acos^a + B cos*/3 + C cos* y) . w^ Art. 212.

= A{a} cos a)* + B ((o cos /3)^ + C (ta cos y)*

= Awi + Bo)2^+ Cw-i Art. 277,

0)1, o),, (1)3 being used exclusively to denote the angular velo-

cities estimated about the principal axes.

Hence if the body be acted on by no forces, Ata*

+ Bw^ + Cw^ is constant, which agrees with Art. 213.
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279. To investigate differential equations for determining

the angular velocities of a body about its principal aices^ the

body being acted on by given impressed forces.

Let the co-ordinate axes fixed in space, be taken in

such a position, that at the time t when we are con-

sidering the motion, they may coincide with the principal

axes of the body.

Let wjj, Wg, jWs,. ... be the particles of the body;

^1^1 «i, ^•2 2/2«^2> a?3y3~3,.... their co-ordinates,

X^ Fi Zi, X^ Y2Z2 , -rYg F3 Z3, the accelerating forces im-

pressed upon them.

Reversing the effective forces, they will balance the im-

pressed forces. Now since the body has a fixed point, the

conditions of equilibrium are, that the moments of the effective

and impressed forces about the co-ordinate axes must be re-

spectively equal. Hence the three following equations for the

motion of the body,

2{w {yd-z - zd^y)] = S{m {Zy -¥«)]= L suppose,

2{»n {zd^x — wd^ z)\ = 2 jw {X%- Zx)\ = M
2{»n {xd^y - yd^w)} =^{m (Jx - Xy)} = N
We must endeavour to simplify these equations by intro-

ducing the angular velocities about the co-ordinate axes, for

these are common to every particle of the system.

Now by Art. 275,

diZ = ywy — xw-i ;

.'. d'^z = ydittii + Widty — xd^w-i — w-^d^x

= ydfO) + oji {xw-i — zwi) — xd^wj — 0)2 {zw-z — J/Wa)

•. ydf'z = y- {dfWi + w-^ws) — xy {d^Wi — <0\<t)^ — (wi^ + wa*) yz\

.'. ^{myd[-«) = 2 (my*) . {d^<a^ + WaWg)?

because 2 (mxy) = 0, and 2 {myz) = 0,
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In a similar manner it may be shewn that

2 (mzd^y) = 2 (m»*) . ( - d^^a^ + wgWs) ;

= 2wi (y" + »')}. rf<wi + 2 { m (y- - xf^) } . Woo;,,

or, L = Ad^wi + (C - B)a}.2W3 Art. 243.

Similarly,

M = Bd^w^ + {A — C) Wi tt>3,

and N = Cd^w^ + (B - J) w,w2.

By the integration of these three equations, we should obtain

the angular velocities of the body about its principal axes ; we

shall proceed to shew how when these are known, the position

of the body in space may be determined.

280. To investigate differential equations for determin-

ing the position of the body from the angular velocities about

its principal axes.

Let the fixed point, or origin of co-ordinates be the

centre of a spherical surface of radius

unity. And at the time t let this sur-

face intersect the principal axes in the

points x,yyZ ; and other co-ordinate

axes having the same origin and being

fixed in space, in the points a?', y\ z-

Join these points by arcs of great circles " />

as in the figure; and let Nn be the node line or inter-

section of the planes xy, x'y .

Let (^ = Nw, yj/ = Nx, 6 = asNa/.

The point N is the intersection of the arcs y,T, y x' pro-

duced ; it is not a fixed point in the body and therefore does

not necessarily partake of its angular motion. Since it is

always in the fixed plane xy\ it has only an angular velocity

d^y^y and this takes place about Oz so as to increase \^, that

as, in a negative direction, so that z' is its negative pole.

Consequently the angular velocity of A^ about Oz
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= d^\f^ . COS (tt - xz) Art. 277

= — d^y^/ .cos 6.

Now di(f)
= relative angular velocity of x and N about Oz

- (angular velocity of i» — angular velocity of N)
about Oz

= 0)3 + d^\|r . cos 9.

Again,

dfO = df (jsz) = angular velocity of the body about On

— (Ujcos nx + WiCosny + wg, cos nz Art. 277

= — ftjj cos<p + iiii sin (j) (l).

Again, since N and x are always in a plane passing through

Opf their angular velocities about Op are equal.

But the angular velocity of N about Op

= df\jr.cos (tt- z'p) Art. 277

= d^yj/ . sid 9.

And the angular velocity of x (a point in the body)

about Op

= a>i cos 1)07 + (OiCospy + w^cospx Art. 277

= o), sin (p + Wo cos ^

;

.'. d(\//. sin 9 = Wisind) + wc cos0 (2).

Consequently diCp = wj + . ^ (ft^i sin <p + wa cos 0)....(3).

From the equations marked (l) (2) (3) we are to obtain

the values of 0, \//, 9 by integration, when the position of the

body will be known.

281. Prop. When the body is acted on by no forces

there exists a certain line^ determinable from the motion,

which is Jiwed in space.
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For refer the body to three rectangular axes of co-ordi-

nates 0,r', Oy\ Ox fixed in space. Then the equations of

motion are

= 2 {m (»'d>' - d?'d>')},

By integrating each of these once we obtain

A, = 2 {m {yd^%' - JJr'rfjy')},

A3 = 2 {w ipu'dty — ydfX)].

But 2 {w(y'dj«' — »'d^y')} is equal to the sum of the

products of each particle into twice the projection on y'z'

of the area described by its radius vector in a unit of time.

In order to find this sum we must find the sums for the

three principal planes of the body. For the plane y% it

is equal to

2{m(ydt«-«rfty)}

= 2(mr2rf,0')

= 2(mr0.d,a',

» Awi ;

r being equal to (t/^ + sf')i and being the inclination of

r to the plane a?y, so that d^9' = wj and 2(wir*) = A. Simi-

larly, the required sums for the other principal planes are

B(t)„ and Cw^. The projection of these (depending only on

the projection of areas) upon the plane y as' is, by the

property proved in Analytical Geometry of Three Dimen-

sionSf equal to 2 {OT(y'd^ - ^'d^y')}

.

Let therefore a, 6, c be the cosines of the inclination of

the axis of a?' to the axes of of, y, ss ; and suppose a'b'c,

a"b"c"y similar quantities for the axes of y and z'

;

.". hi = AcoiO + Bwtb + CtozC.
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Similarly, h.i= JwiO + Bw^b' + Cw^c'y

and A3 = Awiu" + Bwzb" + Ctozc".

Adding the squares of these quantities together and writing

h- for A,* + hi + A3", we have

Wherefore a line inclined to the axes of x\ y\ z at

angles

is fixed in position in space during the motion of the body.

282. Prob. To Jind the inclination of this line to

the principal axes of the body, and the angular velocity

about it.

The cosine of the angle which this line makes with

Oaf is

A, Ag , A3 „— . a + — .fl + — . a
n n n

which is equal to —-^ by substituting for A, hJi^.

Similarly, the cosines of the angles which it makes with

Oy and Oz are

BtDi - Cq),
-*-"""* X-

Again, the cosines of the inclinations of the axis of

instantaneous rotation to Ox, Oy, Ox are

^, ^, ^ Art. 277.
<a to <»)

Consequently the cosine of the inclination of the pro-

posed line to the axis of instantaneous rotation is

Aa)\ Wi Ba)i ti>t Ca>i to^

h 0) h w A

A(t»

Art. 278.
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And the angular velocity required, being the resolved

part of w, is -^ Art. 277, which is constant.
h

283. Since this line is fixed in space, and its position

can be found from the initial circumstances of the motion,

we shall be enabled to simplify our results by taking it for

the axis of z'. Hence

Awi " ' • a ' a.= a = cos z X = — sm t^ sm ©,
k ^

—— = 6 = cos as y = - sm cos 0,

—_ = c = cos % z = cos Q.
h

Upon this hypothesis the angular velocity of the body

hr
about Oz is uniform and equal to — . (Art. 282).

h

284. Prob. To determine the motion when A, B, C
are all equals and the body is acted on by no forces.

The equations of Art. 279, are reduced to

= Ad^wi, = Ad^ws, = Ad^tD^.

Whence it foUows, that &>,, w^, a^s are constant, as is also as

being equal to (w,' + w.^ + W3^)K

Consequently, the axis of instantaneous rotation is a fixed

line in the body, and the angular velocity about it is uniform.

Since this line is a principal axis (Art. 247), take it for the

sake of simplicity for that of z ; consequently

a»j =0, 0)3 = 0, and w^ = w,

by which supposition the equations of Art. 280, are reduced to

dfi = 0,

dfyl/ . sin = or df\^ = 0,

d (p =: U).

16
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Hence 9 and yj/ are constant, from which we infer that

» and JV are fixed in space : that is, the axis of rotation is

fixed in space. The equation d,(p = constant, shews that the

angular velocity is constant, as shewn before.

285. Prob. To determine the motion when A and B
are equals and the body is acted on by no forces.

The equations of Art. 279 now become

= d^ W3,

0= J dfW^ + (A — C) w, Wj,

0= A d^w^ - {A — C) Wj®,.

The first shews that to^ is constant, hence the velocity

about Ox is uniform ; multiply the second by w^, the third

by a)j, and add ;

.*. = A (cDidfW, + w^d^w^ ;

.*. Wi + (t)^ = constant

;

.•. (1)^ = (a»j^ + o)^^) + Wj' = constant.

and —7==^= = constant.
2

"3\/Wy + ft>2^ + OJ3

Consequently the body revolves uniformly about the axis

of instantaneous rotation ; and this line is inclined to Oz
at a constant angle. (Art. 276). The axis of instantaneous

rotation is therefore either a fixed line in the body, or it

describes about Oz a conical surface, the cosine of whose

semi-vertical angle is — . We shall shew that the latter is

CD

the case.

The last equation of Art. 283 shews that 6 or zz'

is constant, and the first two shew that B is negative

and sin 9 equal ^o -— {w^ + w^)^ ; and

(0, = (o>,' + a>^)\ . sin 0,

and 0), = (tt)j^ + £«;,')* . cos
;
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which being written in equation (2) of Art. 280 give

dfyj/. sin e= (00^^ + Wa*)^;

Now d^yj/ = d^(y'z'z), consequently the axis 0% revolves

round 0% with a uniform angular velocity — describing a

conical surface whose semi-vertical angle is 0. The linear

velocity of « = d^yj/. sin zs^= {w^ + t^)^.

The motion may be mechanically imitated thus

:

With the centres ss and % de-

scribe upon the surface of the

sphere two circles PQ, PR touch-

ing each other at P, and of such

spherical radii % P^ zP that

_ . , -r^ h
sinzP: sinz P:: — : wj

A

::C:Acos0...ATt.281.

Let the former circle be fixed

in space and the latter fixed in the body. Then if ar be made

. h .

to revolve about z' with the angular velocity -- while the

circle PR rolls upon PQ the motion of the body will be truly

represented.

We may remark that the pole of instantaneous rotation is

in the arc zz. For, let / be the pole. Then

cos ION'S cos lOo! cos NOo! + coslOycosNOy + coslOz cosNOz

= — . cos d) + -2 . cos (90° + 0) +-'. cos 90"
to ' O)

• «

aii cos — (0, sin (j}

dtO

It)

Art. 280, (1)

16—2
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= 0, because is constant

;

.-. ION=90\

that is, / is in the great circle passing through z and z\

It was proved in Art. 280, that cos z'l = -—
,

hit)

and in Art. 276, that cos zl =—

;

consequently zl will be less or greater than z I according as

iih . ^— IS > or < -—

,

to hw

or h'tt)^ > or < k\

or {A^w{ + B^co^ + C~(t}i) (03- > or < (A(o{ + JSw/ + CwiY,

C , foyV

286. Prob. To determine the motion when the body is

acted on by no forces, and A, B, C are all unequal, and the

axis of instantaneous rotation nearly coincides with one of

the principal axes of the body.

Let the principal axis with which the axis of instantaneous

rotation nearly coincides be that of z. Consequently ^ the

cosine of their inclination is nearly equal to unity

;

- > - [zi
nr ^> -^ < i, v.rv .mollor — IS very small

:

hence w, and ojo are very small ; we shall therefore neglect their

product and second powers. By this hypothesis the equations

of Art. 279 are reduced to

= CdiW3 nearly, (1),

= i?d,a>2 + {A - C)w,u)i (2),

O^'AdiWi + (C- jB) 0)30) (3).
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The first shews that tos is very nearly constant ; and there-

fore 6 or %«' is nearly constant (Art. 283), for cos 6 = —— .

Also because A" = A^wi' + B^(o% + C^w.^; therefore h = CwjVery

nearly, so that cos 0=1 very nearly, and 9 is very small.

Hence the principal axis Oz nearly coincides with Oz' and

maintains nearly a constant inclination to it.

Eliminating (02, by differentiation, from the equations

(2) (3), we find

rf/ftj, + w^w, = 0,

writing w' for
I ^ ~ M (~7 ~ ^3^ ^^^ brevity

;

.'. wj = JTcos (nt + e)

;

.'. d^wi = — nK . sin (nt + e).

Substituting this in equation (3), we obtain

AnK . ,

Now from Art. 283 we have

Awx
^ tan

;

(C - B) w,
.*. tan (b = ~ ^

. cot (nt + e)^ En

Ag:ain from Art. 280 we haveo

di(p = 0)3 + d^yj/ . cos G

= 0)3 + dfyj/ nearly

;

.*. \|/ = — w^t + c

which completes the determination of the motion.
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287- Remark. When C - A and C - B have the same

sign, the above expressions are all possible; that is, when Oz
is the axis of greatest or least moment of inertia, the body

will go on perpetually revolving about an axis nearly coin-

ciding with it. If Oz should happen to be the axis of mean

moment of inertia C — A and C — B have different signs and

the equation for w^ is of the form

d^toi — n^wi = 0,

the integral of which involving exponential quantities of the

forms e"* and e~"*, w^ and w^ will perpetually increase with

the increase of #, and consequently though the body were

originally made to revolve about an axis nearly coinciding

with the mean axis, the axis of rotation would recede con-

tinually farther from it, and the above investigation would

cease to be applicable.

288. If at the commencement of the motion, the body

revolve about a principal axis, wj = and w, = when ^ = ;

which can only be satisfied by making K = 0, in which case

&>! = and ft)2 = always : which shews that the body will

revolve perpetually about that axis. On this account the

principal axes of inertia are sometimes called natural axes of
rotation.

Conversely if ever (o^ — and Wg = at the same instant,

the body must of necessity be revolving about a principal

axis of inertia : and therefore it always revolved about a prin-

cipal axis. Wherefore unless a body revolved about a prin-

cipal axis of inertia at the commencement of the motion it

never will revolve about one.

289. That the axis of instantaneous rotation may be

a fixed line in the body, it is necessary that Wi, a>2> 0)3 be all

constant, in which case

d^Wi = 0, dftDf = 0, dfWz = ;

.'. = (B - A) WjWj, = (^ - C) WiWj, = (C - B) (Ujjft),,

to satisfy which it is necessary to suppose two of the three

quantities wn to^t (0% evanescent, in which case the body will
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revolve about a principal axis. Hence none but a principal

axis of inertia can be a perpetual axis of rotation.

290. Dkf. On account of the property proved in Art. 287,

when the rotation takes place about either of the principal axes

of greatest and least moment of inertia it is said to be stable ;

and when it taices place about the mean axis it is said to

be unstable.

291. We have proved that

Aw^ + Bw^ + Cwi = h^,

and JV + ^'< + ^^3' = h\

Eliminating w^ we find

A{C- J)w,' + B {C-B) w^=CW - h\

Hence if 0% be an axis of stable rotation, Wj and o)^

cannot increase beyond the limits

'Ck^^hS h Ck^'-h^ilCk'^h'\ -5 , fCk'-h'\

respectively: and as one of them increases the other de-

creases. Also if they are small at first CAs* - h^ is small,

and therefore they are always small.

292. Peob. To determine the motion generally when
the body is acted on by no forces.

Fixed in the body describe an ellipsoid, the semi-axes OA,
OBf OC of which coincide with the

principal axes of the body ; and sup-

pose its equation to be

Aa;''+By' + Cii^ = iy'.

At the time^ let the axis of in-

stantaneous rotation meet the surface

of this ellipsoid in the point /; and

let OM = z, MN ^w, NI = y he the

co-ordinates of /.

Then ~ = co&IOM= -^ Art. 276.
tfl to
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'. « = — . 01.

Similarly y c= — . 0/,

and a? = — . 0/

;

CO

(0

««Ar. -K- Art. 278;

k

Let now G^EF be a plane touching the ellipsoid in /;

and from draw OE perpendicular to this tangent plane.

Then by Analytical Geometry

1 _ 0?- / »2

~V CO j
•!)**"

V CO j 'D^'^l CO j '/)*

^'co,' + ^co/ + C^COs^

A*
.... Art. 281;

.-. OE
&2>

Consequently OE is constant during the whole motion

of the body.

Again, by Analytical Geometry, the cosines of the angles

at which OE the perpendicular to the tangent plane is inclined

to the axes of x, y, ar, are

x.OE y.OE ss.OE

{OA)* ' JpWf' {ocy '
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which are respectively equal to

Aitii Sa>2 Ca>z

T' T' "F'
which compared with the former part of Art. 282, shew

that 0£ is the line which was there proved to be ^xed in

space, consequently the tangent plane GEF is fixed in space,

and as it touches the ellipsoid in the point /, such that 01
is the axis of instantaneous rotation, it appears that as the

body moves, the ellipsoid rolls upon this fixed plane, in such

a manner that the angular velocity of the body about OE is

constant (latter part of Art. 282) and equal to — . (See Camh.
h

Prob. 1836).



CHAPTER X.

PROBLEMS.

1. A PARTICLE of matter placed at A is attracted towards

the point S by a force which varies as its distance therefrom

;

it is also attracted by a constant force acting in parallel lines

at right angles to AS. To determine the form of the path

which the particle will describe.

Let fi be the absolute force residing in S; then if the

particle, whose mass denote by m, is at P at

the time t from leaving A, it is urged to-

wards S' by an accelerating force = fx . SP,
and in a direction parallel to J y by a con-

stant accelerating force, which denote by /.

Let AP be the path of m. x = AM, y = MP,
a = AS. The force /i . SP is equivalent

to

+ II . SP cos ASP =+ fi (a— w) in the direction Ax,

and - fi . SP sin ASP = — /my in the direction Ay.

Consequently, the equations of motion are

dt^x = fji(a — a?),

Multiply these equations by Sdf^a?, Sld^y respectively, and

integrate

;

.. {d^xf = fi(2ax - or') + C,

and idiyy^2fy-,iy' + C'.

At the point A, a '=0, y = 0, dja? 0, djy «= (for the

body moves from rest), therefore C « and C' = ; hence

substituting these values of C and C, and dividing one equa-

tion by tile other, and extracting the square root
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das dtps \2ax — x^J

dy dm

cons

.'. vers-^ f^J = vers"^ [ -] + C.

But at A, x = and y = 0, therefore C = 0,

•equently, vers~^
("T")

= vers"^ (~) »

f a

and y = — .a?.

Hence the path is a straight line commencing at A, and

being inclined to the axis of x at an angle equal to tan"'
( }

'

2. A particle of matter is projected from a given pointy

with a given velocity^ in a given direction, and is acted on

by a force which varies as the distance, the centre of force

also moving uniformly with a given velocity in a direction at

right angles to the line of projection. Tofind the path of the

particle.

Let O the point of projection be the origin of co-ordi-

nates; Oy the direction of projec- „

tion ; Ox the line in which the centre

of force S moves ; OM = <r, MP = y
the co-ordinates of the particle at the

time t, at which time the centre of

force is at S : let A be the position

of S when the body was projected.

a = OA : u = the velocity of projection, u = velocity of «y,
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II — the absolute force. Then P is urged towards S with

a force equal to fx . SP, which is equivalent to

fi . SP cos PSM = ^.MS '^ ft . (a + u t - w),

and - ^i . SP sin PSM = - fi . PM = - /my,

in the directions Ox^ Oy respectively

;

.'. d^^ a; = fi(a + u t - a) (l),

and dfij = - ^y (2).

Now, since d^(a + u't — a?) s= m' — d^x\

.'. d*{a + u't - a?) = - d^x,

and equation (l) may be written thus,

di{a + ut-x) = - iui{a + u't — w)»

This equation is of the same form as (2) and may be

integrated by the same method. The student will find little

difficulty in proving that

x== a + ut -pr sin (t\/}i) - a cos (^v/a*)»

u /—
and y = —7= sm (^v /x).

V A*

3. Two weights whose masses are m and m' are *«*-

pended from a fixed point by an elastic string ; when they

are in a state of equilibrium m' suddenly falls off. Deter-

mine the time of one oscillation of tn.

Let A be the point from which they were suspended ; *^

P the position of m at any time t from the commence- i

raent of its motion, *

a = the natural (or unstretched) length of the string,

X = JP its length at the time t,

T B its tension at the same time,

e = the constant wliich measures the elasticity, which is

such that
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x= (l +c7^a;

ac — a

ae

T
This tension is equivalent to an accelerating force —

m
urging the body upwards ; m is also acted on by {g) the force

of gravity downwards

;

d^w

d,Kv +
1

T
m

' .w

X — a

* mae

1

= ^ +—

•

mae me

This is an equation of vibratory motion (Art. 152).

The oscillations are therefore isochronous and the time

of one oscillation is equal to

4. A 'particle P is fastened to one end of a very jine

inextensible string PQ (supposed imponderable) ^ and laid upon
a perfectly smooth horizontal table y Ox : the other end Q is

drawn uniformly along the right line Ox. To determine the

motiofi of P.

Let m. = the mass of the particle, *

.1? = OAf, y = MP the co-ordinates

of P at the time /,

u = velocity of Q along O.r,

a = PQ, e = OQP,

T = tlie tension of the string.

Then supposing Q to start from O, OQ => ut, and

X >= ut -a cos 0, y = a sin 9.

There is no force upon P besides the tension T, which

T .

is equivalent to an accelerating force — in the direction
m

PQ. Consequently the equations of P's motion are

M
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T
d?a! «= + - cos 0,m

T
d^y = sin 6.m

But because w = ut — acosO;

.*. d*x^a sin Od^^d + a cos ((fj0)«.

Similarly d/y = o cos d^-a - a sin {dtQ)\

By eliminating y from the equations of motion we obtain

«= sin d^x + cos Q d'y

e= ad^^O, by substitution ;

.'. d^d = constant.

It appears therefore that as Q moves uniformly along Oa,

P revolves uniformly about Q ; hence the locus of P is a

trochoid or cycloid, the nature of which is, that the centre

(Q) of its generating circle moves uniformly along a right

line (Oa?) while the generating point (P) revolves uniformly

about the centre.

If we wish to determine the values of .v and y in terms

of t we may proceed thus. Since d^O is constant, represent

it by wi

.*. 6 = o)t + C,h^ integration.

Now when Q is at O, suppose that P is in the line

IT TV

Oy ; then = - when < = 0, therefore C «= -

;

2

.'. a = ut -V a sin wt and y - a coswt.

We have yet to find the value of w. By differentiation

we obtain

d^of = u + ao) cos wt.

But d^w = when f = 0, and therefore = u + aw

;
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consequently co = - u
a

X
ut

tti — a sin —

,

a

ut
and « = o cos — .^ a

5. A very small ring being placed upon a smooth straight

rod, the rod is made to revolve uniformly (about one end) in a

horizontal plane. To determine the motion of the ring.

Let Ox and B be the positions of the rod and ring at the

commencement of the motion ; OA
and P their positions at t. Put

r = OP, a = OB, m = the angular

velocity of the rod. The ring P
is acted on only by R the pres-

sure of the rod against it in the

direction PR at right angles to
— —

.

OA : this may be avoided by estimating the forces in the

direction of the rod. By Art. 93, as there is no impressed

force on the ring in the direction of the rod, we have

dtV-tt»V = 0, (1),

which may be written,

dt(dtr — wr) + a>(djr - wr) = 0.

Multiply this by e"' and integrate, then

e*"{dir-wr) = C (2).

Now as equation (l) is not altered by writing — w for a»,

we may obtain another integral by writing — w for oj in equa-

tion (2) ;

.-. c— * (dtr + wr) « C.

These integrals are to be corrected by making r ^ a and

d,r = 0, when ^ = ; and

.'. C =i — (oa, and C = wa

;

consequently d,r — wr = — wae"^,

and dir + wr= wae"*;
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and therefore by subtraction, and dividing by 2a),

2

6. The rod in last problem being supposed to move in

a vertical plane yOx, to determine the motion.

The equation of motion is (by Art. 93)

d^r — (o-r = —g&mwt',

and .-. r = - (e"' + e""') - —,(e"' - e—' - 2 sin wf)-

7- -4 particle descends along the convex side of a smooth

parabolic arc, the axis of which is vertical^ having been pro-

jected horizontally at the vertex with a given velocity. To
find the pressure on the curve.

Let Ax be the vertical axis of the parabola; P the

position of the particle at any time t. a

X = AM, y = MP, 4!a = the latus rectum of

the parabola : m = the mass of the particle, ^

u = the given horizontal velocity at A. Then

y^ = 'iax.

In general, (vel.)* = 2f(Xdx + Ydy)

= 2f{gdx)f in this case ;

XI

= 2gx + C.

Now at A, (vel.) = m, .r = 0, and therefore C = u^

;

.-. (vel.)- = 2gx + u^.

The radius of curvature at P
P(P _^ (a +jOi

'^ ^ay "" y/'a

Consequently, the diminution of pressure due to centri-

fugal force

m . (vel.)* m (2gx + u')\/a

rad. curv. 2 * (a + x)i

But the pressure due to the impressed force of gravity

G
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= mg . cos PGA = mg
\a + x)

tan PGA
•J

MG " 2a U/

Consequently, the whole pressure at P, (Art. 147)

•i «» (Sg'a? + «') va(a yj «t

a + a?j " 2
*

wi (2o^-w*)\/'a

(a + d?)i

2 * (o + a?)*

Remark. If the velocity of projection be such that

i^ = ^agy there will be no pressure on any part of the

curve.

8. A particle attracted to two centres offorce varying

inversely as the square of the distance, will oscillate in the

arc of an hyperbola of which they are the fod^ supposing

it to have been originally at rest in such a position as to

he attracted equally by each.

Let Si H be the foci of the hyperbola AP ; P the place

of the body at any time

;

PG a normal, and PZ a

tangent at P; SY, HZ
perpendiculars upon PZ.

r^SP, r ^HP% R,

R' the original values of

SP and HP% then if ,i,

fx be the absolute forces

at S and H respectively,

^m by the question.

Let a, 6 be the semiaxes of the hyperbola, and e its

eccentricity : m = the mass of the particle, v = its velocity

at P, 8 = the arc described from the position of rest.

Suppose the particle to move on the convex side of the

17
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smooth curve PA, and let us find the pressure upon the

curve upon this supposition.

To find the velocity v.

From Art. 147, v^ = 2f(Xdx + Ydy).

But it appears from Art. 144, that the value oi f{Xdx +
Ydy) is the same as if the particle had fallen freely through

the space R — r directly towards S, and the space R' - r

directly towards H
-,

The former integral is to be taken between the limits

r = R, and r = r ; and the latter between r = R' and / = r'

;

The radius of curvature at P

_ {e'x' - a-)% _ (r/)i

ab ah

Consequently, the diminution of pressure due to centri-

fugal force

(vel)"
m

rad. curv. (r/)* '

l U r)
^ '^

\r' R'J ]
'

Also the pressure due to the forces at S and H
~f^. ,in SPY-^. sin HPZ

I -—-. h i-A j^ * (~ ) ••• ^y Conic SecHonSf

mb ffir yuV\
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Consequently, the whole pressure upon the curve

259

mb (
,

2a , 2a]
,

_ mhRIt
fjj^ _

ji!\ _

Since there is no pressure on the curve, the curve might

be removed without affecting the motion ; and, therefore, the

body will oscillate in the hyperbolic arc as stated in the

question.

9. A particle oscillates in the whole cycloid CAc; shew

that the point F, which is the intersection of the string

EP with the base Cc, moves uniformly from C to c.

Let a? = AM, y = MP, s = AP, 2a = AB. Then the

equation of the normal PE is a s n

But at the point F, a/ = AB = 2 a,

and y=BF;
^ _ 2 O - cT

.-. BF^y-—
d,y

Now, y = \/2aa!- as^ + a vers"* —

;

^ a

.'. d^y- [-f-H^J , by differentiation;

17—2

yV
V

]
"Vw^^,^^

*i^^
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•'.BF = y - \/2a.v -.V*

= a vers ^ -

;

a

and .' . CF = BC-BF

= a IT - a vers"' -

.

a

Consequently, theJ velocity of the point F.

= d, {CF)

adtX

adfWdiS

\/9.ax — a^

But(d,*)2=l + {d,yy =— ,

and - rfjS = vel. of P

« \/2g(JB - AM) Art. 69.

= 'v/25'(2o - a?).

Hence the velocity of the point F

_ a ( •'^\-
,~

\/2a.r -x''\2a)' y/2g{2a-x)

= \/ag, which is constant.

10. Two equal bodies zchich attract each other with

forces varying as the square of their distance inversely., are

constrained to move in two straight lines at right angles

to one another ; shew that they will arrive together at the

point of intersection of the lines. And having given their

distance at the beginning of the motiont Jind the time to

the point of intersection.
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Let OA, OB be the lines ; A, B the places of the

particles (whose masses are m, «*') at the b.

beginning of the motion ; P, Q their places

after the time t. x ^ OP, y = OQ, r = PQ, **:

a = AB, a = BAO. Then (Art. 29) the mu- o|

tual attraction of m and rn is equivalent to v a

an equal pressure applied to them in opposite directions ; i. e.

to P in the direction PQ, and to Q in the direction QP.

Since each particle of m attracts each particle of m\ the pro-

duct mm will denote this pressure when m and m' are at the

unit of distance from each other, and then by the question,

the mutual pressure at the time /, when their distance is PQ,

mm' mm'

PCt r" '

This is equivalent to an accelerating force on m in the direc-

tion PQ, equal to -7. (Art. 23). Which being resolved gives

— COS QPO = -^ .- in the direction PO. There being no
r T" r

other force upon m in this direction, the equation for m's

motion is

Similarly, the equation for »w"s motion is

Multiply the former by y and the latter by x, and subtract

(observing that m = m') ;

.*. xdiy — ydj'o? = ;

.*. xdty - ydix = C, by integration.

But at the beginning of the motion diX = 0, rf,f/ = 0, and

therefore C = 0;

.*. iTrfjy - ydix = 0.
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Dividing this equation by c^ and integrating, we obtain

<r

Consequently when a? = 0, j/ «= o, so that the particles

arrive at O together.

y
Again, since — = tan Q,FO is constant, QP is parallel to

00

BA, and QPO = o;

.*. *a; = r cos a, y = r sin a.

By which the equations of motion are reducible to

dir=--.

This equation must be integrated from r = a to r = 0.

Multiply by 2dtr and integrate ;

.-. (diry = 2m(- + c\ .

But when r = a, d^r = 0, and therefore C =
;

a

- /— /I l\^

\r a)

The rest of the operation is the same as in Art. 88, in

which IX stands for m. Hence, the time required is

o*7r

S-v/sm

11. Two particles, subject to no external influence,

attract each other with a force which varies inversely as

the square of their distance, and are projected in any

directions: shew how to determine tlieir motions.

It has been shewn in Art. 184 that the mutual attraction

of bodies has no effect upon the motion of their common
centre of gravity, which will therefore move uniformly in

a straight line. The ix)sition of this line, and the velocity
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of the centre of gravity in it, may be found by Art. 50 from

the known velocities and directions of projection. In Art. 19S

it has been proved that the motion relative to the centre of

gravity is the same as if the centre of gravity were a fixed

point. Hence we must apply to each body a velocity equal

and opposite to that of the common centre of gravity, which

will reduce this point to rest. Let now w, m be the masses

of the particles; r, r' their respective distances from the

centre of gravity at any time t; mm the pressure at the unit

of distance from each other. Then the accelerating force by

which m is urged towards the centre of gravity is

which = r . „ ., , because mr = m'r.
ir + r'y' {m + myr"'

Hence m is urged towards that point by a force which

varies inversely as the square of its distance therefrom. Its

orbit will therefore be a Conic Section, the focus of which is in

the centre of gravity of the system. The same may be said

of m'. The exact magnitudes and positions of these orbits

may be found as in Art. 126, observing that, since we are

seeking orbits relative to the centre of gravity, we must use

the relative velocities of the bodies with respect to that point

instead of the absolute velocities in those articles. We may
remark that the orbits described about the centre of gravity

are necessarily similar, because r has a constant ratio to r'.

And by the nature of the case the periodic times are equal.

12. A straight rod moves on a smooth horizontal plane^

subject to the condition of always passing through a Jixed

ring; determine its position.

Let AB be the original position of the rod, CD its

position and G its centre of gravity

after the time t, O the fixed point,

w^OM, y^MG, r=OG, e = AOC.

M = the mass of the rod, Mk' = its

moment of inertia about G.

The only force which acts upon
the rod is the reaction {R) of the point O, which must take
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place in the direction OR at right angles to CD, the rod being

supposed smooth.

To determine the motion of the point G we may sup-

pose the whole mass collected at G and there acted upon

by the force if, (Art. 19G) consequently the equations of

motion for G are

RcosROA R V
' M M r ^ ^'

R sin ROA R a;

^''^= W—'-M-r (')•

Again, to determine the angular motion about G, we may
suppose G fixed, the force R still acting at to turn the

body round (Art. 197);

••• ^'^ =^ Art. 252 (3).

Multiply (1) by y and (2) by a? and subtract;

.-. ydi\v - xdcy = —
= k^d^'^e, from (3).

Integrating tliis equation

ydiX - .vdty = k-d^O + const.

or -r-d^O = k"d,9 + const.

.'. (k' + r')d,e= C (4).

Again, multiply (l) by 2rf,af, (2) by 2(/,y, (3) by 2A'rf,d,

and add, observing that

ydf.v — wd^y + r^d^O = 0,

because .r = rcos 9 and y = r sin ;

by this means we obtain

2d,a!df'a: + Sd^ydt^y + Zk'^di9d-9 = 0,
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and integrating this,

{d,a;y + {d.yf + A;' {d,9y = C (5),

or (d,ry + r» {dfif + k' (t/,0)' = C.

From this and (4) we find

By the integration of this equation the relation between

r and t will be known.

The pressure may be found from the equations (3) and

(4); for

The negative sign shews that R acts in a direction con-

trary to that which we have supposed in the figure.

Remark. The preceding, which is somewhat tedious, is

the method of solving the question, (so far as is possible in finite

terms) from the equatio7is of motion. The student will observe

however that equations (4) and (5), which are the limits to

which we have been able to advance in the solution, are dedu-

cible at once from the two principles of the Conservation of
Areas, and the Conservation of Vis Viva,

For, since the only force acting on the system is the force

R which passes through ihejiived point O, the Conservation of

Areas holds good. (Art. 191, 3).

Now if the particles of the rod be mp »»,, mj,... and their

distances from O be r/, r/, rj',... then, since

r.l^d^9 B x^dty^ - y^dtW^,

&c, = &c.
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m^r'^dtO + m^rl^B + m-ir^^d^e +...=« A Art. 185.

or 2 (mr') . d^O = h.

But 2 (mr^) = the moment of inertia about O.

= Mlc' + Mr" Art. 224;

which is equivalent to equation (4).

Again, since the only force acting upon the system is the

reaction i2 of a fixed point, the principle of Vis Viva applies.

(Art. 203). And by Art. 213 the Vis Viva is constant. Now
the Vis Viva, by Arts. 211 and 212,

= M {{d,a:f + (d^yf} + M1^ {dfif ;

.-. {d^dof + (djj/) + Tc^ (d^By = constant,

which is equation (5).

13. P and Q are two particles connected by an inflexible

line PQ ; Q moves along a straight groove, and PQ on a

smooth horizontal plane. Having given the initial position

of the rod and the quantity of motion communicated to Q,

find the angular velocity of the rod when it coincides with the

groove.

Let m, Tfi be the masses of P and Q,

MV the momentum or blow communicated

to Q, which to be eflTective must be in the

direction of the groove Ox.
" M

o = PQ, - PQ.O, X = OQ, X =OM,y = MP, T = ten-

sion of the rod. The tension produces an accelerating force

T . . T
—;

, in the direction QP, upon Q ; which gives ^ cos d in
m m
the direction Ox. This being the only force ujxjn Q in that

direction, we have for Q's motion the equation

T
djw' -B ; cos Q.m

T
The only force upon P is the accelerating force — in the

i\ —

*
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direction PQ, and therefore the equations of motion for P
are

T
d/a?= —cos 9,m

T
d^y = sin 0.m

These are the only equations of motion which are neces-

sary ; there are besides them the geometrical equations of the

system, viz.

:

x' = x + a cos 6 and y = a sin 6.

Instead however of proceeding further in the solution of the

question by the equations of motion, it will perhaps be a more

useful example if we employ the general Dynamical principles.

Since there is no force upon the system in the direction

Ox, the principle of the conservation of the motion of the

centre of gravity holds good in that direction

;

.. (m + m) dtx = MV ;

.*. mdtX + mdix' = MV (1),

because (m + m) x = mx + nix'.

And since the system is acted on by no force besides

the reaction of the groove at Q, the Vis Viva is constant.

(Art. 213) ;

.-. m'(dtxy + m {(dtxy + (d/J/)^} = constant (2).

Now MV = mdiX + mdi(x + acosG) from (l) ;

MV + ma sin OdtG
.-. dtX = —

,m + m
diy = a cos 9 . di9,

and dtx' = dtX — a sin 9 .dt9

MV — ma sin 9dt9

m + m'

By substituting these values in equation (2) we obtain

M^V^ + ma" (m' + m cos' 9) {dfif = C.
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To find the value of this constant we must consider the

initial state of the motion.

Now since the blow is communicated to Q, we may in

finding the angular velocity, consider P fixed for an instant,

and the system otherwise free. On this supposition, the

moment of the blow about P is MV . a sin a, a being the value

of when the system is struck ; and the moment of inertia of

the system about P is m'aS therefore (Art. 253) the initial

angular velocity

MV.a&ma MVsina
m'a^ m'a

Hence at the beginning of the motion

APV^ + ma^ (jn + m cos'a)

M'jrsm^a

.'. ma^ (m + m cos*0) {diOy = ma'{ni + m cos'a) •

Jl/Fsin a [m + m cos'^aN i

JITF'sin^a

tn^a^

dS=-
/m + m cos'aN i

\m + m co8^0/ma \m + m cos'dj

When the rod coincides with the groove cos'0 = 1, and

consequently the angular velocity required

3fF sin a '»»' -• *" ^"s'* n\ i

ma
(m'+m cos'aVi

14. Two weights P, Q are connected by a string (with-

out weight) passing over a pully ; P descending draws Q
along a smooth horizontal plane. To determine the pressure

of Q upon the plane.

Let fn, m' be the masses of P and Q,

a = the length of the string,

h = AB, e = QBA, '«

^ = nP, y = AQ,

R = the pressure of Q upon the plane.

Then since there are no forces upon the system except

gravity which acts upon /*, and the tension of the string and

reaction at Q, the equation of Vis Viva holds good.
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Now 2 (mt>*) = m (d^a?)* + m (d^y)-,

and 22 [m f{Xdx + Ydy + Zdz)] = 2 {{mgdx)

= 2mgx + C

;

.. m (d^xy + m {dtyY = Qmgx + C.

But at the beginning of the motion P is at 5, and therefore

.r = 0, diX = 0, d,i/ = 0, and C = ;

.-. m {d^xf + in {diyY = 2m^a? (l).

But from the nature of the machine

This being substituted in equation (l) gives

w,y=££(4^^^ii±£) (.).
in y-— + ^

Now since Q has no vertical motion, the forces which

act upon it in a vertical direction are such as exactly coun-

teract each other. Hence resolving the tension we have

= tng -R- Tcos BQR ;

.-. R = mg- Tcos BQR.

To find T we must form the equation of motion for Qy

which is

T sin QB

A

d'y = -/—

;

m
.'. R = mg + m'd^y . cot BQR

= »»^ + .d^y.

Differentiating equation (2) with regard to t, we obtain

the value of d/y, which substituted in the last equation, the

result expressed in terms of is

, ,
COS0 (m . , . o/» 2a , A

R = mg-mg. — + sm'0-2cos*0+ -— cos^^l.
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15. A uniform slender rod acted upon by gravity g
is placed between two planes (one horizontal and the other

vertical) having at their common intersection an attractive

force cc {dist.)~^ which at the centre of gravity of the rod

always = ^ g. If the rod be originally placed in any given

position, determine the angular motion.

Let JB be the position of the rod at the time t from

the beginning of the motion;

a = AG=BG=0G;9 = OAB, M = the mass of the rod,

and m = the mass of a small element

at P, iT, y the co-ordinates of P,

OP = r. Then since there is no

friction the equation of Vis Viva

applies

;

+ Ydy + Zdz)}.

But by Art. 211,

V (m«') = 2 [m{{dixy + (rf,y)'}] + 2 (m . GP^ . {d,&)\

By the geometrical property of the system

^ a> a cos 9, and y = a sin Q.

And 2 (» . GP^) — moment of inertia of GA and GB about^G

M a" M a^
= —.- + —.- Art. 222,

2 3 2 3

a

2 (mv') = 2 }7n«' (d^e)'] +M-. (d,0)«
•J

~-Ma'id,9f.

Again, the attractive force of O upon P

'2'~0P'"'^^
the question.
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Which is equivalent to

and - - .
-—— .

—— parallel to O'U ;

<i OP" OP ^ ^'

and F=-^-^.^-^;

.-. »» (-STdcP + Ff^y + Z<Z») = - -^ ^ +2dy|

meia^rdr , 1

.-. mSiXdx + Fdy + Zd;?) = C -—| - - + 2J

.-. Z'l{m!{Xdat + Ydy + Zd%)} :=C'-2g^(my)

Now 2 (my) = Sm.y = il/a sin ^ ; and to find the value

of 2 I— I we must proceed as follows. Let fall OK per-

pendicular to il5; then OJr= 2acos0sin0, and

KP'^ir' -4>a'' cos« sin* 0)^

;

.*. an element of the rod at P = 5. JTP,

, . ,, S.KP
and Its mass «M , ;

2a
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\rj 2rt \ r J

2a* (r''-4a«cos'0sin'0)i

M /
—-

= — . log,(r + vr' - 4 a-* cos' sin* Q) + C.

If this integral be taken from r = OA", to r = OA^ it will

give us the value of 2 I
—

|
for the part KA of the rod

M . 1 + cos

"20* °^'~sin^'

M. 9
= — log, cot - .

2a °' 2

The value of 2 I — ) for the part KB may be deduced

from this by using the angle OBA instead of OABy that is,

by writing 6 for 6; and therefore it is

^fm\ M
^ { e (IT e\\

•••^(7)=2-^-M^'''i-^°Hi-i)r

.-. ^Ma\dSf = C' - 2gMa sin 9

+ 4Mga log, jcot - cot
(^

-
-)

I

.

At the beginning of the motion d^9 = 0, and 9 = a;

.'. — C - 2gMa sin a + \Mga log,<cot-cot f

1 |;



^a{dtey = 2^ (sin a - sin 9)+ 4^ log.
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(H)tan - tan
o

tan - tan
2

From which the angular velocity is known when the rod is in

any given position.

16. Tioo weights connected by a Jlexihle string without

tceight^ hang over a fixed pully^ which is sufficiently rough to

prevent the string sliding. To determine the motion.

Let w, m', M be the masses of the weiglits and pully,

the former descending. Ml^ the moment of inertia

of the pully about its axis. The equation of Vis ^^ ^
Viva applies, because the friction between the string j\
and pully is rolling friction.

.T = Anii X = Am\ a= length of the string, 1

b = radius of the pully, Q = tiie angle through *

which the pully has turned while m descends from

A to its present position ;

.•. x = bd, and a? = o - a?'

;

and .'. d^x = bdiOi and diX^s—d^x'.

Now, 2(ww-) = m{dixf + m (dix'f + Mk-{di6)' ...Art. 203,

f ^\- \m + m' + M—\ (dix)'.

And 2 \m{Xdx + Ydy + Zdz)] = mgdx + m'gdx'

= (in — m')gdx;

.'. 2 {mf(Xdx + Ydy + Zdz)] = (w - 7n)g(x + C)

;

(k\
m + m'+M j (dtx)- = 2(m - m)g(x + C).

But when the motion begins .r = 0, diX = 0; and .*.

C = 0;

im + in + -W^T-J (diX)' « 2(m - m)gx....{l).

18
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The student will find no difficulty in completing the solu-

tion.

If the tensions of the two parts of the string on opposite

sides of the pully should be required, we must employ the

equations of motion. Thus let T be the tension of ^m and

T* the tension of the other part. Then the equations of

motion for m and m are

T
,

T
d^x = g- , and d^x =g ;

;

m m
.*. T = mg — md^Wi

and 1* = m'g - m d^x'

= m'g + mdf^x.

In which we have only to substitute for dl'x its value obtained

by differentiating equation (l).

The pressure on the axis of the pully

= Mg+T + r
= (M + m + m)g - (m - m')d^ai,

17. A cylinder rolls down an inclined plane, the friction

of which is sufficient to prevent sliding ; to determine the

motion.

Let ABC be the inclined plane, a = ABC ; m = mass of

the cylinder, a = its radius, ml<^ = its ^a
/.- . u • .

«'
moment of inertia about its axis = m . —

.

2

a? = AP the space described by the

centre of gravity of the cy-

linder.

6 = the angle through which the cylinder has turned

about its axis since leaving A;

.'. X = aOf and dfX = adtO.

Since the cylinder rolls without sliding, the equation of Vis

Viva holds.
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Now 2 (w?t>«) = m (dtwy + mk^ (dtOy

Also 2 {m {Xdx + Ydy + Zdx) } = mgd (<r sin a) ;

.-. mil +— ](dixy = 2mg(a! sma + C).
\ a /

But at the beginning of the motion djo? = 0, .r = 0, and

.-. C=0;

.-. ( 1 + —
) (dt^y = Sgd? sin a.

The student can complete the solution.

If the magnitude of the friction necessary to prevent

sliding be required, denote it by F and employ the equa-

tions of motion. By the principles of translation and ro-

F
tation, we may suppose — and g sin a to be applied at O the

centre of gravity of the cylinder ; and since O has described

the same space as P by the nature of the system, therefore

for the motion of O we have

F
d^x = g sva a .

m
And for the motion of rotation, supposing a fixed

point, we have

j^
.'. d^x = ^ sin a . d^Q

a

= ^ sin a - — . d^m ;

a

which leads to the same result as before.

18—2
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F = mg sin a — 7nd'.v

mg
k^ sin a

If II be the coefficient of sliding friction, the sliding

friction = /u. . pressure. Now the pressure = mg cos a, con-

sequently the sliding friction = /x . mg cos a. The body will

consequently not wholly roll unless

fjL . mg cos a be > mg .

k'^ sin a

a* + k.<»

or tan a</ii fl + ^j,

< 3/u,

unless this condition be satisfied the body will partly roll and

partly slide.

18. A body, terminated at its lower extremity in a curve

surface, rests on another curve surface in a position of stable

equilibrium, and is slightly disturbed ; to JiJid the time of

titubation.

The time of titubation is the time of making a small

oscillation.

Let the plane of the paper passing through G the centre

t)f gravity of the titubating body be the

plane of titubation ; PC, Pc the sections

of the surfaces made by it: A, B the

centres of curvature of PC, Pc: C, c

points which are in contact when tlie body

is in a position of equilibrium ; draw GM
perpendicular to AC, which is vertical.

9 = the inclination of Be to the ver-

tical or AC produced,

m «= mass of the titubating body,

mA;^ = its moment of inertia about G,

Rr^AC, r = Be, Gc^h, i = AM, y = MG.
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Then R . l CAV = PC = Pc = r . /i PBc.

But e= CAP +PBc;

..PAC =^.
Now x = AB cos BAC - BG cos 9

= {R + r) cos ( —
J

- (r - h) cos 9

= (R + r) {l - ^ . ^J:!^,J - (r - A) (I - je-),

by expanding and neglecting 0', ^,

= R + h+ (- h -.
\R + r J 2

If the greatest value of 9 be a, the value of x at the

Rr

beginning of the titubation

\R + r J 2

Hence the space fallen through by G

Rr
=4(^.-*)(<''-^)-

Now because the body rolls without sliding, the equation

of Vis Viva holds

;

.-. 2'Z{mf{Xdx+kc.)} =mg f-^ -h] (a' -9'). ..An. 203.
\R + r J

But ^{mv-)=m{ {d.xf + {d,y)-} + mhr {dfif,

Rr
and d^x = ( ^ h\ 9df9,

the square of which may be neglected, being of a higher order

than 9^.
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y^JB sin BJC - BG sin 6

'={R+r).-^-ir-.h)e = he;
Jx -t r

.'. d^y = h(l(6 ;

.-. 2 {mv') = mh' (d.ey + mk- {d,9y ;

.-. (A= + k") {dfif = g (-^ - a] W - ^)

;

Tliis being differentiated and divided by 2 (A* + A*) d^^ gives

Rr

,2^ R+r -h

This being of the form pointed out in Art. 152 as the equation

of vibration, we know at once that the time of titubation

TT / h-' + k'' \i

\R + r /

Wherefore the length of a simple pendulum which would

u - r.
. . h-' + k'

osculate in the same time is „ .

Rr
— h

R + r

19- To one end of a string which passes over a rough

Jixed pully is fastened a weighty the other end is wrapped

many times round a heavy cylinder. Determine the motion

when the cylinder and weight are permitted to descend.

Let P, Q be the masses of the weight and cylinder,

M the mass of the fixed pully, 6 = its radius,

a = the radius of the cylinder : T the tension

of BP, T' that of ^Q : w^ BP, x = ^Q, and

0, <b the angles through which the cylinder and G-

pully have revolved, in the time t from the be- ^
ginning of the motion.
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For the motion of P, we have

rf> = ^-p 0).

For the descent of the centre of gravity of the cylinder

dW-g-^ (2).

For its angular motion

<^-^ w-

For the angular motion of the pully

(T-r)b
dt^ =—-p— (*)•

M-
2

These are all the equations of motion; but there are

geometrical conditions to which the variables are subject.

Thus, the velocity of P must be equal to the velocity of

the circumference of the pully ; which property furnishes the

equation

djtF = bdid)'.

also, as the string is imwrapped from the cylinder it is em-

ployed in increasing the lengths of BP and AQ; and therefore

the velocity of the circumference of the cylinder arising from

its angular motion is equal to the sum of the velocities of P
and Qy that is,

adiG = ditV + diW .

This and the preceding equations being differentiated, give

d^x = hd\<p (5),

adjd = d?a? + d^.»' (6).

Substituting in (5) from (1) and (4), we have

T 2{T-T)
^ P~ M *
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and substituting in (6) from (S) (1) and (2), we have

T T

These two equations furnish the values of T and 7'', and

shew that they are constant ; being substituted in equations

(l) (2) (3) (4), we see that the descent of both P and Q is

uniformly accelerated ; as are also the angular motions of the

pully and cylinder. With this help the student will be able

to complete the solution.

20. On a rough horizontal plane revolving vnifonnly

about a vertical axis a rough sphere is placed: determine

its initial motions^ and shew that its path in space will be

a circle.

Let be the point about which the plane revolves;

Oaf, Oy co-ordinate axes fixed in space;

P the place of contact of the ball at the

time t; x^ y its co-ordinates. Suppose the

plane to revolve from at towards y.

F, G the friction parallel to Ox and Oy
respectively.

o) = the angular veloaty of the plane.

a = the radius of the ball, m = its mass,

mAt* = its moment of inertia about a diameter,

r^OP.

For the motion of the centre of gravity of the ball we

have

F G
m tn

To determine the angular motion of the ball, we may

suppose its centre of gravity fixed. If then w,, wa, be its

angular velocities about axes through its centre parallel to

Ox and Oy, the former being estimated in such a direction

as would elevate Oy above the paper, and the latter to elevate

Ox above the paper: then
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G.a

Art. 252 ;

F . a
and di(t)2 = ,

,

k' k^

a a

.: diX = — (o) + C), d^y t= — (cy, + C').
a a

Now tlie linear velocity of the centre of gravity of the

ball due to the rotation of the ball is

— awg parallel to Oar,

-awi Oy,

and the linear velocity of the centre of gravity due to the

rotation of the plane, is

-toy parallel to 0.r,

wo? Oy;

.'. d^x = — toy — a, w-ij

and d^y = toci? — «&>!,

or, by eliminating wi and coc,

(adiX(adix
d^ac = - euy - a I

—

—

C

. (adty A
a,y = (o.r - a I ~ ^

J

'

.'. (l + —,]
diX = aC - wy,

and ( 1 + —\ diy = aC' + o}>v
'y

eliminating ^, we have

aC + u)X
d,y = -^— ;aC-wy
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.•.2aCy-ctfy* = 2aC'» + (o.r» + C,

2 2oC 2oC C"
or ar + y + X y ^ =0,

w to iO

which is the equation of a circle.

We have to determine the values of the constants C,

Cy C" ; to do this we must consider the initial circum-

stances of the motion. Let the axis of x be in such a

position as to pass tlirough the point where the ball was

first laid upon the plane ; and let the distance of this point

from be 6 ; at that moment diX = 0, wa = 0, and therefore

C = 0. To find C Ave must consider that the roughness

of the plane is such as to admit of no sliding, and conse-

quently the instant the ball touches the plane, it is put into

such a state of motion as enables the combined motions of

rotation and translation to keep pace with the plane. Con-

sequently, the initial friction of the plane strikes the ball

a blow parallel to the axis of y. Let this blow be / ; this

being applied to the centre of gravity, gives a velocity

parallel to the axis of « = — (Art. 34) ; and an angular
m

velocity about an axis through the centre parallel to Ox

_ la

mk.2
(Art, 253).

u!nce, as before

/
I

'<''

m "'' - mk'

I Oil)

m

, , . lo> wah
.'. angular velocity = —- «

;,

.

mic a* + ^
This is the first value of o),, and the first value of d^y

. /
IS —

;
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HT f wab A ;

0;

to

But when y = 0, a? = 6 ; •'. C" = — wft*

;

.-. a^ + ^ = b\

which is the equation of a circle whose centre is O.

The initial motions are known from what has been done

above; for the instant the sphere touches the plane, the plane

communicates to its centre of gravity a velocity, parallel to Oy,

equal to

/ whk^

and gives it an angular velocity equal to

la wab
or

mfc" a^ + Jt''

about an axis parallel to Oai.

21. J rough body is placed with its ^at surface upon

a rough boards and this lies upon a smooth horizontal

plane. The board is projected along the plane with a

given velocity. Determine the motion of the body and

board.

For simplicity, we shall suppose the vertical plane which

passes through the centres of gravity of the body and board

to be parallel to the line of projection.

Let OA be the intersection of this vertical plane with

the horizontal plane. It will simplify our equations without

diminishing the generality of our investigation, if we: suppose

G, G' the centres of gravity of the board and the body to

have been at the moment of projection in the same vertical

line; let this line meet the plane in O.
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.r = OGy .r' = 0G\ u = velocity of projection,

m = mass of the plane, m = mass of the body,

y. = coefficient of sliding friction between the body and

board.

Then the friction = umg, which retards the board and

accelerates the body. The retarding force upon the board

. fitn'g , . , , . ,

IS which being constant, we have
m

ic^ut--~t'^ Art. 62;
2m

and .*. (iiW = u /.

m
The accelerating force upon the body is fig, which being

also constant, we have

a: ^~^-.t- Art. 59;
2

and .-. di,v = ^igt.

The sliding friction acts as long as the board moves faster

than the body, and ceases the instant these are equal : the

time when this happens will therefore be found from the

equation d,.r = <Z,a?', or

m

mu
fxg{m + m)

'

. . . , mu
At this moment a,.r = ngt = —,

.

m + ni

Witii this velocity the board and body will go on toge-

ther for ever : the space described before the system attains

this state

2 «,«

= ^M^r= (--7—; .7—

•
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22. A body revolves round an axis by the acticn of a

constant pressure in a direction always perpendicular to

a plane passing through the axis and the centre of gravity.

Determine the position of the point of application of the

force^ that there may be no pressure on the axis except in

this plane.

Let the axis of revolution be taken for the axis of jr,

and suppose the system to be

referred to a set of co-ordinate

axes Ox\ Oy\ Oz fixed in the

body, as well as to the system

Ox^ Oyt Oz fixed in space ; the

planes xy^ x'y passing through

G the centre of gravity of the

body, and the plane x'z being

that to which the given pres-

sure P is always perpendicular.

This pressure we may suppose applied perpendicularly at /'

a point of the body which is in the plane x z.

OG = a, OM = h, MP = A:, the co-ordinates of P at the

time t; M = the mass of the body.

The pressure on the axis can always be reduced to a

single force and a couple, but in the present case, since thev

all act in one plane x'z by the question, they can be reduced

to a single force R acting at some point N parallel to Ox'.

I m ON, 9 = tvOx'; X, y, z the co-ordinates of any particle

whose mass is w, referred to the axes in space ; x', y', z the

co-ordinates of the same particle referred to the axes in the

body. Then for the motion of translation,

P . ^ R
dtx = - —^smB + -—cosd (I),MM

p n
^/'y = j^c"s0-|- -sin0 ^^)'

d^'z = 0.
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And for the motion of rotation

2 {m {yd*« - zd^y)\ = - PcosO .k - RsinO .1,

2{m(«d>-a?d/ar)} = - PsinG . k + RcosQ .1,

2 {m (xdt^'y - yd^w) \ = Ph.

By the nature of the case « is constant for the same par-

ticle, and therefore d,*«=0, hence the equations for the rotation

are reduced to

^(mzd^'y) = Pk cos 9 + Bl sin 9 (3),

^(mzdt'^x) = - Pksin9 + Rlcos9 (4),

2{m(a?d,*y-j/d»}=PA (5).

Now x^a cos 9 and y = a sin 9, which being written in

equations (l) (2), give

P R
a sin 9dt^9 + o cos {d£y «=— sin - —cos 9 (6),M M

P R
and acos9d^9 — asm9{d^9y= — cos0 + Ti^^'^^ (7)iM M
between which eliminating R^ which is unknown, we have

....(8).

-''«= 5

,-. ad^9 = -r;..^M J

Again,

2 {mxd^y) = d^'Limzy) and 2 {mzd^ai) = d,»2 {mzw).

But x^ x' cos 9 — y sin 0,

and y = jf' sin + y' cos ;

.'. 2 {mzdt'y) = di* 2 {m» (jr' sin 9 + y cos 0)

}

« 2 (tnza') . d^ sin + 2 (mzy') . d,' cos

d

^ Gdt' sin 9 + Fdt* cos 9.

So 2 (mzdt'x) = Gd,« cos - Fd,« sin 9.
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Also 2 \m{xdty - ydtx)] = 2 (mx") d^d ^fdfi ;

.-. ^{m{aidcy^yd^x)]=fd^e.

Wherefore equation (5) becomes

.••^°^= ^
,,

'
from (8).aM aM

Eliminating R between (3) and (4), we obtain

Pk = ^ {mzdiy) cos — 2 {m%dtx) sin Q

= G (cos di sin - sin d^ cos 0)

+ T (cos dt^ cos + sin d^ sin 0)

= GdcQ-F{d,&f

GP FP" , ^

am am'

^{mzx) P'^jmzy)
*' " aM d'M^

Hence h is constant ; and P descends in the straight line

PM according to the law of a particle acted on by a constant

accelerating force.

23. A straight rod is suspended in a horizontal position by

two parallel strings fastened to it at given points. Compare
the tension of one of them with its initial tension when the

other suddenly breaks^ or is cut in two.

Let JB be the rod, and CE, DF the strings, at first.

M = mass of the rod, Mh^ its moment
of inertia about its centre of gravity G.

CG = a, DG== b. Therefore the ten- ^
bMg . _ A-:^

sion of CE is before the breaking \^^ i

of FD. When FD breaks, let the

initial tension of CE be T; and sup-

pose the centre of gravity G to descend through GC = « in
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the time / ; and the rod to turn through the angle B'CG or

aCt A' = in the same time ;

.'. 6= (iQ and df'* = ad^Q.

By the principles of Arts. 196, 197, we may consider the

motion of translation and rotation separately. Hy the former

principle the body would descend into the position ah ; and by

the latter it would, G' being fixed, revolve into the position A'B'.

For the motion of G, we have

and for the angular motion about G\ we have

T_ Ta-

Ar+a-

tension before breaking

tension after breaking

24. A free quiescent body is struck by an impulsive

force: to find the axis about which it will begin to re-

volve.

This is called the axis of spontaneous rotation.

Let a plane be drawn in the body through the centre of

gravity ; and before the blow is given let this plane be per-

pendicular to the direction of the impulse / : let P be the point

in whicii the direction of the impulse meets the plane : we may
suppose /communicated to the body immediately at this point.

Take initial position of G as origin of co-ordinates, and initial

position of (zP as axis of .r, that of 7 being parallel to /: put

GP = .r', m = the mass of the body, wi Ar = its moment of

inertia about axis of x.
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For the motion of the centre of gravity, we have

d^y= -. ... Art. 220.
m

Also if cDp 0)3, 0J3 be the angular velocities about the axes of

a?, y, », we have (by Arts. 200, 253)

mom. of / about axis of w
o), = ; sr 0,

mom. mert. about axis of w

mom. of / about axis of y
o>g = : —-— = 0,

mom. mart, about axis 01 y

mom. of / about axis oi % I x
(1)3 =

mom. inert, about axis oi % ml^

Thus we see that the angular motion takes place about an

axis parallel to that of z. Also because G has no motion

parallel to the plane x%^ the axis of spontaneous rotation must

be in that plane. Let Q be the point where it meets the axis

of X, and put GQ, — sc. Then the velocity of Q

from translation of G = —
,m

Ice X
from rotation about G = (03X = ^ ;

mfr

I Ixx'
.'. whole vel. of Q = — + r .

m mHT

But by hypothesis Q is in the axis of spontaneous rotation,

and therefore has no motion,

/ Ixx'
... = -+— - ;m vnkr

X

or QG.GP = f^.

The negative sign shews that the centre of percussion and

axis of spontaneous rotation are on opposite sides of the centre

of gravity. This determines the position of the required axis:

19
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and compared with Art. S68 shews that the centre of percussion

and axis of spontaneous rotation have the same relation to each

other as the centre of oscillation and axis of suspension.

25. A straight rod^ moveable in a vertical planCt about

a hinge at one end, rests on a peg in a horizontal posi-

tion. By what vertical impulse must it be struck under-

neath that it may just rise into a vertical position f

Let OA be the rod in any position *

of its ascent, being the hinge ; let

Oa?, Oy, the axes of co-ordinates be

horizontal and vertical. M = mass of

the rod, Mk'^ its moment of inertia o^ m~

about O^ m - mass of a particle at P, the co-ordinates of

which are «?, y. OP = r, AOod = 0, OA = a. Then, since

the only impressed force in this position of the rod is gra-

vity, the equation for determining the rotation about O is

a;0.-^;J4 Art^«
2(mr )

Mgat ga cos B

Multiply by 2dj0, and integrate ;

.-. {dfif = C - p-sin e.

But if (0 be the angular velocity communicated by the

impulse, d^0 = w when = 0, and therefore C " t/;

.•.(d,0)*-a,«-|^sina

And by the question d^9 = when « -

;

Wherefore the impulse must be such as will communicate
this angular velocity to the rod.
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Let now OA be the beam in a horizontal position, and

let it be struck at P by an impulse /. Then, since w is

the angular velocity produced by this action, we have by

Art. 263.

I. OP
mom. inert, about

'

or
\/ga I. OP *' r

k' Mk'"

.*. / = M vag.

-(?:

OP

OA
OP

k"' = ^ OAK

This gives the value of the impulse /.

If the impulsive stress on the hinge be required, it may
be found thus

:

Call it S. Then if we apply it to the body at in a

direction opposite to that in which / acts, we may consider

the body as free. Hence, for the motion of G, we have

OG . o) = velocity of G

M Art. 253

;

S^I-M.OG
OA S0G\

.0P~ ~oa)

26. Prob. a circular hoop has communicated to it a

velocity of translation, parallel to a given rough inclined

plane with which it is in contact, and in the downward
direction, and also at the same time a velocity of rotation

about its centre. Find the conditions under which the hoop

will descend to a given point on the inclined plane, and then

just return to the place where it set out.

19—-2
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Let m e mass of the hoop, a its radius : a = inclination

of the plane to the horizon, /u. = coefficient of friction, g =
force of gravity, a; = distance (at the time /) of the point of

contact of the hoop and plane from the starting point : u =
the given velocity of translation, w = initial velocity of

rotation.

(The translation of the hoop is continually retarded by

friction, which at length destroys all the initial velocity, and

causes the hoop to return up the plane; the acceleration of

the velocity of return by friction continues as long as the

point of contact has a sliding motion, and ceases when the

sliding ceases ; from that moment the hoop rolls up the plane

till gravity destroys the velocity of translation up the plane

which friction generated.)

The pressure of the hoop on the plane = mg cos a ;

.-. sliding friction = fx mg cos a;

.*. retarding force of friction on the motion of translation

= fig cos a

;

hence d^x = g &m a — (ig cos a (l).

This equation holds until the sliding ceases.

Again, the angular motion is retarded by /u mg cos a acting

at the circumference of the hoop ; if therefore be the angle

through which the hoop has revolved in the time t,

,«n fimgcosa.a fig cos a

ma' a

This equation holds also until the sliding ceases.

Now suppose the sliding to last for the time t : and inte-

grate (l) and (2) ;

.'. df^x = g (sin a — ft cos a) t + u (S) ;

(the constant = m, •.* when ^ = 0, d^x = u) :

fig cos a
also di9 = t + o) (4);

a

(the constant = w, •.• when < = 0, then dfO = w).
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When t=T there is no sliding at the point of contact, and

.*. = dix + ad^O ;

•'• = ^(sin a - /mcos a) r { u — mgr cos a + aw;

n + aa>
.-. T=- :

—— (5).
(2yucosa - sma)^

The velocity of translation at the time t, obtained from (3), is

u + g (sin a- ft cos a) T (6).

Now (3) being integrated gives

a; = ^^/*(sin a -^ cos a) + ut (7).

No constant is added, because a? = when t = 0. Let .r' be

the value of a? at the time t,

.-. X = 2^"^^ ^^^^ a- ncosa) + ur (8).

After the time t the friction is not sliding friction,

but is just sufficient to prevent sliding; call it F, then the

equations of motion are

d^w = ^sin a and dt^9 = 5

.

m ma

But since there is now no sliding of the point of contact,

2F
,-. always = dtX + ad^d^ and .'. = diW + adi^Q=g sin a ;

m
^ 1 •

and by substitution,

d^^= \gsak a;

wherefore by integration,

diX = ^gt sin a + C

;

but when ^ «= t, diW has the value marked (6),

.'. C -u ->r ^gr (sin a - 2ficos a),

and by substitution,

d,af = ^gt sin a + M + -^^t (sin a -2fi cosa)...(9).
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Integrating this,

w = ^gt* sin a + ut + \gTt (sin w^fj, cos a) + C

But when / = r, w = x' \ hence from (8),

•^^•t' (sin a - /m cos o) + z«t = ^J^^t'^ sin a + ttr

+ ^^T* (sin a - 2/M cos a) + C,

and C = - :J^g'T* (sin a - 2/i cos a) ;

•*• *= i^g'^sina + ut+ ^g"r(^-^T) (sina - 2/ti cosa)...(lO).

Now the same value of / (the time, from the beginning,

when the motion ceases and the body has returned to the point

of projection) which makes .r = 0, also makes diW = ; and

hence (9) and (10) are satisfied together when their left-hand

members vanish :

.-. = g< sin a + 2m + gT(sin a - 2ficosa) (ll),

and = Jg'^sina + 2«*# +^T(/f-jT) (sina-2/ui cosa)...(l2),

(11) X ^ - (12) gives

= \gf sin a + \gT^ (sin a - 2/x cos a),

or ^ x= T (2/ui cot a - 1),

.

This being written in (ll), we obtain

. =g'T{(2/iCota-l) - (2/ixcota - l)i};
sin a

.-. 2«« (m +aft)) . {l - (2/M cot a - 1)"^} from (5),

or ati) + M «= (aa» - m) (2/jicota - l)i...(l3).

But by the question the hoop descended to a given point

{w= h suppose) before it began to return. Hence the same

value of t which in (7) makes a? = 6, makes rf,* - in (5).

We must therefore eliminate t between the equations

0=^ g (sin a - fi cos a) / + u

*nd 6 - \gf (sin a- ficoha) + ut.
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Multiply the former of these by ^^ and subtract from the

latter,

.'. = -kutf or t = — .* u

This value of t is the time when the hoop began to return

up the plane, and being written in the former of the equations

from which it was obtained, it gives

2bg , .= (sm a- fi cos a) + u;
u

.-. 2/acota-l = -—; + 1 (14);
hg sm a

and .'. from (13)

\ao»— u]
1 +

W
hg sin a

/ x2 4iabgw .

or, (aw — uY = sm a,
u

which expresses the relation between the initial velocities of

translation and rotation ; and being solved as a quadratic, it

gives

(uaw)^ = (bg sin a)i + (m^ + bg sin a)i.

With respect to the friction, (14) shews that

fjt, cot a > 1,

or /i > tan a

:

and therefore the inclination of the plane must be less than

that at which a body would begin to slide down by its own

weight.



CHAPTER XL

ON MOTION IN A RESISTING MEDIUM.

293. In the preceding pages, the motion of a body

has always been supposed to take place in a vacuum (see

page 54). If a body move in a medium, it displaces the

particles of the medium as it successively comes in contact

with them. Momentum is thus communicated to them and

lost by the body (Art. 27). Hence the resistance of a

medium is of the nature of a retarding pressure, taking

place in a direction opposite to the motion. If we reckon

this pressure among the forces impressed upon the body,

we may consider it as moving in a vacuum, and apply the

methods employed in the preceding articles. It is found,

by experiment, that the retarding force of a medium, for a

given body, varies as (density) . (velocity)* when the velocity

is neither very great nor very small. We shall, therefore,

in general, represent it by kv- \ k being a quantity de-

pending on the form of the body and the density of the

medium, and v being the velocity of the body.

294. It is to be observed also, that if a body whose

volume is F, and density p be within a medium whose den-

sity is p, and be subject to the action of the force of

gravity g\ then

pressure of the body downwards = Vgp^

medium upwards «= r^p'

;

.-. moving force on the body downwards = Vg {p - ^'),

and the mass of the moving body = Vp ;

.*. accelerating force on the body downwards

(-)g 1 -^ Art. 2S.
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This quantity we shall always represent by g ; it is 1

called the force of relative gravity.

Notwithstanding the retarding force of a medium varies

as the square of the velocity ; we shall sometimes, for the

sake of examples, suppose it to vary according to other

laws.

295. Prob, a particle acted on by no forces is pro-

jected in a uniform medium^ the resistance of which varies

as the velocity ; to determine the motion.

Let M = the velocity of projection, and s the space de-

scribed in the time t. Then, since the resistance acts in a

direction opposite to the motion, it will not make the body

deviate from the direction in which it is at any time moving

:

consequently, the path will be a straight line. And the

equation of motion is

dt^s = — kv,

= - kdtS ;

.'. dtS = C — ks.

But when « = 0, d^s = m ; .'. C = u^

and dtS = u — ks'y

kdfS

u - ks

.'. kt—- log^ (u - ks) + C.

But when ^ = 0, « = 0, and .-. C = log u ;

••• *^=loge r-i
u - ks

... « = _.(! -e-fe),

and diS rs ue -kt

The last two equations determine the ^pace described,

and the velocity, at any given time.
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296. If chorda be drawn from either extremity of a ver-

tical diameter of a circle, the time of descent down each of

them will he equal to the time down the diameter.

Let g be the relative gravity (Art. 294), a AB, a —

ABCi and let a = space descended from C
down the chord CB in the time t ;

.*. dt^a = g cos a - kd^a ;

and .-. d^a = g' cos a . ^ - A;*, by inte-

gration, no constant being added because

d^8, t and a are zero together.

We may integrate the first equation otherwise; for by

division

g cos a - kd^a

.'. kt= - log,(g'' cos a - kdia) + C,

when / = 0, dj* = ; and .*. C = log^(g'' cos a) ;

/cos a
.-. kt = log„ -7 -~-

;

^ cos a — kd^8

.'. ^ cos ae~^ = / cos a - /Icrf^*

= / cos a-k {g't cos a - A «) ;

.-. k'^a t= / cos a (Af^ + e"*' - l).

When the body arrives at the bottom of the plane

« S3 a cos a, and

.-. I^a'^gikt + e-^* -I).

Consequently t is constant; for being independent of a,

it is the same for any one of the planes as for the diameter AB.

The same property holds in a vacuum; see Art. 67.

297- A body, acted on by gravity^ is projected from a

given point with a given velocity and in a given direction in

a medium, the rfaiatance of which variea aa the velocity. To
determine the path of the projectile.
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Take the point of projection for the origin of co-ordinates,

the axis of x being parallel, and that of y perpendicular to

the horizon.

u = the velocity of projection,

a = the elevation of the direction of projection,

a?, y the co-ordinates of the body at the time t, and 8 the

length of the path described,

9 = the inclination of the motion to the horizon at the time t.

The retarding force of the medium = A;dj«, which being

resolved, gives

kd^s cos Q = kdiS . d^x = kdiX

parallel to a?; and similarly /fd^y parallel to y\

.'. dfW = - kd^x,

and d/y = -g - kd^y.

The first equation we have shewn how to integrate in

Art. 295, and by proceeding in the same manner, we have

u cos a , Mvar-—^(l-c-«).

The second equation may be put under the form

which is of the same form as the first, and may be integrated

by the same method

;

But when ^ = 0, y = 0, d^y = u sin a, and therefore C «=

g'
t« 8in a + ~ ;

k

.•.d,(,.^).„«na.€'-*(j, + ^).
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Dividing this equation by its right-hand member and inte-

grating, we have

kt^- \og\u sin a +
I

- Arfy +^U + C.

But when < = 0, y = o ; and /. C = logJ w sin a + -
J

;

.-. ky+gt = f«sina+|l (l - e-*0

( . g\ *'^
- f* sin a + - . .

V k I u cos a

n 4. * ^1 M cos a
But ^ = - log —

;

k u cos a - kx

.-.
J/
= (tan a + 7- sec a) a? + ,- log 1

) ,ku F ° V u cos aJ

the equation of the path of the projectile.

298. By expanding the expression for y, we find

^'sec^a kg sec^ a
,

y = xtana . w^ —-— a^ -

which coincides with the equation in Art. 76 when k = 0. The
terms containing k shew the effect of the resistance of the

medium upon the path of the body.

299. Since the logarithm of a negative quantity is imagi-

nary, and of zero negative and infinite, the

u
value of 01 cannot exceed — cos a, and when

« « — cos a, y = - « ; consequently this ^

ordinate is an asymptote to the path : it is

represented by EZ.

w may increase in a negative direction without limit, but

there is no asymptote to that branch of the curve. Also,

since
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d^y = tan a + ^ sec a -^ . r—

,

ku k u cos a - kx

the inclination of the path to the horizon when a? = — oo, is

tan"' (tan a + f— sec a).
ku

300. The range AB on the horizontal plane may be

found by making y = in the equation to the path.

Also by making d,y = 0, we find

u^ sin o cos a

g" + ku sin a

which therefore gives the greatest altitude y

u . ff. . ku . ^
= - sin a - ^log, (1 + -r sm a).

301. Let the tangent at P be produced to meet the asymp-

tote in T. Then

PT = (AE - a?) sec

=
|
— cosa — a?

I

dgS

tu \ diS di8

\k j diX k

'.' d^x = u cos a — kx \

.'. the velocity = k . PT « PT.

Consequently the velocity at any point is proportional to

the length of the tangent intercepted between the body and the

asymptote.

Also, since

ky+g't= Lsina+^j (1-e-*');

.-. kd^y + ^' B (Aw sin a + g') e
" *'.
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Consequently the ultimate value of rf^y is - — , which is

therefore the ultimate value of the velocity of the body. Hence
I

the ultimate value of PT is 7-,

.

302. A heavy body descends from rest in a medium^

the resistance of which varies as the square of the velocity^

tojind the space described in a given time.

Let 8 be the space descended in the time t ;

.-. d^a ^ g - k (dfSy ;

x/kd^^'a

,y)^.. = -!=,. log. ^^^_V^i'
2\/g s/g - Vkd^s

No constant is added, because when t = o, d^s = ;

.: ks = log.(e>^*^' + e-^<) + C.

Now when / = 0, « = 0, and therefore C - - log. 2

;

•'• ^« = log, ^ .

I 303. A body is projected vertically upwards in the air,

the resistance of which varies as the square of the velocity ;

having given the velocity of projection, Jind the height to

which it will ascend^ and the velocity with which it will

return to the point of projection.
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Let A be the point of projection, B the point sr
to which it will ascend, P the place of the body at

the time t from leaving A.

u = the velocity of projection, u = the velocity ^

with which it returns to A.

8 = AP^ V = the velocity at P.

Then the equation of motion for the ascent is

or since d^s = v,

vd,v = - g^ - kv^

;

2vdgV
2 = -

g + kv
2»

and 2« = - - . log^ (g + At)*) + C.
k

But when « = 0, tJ = «, and .*. C = -. log, (g + ku*);

1 , £•' + kti^

k ^'g + kv*

.•.^2? = ij^.log.(..i„').

At the point B, s = AB and u = ;

g
For the descent.

The body begins to fall from rest at By and therefore

calling BPy s, the equation of motion is

dt*8=g'-k{d,8)\

or if v be the velocity of descent at P,

i)d,v' = g - kv'

;

2vd,v

g -kv*
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and 2« - - -log. {g' - kv'*) + C.

At By 8 '^ and v' = ; .\C = - log^g ;

k

'• 2* = -llog, -,^--—,.
k g- - kv

Now at ^, « = JBy and v =u;

2A; ^'g'-ku*

k
! + —«';

1 I k

from which u the velocity of return is known.

304. A bodi/y acted on by gravitpy is projected from
a given point with a given velocity and in a given direc-

tion, in the air, the resistance of which varies as the square

of the velocity. To determine the path of the projectile.

Let us use the notation of Art. 297, then the equations

of motion are

d'at = - ^ (disy cos = - k (rfjs)*d,a?,

and df'y = - g — k (di*)* sin = - g' - k (d(«)* d,y.

These equations will be rendered much more simple by

changing the independent variable from t to a:. By this

means they are reducible to

dU
~-=-kd,8y (1),
dgt

and d:y^-g'{d,ty (2).

The former of which by integration gives

log, {dj) ^ k8+ C.
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But at the point of projection * = 0, and d^t
u cos a

.'. C= - log^ (m cos a),

and \ogg {(JJ) + log^ (m cos a) = ks\

'•' dj= (S).
M cos a

Hence by substitution in (2)

d/y r^-^** (4).
M* cos a

Write p for d^y, and multiply both sides of this by d^s

or vi + /)%

w- cos- a

consequently, by integrating this,

C + py/l-\-V'^ log,(p + y/l +p') = -« > ^
Apm cos a

•*• —^^-^,cos-alp\/l +p-+\og,(p + y/l +p^) + C} ...(.5).

Now if S be the length of the arc described by the

same projectile in vacuo, comprehended between the point

of projection and the point where the inclination of the

path is the same as at the extremity of the arc s in the

medium, then by Art. 82,

.-. 2^« = log^(l + 2A^ (6).

The equation of the curve described by the projectile

must be determined by substituting d^y for p in equation

(')), and then integrating. No method, however, of effecting

this integration in finite terms has yet been discovered, al-

though the problem before us has exercised the abilities of

•20
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the most celebrated writers on Mechanics, in consequence of

its great importance in the Science of Gunnery.

305. From equation (fi), we learn that s and S in-

crease togctlicr, but S much faster than * ; and that they

are infinite together. Now we know that when »S' is infinite,

p is also infinite. Consequently, the descending branch of

the curve is ultimately vertical. To find the ultimate value

of iF, let us suppose p very large. Then by differentiating

the equation (4), or

S ,s»«

w^'cos a

we find

u' cos* a

= 2kd^p\/l + p^

= 2kpd^p ;
•.• p is very large ;

.-. d^p = kp\

no constant being added because it vanishes compared with p*.

Dividing by p^ and integrating, we find

-=C' - kx.
P

Since this equation is true, when p is not infinite but

only very large, C' is necessarily finite; and when p is ac-

tually infinite, y
^C. </
~ h' .^ . . ^ y

Consequently, if AE be made equal to 1
c— , EZ which is perpendicular to AE., will

be an asymptote to the descending branch.

306. In the ascending branch s and S are both nega-

tive, and equation (6) becomes

-^ks = log(l -2A;«S^,
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which shews that * will be infinite when ^S* has the finite

value -TT

.

If, therefore, in a negative direction, we take an arc of

the common parabola, which is the projectile in vacuo, equal

to — , the tangent at its extremity will be parallel to the

ascending branch at an infinite distance. This proves that

the ascending and descending branches are dissimilar, the

body rising obliquely and ultimately descending verticaUy.

From equation (5) it appears, that when 8 has a very

large negative value, p is very nearly constant;

/. d^y = A nearly

;

.-. y = Ax + A',

which being true when cc and y are not infinite, but only

very large. A' must be finite; and consequently the as-

cending branch has an asymptote whose equation is

y = Aw + A'.

307. In the practice of gunnery, p is always small, and

consequently, we may neglect terms which contain higher

powers of p than p^. Hence,

. e^ d,8 = \/\ + p* . d,p^W cos" a

= (1+J;>«)d,p;

But when 5=0, p = tan a ; .'. C = tan a ;

.'. c^ = 1 + —7— cos* a (tan a-p).
g

Substituting this in equation (4)

d,p (= d/y) = -
, ,

2^- (tan a-p)\
u cos a

20—2
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.. d.p - 2kp = — (2/.; tan a + , „ ) .

\ u cos-aj

Multiply by e^** and integrate

;

.-. pe-^- = C + f
tan a +^^) e'^.

But when df = 0, p = tan a ; .'. C = - ^^
;

2A-M*

.-. rf,y(=p)-tana-^^|^(e^-.l);

£• sec a\ ff e^^ _
tan o +^TT-T- - 77^-i r + ^•

2A:m- } 4^-M*cos*a

But when a? = 0, y = ; and .'. C = ,„- „-

^k^u" COS'

a

'

which is the equation of the projectile.

308. A body moving in a resisting medium is acted on by

a force iyi parallel lines ; to Jind the resistance that a given

curve may be described.

Let the axis of y be parallel to the direction in which the

force acts, and represent the force acting at any point vy by

V and the resistance by Ji. Then the equations of motion are

rf-'.r = - Rd^x (1),

and rffy = V - Rd^y.

Eliminating R we have

dj x d'y - diy d'^.v = Vdi<v ;

di.vd^y — diyd*x Y
.-. dly =

.-. {dfic) - 3-^-,

{d,xy {d,wy'

Y
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V

r

and substituting this result in equation (l), we have

r
R^-idM,{j^).

309. If the resistance vary as the product of the density

into tlie square of the velocity, to find the density, that a

given curve may be described ; the force acting as before in

parallel lines.

Let R = Qv^ = Q (rf<s)'; then the equations of motion are

d^a? = - Q(d^ydgX = - Qd^sdiX (l),

d,'y =Y-Q {dtsy d,y=Y-Q d,s d^.

Eliminating Q between these equations, we find

d^x d^y — diy d^x = Yd,ps ;

J
dtX d^y — d^ dtX Y

^* y

and by difForentiating this equation

Y 2 d^x

°' dj'y d^

310. On the same supposition, if the density be given,

we may Jind the force by which a given curve may be

described.

For from the last found equation
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log, (^ J

= 2 /,Q + constant

;

.'. Y= Ce-'f-'^dJ^y.

311. The velocity at any point is that which is due to

one fourth of the chord of curvature at that point.

The equations of motion are

d^x = - Rd^ - - R~ ,

dtS

d,'y^r-Rd,y^r-R^^.

Eliminating R, we get

Yd(X ^ dgX d^y - d^ d^at ;

X o^ d^ d^y - d{y d^w
*^

..id^y=Y.p^£ = v.pd^

= 2F.^ (chd. curv.).

Consequently the space due to the velocity is equal to one

fourth of the chord of curvature.

312. A body moving in a resisting medium is acted on

by a central force ; to jind the resistance that a given curve

may be described.

Let us use the notation of Art. 107. The equations of

motion are

d^x^ -F-'-Rd.afr. -F--R— ,

r r di8

and d^-y = - F^ - Rd,y =-F^-R^.
r r d|«

Multiply these by dty and dj* respectively, and subtract

;
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F
.'. diwd^y - diyd^ai = - {xdiy -yd^x) ;

or, —^ = —.pdis from Diff. Calc.

P
»

.-. (d,sf = F.^ = F.rdr.i
r ^ r

-^Fpd^r (1).

Again, eliminating F from the equations of motion above

given, we have

R
^d^y - ydt'x = - 3- i^diy - ydtx)

dts

diS

= -Rp.

But wd^y — yd^x = di {xdiy — yd^x)

= di(pdts) ;

.-. -Rp = dt (pd^s) ;

.-. -2Rp^ = 2(pdis)ds(pd,8)

^d,ipd,sy

= d,(FpX'-)from(l);

.-. /2 = - d,iFp%r)

2p»

313. If the resistance varies as the product of the

density into the square of the velocity,

let 72 = Qtjs

= QFpd^r, from (l) ;

d,(FpM^r)Q=-
zFp^d^r

-WogAFp'd^r).
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If /" be the force by which the curve may be described

in vacuo, then

F =~~^ Art. (118);
P

314. Having given the density y tofind the central force

by which a given curve may he described ; the resistance

varying as the product of the density into the square of the

velocity.

We liave shewn that

Q = -id,log,(Fp^d,r);

•• 2 j; Q + const. = - log, (Fp'dj,r),

whence Fp'd^j = Ce~^-^'^\

and .-. F=Ce-"f-^/'^
P

= F'.e-=/-<2...Art. (1I8).

315. On the same supposition, having given the density

and force, to find the orbit.

The equations of motion are

dcx ^ -F'--R 1'^ =- F-- Qd.sd.Xy
r dfS r

d-y^ - F- - R '^ - I - - QdfSd^y;

.: xd{y - yd^x - - Qrf,.v {xd^y - yd^.v).
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Dividing by wdfy -yd^x, and integrating, we have

logg {xdfy — yd(X) = - f,Q + const.

;

.•. jcd^y - ydiX = he'-^'^,

or pd^8 = he'J^'^.

Again, eliminating Q from the equations of motion, we find

F
d^xd^y - d^yd^x = — (.rd<y - yrf,*),

T

{d,sy F
or = — odj*;

P ^

.-. {d^sf ^F.^^Fpd,r%

.'. Fp'dj,r = p'{disy

OX F = — ~ . e^^'^.

V

Now — = iC' + {d uf ;

p-

daV , ^ o . ,

.'. i- = (m + dg-u) dgti ;

P

= - tt' (m + d/u)f '.' r = -
;

u

.-. F^h'u'(u + d,'u)e-'^-^.

316. 7*0 ^wd Me time of oscillation in the arc of a

cycloid, whose axis is vertical and base horizontal, the motion

taking place in a uniform medium, the resistance of which

varies as the velocity. See Art. 156.

Here the resistance = kv ; and employing the usual nota-

tion for the cycloid,

di^s = -yg + kr.
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But in the descent « = — dtS

;

.-. dt»« + Adt« + y» = (1).

When the body ascends through the other arc of the

cycloid after passing the lowest point, if *•' be the arc ascended

the equation of motion for the ascent is

d*8 = — —
. g' — kv

.

But V = d^s', and s' = — s, therefore this equation be-

comes

g
-d^s^ +~.g-' + kdt8,

which is the same as before. Hence equation (l) is true both

for the ascent and descent. Since it is a linear equation of

the second order, its integral is

s = e-**'(^ sinA^ + B cos ht) (2),

h being such a quantity that — lib ± Av — 1 are the two roots

of the equation

!»* + A;»» + — t=0;
v

a-' ]^
and .-. A« =^ .

I 4

The roots are imaginary, because k is supposed to be less

tha„2(f')\

In order to determine the values of the arbitrary constants

A^ B, let us differentiate equation (2)

;

.-. d4« = e-**'(A^cosA/-A5sinA0

- Jibe-*** (^ sin A^ + 5 cos AO-

But when ^ a o, d^8^Q\

.'. = hJ~^kB.
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And if jS be the length of the arc of descent, then when

^ = 0, « = /3 which being written in equation (2), gives

.'. 8= ^(ksinht + 2h cosAO^'*" (3),
2A^

and dis = - ( A +—
j
/3e"**' sin ht

= -^^.e-""' sin ht (4).
hi

Now at the beginning and end of each oscillation d^s = 0,

and therefore sin ht = ;

.'. ht=0, TT, Stt, S-tt,

and therefore the time of an oscillation

ri-i)

This being independent of the magnitude of the arc of

oscillation, shews that the cycloid is tautochronous in this

medium as well as in a vacuum.

317. The velocity will be a maximum when

e~**^ sin ht is a maximum,

or when = e"*** (h cos ht -^k sin ht) ;

2h
.'. tan A^ = — ;

k

l\^ , .. kfl\if l\i k f l\i
.-. sm A# = A I

—
I

and cos A^ = "
I
~ ) »

and .-. when s = j3 *(-,)«"^ '"'(¥) .
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318. At tlie lowest point s = o, and h sin kt + 2h cos ht

-0;
2/t

.•• tan ht = ——
,

ic

or tan (tt - ht) = — .

Hence if /' be the time when the velocity is a maximum,
and t'' the time of passing the lowest point,

IT — ht' =: ht'

;

h

B time of an oscillation

.-. t'^ T-t".

But T - t" is the time of ascent ; consequently, the time

of asecnt is equal to that part of the time of the descent which

is spent in acquiring the maximum velocity.

The velocity at the lowest point

hi

But sin ht" »= sin ht\ and therefore

vel. at lowest point e^'^ -ikic-o

maximum vel. e**^

319. By writing tt for ht in (3), we have the arc of

ascent

-/3c- 2*;

an arc of descent ^
next arc of ascent

This being a constant ratio, the successive arcs are in

geometrical progression. Hence the whole space described

before the motion ceases
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kn 2Jtv

= /3 + 2/3e"2A+ 2(ie- 2A

e^ - I

320. To determine the same as in Art. 316, the re-

sistance of the medium being supposed to vary as the square

of the velocity.

In this case the retarding force of the medium = kv-, and

therefore the equation of motion for the descent, is

<^«'«= "7'^' +*'''•

But — d^s = V ;

.*. — d^8 = d^v = dgV .di8 == — vd,v ;

.'. vd.v — kv^ = — — . *.
/

The same equation will be found to be true for the ascent.

Multiply hy ^2e~'^ and integrate;

I

(2ks+l)g _^
2k^i

.e-'^+C.

But when « = /3, « = 0, and

2kH

. ^, J^ks + l)g' (2k(i^l)g'

,^

It docs not appear that this equation admits of integration

in finite terms ; we may, however, obtain approximate results

when the density of the medium is small, by expanding
g-2*(^_»>

^g £^j. ^ terms containing /c'.
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By this means we find

No constant is added, because ^ = 0, when s = fi. When
« = 0, let ^ = <'

;

\l

}

2 3

Consequently the excess of the time of descent above that

in vacuo, omitting the effect of buoyancy, is

321. To determine the motion of a body acted on by

gravity^ and descending in a circular arc in a uniform

medium, the resistance of which varies as the square of the

velocity.

Let a = the radius of the circle, then the force of gravity

down the arc = g-' sin - , and the retarding force of the me-
a

dium = kv^j consequently the equation of motion is

vdfV = - ff sin —I- kv^f
a

or vd,v — kv^ = — g sin -,
a

which is true both for the descent and ascent.

Multiply by Se"*** and integrate, then

(1 + 4ifc*a*)c' = 2 0^' [cos- + 2oA:sin-j

-2fl5-'(cos^ + 2aA;^)e=^<^-S

j8 being the value of s when the motion commences.
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322. If the value of /3 be such that

A , . /3
cos — + 2/po sm — = ;

a a

or 2ka= tan ,

f • /3 . //3 . «\
then tr = 2ag- sm — sin - sm -

.

a \a al

Now if the angle 5-4C = — , and a body begins to de-

scend in a vacuum from C, acted on by an accelerating force

g sin — in the direction AF, then at any point P,
a

its (vel.)^ = 2^', sin - . a sin PAC
a

, . /3 . //3 »\= 2 aff sm — sin
^ a \a a)

= (vel.)^ in the resisting medium.

Consequently the motion of such a body in vacuo will

be the same as that of the body in the medium.

323. The general equation of an ellipse referred to its

focus as origin being r = ~
, in which there are

1 + ecos (y --sr)

three disposable constants a, e, cr, it can be made to pass

through three given points, while it retains a fixed focus.

Now the tangent, of a curve depends only on two consecutive

points, and the curvature depends only on three consecutive

points; consequently we can always find an ellipse having a

fixed focus which shall have the same tangent and curvature

at a proposed point as a given curve. Hence whatever be

the nature of the orbit which a body describes round a fixed

centre of force, we can at any time suppose it moving in an

ellipse which has a common tangent with the actual orbit,

and the same curvature. This may be expressed by saying
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that the orbit is an ellipse, the elements (viz. the axis major,

ececntricity and position ot" the axis) of which are continually

varying.

32^. Prob. a body moves in a resisting medium acted

on by a central force oc D'^ the resistance oc (density of
medium) . (vel.y. To find the effect of the resistance upon
the e/emetits of the varying elliptic orbit in which it may
he supposed to be moving.

Let us use the notation of Art. .115, then the equation of

the elliptic orbit at the time t is

1 + € cos {0 - Tsr)

" " a{\-~e^)

which, for convenience, we may put under the form

u= A + B co%{0 - Tsr) (l).

Now because the tangent and curvature of the elliptic orbit

are the same as in the actual orbit, therefore z/, 0, d^u, d^u
are likewise the same for both.

Hence d^u = - Bsm{Q-'ar) (2),

and dgU =— B cos {0 - tb) (3).

These being written in the equation of the actual orbit

(Art. 315), viz.

F=h^uHdfu+u)e'-*f'^,

give ^t M* = h^v^ A e~^' ^ ,

or^ = ^e^/-«;
h'

.*. lat. rect. = ^ = — e''-^'^ (4).
A n

This equation shews that the latus rectum of the orbit is

continually diminishing, a result which also appears from

equation (2) of Art. 129.
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Again, by the nature of our hypothesis respecting the

clh'ptic orbit, A, B, w change with G, yet so as that they

always satisfy the equations (1) (2) (s). Hence differentiating

(l) and (2) taking account in each case of (2) and (3) re-

spectively, we have

= dgA + dgB. cos {0 - 73-) + dg-sr. B sin {9 - Tir),

and = dgB. sin (0 - -zsr) - dg-sr.B cos (9 - •ar).

From which we find

dgB - -dgA. cos (9 - -gr),

and BdgW = - dgA. sin (0 - 7«r) :

or changing the variable from 9 to s, and substituting for d^A,

d^B = - ^e'f'^cos(9 -73-) = -2AQ cos (9 - 3-),
h

Bd.-ar = - ^-^e'J'-^sm {9 -w) == - 2AQ sin {9 - -or),

h

But B = Ae, and .-. d^B = edfA + Ad,e = A(2eQ + d,e);

consequently by substitution the last equations become

d,e = - 2Q {e + cos (9 - -or)} (5)»

2Q
and dg-uT = sin (0 - tzt) (6).

e

Equation (5) shews that the eccentricity diminishes as

long as the body's distance from the centre of force is less than

the semi-major axis ; and increases in the contrary case.

But the greatest value of the rate (d^e) of diminution is

2Q{e + 1), and the greatest value of the rate of increase is

2^(1 - e); and the whole length of arc (s) described in both

cases is nearly the same (the difference being caused chiefly by

the variation of ct) ; consequently upon the whole the

eccentricity is diminished at each revolution. Now in (i)

we have seen that a(l — e^) diminishes continually; and as

the factor 1 - e^ increases, it follows that 2a, the major axis,

rapidly diminishes at each revolution. Also since both a,

21
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and 0(1— c^) diminish, .-. a^(l — e^), and consequently the

minor axis diminishes rapidly, though less rapidly than the

major axis. The effect on the eccentricity may be reversed

if the density of the medium increase rapidly from the centre

of force, for then the value of 2Q(l - e) at the farther apse

may exceed that of 2 Q (l + e) at the nearer apse.

The discussion of (C) is not so simple as that of (5), on

account of e occurring in the denominator of the expression

for dfTir, the effect of which will be very considerable when e

is small. If e were constant the apsidal line would regrede or

progrede according as the body is receding from or approach-

ing towards the centre of force : but as the body approaches

more than it recedes (for we have shewn that the size of the

orbit decreases at each revolution) the apsidal line would upon

the whole seem to progress. But this effect will be diminished

if the arc (5) described in descending towards the nearer apse

be not as large as the arc previously described in ascending

towards the farther apse. Upon the whole it is probable the

progression of the apse will not be very great, though the

oscillation of the major axis on each side of its mean position

will be very considerable.

The reader may refer back to Art. 131, where he will find

most of these results anticipated.



APPENDIX.

ATTRACTION.

1. Kepler first discovered, with much labour of ob-

servation and calculation, that the Planets describe about

the Sun areas proportional to the times of their descrip-

tions ; that their orbits are ellipses having the Sun in one

of the foci ; and that the squares of their periods are pro-

portional to the cubes of the major axes. The first of these

laws, compared with Dynamics^ Art. 122, shews that the

force which acts on each planet is directed towards the cen-

tre of the Sun; the second, compared with Art. 120, shews

that for the same planet this force varies inversely as the

square of the distance between the centres of the Sun and

planet; from the third, compared with Art. 133, we infer

that it is the same force which acts upon all the planets, so

that if they were all removed to the same distance from

the Sun's centre, they would fall towards it with the same

velocity ; and, therefore, the respective gravitating forces

of the planets are proportional to their masses divided by

the squares of their distances from his centre. The Laws
of Kepler are found to be equally applicable to the motion

of satellites about their primaries ; and therefore such of the

planets as have satellites, exert attractive influences which are

directed towards their centres, and vary in intensity in the

inverse ratio of the squares of the distances from their centres.

Analogy leads us to conclude that the other planets exert

similar influences, varying according to the same law. Sir

Isaac Newton proved that the Moon is retained in her orbit

by the same force as that which causes the descent of bodies

near the Earth's surface. It is therefore probable, that every

particle of matter is endued with the power of attracting every

21—2
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Other particle, and that the attraction of the Sun and planets

is the resultant of the attractions of their several })articles.

It will be shewn hereafter, that if this be true, each particle

must exert an attractive influence, the intensity of which varies

according to the same law as that exerted by the Sun and

planets. Every molecule, therefore, in the solar system,

attracts every other with a force varying as the number of
its particles (that is, its mass) directly, and the square of
their distance inversely : and this is the law of attraction,

which, unless it be otherwise stated, will always be supposed

to be observed by small elements of matter. On the subject

of this article the reader may consult the third book of

Newton's Principia ; chap. i. liv. ii. of the Mccanique
Celeste ; and the Exposition du Systcme du Monde of

Laplace ; where he will find the arguments stated at con-

siderable length,o

2. To find the attraction of a thin prism, of uniform

density, on a given particle.

Let A be the attracted particle, BC
the given straight rod. Draw ^Z> perpen-

dicular to BC, and let AD = /, DP = y,

PQ = ^y, p = the density of the rod, S «=

the area of a section of it, which is supposed

to be indefinitely small ; F, G the resolved

parts of the attraction of PD in the direc-

tions AD, DC.

Then the mass of PQ = p Sly, and

AP^ = f* + y^; therefore the whole attrac-
" ^^

tion of PQ in the direction AP is ultimately equal to

pSly

and therefore iF, that part of it which acts in the direc-

tion AD,

p^Sy AD
'f* + y*'AP
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- pS^y PD
Similarly, aG=^^-^„.--p

P Syly

.'. dG =

if + ir)^'

pSy

Hence, by integration,

F^ P^^-^ + C =^ sin DAP +C,
fVr + f f

v/f + r ^^

and therefore, for the whole rod,

F = ^. (sin DAC + sin DAB) ;

^^p^'UB-ic)'

3. With the centre Af and radius AD, describe an arc of

a circle, cutting the lines AB, AC, AP, AQ, in 6, c, p, q; and

suppose bDc a material arc of the same density and thickness

as the rod BC.

Then the attraction of PQ in the direction AP

pS.PQ
AP" '
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But drawing Pn perpendicular to AQ, we have by the

similar triangles APDy PQ«,

PQ _ Pn
JP'^AD"

and by the similar triangles Apq, APn, we have

Pn pq

AP^AD'

and .'.

PQ Pn pq
AP" AD.AP AD''

therefore the attraction of PQ in the direction AP

^
pS-pq
AD" '

which is equal to the attraction of the circular arc pq.

Hence the particle A is attracted by the straight line BC
in the same manner as by the circular arc he ; and therefore A
is attracted in a direction bisecting the angle BAC.

4. PfioB. To find the attraction of a uniform circular

arc on a particle in the centre of the circle.

Let C be the centre, BAD the arc, A its middle point,

join CAi that is the line in which the re-

sultant attraction acts. Let PQ be a small

element of the arc. Put BCA «= a, PCA
= e, QCP = 50, AC = a, fjL = mass of a

unit of length of the arc; then the mass

of PQ=^ fialQi and its attractive force on

lia^O
C =» —— , and consequently the effective

attraction of PQ upon C
^se

COB 9.

This being integrated, and the integral taken between
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the limits — a, + a of 0, we have the attraction of the

whole arc

« — sin a.
a

5. Peob. Two straight rods, situated in the same

straight line, are mutually attracted towards each other

;

to determine the force necessary to keep them asunder.

By Art. 2, the attraction of the rod AB whose density

= p, and the area of a section of which is S, = pS[ .—- — ——
|

on a unit at P; also the mass of an element PQ is p'S'^x,

and therefore the weight of the element PQ

\x AB + obJ

namics

PP

where p\ S* are the density and area of a section of the

rod CD, X = BP, and ^d? = PQ

;

wei,Uof CP^pp'SS'1(1-^)

^PpSS'Aog^^^^C;

.'. weight of CD = pp'SS' . log,
(f^ff^)

.

Similarly, weight of AB = pp'SS' . log, L ^
'

^^j
, by

changing B into D, and C into A, and conversely : which is

equal to the weight of CD, as it ought to be, from Art. 99,

Dynamics.

6. To Jind the attraction of a circular plate, of uniform

density and of inconsiderable thickness, on a particle situated

in a line through its centre perpendicular to its plane.
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Let h be the thickness of the plate, / the distance of the

attracted particle from its centre. Then the mass of a con-

centric circular annulus, whose radii are r^ r { 5r, is ulti-

mately equal to Slirphr^r^ and the attraction {iF) of this on

the given particle in direction of/

Zirphfrlr

we estimate the attraction of the element in this direction,

because the attraction of the whole plate evidently is in this

direction ; and, therefore, the attractions of the elementary

portions of the plate in directions at right angles to this

destroy each other

;

. y. f ^Trphfr

Jr if' + O*

Qirph. (1 - ,y ]

7. The attraction of all circular plates, of the same

thickness and density, on a particle situated as in the last

article, will be the same, if their apparent magnitudes, as seen

from the attracted point, be the same.

8. When r is infinite, we have the attraction of a plate

of unlimited extent =2Trph^ which is independent of the

distance of the particle from it.

9. To determine the attraction of a cone, of uniform

densitify on a particle at its vertex.

Let 20 be the vertical angle of the cone. Then (Art. 6)

the attraction of a slice whose thickness is ^f parallel to the

base, at the distance / from the vertex, is ultimately equal

to 2'7rp^f.{l~cos6); and therefore the attraction of the

cone = 27r/o(l - cos 0) . (altitude).

10. To determine the attractioji of a spherical shell of

uniform detisity oti a given particle ; the attraction of the

particles, of which the shell is composed, varying as any

function of the distance.
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Let S be the centre of the shell, p the attracted particle,

AB the section of the external surface

by the plane of the paper ; in this plane /: ^\
draw SP, SP' making angles 9^0+^9 ^"^ \
with pS; and let SP, SP' be produced ^,^:^'

^^ --

to Q, Q'
; let a, a be the external and

internal radii of the shell,

b = Sp, 7i=pP, r = SP = SP\

^r = PQ = P'Q', and suppose /xcpu = the attraction of a mass

(X at the distance u, and let p be the density of the shell.

Then u' = b' - 2br cos 9 + r- (l),

and PQ' ultimately =-r89Sr,

5r and ^9 being independent increments. Also the mass

of the annulus generated by the revolution of this element

round Sp
= 27rpi^^r.sm9.§9

= - STrpr^^r . 5(cos 9)

=_ ^
,

by eliminating cos0 by means of (l), for u^u = - brS cos 0,

because r and 9 are independent.

And the attraction of this elementary annulus in the di-

rection pS
ZirprSr . (bu . u^u ^= __r: JC . cos SpP,

'dr . umu . du — . .^
V 26w J

Hence the attraction of the shell, which manifestly takes

place in the direction pS,

^ -^ • fJuTib'' - r- + tr)<pu.

The integral, with respect to m, is to be taken from

u = b - r to 6 + r, when the particle p is without the shell

;
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but from u =^ r — b to r + 6 if it be within it. The integral,

with respect to r, is to be taken from r = a to a.

11. Ex. 1. When the attractive force of each particle

varies as the distance.

In this case (pu = u, and

... fj^rib' _ r^ + u')cpu = frr {^(b^ - r')u' + \u' + C\ ...(l),

which, whether the particle be within or without the shell,

= [,Wr^

= |6V + C

And therefore the attraction of the whole shell

= |6p7r(o'-o'')

= b . (mass of the shell).

12. This result may be arrived at in a more simple

manner as follows

:

Let MN, mnhe two sections of the shell, by planes per-

pendicular to pS, at equal distances from the centre ^S*; and

suppose P an element of the shell. Then the force of P on p
in the direction pP = (mass of P) . Pp^ which resolved in the

direction pS = (mass of P) . pN, and is the same as if it were

placed at N; and therefore the whole section attracts with the

same force as if it were collected at N; similarly the whole

section through m attracts with the same force as if it were

collected at n, and therefore the sum of these attractions
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= (mass of the section through N or n) .(pn^p N)

= (the mass of a section) . 2pS

— (the sum of the sections) .pS;

(+ or — to be used according as the attracted particle is with-

out or within the sphere.)

And the same being true of each pair of equidistant sec-

tions, it is clear the whole attraction of the shell

= (mass of the shell). ^i^, as before.

13. Ex. 2. When the attractive force of each particle

varies inversely as the square of the distance.

In this case (bu = — ^ and
^ vr

r rr W - r" + «*) r{ b^r - r* 1

ll u'
= /{--^+r«+c|

= or jr4r»

= or 1(7^ +O
= or J(a3 - a%

according as the particle is within or without the shell.

Hence the attraction in the former case = 0, and in the

latter

4ir/t> , mass

14. The results of the last example, which is the case of

Nature, may be arrived at in a different manner.

Using the notation of Art. 10, let ^= ^ SpP (Fig. p. 329),

B = the attraction of the shell in the direction p S^

m = the mass of the annulus generated by P^;
.'. m = 27rpr'^n0.lr^e;

F" = 2 f —
I

= the sum of the quotients of each particle divided

by its distance from p.
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Then

u^ rs b- - 2br COS 6 + r'y

and .*. ud^it = hr sin 0,

-, b — r cos
cos r = = dM ;

al80-<ijK=-2dj[-]

= 2
(^.

. d.«)

= B.

Now

r r ('^ sin 0\

= -- . frfoirdgu), by eliminating sin 0,

= —-- . fr2r^f when the particle is without the

shell,

but — ——^ . j^26r, when it is within the shell

« —~ . (a^ - a''), and Stt/o . (a' - o'*) in the two

cases.
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Hence

mass
= --— in the former case

;

Ir

and = in the latter case.

15. Since the attraction of a spherical shell on a particle

is the same as if its mass were collected at its centre, both when

the force of each particle varies as the distance, and when it

varies inversely as the square of the distance, it follows that

the attraction of a sphere composed of such particles will be

the same as if it were collected at its centre, whether it be

homogeneous or heterogeneous, providing the density be the

same at all equal distances from the centre. For it may be

considered as made up of an infinite number of concentric

spherical shells, of indefinitely small thickness and uniform

density, each of which produces the same effect as if it were

collected at the centre.

16. When the force of each particle varies inversely as

the square of the distance, the attractive force of a homoge-

neous sphere on a particle on its surface, found from Art. 13,

by making a = 6, and a = 0, is ^-n-pb, which therefore varies

as the radius.

17. Tojind the attractive force of a sphere on a particle

situated within it.

Conceive a concentric spherical surface described within tlie

sphere, and passing through the attracted particle. The sphere

is thus divided into a spherical shell, which, by Art. 13, pro-

duces no effect on the particle; and a smaller sphere on the

surface of which the particle is situated, the attraction of

which by the last Art.

= f 7r/o . (radius)

= ^Tr/o . (distance of particle from the centre).

This is, therefore, the attraction of the whole sphere ; and
it varies as the distance of the particle from the centre. See

Art. 90, Dynamics.
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18. Two spheres attract each other in the same manner

as if their masses were collected at their respective centres.

For, by Art. 15, the sphere A will attract each particle of

B in the same manner as if its whole mass were collected at its

centre : and since, by Art. 29, Dynamics, the particle exerts an

equal re-action on A, therefore each particle of B acts on A in

the same manner as if A were collected at its centre ; but B
acts on a body, collected at a point, as if it were itself collected

at its centre (Art. 15) ; and, therefore, A and B attract each

other in the same manner as if they were respectively collected

at their centres.

19. This is true when the force of each particle varies

either as the distance or inversely as the square of the distance.

Art. 15.

20. From Art. 13, the attraction of a shell of indefinitely

small thickness ^a

= '^K-(--^«n3 b

~
~i£ 'f^^^i ultimately.

21. If a cone he described enveloping the shell just

mentioned, and having its vertex in the attracted point, it

will by the circle of contact divide the shell into two parts,

(one convex, and the other concave, towards the attracted

particle) whose attractions are equal.

For, by Art. 10, the attraction of such a shell

-a^a (b^ - a^ + u')

1/ V«

and this taken from u = b - a to u = \/b^ - a*, gives

irpa^a 2iro ^-^~— . 2a, or ~~ . a^da
Ir o*
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for the attraction of the convex part, which is half the attrac-

tion of the whole shell ; and therefore the attractions of the

convex and concave parts are equal.

22. Or we may demonstrate the same property thus;

/w\ ^ fa^ sin 9. ^a^&\

Qirpada .
, . .

=— . jgdgU, as m Art. 14,

^ .(w + CT).

This integral taken between u=ih — a, and m = 6 sin a,

(2a being the angle subtended at the centre of the shell by the

convex part of the generating circle) will give

^ ZirpaSa ,, . , ^V =—'-T . (6 Sin a - 6 + o)

= STT/oo^a .

I
sin a - 1 + -|

for the convex part; and, therefore, the attraction of this

part

= - dt,V =——i,— , as before.

23. The following is Laplace's method of finding the

attraction of a spherical shell for any law of attraction of its

component particles.

Let (f)u he the attraction of a unit of matter at the dis-

tance u ; then, proceeding as in Art. 10, the attraction of the

shell, whose internal radius is r and thickness ^r, will be found

to be

«« r (^ - 'cos 6 . .A= 27rp'rdr.
I

I .0tt.sin0J
'b — rcos

J
2vpr*lr . fi {^u . diu . sin 0), as in Art. 14.
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Let now (p7i . d^u = d,^<PiU, then the attraction

« QTrpi^^r.foidf^cpiU. sin 0),

^Z-Kpr^hr .df^fiiicp^n. sin 0),

= 2irprdr.d^ /
—-—7

, by eliminating sm 0,

= Zirprdr. ^^b J r^ '->

and if the integral of w0,m be represented generally by

^u + C, its value between the limits u = b — r and zi =h + r,

will be

f^u<piU = \//(6 + r) - \//(/) - r) ;

and therefore the attraction of the shell on an external

particle

= 2Trpr6r.d^l^ ^ \.

Similarly, its attraction on an internal particle

= 2x/)r^r . d„

Y~^
'-^^

'I

.

24. To Jind according to what law the particles of a

spherical shell must attract, in order that the whole shell

may attract an external particle in the same maimer as if it

were collected at its centre.

By the last article, the attraction of the shell

= 2,r/c»r5r . d, i^
'-f^

-'|

.

Now {y\f\ \|/", denoting {/^\//, d^y^/ ) by ex-
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panding these functions by Taylor's Theorem, the whole

expression is reduced to (putting M for ^irpt^^r the mass

of the shell)

whicli will be ecjual to the attraction of the whole collected at

its centre, if

"' (V) - "'

for then the terms containing r vanish. Hence, by inte-

gration of this equation, we obtain

and integrating again,

>/,"& = 1^6^+5,

and integrating again,

y\/h^\Ah^ + Bh- C.

But y^'b = h(pj) ;

.-. 6(^16 = 4^6' + 56 -C;

C
and .-. ^6 = d^(pib = Ab + — .

that is, the force must vary either as the distance directly,

or as the inverse square of the distance, or partly as one and

partly as the other.

Hence the law of Nature is the only law of attraction of

the particles of matter, that a spherical shell may attract with a

force varying inversely as the square of the distance from its

centre.

22
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25. To find the law of attraction of each particle, that

a spherical shell may exert no attractive force on a particle

within it.

In this case, from Aft. 23,

\\p(r+ b) - \//(r - b)
d. ]...

whatever be the value of b ; and therefore, by integrating, we

must always have

>//(r + 6) - >//(r - 6) = - 2C6,

or expanding by Taylor's Theorem,

^ ^ 1.2.3

.'. y^r = - c ;

and .*, - C =y^'b = bcp^b;

••• ^'^ = -6'

C

which is the law of Nature; and, therefore, by the last

article, the force of each particle varies inversely as the

square of the distance.

26. To find the attraction of aji oblate spheroid of
uniform density and small ellipticity on a particle at its

pole.

Let a, 6, be the semi major and minor axes of the

spheroid, within which inscribe a sphere touching it at its

poles. Then the equation of the generating ellipse is

the particle being the origin, and the axis of revolution the

axis of a.
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The mass of a circular annulus between the sphere and
spheroid, which is contained between two planes parallel to

the plane of the equator, at distances a? and x + Sx from

the particle

= TT f 1 -A p . y'^JCy ultimately

;

or II 6 = (the ellipticity), then — = 1 — 2e nearly, and

the mass of the annulus

= Sirep . — (2bx — a^)dx,

= 2'jrep(2bx - ar)^x, nearly.

Now every particle of this annulus may be considered at

the same distance y/^hx from the attracted point ; and, there-

fore, its attraction in the direction of the minor axis (in which

direction the attraction of the whole spheroid takes place)

2Trep(Zix — a^)^a! as

by/2b ^
^

and by integrating this we have the attraction of the part

which is exterior to the sphere

27re/o

26 VS 5 Jb\/2b

= |37re/36, between a? = 0, and a? = 26.

But the attraction of the sphere = ^rrpb Art. 16,

and therefore the attraction of the spheroid

= j7r/D6(l+fe).

27. If 6 be greater than o, the spheroid wiU be prolate,

and 6 will be negative ; and therefore the attraction of a prolate

spheroid on a particle at its pole

= i"^pHl - f e).

22 2
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28. To find the attraction of an oblate spheroid of

uniform density and small ellipticity on a particle at its

equator.

Let the particle be taken for the origin, and the diameter

of the equatorial circle passing through it for the axis of x ;

and circumscribe a sphere about the spheroid.

Then the equation of the generating ellipse is

y- = — (2aa? - X').

Now to iind the attraction of that part of the sphere

which is exterior to the spheroid, let us take a slice of it

comprehended between two planes, at right angles to the

axis of .r, at the distances x and x + Sx from the attracted

point. The mass of the sphere contained between these

planes

and the mass of the spheroid between the same planes

^Trp-y^dx,

and the diflTerence of these

=
'^ S -

i)
'"^^"

= Trpe {2 ax — x') Sx ;

and every paiticle of this mass may be considered at the

same distance \/2ax from the attracted point ; and therefore

its attraction in the direction of the axis of .r

2ax-a^ *
5!7ro€.— • / -oX

' 2a.r y/Zax

irpe
a 7= . (2 a iTi' - iT») . ex ;

2a\/2(i
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and therefore the attraction of that part of the sphere which

is exterior to the spheroid

= ;=. -aa'«— ^r + C,
a\/2a \3 5 /

= ^ irepa, between a? «= 0, and a; - 2a ;

and since the attraction of the sphere = ^irpa ;

.*. the attraction of the spheroid

= |^^a(l-fe).

29- If b be greater than a, the spheroid will be prolate,

and € will be negative, and the attraction of a prolate spheroid

on a particle at its equator

= ^7rpa(l+^e).

30. To Jind the attraction of an oblate spheroid of

uniform density on a particle at its pole.

Taking the attracted point as origin, and putting r for

the distance of a small element from that point, and B the

angle which r makes with the axis of revolution, a small

element of the generating ellipse = r^rlB, and the mass

generated by the revolution of this element

^Q.Trpror.sinO .l9\

and the attraction of this annulus in the direction of the

axis of x
= ^irplr . smOco&B.^Q.,

and therefore the attraction of the spheroid

'^ 2irp . frfg sin 6 cos 6

^ ^-Tp. fair + C) sin 6 cos 9

;

. . , . , . , 26a- cos
the mtegral is to be taken from r = 0, to r = —

;

-i

;

6 +a-e*cos*0

this value of r being determined from the equation of the

generating ellipse y* = n" i^^^ - ^)> ^y writing r sin 9 and

rcos9 respectively for y and x, and e for the eccentricity.
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Hence the attraction

2irp rZba^ e* cos' sin 9

e* Jo b + are^cos^G

4ib-7r

e

4&

46

e

= 4&

TTo /• f . ^ 6' sin 1

C-cose + -.an-(-^)j

\ ae b J

(I \/l -e^ . _, \

TT/O

the integral being taken from = 0, to = -, for the whole

spheroid.

31. If the spheroid should be prolate we must write a

for 6 and 6 for a in equation (l) of last article. And for

6 , . , . , a*6 . b^a W
- which is equal to -z—ri ^e must write ~ or ;
e^ a^-b' b^ - c? ae^

and for a'^e' or a^ — b\ we must write b^ — a^, or - a^e\ conse-

quently equation (l) becomes

the attraction of a prolate spheroid

k2 -f -2
_ 46 irp rj . p « sin 9 )

6^7rp /•f sind .1
ae^ Je\i-e^co&*9

J

&Vp , 1 , 1 + e cos - ^.
.," ?— log. + cos a + C\

aer ^ 2e ^"1-6008 9 *

6Vp f 1 , 1+e 1 ,—~-{— log- l>, between limits.
a^ \ie ®' 1 - e y

46'

46'
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32. To find the attraction of an oblate spheroid of
uniform density on a particle at its equator.

Let the particle be taken for the origin ; the equator for

the plane xy ; and that diameter of it which passes through

the particle for the axis of a? ; r the distance of an element of

the spheroid from the origin; G the inclination of r to the

plane a^y ; (p the inclination of its projection on that plane to

the axis of a\

Then an element of the mass = pr^Sr . cos 9 .^0 . ^^; and

the attraction of this element in the direction of the axis of <r,

(which is evidently the direction in which the whole attraction

of the spheroid takes place)

= pSr .cos9 . S9S(p. cos G cos ^;

andJ therefore, the attraction of the spheroid

= P ' frfefi, cos^ ^ cos ^

;

= p .fef^ (r + C) cos^ G cos (p

2pb^ r r^ cos' 9 COS^

~ a^ '
JBJi. l-e^ cos^ G

'

, , . , 1 . 1 ^ 2 6 cos cos
(the integral bemg taken from r = 0, to r = —, 5—„-;

;

a(l-ecos^)
this value of r being deduced from the equation of the sphe-

a^%^
roidal surface a/^ + y^ •\- —^ ^ Zaw, by writing r cos G cos (p,

r cos G sin ^, and r sin G respectively for a?, y and z)

2p6^

ae J''J*-""''l>[vzVT7^ir0-'°'^}

2p6^ - o .f« , ae sin . ^ _1
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I
the integral being taken between = - ~ and 6= -\

Qpb^ fa \

the integral being taken between ^ = and <p = —.

33. If the spheroid be prolate we must proceed with

equation (l) as in Art. 31 ; writing—;; for —^ and - a^e'

for are". By these substitutions, we obtain the attraction of

a prolate spheroid

= - V-/«/*-^^^|-^^i7sin^0 - ^'^
1

= .^_^/^cos^^/4-log,Lt^^^"^ sin0 . Cl

- - ^- / oos-^ |^.-log.—^ - 2|, between 9 = ^ -

el a^c 1 - ej

/2 l-c% l+e\

34. If V be the sum of the quotients of the })articles of

a body divided by their respective distances from a given point,

whose co-ordinates are f-ig^h; then the attractions F, G, H
of the body on a particle situated at that point in the direc-

tions of the co-ordinates, are respectively equal to

-d^F, -rf^r, -d„V;
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and V may be determined from the equation

d/V + d/V+d^'V=0;

or, d/r + d/r + d/F = - 47r/o,

the latter only being true when the particle attracted is a part

of the body.

For, let Xf y, z be the co-ordinates of an element m of the

l)ody, and u = its distance from the attracted point ; then

andF = 2(");

and.-. d,F=2(d,^)=-2(^,.rf,«)

\u^ u J

Similarly, d^V = - G, and d^F= - H.

Again, udju = / - .r

;

and, differentiating again,

iidjU + {dfUf = 1 ;

... d/„.l-(M\
^ u u

Now d}V= - djl. (- . dfv\

Similarly, d;r = 2 (?^. (<;,«)' -^),
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..d}v + d^r+div = o (1),

because

35. Equation (l) is universally true when the particle at-

tracted is not a part of the attracting body ; it fails, however,

in the contrary case, for then u becomes evanescent between

the limits of the sum of
|
—

|
for the whole body, and conse-

quently there is a term in the expression for djV + dgV + dlV

of the form - . To determine the proper form of equation

(1), in this case, let a spherical surface having its centre in the

origin of co-ordinates be inscribed within the body so as to in-

clude the particle attracted within the mass of the sphere thus

formed ; the function V will thus be separated into two parts

Ui U' ; of which U belongs to the sphere, and U' to the part

of the body exterior to the sphere; since, therefore, the at-

tracted particle is not a portion of this latter body, we have,

by the former part of the investigation

d}ir + d^U' + dlU'=0;

and, therefore,

d}V+ d^V+d^V=d}U + d^U + dlU.

But the three quantities — d^U^ — d U, — df^Uy being the

attractions which the sphere exercises on the particle in the

directions of the co-ordinates, will be respectively equal to

fTrp/, ^irpg, ^TTphj by Art. 17; that is,

dfU^-^irpfy

dgU» - §7rpgi

d^U^'ttrph.
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DiflPerentiatiiig each of these equations, we have

and, therefore,

d}V+d^V + diV=:-^'n-p (2).

36. As an example of the application of equation (l),

suppose it were required to find the attraction of a sphere on
an external particle.

Let the centre of the sphere be the origin of co-ordinates,

and V^ = f^ + g^ + KK Then, from the symmetrical form of

a sphere, so long as h remains the same, the attraction is

evidently the same ; and therefore F is a function of h only

;

Budfgh enter F, only because they enter b; consequently

d^V = d,V.dyb^d,V.^;

= dlV.'L- + -.d,V-d,F.-L.

Similarly, d/F=d,= F.| + |.(i,F-d,F.^,

andd/F=d,^F.^+l.d,F-d,F.p;

.•.0 = d/F+d/F+d^«F

= d,'V^l.d,V,

Multiplying by 6^ integrating once, and then dividing by
6^, we find the attraction of the sphere

* 6^
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37. As an application of equation (2), suppose the par-

ticle to be within the sphere.

Multiplying by 6', and integrating, we have

A-^7rpb^=b%V.

But when 6 = 0, d^F = 0, and .. A = 0; and, conse-

quently, the attraction of a sphere on a point within it

38. Again, suppose it were required tojind the attraction

of a cylinder of indejinite length on an external particle.

It is evident, from the symmetrical form of the cylinder,

and from its being of indefinite length, that the attraction will

remain the same so long as 6, the distance from its axis, is the

same. Now, supposing the axis of the cylinder to be the axis

of sr, 6^ =f- +g''
; and T is a function of b only ; and fg enter

F, only because they exist in b ; and h does not enter V

at all,

.'.d/V+d/r^O.

But d;r= d/F.-^ +
1

. rf,r- d,F.-^,

Multiplying by b, and integrating, we have the attraction
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Consequently the attraction of a cylinder of inde6nite

length varies inversely as the distance from its axis,

39. If the particle be within the cylinder,

then - 4irp = d^V + -,d^V\

.:A-2'jrpb'' = b.d,V.

But when 6 = 0, dj F = ; and .-. A = 0.

Hence the attraction of an indefinite cylinder on one of its

own particles

= - d^r= 27rpb.

40. Lastly, suppose it were required to Jind the attrac-

tion of a solid, of indefinite extent, on an external particle ;

the solid being bounded on the side next to the particle by a

plane.

Here F is a function of b (the distance from the surface)

only, and b =f; g and h do not enter b ;

.:d-'V^O.

Consequently, the attraction (- d^F) is constant.

ON THE ATTRACTION OF AN ELLSIPSOID.

41. Let the co-ordinate axes of x, y, z, coincide with the

semi-axes a, 6, c of the ellipsoid ; let /, g, h be the co-ordi-

nates of the attracted particle, which take for the origin of

polar co-ordinates ; ti the distance of an element m of the ellip-

soid from this origin ; 9 the angle which ?* makes with the axis

of*; and the angle which its projection on the plane y«
makes with the axis of y. Then m may be considered as a

small rectangular parallelopiped whose dimensions are ^u, uS0,
u&in 6 ^0;
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and .-. m = u^ sin . hi^OS(f),

considering the density uniform, and equal to 1.

Consequently,

Similarly,

^ = fufeU sin* 9 cos ^, and H = f^f^f^ sin* 6 sin (p.

In integrating with respect to w, we observe that two

cases occur, according as the particlfB is within or witJiotet the

ellipsoid.

42. In the former case, the line which passes through the

particle attracted, is divided into two parts u, u\ which are

terminated by the surface of the ellipsoid ; the integrals are

therefore to be taken between these limits, and consequently

F =
[gf^ {u + u) sin 9 cos 0,

G = !of,^{u + u) sin* cos (p,

H = ^J^ {u + v) sin* B sin <p.

These expressions are now to be successively integrated,

with regard to and 0, from and each = 0, to each = tt.

43. In the latter case, u cuts the ellipsoid in two points,

the distances of which from the particle attracted are u and u ;

the integrals are therefore to be taken between these limits;

consequently

F =s ^j$,(w' - u) sin 9 cos 9,

G = Jj^ {u
— v) sin^ 9 cos 0,

H rs [q!^{u - u) sin* 9 sin 0.

These expressions are now to be integrated between the

values of 9 and 0, corresponding to the points where u' - u
= 0, that is, where «* is a tangent to the ellipsoid.

44. Now w =/ - uco^9i y = g - u sin cos 0, x = h

- M sin sin ^ ; and substituting these in the equation of the
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surface of the ellipsoid, in order to determine the values of u
and «', we have for that purpose the equation

(cos*0 sin* cos* sin^0sin-0\ g-^ + ^i + 7- j
^

(/cos 6 ^ sin cos A sin sin 0\___ +
^^

+ _
j 2w

a^ h' & '

from which, by writing L and M for the coefficients of u

and -2w, and IV for iiP -^ L \\ -—-- - —A , we

obtain

u = ~
, and u=.-

(^),

L ' L

Consequently, when the particle is within the ellipsoid,

n= ^j J [y sin'^asin^V

and when the particle is without the ellipsoid,

F=2 f f (^^.sin0cos0\

'e "1^

46. On account of the irrational quantity ^Ny it is

quite impossible to integrate these latter expressions by any
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known method. Wc are able, however, to elude the difficulty,

by making the attraction of the ellipsoid on an external

particle depend upon the attraction of another ellipsoid on

an internal particle, by a process, first discovered by Mr.

Ivory, which the reader will find detailed in Airy's Hetero-

geneous Figure of the Earth. For this reason, we shall

confine ourselves to the determination of the attraction of

an ellipsoid on an internal particle.

46. For this purpose, substituting for M its value in the

first of equations {A), we find,

^f C f sin cos'^ 9 2g' r p sin* 9 cos 9 cos

~L ^T'JJ^ Z

2/t r r sin* 9 cos 9 sin

V Iff !!!Liir!J' + zK f i

-HL9 "^ ^

Now, it is well known, if P be any rational function what-

ever of sin 9 and cos^ 9, that f^P cos 9 = between the limits

9 = and = TT ; hence the last two terms in the above

expression disappear by integration ; and, consequently, writing

its value for /,, we have

, , sin cos" 9
F=2 "

Is L cos* H sm^ 9 cos* + — sin sm- d)
" *

'^

b'- ^ c'
^

Similarly,

^ ^ sin'^9 cos' <b
G^^g. f f 6» .,6*

xy^ŝsin' 9 cos- (}) + — cos'0 + —, sin* 9 sin" <p

and

^ ^ sin^ 9 sin* (h

"-'*• //: e' . c-

.

—r-
'» J* sin* ^ sin* + —„ cos"0 + -^ sin* 9 cos'd)

' *"' ^ a b'
^

47. Dividing these three equations respectively by /, ff

and A, and adding the results, we obtain
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F G H r r ' n_ + _ +-=2 ^sin0 = 47-,

a very remarkable equation.

48. The values of F, G, and H, contain only the ratios

of the quantities «, 6, c ; so long, therefore, as these ratios re-

main the same, F, G, /f, will remain unaltered ; whence we

conclude that all similar ellipsoids exert the same attraction on

an internal particle whose co-ordinates are given.

49. And from this it follows, that an ellipsoidal shell,

contained between similar concentric ellipsoidal surfaces, exerts

no attraction on a particle within it ; because it is the difference

between two similar and concentric ellipsoids, which, by last

Art., exert equal attractions on the particle.

50. The integrals in the last expressions for F, G and /T,

are to be taken between limits (see Art. 42.) which are in-

dependent of /, g and h, and therefore the integrals them-

selves are independent of these quantities ; consequently

Focf, Gccg, Hch.

51. Hence F remains the same so long as /is unaltered;

let, therefore, another particle be placed in such a situation

that g and h may vanish, but/ remain the same as before;

then, since the attraction of the ellipsoidal shell, which is

contained between the external surface, and a similar con-

centric surface passing through the second attracted particle,

is evanescent (Art. 49), we infer that the attraction of the

whole ellipsoid on the first particle is equal to the attraction

of the small ellipsoid, contained by the second surface, on

the second particle, in the same direction. (See Airy''s Tracts,

Homogeneous Figure of the Earth, Prop. 8).

52. Integrating now the expression for F in Art. 46,

witli regard to 0, between the limits ^ = 0, and (j) = ir,

we find

,, „ ^ - sin cos* 9
I' = 2/7r

JeUos'9 + ^ sin' a] . (cos-'fl + ^ sin^^]

23
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The integral of this is to be taken from 6 = 0, to

= TTy which comes to the same as taking it from = 0, to

= - , and doubling the result. Hence, by writing v for

cos 9, and /x for the mass of the ellipsoid, we obtain

F =

'/{• (s-)-r-i"g-)-f
the integral of which is to be taken from v = 0, to u = l.

53. If this integration could be effected, it is evident

that V would disappear in the result ; and therefore F is a.

function of/, a, 6, c only ; consequently G and H are similar

functions of g, 6, a, c ; and A, c, a, b ; respectively.

and H = ,

-^l-g-0»'N-g-)^'

RF)?HR?'
between the same limits of v as before.

54. It is impossible to exhibit the integral, with regard to

Vf in finite terms ; we may, however, put the values of /", G
and H under a somewhat more convenient form, as follows.

6' c
For -j — 1, and -j ~ 1» substitute e^ and e' respectively;

. bv'
and in the value of G write j-^^-rr-.^- for v : and in that of

//

cv
H write

—^—r-,,^ for v ; then
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r IM (_^^^^

3m^ r t>
^

a' 'WlT^T^. (1 + e'O^*

Since, however, these integrals are all to be taken between

y = and v = 1, and at these limits v and «" have the same

values as «, we may in the expressions for G and H write «

for u' and v" without altering the final results. This being

done, and substituting

r ^ rfrom V = Ol

^^
J„ y/l + e-w"^ . \/l+ e'^tJ^I to v = 1 j

*

we have

or

55. We can find F' in finite terms only in two cases,

when 6 = 6, and when one of them = ; on both which

suppositions two of the three semi-axes a, 6, c are equal;

and, consequently, the ellipsoid becomes a spheroid of revo-

lution, the attraction of which may be found independently of

jP'vby Arts 30

—

33, 51.

56. For a more extended view of the subject of the

Attraction of Spheroids, and for the application of the results

above deduced to the determination of the figures of the Earth,

and the heavenly bodies, the reader is referred tq the writings

of Newton and Laplace; or to Airy's Mathematical Tracts,

and the Thcorie Analytique du Syattme du Monde, tome ii. of

Pontecoulant.

23—2



MISCELLANEOUS PROBLEMS.

1. A ROW of four elastic balls A, B, C, D is placed in a

right line. Required the ratios of their masses, that the mo-
inentinn of A may after impact be equally divided among the

four ; B, C, D being originally at rest.

Find the result also when there are n balls.

2. Two billiard balls are lying in contact on the table

;

in what direction must one of them be struck by a third so as

to go off in a given direction .'' The balls are supposed equal

in all respects, smooth, and of given elasticity.

3. AB is the vertical diameter of a circle. A perfectly

elastic ball descends down the chord AC^ and being reflected by

the plane BC describes its path as a projectile ; shew that the

body will strike the circle at the opposite extremity of the

diameter CD.

4. If two bodies be projected from the same point, at the

same instant, with velocities v and rj, and in directions a and a,,

shew that the time which elapses between their transits through

the other point which is common to both their paths is equal

2f)«, sin (a ~ ai)
to -.

g (« cos a + 1', COS oi)

5. An imperfectly elastic body, acted on by gravity, is

projected in any direction with a velocity V against a vertical

plane, making an angle 6 with the vertical plane in which the

body moves ; find the velocity V after impact ; and shew that

if the ball were perfectly elastic, a the elevation which

%vould make V a minimum, and a the distance of the point
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of projection from the given plane tan a «= — , and

r= Fcota.

6. A perfectly elastic ball falls from a height h on a

plane inclined 30° to the horizon ; shew that it will strike

the plane again after an interval equal to twice the time

of its fall, and that its range on the plane will be ih.

7. Find the locus of all the points to which a body will

descend in the same time on straight lines drawn from two

given points.

8. Find the line of quickest descent from the focus to

the curve of a parabola, whose axis is vertical, and vertex

upwards.

9. If a ball, whose elasticity is X, be projected in vacuo

at an elevation o, with the velocity u. Shew that it will go to

the distance — . on a smooth horizontal plane before it

ceases to rebound. Does the ball stop there ?

10. A body, of the elasticity X, is projected up an inclined

plane Avith a given velocity, and at the top impinges per-

pendicularly upon another plane, and returns to the point

from which it set out with two thirds of the velocity of

projection. Find the length of the plane, and shew that X
is less than ^.

11. A ball, of the elasticity X, is projected with a velocity

u at an angle of elevation a; and at the instant of attaining its

greatest altitude, it strikes a similar and equal ball falling ver-

u
tically with a velocity - at that point. Shew that the distance

of the balls from each other at the end of the time / after the

impact is ^tu \/l + 4X*cos*o.

12. A body falls from rest acted on by a central force

1
_

varying as - . - .— ; it is required to find the time of describing

a given space.
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13. If a particle in space be acted on only by a force

whicli is parallel to the axis of z, shew that its intensity is

equal to

a*d/» + 2abdj,dyZ + b^d^z ;

where a and 6 are the constant velocities parallel to the axes of

CI and y respectively.

14. Find the law of force by which a body may describe a

leraniscate ; the centre of force being the pole of the lemniscate.

15. A body acted upon by two central forces, each vary-

ing inversely as the square of the distance, is projected from a

point between them towards one of the centres : required the

velocity of projection that the body may just arrive at the

neutral point of attraction and remain at rest there.

16. Two imperfectly elastic spheres attract one another

Avith forces which « D~^ ; find the greatest separation of their

centres after n impacts, their original distance being given.

17. Three equal particles repelling each other with

forces oz D~^ are placed in the same straight line, the two

extremes being immoveable. Find the motion of the one

which is interposed.

18. Apply the equations of motions to shew that if a body

describe a circle, of radius R, by the action of a force F
tending to its centre ; the (vel.)"^ = FR.

19. A particle attached to one end of an elastic strino-

moves on a smooth horizontal plane, the other end of the

string being fixed to a point in the plane. If the path of the

(ra \ -i

1, a and

r being the natural and stretched lengths of the string. If

the orbit be nearly circular find the angle between the apsides.

20. Find the law of force by which a body may describe

a circle : the centre of force being in the circumference of the
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circle. Find also the periodic time, and compare it with the

period in the same circle when the same force is in its

centre.

21. A body, acted on by a force varying inversely as the

fifth power of the distance, is projected in any direction with a

velocity equal to that which would be acquired in falling from

an infinite distance : find the orbit.

22. A particle acted on by a central force varying as

— , is projected from a given point with a velocity which is to

the velocity from infinity as 5 : 3 ; in a direction making an

2\/6
angle sin"

^
with the radius vector. Find the position

of the apses, and the time of describing a given angle.

23. Find the time in which a body will move from the

vertex to the end of the latus rectum of a parabola ; and shew

that if the velocity be there suddenly altered in the ratio m : 1

(wi being < 1) the body will proceed to describe an ellipse

the eccentricity of which = (l — 2m^ + 2m*)^.

24. If the earth's orbit be taken an exact circle, and a

comet be supposed to describe round the sun a parabolic orbit

in the same plane ; shew that this comet cannot possibly

continue within the earth s orbit longer than the I -^ I part

of a year.

25. A body, projected in a given direction with a given

velocity and attracted towards a given centre of force, has its

velocity at every point : the velocity in a circle at the same

distance :: 1 : vS ; find the orbit described, the position of

the apse, the magnitude of its axis, and the law of force.

26. A body acted on by a force varying partly as the

inverse cube and partly as the inverse fifth power of the

distance is projected with the velocity which would be acquired

in falling from infinity, at an angle with the distance the
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tangent of which = \/2, the forces being equal at the point

of projection : determine the motion.

27. A spherical surface is described in space, having in

its centre a force varying as — ; shew that if a particle be let

fall from this surface, and be projected in any direction at any

moment of its descent with the velocity acquired, it will move

in an ellipse the major axis of which is equal to the radius

of the sphere.

28. The force tending to the centre of a circle whose

radius is c being /* I
»* + —r ) > find the velocity with which a

body will describe a circle ; and shew that if the velocity be

suddenly doubled, it will come to an aspe at the distance 3c.

29. If a force vary inversely as the seventh power of the

distance, and a body be projected from an apse with a velocity

which is to the velocity in a circle at the same distance

:: 1 : y/s ; find the equation of the curve described.

30 A body is projected from a given point with a given

velocity, acted on by a central force oc — ; shew that what-

ever be the direction of projection, the centre of the orbit

described will lie in the surface of a certain sphere.

31. If a body be projected about a centre of force varying

inversely as the square of the distance, with a velocity equal to

n times the velocity in a circle at the same distance, and in a

direction making an angle a with the distance ; the angle -sr

between the axis major and this distance may be determined

from the equation

tan (tst -a) - (\ - n") tan a.

32. A body describes a parabola about a centre of force

residing in a point in the circumference of a given ellipse, the

foci of which are in the circumference of the parabola, the
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force varying inversely as the square of the distance : shew

that the time of moving from one focus to the other is the

same, at whatever point in the circumference of the ellipse the

centre of force is placed.

33. Two equal spheres, composed of matter attracting as

— , revolve in a circle round their common centre of gravity ;

determine the velocity of a small body moving in the same

plane in an orbit very nearly circular, at such a distance that

the cube of the distance of the equal bodies divided by the

distance of the third may be neglected.

34. If V be the velocity of a body revolving in an ellipse

about the centre, v' its velocity when the direction of its mo-

tion is at right angles to the former direction ; the time of

describing the intercepted arc

^=sin M—

-

35. By supposing a comet, which really moves in a

very eccentric ellipse, to move in a parabolic orbit, shew
that in the computed time of passing from perihelion through
90" there will be in JSP an error of defect, which nearly

equalsl(i-e).

36. A body acted on by gravity moves on the convex

surface of a cycloid, the vertex of which is its highest point

;

the velocity at the highest point being given ; determine the

point where it will leave the curve, and the latus rectum of the

parabola afterwards described.

37. An ellipse is placed with its major axis in a vertical

position ; shew that the velocity, with which a particle must

be projected vertically upwards, from the extremity of the

minor axis, along the interior of the elliptic arc, so that after

quitting the curve it may pass through the centre, is

r(8o« + 6')^li ....
{ / ~i'^ «> o being the semi-axes.
[ 3a V 3 J
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38. A molecule is projected from the wheel of a coach in

rapid motion ; given the velocity of the coach, find the

greatest distance before the wheel to which the molecule can

be thrown.

39. A body moves in a groove under the action of two

centres of force each varying inversely as the distance, and of

equal intensity at the same distance ; the body is projected

from the mid-point between the centres : prove that if

the velocity be uniform the form of the groove is a lem-

niscate.

40. A circular horizontal lamina of matter, every particle

of which attracts with a force varying as . , is made to

revolve with a uniform angular velocity w round an axis

through its centre perpendicular to its plane. Shew that a

particle of matter will move freely along a groove (in the

circle) whose equation is

r = a cos — I —

;

where / is the force at the circumference of the circle and a

its radius.

41. In tlie last question supposing the force repulsive

and a string coiled round the circle, now supposed at rest, to

the extremity of which is attached a particle P, shew that

when the string has been unfolded from an arc subtending

an angle 6 at the centre,

(Fs velocity)* =/« log^ (l + ^).

42. The highest point of the wheel of a carriage moves

twice as fast as those points of the rim whose distances from

the ground are equal to the radius.

43. A groove in the form of a cycloid witli its vertex

downwards and base horizontal is cut in a solid vertical

board : determine the motion of a ball moving along it
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while the board itself is capable of moving freely along u

smooth horizontal plane; and the curve which the ball de-

scribes in space.

44. A cylinder unrolls itself from a vertical string which

passes over a fixed pulley and has a weight attached to its

extremity ; find the tension of the string and the force ac-

celerating its descent.

45. Two equal particles A and 5, connected by a rigid

line, are placed in a narrow groove, in which they can move

without friction, the groove revolves with a uniform angular

velocity about a vertical axis passing through a given point

C in it. At the beginning of the motion BC = 3 AC; find

the time of ^'s arriving at C, and the tension of the line AB
at any moment.

46. A uniform lever ACB, of which the arms AC and

BC are at right angles to each other, rests in equilibrium

when AC is inclined at a given angle to the vertical : if AC be

raised to a horizontal position (C being fixed), find the angle

through which it will fall.

47. Two equal balls are attached to the extremities of a

straight lever having equal arms without weight, and are each

attracted to a centre of force « — , situated in the vertical

through the fulcrum, and at a distance from it equal to the

length of either arm; the rod being originally placed in a

position inclined to the vertical at an angle a, shew that the

time of its becoming vertical is

(^y
sin a. log, tan (^%^);

where a is the length of the lever and / the force of attraction

on the fulcrum.

48. A uniform rod of length 2 a slides in a vertical plane

between two rough planes, one of which is vertical and the
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Other horizontal ; the friction on each is equal to the pressure,

and the rod starts from the vertical position with a given

angular velocity : determine the motion, and shew that if the

given velocity be just sufficient to enable the rod to reach

the horizontal position, the angular velocity at the inclination

to the horizon will be

6g
f-^V" . (e-^ + 6 sin - cos 6)1

49. A horizontal wheel moves freely about a vertical

axis through its centre; a string of definite length is wrapt

round its circumference, and passing through a ring has

attached to it a weight which falls by gravity ; determine

the whole, motion.

50. A spherical sector rests with the lowest point of its

spherical surface on a smooth horizontal plane, find the time

of its small oscillations.

51. A heavy chain is wound round a cylindrical axis of

given weight and radius, placed in a horizontal position

;

required the tension of the chain when a given length is

unwound, and the velocity when the whole is run oW.

52. A hemisphere rests on a horizontal plane with a

string fastened to its edge, which, passing over a puUy,

supports a weight : when the string is cut find the motion

of the hemisphere.

53. If two bodies whose masses are m, ///', be placed on

a smooth horizontal plane, and be connected by a string

passing through a small ring in that plane ; and if m be

projected with a velocity w in a direction perpendicidar to

its distance a from the ring, then when its distance is r,

shew that the tension of the stnng =
: .—5--

. Find
m +m 'T

the time which m' takes to reach the ring, and the acquired

velocity.
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54. Two heavy particles are connected by a rigid rod

without weight; from what point in the rod must the system

be suspended that the time of its small oscillations may be

a minimum ?

55. Form a given quantity of matter into a cone of

such dimensions that its centre of oscillation may be in its

base, the point of suspension being its vertex.

ti6. Find the time of oscillation of a paraboloid of re-

volution about the directrix of the generating curve.

57. Find the moment of inertia of a cone about a slant

side.

58. Find the time of the small oscillations of a uniform

bent lever, the point of suspension being the angular point.

59. A heavy screw descends by its own weight ; deter-

mine the motion.

60. A screw of Archimedes is capable of turning round

its axis, which is vertical. A heavy particle is placed at the

top of the tube and runs down through it. Determine the

whole angular velocity communicated to the screw.

61. A spiral groove is made upon the surface of a heavy

cone ; a fine string is then wrapped upon the surface along

the groove, so that the coils are close to each other, and one

end of the string is made fast to the vertex, and to the other

end a given weight is attached. The weight descending

turns the cone about its axis, which is fixed in a horizontal

position. Find the angular velocity acquired when all the

string is unwrapped ; and investigate the form of the path

described by the descending weight.

62. A body revolving about a fixed axis, is suddenly

compelled to revolve about a new axis parallel to the former:

find the impulse upon the new axis at the very instant the

body begins to revolve about it, and the new angular ve-

locity.
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63. A beam is drawn from a horizontal to a vertical

position about one extremity, which is fixed, by means of a

strint^ which is attached to the other extremity of the beam

and after passing over a puUy placed above the fixed ex-

tremity at a height equal to the length of the beam is attached

to a falling body ; determine the motion.

64. A cylindrical body oscillates on a plane inclined at

a very small angle a to the horizon, the friction being such

as to prevent sliding ; its radius = o, and the distance of the

centre of gravity from the axis = c ; shew that the time of

oscillation is very little different from that on the horizontal

plane, but that the angle of vibration is ccBteris paribus

. 2aa
greater by ——

.

65. A semi-cylinder rests with its plane surface on a

plane, on which it is capable of moving freely ; shew that a

body sliding down its curved surface will describe an ellipse ;

and determine the time of descent.

66. A cylinder rolls down a fixed quadrant ; find where

the cylinder will leave the quadrant.

67- A solid cylinder rests with its base on a smooth hori-

zontal plane : the cylinder is then hollowed so as to form a

smooth hemispherical cup. A particle whose mass is equal to

that of the cup, is placed at the lowest point of its internal

surface ; shew that if it be projected along the plane with a

horizontal velocity = 2 vgci the particle will ascend just as

higli as the centre of the cup, and then descend.

68. A sphere revolves round an axis touching its surface,

find the length of the simple isochronous pendulum.

69. A cylinder is made to rotate about its axis, and is

then suddenly placed in contact with a rough horizontal plane

with its axis parallel to the plane ; the force of friction is of

finite intensity and is not sufficiently great to prevent the line

of contact of the cylinder from sliding on the plane at the
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beginning of the motion : required to determine the motion,

and to shew how long the cylinder will continue to combine a

sliding motion with its rolling motion.

70. A heterogenous sphere is placed on a smooth hori-

zontal plane in a position differing slightly from that of equi-

librium. Find the time of its oscillations.

71. A cube is acted upon by three equal forces along

three edges which do not meet and are not parallel to each

other. Shew, that if the forces act along the three edges

in the direction of the three co-ordinates <Vy y, sr, the body

revolves round an axis in the direction of the diagonal which

meets none of them : but, if in the direction <r, y, - », the

cube will move round an axis parallel to the axis of x.

Find also the angular motion round the axis of rotation,

the forces being supposed uniform.

72. An elastic sphere after impinging on a hard plane,

not smooth, is observed to move off at an angle equal to the

angle of incidence. Required the sphere's elasticity.

73. A weight P, descending vertically, draws up a weight

Q, by means of a string passing over a smooth fixed peg;

when Q has ascended through a given space, it suddenly

becomes entangled with another weight Q' lying in its path

which is drawn up with it. Find how high will Q' ascend,

Q+ Q^ being greater than P.

74f. A rough vertical cylinder, capable of revolving

about a concentric but smooth and smaller cylinder as an

axis, rests upon a rough horizontal plane, on every point of

which the pressure is the same : determine the force applied

by a string wrapt round the cylinder which will just make
it move. If the force be greater than this determine the

motion.

*J5. A hemisphere oscillates about a horizontal axis,

which coincides with a diameter of the base; shew that if

the base be at first vertical, the ratio of the greatest pressure

on the axis to the weight of the hemisphere = 109 -f- 64.
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76. A cone of given form, and supported at G its centre

of gravitVj has a motion communicated to it round an axis

through G })crpendicular to the line joining G with a point

in the circumference of the base, and in a ])lane passing

through tliis point and the axis of the cone : determine the

position of the invariable plane ; and explain the motion of

the cone''s vertex.

77* Having given the values of 2(^0?-), 2(w?y*),

2(m5:-), 2 (myz), S(m.r^), 2 (tnxy) for any system of con-

nected particles; find the position of an axis, through the

origin of co-ordinates, round which the moment of inertia

of the system is a maximum or minimum.

78. A heavy body being suspended by two vertical

strings, one of them suddenly breaks, compare the initial

tension of the other with its tension before the accident.

79. A beam is projected in any manner along a smooth

horizontal plane and impinges upon a fixed obstacle: de-

termine the impulse.

80. At what point must a given uniform circular body

be struck by a force perpendicular to its plane, that in the

first instant of the body's motion one extremity of a given

diameter may remain at rest ?

81. A weight W is attached, by means of a string

which passes over two puUies A and B without mass and

in the same horizontal line, to two equal weights P, P. If

the point to which IV is fixed bo exactly in the middle of

the horizontal portion AB of the string, and W be allowed

to descend from rest, determine how far it will fall vertically.

82. If a beam lie on a smooth horizontal plane, and a

perfectly elastic ball is projected against it horizontally at

a given point with a given velocity and in a direction per-

pendicular to the beam ; determine the initial motions of

the beam and of the ball immediately after impact.
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83. If a rough ball be projected against a rough beam
on a smooth horizontal plane, determine the centre of spon-

taneous rotation.

84. A sphere projected along a rough plane is attracted

by a force P tending to a fixed centre in that plane ; prove

that p (t>)i is constant, where n = — , k being the ra-

dius of gyration and a the radius of the sphere. Shew-

also that the equation of the path is (-) + n f^
P = 0.

85. A beam, moveable about a fixed horizontal axis at

a given altitude above a horizontal plane, falls through a

given angle : determine the point at which a given sphere

should be opposed to its impact, that it may be projected

to the greatest possible distance on the horizontal plane, the

beam being in a vertical position at the instant of impact.

86. If a pendulum consists of two uniform metallic rods

of different substances at right angles to one another, find

the ratio of the lengths that a change of temperature may
not effect the length of the simple pendulum ; the rods being

suspended at the right angle.

S*J. A uniform rod oscillates about one end in a vertical

plane : determine the tendency to break at any point, and

where this tendency is the greatest.

88. Apply the principle of least action to find the equa-

tion of the curve described by a heavy body acted on by

gravity.

89. Prove, by means of the principal of least action,

that the orbit of a body described about a centre of force

varying inversely as the square of the distance is a conic

section.

90. Find the principal axes of a right-angled triangle

passing through the right angle.

24
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91. Two equal inelastic spheres, resting on a smooth

horizontal plane, are held together by means of an elastic

string passing through the point of contact, one end being

fastened in one sphere and the other end in the other. A
third sphere moving with given velocity impinges on the

system ; find how it must strike the system that the string

may be stretched as much as possible in consequence of the

impulse.

92. Find the time in which a right cone makes small

oscillations about its vertex, its axis moving in a plane.

If the axis do not move in a plane, find the time.

93. If a particle placed in the plane of a triangle be

attracted by the three sides, it cannot be in equilibrium unless

it be in the centre of the inscribed circle.

94. A rigid uniform rod oscillates in a vertical plane

about one end : determine the pressure on the axis.

95. If a beam hang vertically by means of a string

attached to its upper end and to a fixed point, shew that there

are two ways in which the beam can make indefinitely small

oscillations so that each point of it comes to the vertical

position of rest at the same instant ; and find the times of

oscillation.

96. A rod falling freely in a horizontal position strikes

against a peg, determine the magnitude of the blow ; and

the subsequent motion of the rod.

97- Two wheels revolving uniformly in the same plane

are suddenly brought in contact, and their axes are kept fixed,

the friction being sufficient to prevent all sliding ; determine

what alteration is made in the angular velocities.

98. An elliptic board has the extremity of its minor

axis fixed : it is struck in a direction perpendicular to its

plane through one focus. If the eccentricity = 5"i tlie axis of

initial rotation will pass through the other focus.
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99. A beam in a vertical position is moving in a hori-

zontal direction with a given velocity, and its upper extremity

becomes suddenly fixed : determine the subsequent angular

velocity.

100. A rough horizontal plane is constrained to revolve

round a vertical axis with a given angular velocity w : and

a uniform cylinder is placed with its base upon it. Shew
that, if the friction be sufficient to prevent sliding, the

cylinder will upset, when the ratio of its diameter to its

C b)^

height is less than — , c being the distance between the axis
g

of the cylinder and the axis of rotation.

101. If to) be variable, the cylinder will upset when the

c
ratio of its diameter to its height is less than — {w* + (c?<a))*| ^.

102. A beam, placed upon a smooth horizontal plane,

has one extremity fixed, and a ball is placed in contact

with it at a given distance from the fixed extremity : deter-

mine at what point another ball must impinge directly upon

the beam, that the greatest possible velocity may be commu-
nicated to the first ball by the impact.

103. A body, of which the elasticity is X, falls from

rest from an altitude o in a uniform medium, the resistance

of which is fcu'; and impinging upon a perfectly hard ho-

rizontal plane, rises and falls alternately : shew that the

whole space described before the motion ceases is

1 /I - X*e-'*«\
a + - loor

j .

k ="
V 1 - X* /

104. If a heavy body, be projected horizontally with a

given velocity, in a medium of which the resistance is pro-

portional to the product of the density, into the square of

the velocity; find how the density of the medium must vary

that the path may be a circle, and determine the whole

motion.
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105. Find the attraction of a paraboloid of revolution

on a particle in its focus ; and the dimensions of the para-

boloid that it may exert no attraction on the particle.

106. Form a given quantity of matter into a cone that

shall attract a particle at its vertex with the greatest possible

force.

107. A slender ring DEFh attached to another ring ABC
by means of a string AD the length of which is equal to thie

radius of ABC ; supposing DEF to lie entirely within ABd
determine the tension of the string when DEF is at rest.

Force of attraction of ABC oc D~^.

108. AB is a vertical line whose length is a. At the

same instant that one body is suffered to fall from A an-

other equal body is projected with a velocity u vertically

upwards from B; shew that if the resistance of the medium
= kv, the time t in which they will meet may be found

from the equation A;a = w(l-e~*').

109. A given quantity of matter of uniform density is

to be formed into a solid of revolution : determine its figure

that the attraction at one pole may be the greatest possible

:

the law of molecular force being that of the inverse square

of the distance.

110. On a straight rod of uniform matter a small ring

is placed near the middle, and then put in motion by the

attraction of the rod. Determine the motion.

THE END.
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copious Indices. By F. A. PALEY, Editor of .^Eschylus. 8vo,

10«. (x/.

RICHARDSON.—A NEW DICTIONARY OF THE ENG-
LISH LANGUAGE. Combining Explanation with Etymology :

and Illustrated by Quotations from the best Authorities. By
CHARLES RICHARDSON, LL.D. AVic jE't/i^wn, corrected. In
2 vols. 4to. In the press.

The Words, with those of the same family, are traced to their origin.

The Erpianalions are deduced from the primitive meaning through
the various usages.

The Quotations are arranged chronologically.

RICHARDSON.—A NEW DICTIONARY OF THE ENG-
LISH LANGUAGE. Combining Ilxplanations with Etymologies.
By CHARLES RICHARDSON, LL.D. AVw Edition, 8vo, in

the press.

This Dictionary is constructed on the same plan as the larger Edition,

but without the Quotations which illustrate the various usages of the
words.

RICHARDSON.— ON THE STUDY OF LANGUAGE:
An Exposition of The Grand Doctrines of " Tooke's Diversions of
Purley." By CHARLES RICHARDSON, LL.D., Author of
" A New Dictionary of the English Language." 12mo, cloth,

price 4^. Gd.
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ROBINSON—r>n. T^oRiNsoN's greek lexicon to
TIIK NKW TKSTAMKNT ; condensed for Schools iind Studcuts;
with a Parsing Index, containing the Word« wliich occur, and
showing their dorivatyjns. 12mo, 573 pages, price Is. iid. cloth.

The Parsing Index makes this Lexicon more suitable than any

other for those who have only a slight knowledge of the Greek lan-

guage.

SALLUST.—SALLUST. The Latin Text, with English Notes
and Introduction. By CHARLES MERIVALE, B.D., late Fel-

low and Tutor of St. John's College, Camhridge, &c. Author of

a " History of Rome," <kc. Crown 8vo, cloth, 5«.

SABRTNiE COROLLA. — SABRING COROLLA : a Vo-
lume of Classical Translations and Original Compos^itions, contri-

buted by Gentlemen educjited at Shrewsbury School. With Nine
Illustrations. 8vo, cloth, lbs. Also handsomely bound in various

styles.

TACITUS.—CORNELII TACITI OPERA. Ad Codices an-

tiquissimos exacta et emendata, Commentario critico et exegetico

illustrata. Edidit F. RITTER, Prof. Bonnensis. 4 vols. 8vo,

i;. 8».

A few copies printed on thick vellum paper, imp. 8vo, 41. 4<.

TACITUS.— TACITUS. With Notes by W. B. DONNE,
Esq. Vol. I. in preparation.

TATE.— FIRST CLASSICAL MAPS; with Chronological

Tables of Grecian and Roman History, and an Appendix of Sacfed

Geography and Chronology. Secojid Edition. By the Rev. JAMES
TATE, ,M.A., Head Master of Richmond Grammar School. Im-
perial 8vo, Is. 6d. cloth.

TATE.—nULES FOR OVIDIAN VERSE ; with some Hints
on the Transition to the Virgilian Hexameter, and an Introductory

Preface. Edited by JAMES TATE, M.A., Head Master of the

Grammar School, Richmond. 8vo, Is, 6d. sewed.

TEIITULLIAN.—THE APOLOGY OF TERTULLIAN.
With English Notes, and a Preface, intended as an Introduction

to the Study of Patristical and Ecclesiastical Latinity. Second
Edition. By H. A. WOODHAM, LL.D., Late Fellow of Jesus
College, Cambridge. 8vo, 6s. 6d.

THUCYDIDES.— THUCYDIDES, Book VI. The Greek
Text, witli English Notes, chiefly Grammatical and Explanatory

;

and a Map of Syracuse. By PERCIVAL FROST, jun., M.A.,
late Fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge. 8vo, cloth, 7s. Gd.

VIRGIL.—THE WORKS OF VIRGIL, closely rendered into

English Rhythm, and illustrated from British Poets of the 16tb,
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17th, and 18th centuries. By the Rev. ROBERT CORBET SIN-
GLETON, M.A., Late Warden of St. Peter's College, Radley. In
Two Volumes. Vol. I., price 9*.

VOLTAIRE.— IlISTOIRE DE CHARLES XIT, Roi de
Su5de, par Voltaire. With English Notes, by L. DIREY, In
the press.

XENOPHON.—THE ANABASIS OF XENOPHON, based
upon the Text of BORNE WANN : with Introduction, Geoffraphi-

cal and other Notes, Itinerary, and Three Maps compilea from
Recent Surveys and other Authentic Documents. By the Rev. J.

F. MACMICUAEL, B.A., Trinity CoUege. Cambridge ; Head
Master of the Grammar School, Kipon. New Uditian, revised,

price 5«., cloth.

XENOPHON—XENOPHONTIS CYROP^DIA. With En-
glish Notes by the Rev. G. M. GORUAM, M.A., Fellow of Trinity

CoUege, Cambridge. Jn the press.

BEASSE.— ENUNCIATIONS AND FIGURES BELONG-
ING TOTHK PROPOSITIONS OF THE FIRST SIX AND PART
OF THE ELEVENTH BOOK OF EUCLID'S ELEMENTS;
usually read in Schools and the Universities : prepared for Stu-

dents in Geometry. By the Rev. J. BRASSE, D.D. Fifth Edi-
tioTif Is. sewed.

THE SAME. Printed on loose Cards, for Use in the

School or Lecture-room, in a Case. 5s. 6d.

BOOTH. — THEORY OF ELLIPTIC INTEGRALS, AND
THE PROPERTIES OF SURFACES OF THE SECOND ORDER,
applied to the Investigation of the Motion of a Body round a Fixed
Point. By the Rev. J. BOOTH, LL.D. 8vo, 7s. Gd.

COX.— A MANUAL OF THE DIFFERENTIAL CALCU-
LUS. With Simple Examples. By HOMERSHAM COX, B.A.,
Jesus College, Cambridge. Crown 8vo, 4s.

DREW.—MANUAL OF ASTRONOMY : a Popular Treatise

on Descriptive, Physical, and Practical Astronomy ; with a familiar

Explanation of Astronomical Instruments, and the best Methods
of using them. By JOHN DREW, F.R.A.S. With numerous
Illustrations. Second Edition. Price 5«. cloth.

EVANS.— NEWTON'S PRINCIPIA, the First Three Sec-

tions of, with an Appendix ; and the Ninth and Eleventh Sections.

Edited by the Rev. J. H. EVANS, M.A , late Fellow of St. John's
College, and Head Master of Sedburgh Grammar School. Fourth
Edition. 8vo, 6». Just published.
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EUCLID. —ENUNCIATIONS AND COROLLA lURS OF
THE PROPOSITIONS OF TUB FIRST SIX BOOKS OF
EUCLID; together with the Eleventh aad Twelfth. 18mo,
sewed, Is.

FILIPOWSKI. — A TABLE OF ANTI-LOGARITHMS;
containing to Seven Places of Decimals natural Numbers answer-
ing to all Logarithms from '(KKX)! to -ulMid; and an improved
Table of Gauss's Logarithms, by which may be fouiid tlie Loga-
rithm to the sum or difference of Two Quantities where Logsirithms

are given ; preceded by an Introduction, containing tlie History
of Logarithms, their Construction, and the various Improvements
made therein since their invention. By HEIiSCIIKLL E. FILI-
POWSKI. Second Editioriy revised and corrected. 8vo, cloth, Ms.

FROST.—THE FIRST THREE SECTIONS OF NEW-
TON'S PRINCIPIA. With Notes, and a Collection of Problems
intended as Examples of Newton's Methods. By PERCIVAL
FROST, M.A., late Fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge ; and
Mathematical Lecturer of Jesus College. Crown 8vo, cloth,

10». 6(/.

GOODWIN.— AN ELEMENTARY COURSE OF MATHE-
MATICS ; containing Algebra, Plane Trigonometry, Conic Sec-
tions treated geometrically. Mechanics, Newton Section 1 to 3,

Hydrostatics, Optics, and Astronomy , designed principally for

Students of the University of Cambridge. By the Rev. IIARVEY
GOODWIN, M.A. Fourth Edition. 8vo, 16*.

GOODWIN.— A COLLECTION OF PROBLEMS AND
EXAMPLES, adapted to the '* Elementary Course of Mathe-
matics," With an Appendix, containing the Questions proposed
during the first Three Days of the Senate-House Examinations in

the Years 1848, 1849, 18a0, and 1851. By the Rev. UARVEY
GOODWIN, M.A. Second Edition. 8vo, C*.

GOODWIN. — ELEMENTARY MECHANICS, designed

chiefly for the Use of Schools. Part I. Statics, containing Ex-
?erimental and Demonstrative Mechanics, and several illustrative

'roblems and Exercises. By the Rev. HARVEY GOODWIN,
M.A., late Fellow and Mathematical Lecturer of Gouville and
Cains College, Cambridge. Crown 8vo, iis.

PART XL Elementary Dynamics, with Problems. Crown
8vo, 5a.

*#* The two books bound together, 10«. (id.

HATTERSLEY.—A FIRSTCOURSE OFMATHEMATICS,
comprising Arithmetic, Algebra, Statics, and Hydros atics, as

required for the Ordinary B.A. Degree. With Examples and a
Key. By the Rev. J. HATTERSLEY, M.A., St. John's CoUege,
Cambridge. 8vo, boards, 8«.
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HIND—THE PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF ARITH-
iMKTIC, comprising the Nature and Use of Logarithms, with the

Computations employed by Artificers, Gangers, and L:ind Sur-

veyors, and Answers to the Examples ; designed for the Use of

Students. By JOHN HIND, M.A. Seventh Edition. 12mo,
48. (kl. boards.

HIND.—A KEY TO THE ARITHMETIC, with an Appendix,
consisting of Questions for Examination in all the Rules of Arith-

metic. Second Edition. 8vo. In the press.

HIND.—THE ELEMENTS OF ALGEBRA. Bv the Rev.
J. HIND, M.A., F.P.S., and F.R.A.S., late Fellow and Tutor of

Sidney-Sussex College, Cambridge. New Edition, 8vo, boards,

revised and improved, and reduced to 10«. Od.

HIND.—THE PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF ARITH-
METICAL ALGEBRA: established upon strict Methods of Mathe-
matical Reasoning, and Illustrated by Select Examples proposed
during the last Thirty Years in the University of Cambridge, and
Answers ; designed for the Use of Students. By the Rev. J.

HIND, M.A., F.P.S., and F.R.A.S., late Fellow and Tutor of

Sidney-Sussex College, Cambridge. Third Edition. 12mo, 6«.

HIND.—THE ELEMENTS OF PLANE AND SPHERICAL
TRIGONOMETRY, with the Nature and Properties of Logarithms,
and the Construction and Use of Mathematical Tables, and
Appendices containing numerous Examples and Theorems for

Practice. By JOHN HIND, M.A. Fifth Edition. 12mo,
boards, 6».

HIND.—THE PRINCIPLES OF THE DIFFERENTIAL
CALCULUS, with its Application to Curves and Curve Surfaces.

By JOHN HIND, M.A. Second Edition. 8vo, 16«. boards.

HOSE.—THE ELEMENTS OF EUCLID, BOOKS I.-VI.,

XI. (I-2I), XII. (I 2). A New Text, based on that of SIMPSON.
Edited by HENRY J. HOSE, B.A., late Scholar of Trinity Col-

lege, Cambridge ; and Assistant Master of Westminster School.

With an improved Set of Figures. 12mo, price 4». cloth j or
4s. 6d. with a graduated Series of Exercises.

*#* The Exercises are sold separately, price Is.

The Editor has endeavoured to restore that "formality of rigour"

tacitly claimed for Kuclid, where it seemed wanting. No step has been
omitted or left implied ; and in the figures the lines given in the enuncia-
tion of n proposition are distinguished from those used in the construction
or proof.

The Exercises consist of n series of deductions from Euclid, which
have been catefnlly graduated and arranged so as to make the pupil

tiioroui;hly acquainted with geometrical principles and mathematical
analysis.
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PHEAR.— ET.EMENTARY MECHANICS Accompanied
by iiuinen)ii8 Kxiini|tles. By J. li. PUEAR, M.A., Fellow and
Mathematical Lecturer of Clare Uall, Cambridge, tivo, cloth,

10*. Gd.

PHEAR.— KLEMENTARY HYDROSTATICS. Accompa-
nied hy numerous Examples. By J. B. PUEAR, M.A., Fellow
and Miitlieinatical Lecturer of Clare Hall, Cambridge. Crown 8vo,

cloth, 6s. iid,

PUCKLE.—AN ELEMENTARY TREATISE ON CONIC
SECTIONS AND ALGEBRAICAL GEOMETRY. With a nu-
merous Collection of Easy Examples progressively arranged, espe-

cially desi:;ned for the Use of Schools and Beginners. By 0. IIALE
PUCKLE, M.A , St. John's College, Cambridge ; Mathematical
Master iu the Royal Institution School, Liverpool. Crown 8vo,

cloth, 7s. Od.

SCOTT.— AN ELEMENTARY TREATISE ON PLANE
COORDINATE GEOMETRY, with its Application to Curves of

the Second Order, and Easy Problems. By the Rev. W. SCOTT,
Mathematical Lecturer, Sidney-Sussex College, Cambridge. Crown
8vo, 5s. (id.

SMITH—ARITHMETIC AND ALGEBRA, in their Prin-
ciples and Application : with numerous systematically-arranged
Examples, taken from the Cambridge Examination Papers and
Answers. With especial Reference to the ordinary Examination
for B.A. Degree. By BARNARD SMITH, M.A., Fellow of

St. Peter's College, Cambridge. Crown 8vo, cloth, 10s. (id.

SMITH—ARITHMETIC FOR THE USE OF SCHOOLS,
with numerous cjirefully graduated Examples. By BARNARD
SMITH, M.A., Fellow of St. Peter's College. Crown 8vo, cloth,

4s. 6d.

SNOWBALL.— THE ELEMENTS OF PLANE AND
SPHERICAL TRIGONOMETRY; with the Construction and
Use of Tables of Logarithms. Greatly improved and enlarged.
By J. C. SNOWBALL, M.A., Fellow of St. John's College, Cam-
bridge. A new and cheaper {the Eighth) Edition. Crown 6vo,
cloth. Is. (id.

TODHTJNTER.—A TREATISE ON ANALYTICAL STA-
TICS, Willi numerous Examples. By I. TODIIUNTER, M.A.,
Fellow and Tutor of St. John's College, Cambridge. Crown 8vo,
cloth, 10«. (id.

TODHUNTER.—A TREATISE ON THE DIFFEREN-
TIAL CALCl'LUS; and the Elements of the Integral Calculus.
With numerous Examples. By I. TODIIUNTER, M.A., Fellow
and Tutor of St. John's College, Cambridge. Crown 8ro, cloth,
10«. dd.
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TODHTJNTER.—A TREATISE ON PLANE COORDI-
NATE (^IKUMETRY. With uumerous Examples. \0s. (id.

WALTON.—A TREATISE ON THE DIFFERENTIAL
CALCULUS. By W. WALTON, M.A., Trinity College, Cambridge.
8vo, 10s. 6t/.

WALTON.—A COLLECTION OF PROBLEMS in Illustra-

tion of the PRLVCIPLES OF THEORETICAL MECHANICS.
By W. WALTON, iM.A., Trinity College, Cambridge. Second
Edition. {Freparing.)

WALTON.—A COLLECTION OF PROBLEMS in Illustra-

tion of the PRINCIPLES OF THEORETICAL HYDROSTATICS
AND HYDRODYNAMICS. By W. WALTON, M.A., Trinity
College, Cambridge. 8vo, 10«. 6rf.

WALTON.—PROBLEMS IN ILLUSTRATION OF THE
PRINCIPLES OF PLANE COORDINATE GEOMETRY, in-

cluding Lines of the Second Order. By W. WALTON, M.A.,
Trinity College, Cambridge. 8vo, 16«.

WILLLOIS.—THE ELEMENTS OF MECHANICS AND
HYDROSTATICS. With numerous Examples. Designed chiefly

for those who are Candidates for the Ordinary BA. Degree. By
the Rev. S. F. WILLIAMS, M.A. 12mo, boards, 5«.

I^tscellaneous.

ALFOBD—THE GREEK TESTAMENT ; with a Critically

Revised Text ; a Digest of various Readings ; Marginal References

to Verbal and Idiomatic Usage ; Prolegomena ; and a Critical and
Exegetical Commentary. For the Use of Theological Students
and Ministers. By H. ALFORD, B.D., Minister of Quebec Chapel,

London ; and late Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge. In 3
vols.

Vol. I., Second Edition, containing the Four Gospels, 1^. 12.<(,

Vol. II., Second Edition, containing the Acts of the Apostles,

the Epistles to the Romans and Corinthians, \l. At,

Vol. III. in preparation.

BOOK-KEEPING.—THE MANUAL OF BOOK-KEEP-
ING : or, Practical Instructions to the Manufacturer, Wholesale
Dealer, and Retail Tradesman, for Keeping and Balancing their

Books in an easy and simple Manner; with an Engraving, illus-

trating the Connection of the various Books with each other. By
an experienced Clerk. Seventh Edition. 12mo, 4^.

Full explanationn are given, so as to make thia Manual suitable for

beginners, and for general use in Schools.
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BOWES. — A PRACTICAL SYNOPSIS OF ENGLISH
IIISTOllY: or, a tJeiicral Summary of Dates and EvoiitB, with
Genealogical Tjihles ; for the Use of Schools and Private Families.

By ARTHUR BOWES. Second Edition. 8vo, cloth, 2*.

BUTLER.—BISHOP BUTLER'S THREE SERMONS ON
HUMAN NATURE, and Dissertation on Virtue. Edited by
W. WHKWELL, D.D., Master of Trinity College, Cambridge.
With a Preface and a Syllabus of the Work. Third Edition. Fcjip.

8vo, 'is. iSd,

BUTLER.—BISHOP BUTLER'S SIX SERMONS ON
MORAL SUBJECTS. A Sequel to the " Three Sermons on
Human Nature." Edited by W. WHEWELL, D.D ; with a Pre-

face and a Syllabus of the Work. Fcap 8vo, 3«. 6</.

COMPENDIUM THEOLOGICUM. — COMPENDIUM
THEOLOGICUM ; or. Manual for Students in Theology ; con-
taining a Concise History of the Primitive and Media;val Church,
the Refonnation, the Church of England, the English Liturgy and
Bible, and the XXXIX. Articles ; with Scripture Proofs and Ex-
planations. Intended for those preparing for Theological Exami-
nations, with Examination Papers. By a CLERGYMAN. 18mo,
boards, 4*. (id.

GOODWIN.—LECTURES UPON THE CHURCH CATE-
CHISM. By the Rev. HARVEY GOODWIN. 12mo, 4».

HARDWICK— A HISTORY OF THE ARTICLES OF
RELIGION ; including, among other Documents, the X. Articles

(1536), the XIII. Articles (153S), the XLII. Articles (1552), the

XI. Articles (1559), the XXXIX. Articles (1562 and 1571), the

Lambeth Articles (1595), the Irish Articles (1615), with Illustra-

tions from the Symbolical Books of the Roman and Reformed
Communions, and from other contemporary sources. By C.

HARDWICK, M.A , Fellow and Chaplain of St. Catherine's Hall.

8vo, 10«. ijd.

HARDWICK. — A HISTORY OF THE CHRISTIAN
CHURCH DURING THE MIDDLE AGES, a.d. 590 to a.d. 1620.

By the Rev. CHARLES HARDWICK, M.A., Fellow of St. Ca-
therine's Hall; and late Cambridge Preacher at the Chapel Royal,
Whitehall ; Author of " A History of the XXXIX. Articles."

With Four Maps, constructed for this Work by A. KEITH JOHN-
STON, Esq. Crown 8vo, cloth, 10«. (kl.

HARVEY.—THE HISTORY AND THEOLOGY OF THE
"THREE CREEDS.' By the Rev. W. W. HARVEY, M.A.,
Rector of Buckland, Herts ; and late Fellow of King's College,

Cambridge. 2 vols, post 8vo, 14».
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HUMPHREY. — AN HISTORICAL AND EXPLANA-
TORY TREATISE ON THE BOOK OF COMMON PRAYER.
By the Rev. W. G. HUMPHREY, B.D., late Fellow of Trinity

College, Cambridge ; Examining Chaplain to the Lord Bishop of

London. Post 8vo, la. (kl.

INGRAM. — THE CHORAL CLASS-BOOK; or, Singer's

Mumial, containing Easy and Progressive Exercises in One, Two,
Three, and Four Parts, for Use in Families, Schools, and Choral

Societies. By THOMAS INGRAM, of the Royal Academy of

Music, late Conductor of the Motett Society, and Choral Master

at the College, Brighton. 8vo, sewed, 2«. 6d. ; cloth, Ss. Gd.

LOUDON.— THE FIRST BOOK OF BOTANY, according

to the System of Decandolle, being a short and plain introduction

to that Science for Schools and Young Persons. By Mrs. LOUDON,
Author of " Instructions in Gardening," &c. 30 woodcuts.

Second Edition, 18mo, cloth, 1*.

MACLEANE.-PRAYERS FOR A WEEK FOR SCHOOLS
AND FAMILIES. Compiled by the Rev. A. J. MACLEANE,
M.A., Head Master of the Grammar School, Bath. 8vo, 2*. cloth ;

\s. calf.

MASKEW.—ANNOTATIONS ON THE ACTS OF THE
APOSTLES. Designed principally for the use of Candidates for the

Ordinary B.A. Degree, Students for Holy Orders, &c. with College

and Senate-House Examination Papers. By T. R. MASKEW,
M.A., of Sidney-Sussex College, Cambridge; Head Master of the

Grammar School, Dorchester. Second Edition, eviSax^i^. 12mo, 5«.

MILL.—AN ANALYSIS OF THE EXPOSITION OF THE
CREED, written by the Right Reverend Father in God, J. PEAR-
SON, D.D., late Lord Bishop of Chester. Compiled, with some
additional matter occasionally interspersed, for the use of the

Students of Bishop's College, Calcutta. By the late Rev. W. H.
MILL, D D. Third Edition, revised and corrected. 8vo, 5«.

PEARSON.—PEARSON ON THE CREED ; an Analysis of.

With Examination Questions. By the Kev. J. GORLE, M.A.
Second Edition. 18mo, boards, 4». 6rf.

PINNOCK.— SCRIPTURE HISTORY; Analysis of. In-

tended for Readers of Old Testament History. With Examina-
tion Questions. By the Rev. W. H. PINNOCK, LL.D. Seventh

Edition. 18mo, boards, 3«. Gd.

PINNOCK—A SHORT OLD TESTAMENT HISTORY
;

or. Scripture Facts. With Questions for Schools. By the Rev.

W, U. PINNOCK, LL.D. 18mo, boards, 2$.
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PINNOCK.—NEW TKSTAMP:NT HISTORY; an Analysis

of. Kmbnicintf the Criticism and Interpretation of the Original

Text. With Questions for Examination, liy the Kev. W. II,

PINNOCK, LL.D. Fourth Kdition. IKmo, boards, U.

PINNOCK— ECCLESIASTICAL HISTOllY ; an Analysis

of. From the Uirth of Christ to the Council of Nice, a.d. 325.

With Examination Questions. By the llev. W. il. PINNOCK,
LL.D. Fourth Edition. 18mo, boards, 3*. 6<jf.

PINNOCK—THE HISTORY OF THE REFORMATION;
an Analysis of. With the prior and subsequent History of the
English Church. With Examination Questions. By the Rev. W.
II. riNNOCK, LL.D. Third Edition. 18mo, boards, 4«. ijd.

POETRY FOR CHILDREN—A POETRY BOOK FOR
CHILDREN, Illustrated with Thirty-three highly-finished En-
gravings, by C. W. COPE, R.A., A. Uclmsley, S. Palmer, F. Skill,

G. Thomas, and H. Weir. 2j». 6rf.

PRESTON.— PHRASEOLOGY AND EXPLANATORY
NOTES ON THE HEBREW TEXT OF THE BOOK OF
GENESIS. By the Rev. T. PRESTON, M.A., Fellow of Trinity

College, Cambridge. Crown 8vo, 9». (id.

PROCTER.—A HISTORY OF THE BOOK OF COMMON
PRAYER: with a Rationale of its Offices. By the Rev FRAN-
CIS PROCTER, M.A , late Fellow of St. Catherine HaU, and
Vicar of Witton, Norfolk. Crown 8vo, cloth, 10«. 6c?.

RAMSAY.—THE CATECHIST'S MANUAL; or, the Church
Catechism Illustrated and Explained. For the Use of Clergymen,
Schoolmasters, and Teachers. By the Rev. ARTHUR RAMSAY,
M.A., of Trinity College, Cambridge. IBmo, cloth, 3*. (jd.

RIMBAULT.— THE FIRST BOOK OF THE PIANO-
FORTE, with Exercises on Fingering and Questions. By E. F.
RIMBAULT. Is. 6d.

TRENCH.— SYNONYMS OF THE NEW TESTAMENT.
By RICHARD CHENEVIX TRENCH, M.A., Vicar of Itchen-

stoke, Hants ; Professor of Divinity, King's College, London

;

and Examining Chaplain to the Bishop of Oxford. SecondEdition^
revised. Fcap. 8vo, cloth, 5*.

TRIPP.—SELECTIONS FROM PERCYS RELTQUES AND
EVANS'S OLD BALLADS, suitable for committing to Memory,
for Translation, and for purposes of Criticism : with Notes. By
the Rev. HENRY TRIPP, M.A., Fellow of Worcester College,

Oxford. 1 2mo, cloth, 2*. %d.

TROLLOPE.—XXXIX. ARTICLES OF THE CHURCH OF
P^NGLAND, Questions and Answers on the. By the Rev. W.
TROLLOPE, M.A. Third Edition. 18mOj boards, 2a. 6rf.
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RATIONAL GODLINESS. SERMONS, Explanatory
and Practical. Preached at Cambridge and Lampeter, by
R. WILLIAMS, B.D., Fellow of King^s College, Cambridge,
and Professor of Hebrew, Lampeter. Crown 8vo. 10*. Qd.

The BENEFIT of CHRIST'S DEATH : probably written
by AoKio Palbabio : reprinted in Facsimile from Uie Italian

lidition of 1543 ; together with a French Translation printed in

1661 ; from Copies in the Library of St. John's College, Cam-
bridge. To which is added, an English Version made in 1648,

by Edward Couktbxay, Earl of Devonshire, now first edited

firom a MS. preserved in the Library of the University of Cam-
bridge. With an Introduction, by CHURCHILL BABINGTON,
B.D., F.L.S., Fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge, and
Member of the Royal Society of Literature.

Square crown Svo. 7«. 6rf.

An INTRODUCTION to the STUDY of the OLD
TESTAMENT. By A. BARRY, M.A., Head Master of the
Grammar School, Leeds, and late Fellow of Trinity College,

Cambridge. Preparing,
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By the Rev. H. GOODWIN, M.A.,

Latt Fellow of Gonville and Caiut College, Minister of St, Edward's, Cambridge,

and Sulaean Lecturer.

CHRIST IN THE WILDERNESS. Four Serraons
Preached before the University in the month of February 1866.

12ino. 4«.

FOUR SERMONS, Preached before the University of
Cambridge in the month of November 1863. 12mo. it.

CONTENTS.

1. The Young Man cleansing his way.
2. The Yoimg Man in ReligioTis Difficulties.

3. The Young Man as a Churchman.
4. The Young Man called by Christ.

PARISH SERMONS. First Series. New Edition. 12mo. 6».

Second Series. New Edition. l2mo. 6«.

Third Series. New Edition. l2mo. 7«.

SHORT SERMONS at the Celebration of the Lord's
Supper. 12mo. 4«.

LECTURES upon THE CHURCH CATECHISM.
12mo. it.

A GUIDE TO THE PARISH CHURCH. Second Edi-
tion. 18mo. 3<. 6d.

The GREEK TESTAMENT: with a CriticaUy Revised
Text ; a Digest of various Readings ; Marginal References to

Verbal and Idiomatic Usage ; Prolegomena ; and a Critical and
Ezegetical Commentary. For the use of Theological Students
and Ministers. By H. ALFORD, M.A., late Fellow of Trinity

College, Cambridge. In 3 vols.

Vol. I., 2nd Edition, containiiuL the Four Gospels, £1. \2t.

Vol. II., 2nd Edition, containmg the Acts of the Apostles,
the Epistles to the Romans and Corinthians, £1. 4«.

Vol. m. preparing.
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By the Rev. J. J. BLUNT, B.D.

Late Margaret Profesior of Dicinity,

FIVE SERMONS, Preached before the University of
Cambridge. 8vo. 5*. &d.

1. The Nature of Sin.

2. The Church of the Apostles.
3. On Uniformity of Ritual.
4. The Value of Time.
5. Reflections on the General Fast-Day (March 1847).

FOUR SERMONS, Preached before the University of
Cambridge. 8vo. 6«.

1. The Church of England, Its CommTinion of Saints.

2 Its Title and Descent.
3 Its Text the Bible.
4 Its Commentary the Prayer Book.

FIVE SERMONS, Preached before the University of
Cambridge. 8vo. 6». 6d.

1. Tests of the TruA of Revelation.
2. Of Unfaithfulness to the Reformation.
3. On the Union of Church and State.

4. An Apology for the Prayer-Book.
5. National Reform.

HP. BUTLER'S THREE SERMONS on HUMAN NA-
TURE, and Dissertation on Virtue. Edited by "W. WHEWELL,
D.D., Master of Trinity College, Cambridge. With a Preface
and a Syllabus of the Work. Third Edition. Fcp. 8vo. Zs. 6d.

BP. BUTLER'S SIX SERMONS on MORAL SUBJECTS.
A Sequel to the "Three Sermons on Human Nature." Edited
by W. WHEWELL, D.D,, with a Preface and a Syllabus of
the Work. Fcp. Svo. 3«. 6d.

A TRANSLATION of the EPISTLES of CLEMENT
of Rome, POLYCARP, and IGNATIUS; and of the Apologies
of JUSTIN MARTYR and TERTULLIAN : with an Introduc-
tion and Brief Notes illustrative of the Ecclesiastical History of
the First Two Centuries. By the Rev. T. CHEVALLIER, B.D.,
late Fellow and Tutor of St. Catharine's Hall. New Edit. Svo. 12*.

ACADEMIC NOTES on the HOLY SCRIPTURES.
First Series. By J. R. CROWFOOT, B.D., Lecturer on Di-
vinity in King's College, Cambridge ; late Fellow and Lecturer
on Divinity in Gonville and Caius College. 8vo. 2s. 6d

A TREATISE on the EPISCOPATE of the ANTE-
NICENE CHURCH, (with especial Reference to the Early
Position of the Roman See). By the Rev. G. M. GORHAM,
M.A., Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge, and Crosse Uni-
versity Scholar. Fcap. Svo. S<. 6d.
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A HISTORY of the ARTICLES of RELIGION. In-
cluding, among other Documents, the X Articles 0636), the
XIII Articles (1538), the XLU Articles (1662), the XI Articles

(1559), the XXXIX Articles (1662 and 1671), the Lambeth Ar-
ticles (1695), the Irish Articles (1616), with Illustrations from
the Symbolical Books of the Roman and Reformed Comnumions,
and irom other contemporary sources. By C. HARDWICK,
M.A., Fellow and Chaplain of St. Catharine's Hall. 8to. 10s. 6d.

ROMA RUIT: The Pillars of Rome Broken. Wherein
all the several Pleas of the Pope's Authority in England are

Revised and Answered. By F. FULLWOOD, D.D., Arch-
deacon of Totness in Devon. Edited, with additional matter,
by C. HARDWICK, M.A., Fellow of St. Catharine's Hall.
Cambridge. 8vo. 10*. 6d.

The HISTORY and THEOLOGY of the "THREE
CREEDS." By the Rev. W. VV. HARVEY, M.A., Rector of
Buckland, Herts., and late Fellow of King's College, Cambridge.
2 vols. Post 8vo. lit.

SERMONS FOR YOUNG MEN, preached before the
University of Cambridge during the month of February 1863,

by the Rev. W. W. HARVEY, late FeUow of King's CoUege,
and Rector of Buckland, Herts. 8vo. 4s.

ECCLESIiE ANGLICANiE VINDEX CATHOLICUS,
sive Articulorum Ecclcsise Anglicanaj cum Scriptis SS. Patrum
nova CoUatio, cura G. W. HARVEY, A.M., Coll. Regal. Socu.

3 vols. 8vo. 12». each.

APOSTOLIC MISSIONS: Five Sermons preached before

the University of Cambridge in May 1852. Bv the Rev. W. B.
HOPKINS, M.A., Fellow and Tutor of St. Catharine's HaU,
and late Fellow of Caius CoUege, Cambridge. 8vo. 6s.

SOME POINTS of CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE, consi-

dered with reference to certain Theories recently put forth by
the Right Honorable Sir J. STEPHEN, K.C.B., LL.D., Pro-
fessor of Modem History in the University of Cambridge. By
W. B. HOPKINS, Fellow and Tutor of St. Catharine^s Hall,

Cambridge. 8vo. 3*. 6rf.

An HISTORICAL and EXPLANATORY TREATISE
on the BOOK of COMMON PRAYER. By the Rev. W. G.
HUMPHRY, B.D., late Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge,
Examining Chaplain to the Lord Bishop of London.

Post 8vo. 7«. 6rf.
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ANNOTATIONS on the ACTS of the APOSTLES.
Designed principally for the use of Candidates for the Ordinary
B.A. Degree, Students for Holy Orders, &c., with College and
Senate-House Examination Papers. By T. R. MASKEW,
M.A., of Sidney Sussex College, Cambridge; Head-Master of

the Grammar School, Dorchester. Second Edition, enlarged.
l2mo. 68.

By W. H. MILL, D.D.

Late Regiut Professor of Hebrew in the University of Cambridge.

SERMONS preached in Lent 1845, and on several former
occasions, before the University of Cambridge. 8vo. 12*.

FOUR SERMONS preached before the University of
Cambridge, on the Fifth of November, and the three Simdays
preceding Advent, in the year 1848. 8vo. 5s. 6d.

An ANALYSIS of the EXPOSITION of the CREED,
written by the Right Reverend Father in God, J. PEARSON,
D.D., late Lord Bishop of Chester. Compiled, with some ad-

ditional matter occasionally interspersed, for the use of the

Students of Bishop's College, Calcutta. Third Edition, revised

and corrected. 8vo. 5s.

OBSERVATIONS on the ATTEMPTED APPLICA-
TION of PANTHEISTIC PRINCIPLES to the THEORY
and HISTORIC CRITICISM of the GOSPEL; being the
Christian Advocate's Publication 1840 to 1844. 8vo. cloth, 21».

The Publishers have been enabled to complete a small number of copies
of these publications. They are now for the first time issued in a volume,
with a Preface and Analysis of the Contents.

PALMER'S ORIGINES LITURGICiE, an Analysis of;
or, Antiquities of the English Ritual, and of his Dissertation

on Primitive Liturgies : for the use of Students at the Universities

and Candidates for Holv Orders, who have read the Original
Work. By W. BEAL, Lt.D., F.S.A., Vicar of Brooke, Norfolk.

12mo. 3s. 6d.

BP. PEARSON'S FIVE LECTURES on the ACTS of
the Apostles and Annals of St. Paul. Edited in English, with a
few Notes, by J. R. CROWFOOT, B.D., Divinity Lecturer of
King's College, Cambridge, late Fellow and Divinity Lecturer of

Gonville and Caixis College, &c. &c. Crown 8vo. 4*.

PHRASEOLOGICAL and EXPLANATORY NOTES on
the HEBREW TEXT of the Book of GENESIS. By the Rev.
T. PRESTON, M.A., Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge.

Crown 8vo. 9*. M.
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A DISCOURSE on the STUDIES of the UNIVERSITY
of CAMBRIDGE. By A. SEDGWICK, M.A., F.R.S., Fellow of
Trmity College, and Woodwardian Professor, Cambridge. The
Fifth Edition, with Additions and a copious Preliminary Disser-
tation. 8vo. \2m.

SERMONS preached in the Chapel of Trinity College,
Cambridge. By \V. WHEWELL, D.D., Master of the CoUcge.

8vo. 10s. 6rf.

An ILLUSTRATION of the METHOD of EXPLAINING
the NEW TESTAMENT by the early Opinions of the Jews and
Christians concerning Christ. By the Rev. W. WILSON, M.A.,
late Fellow of St. John's Coll., Cambridge. New Edition. 8vo. 8«.

The APOLOGY of TERTULLIAN. With English Notes
and a Preface, intended as an Introduction to the Study of
Patristical and Ecclesiastical Latinity, Second Edition. By
H. A. WOODHAM, LL.D., late Fellow of Jesus CoUege, Cam-
bridge. 8vo. 8». 6d.

CLASSICS.
The POLITICS of ARISTOTLE; with Notes. By

R. CONGREVE, M.A., FeUow and Tutor of Wadham College,

Oxford. Preparing.

The PROTAGORAS of PLATO. The Greek Text.
Edited, with EngUsh Notes, by WILLIAM WAYTE, B.A.,
FeUow of King's College, Cambridge, and Assistant-Master at

Eton. 8vo. 5s. 6d.

A TREATISE on HANNIBAL'S PASSAGE of the ALPS,
In wliich his Route is traced over the Little Mont Cenis. With
Maps. By R. ELLIS, B.D., Fellow of St. John's CoUege,
Cambridge. 8vo. 7». 6rf.

DISSERTATIONS on the EUMENIDES of iESCHYLUS

:

with Critical Remarks and an Appendix. Translated from the
German of C. O. Muller. Second Edition. 6». 6d.

PASSAGES in PROSE and VERSE from ENGLISH
AUTHORS for Translation into Greek and Latin ; together with
selected Passages from Greek and Latin Authors for Translation
into English : forming a regular course of Exercises in Classical

Composition. Bv the Rev. H. ALFORD, M.A., late Fellow of
Trinity College, Cambridge. 8vo. 6s.
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ARUNDINES CAMI. Sive Musarura Cantabrigiensium
Lusus Canori ; collegit atque edidit H. DRURY, A.M. Editio
quarta. 8yo. I2t.

DEMOSTHENES' SELECT PRIVATE ORATIONS,
after the Text of Dindorf, with the various Readings of
Reiske and Bekker. With English Notes, by the Rev. C. T.
PENROSE M.A. For the use of Schools. Second Edition. 4».

DEMOSTHENES DE FALSA LEGATIONE. By R.
SHILLETO, M.A., Trinity College, Cambridge, and Qassic^
Lecturer at King's College. Second Edition, carefully revised.

8vo. St. 6d.

DEMOSTHENES, Translation of Select Speeches of; with
Notes. By C. R. KENNEDY, M.A., Trinity College, Cam-
bridge. 12mo. 9s.

YHEPIAHS RATA AHMOSGENOYS. The Oration of
Hyperides against Demosthenes, respecting the Treasure of
Harpalus. The Fragments of the Greek Text, now first Edited
from the Facsimile of the MS. discovered at Egyptian Thebes
in 1847 ; together with other Fragments of the same Oration
cited in Ancient "Writers. With a Preliminary Dissertation
and Notes, and a Facsimile of a portion of the MS. By
C. BABINGTON, M.A., FeUow of St. John's College, Cam-
bridge. 4to. 6a. 6d.

VARRONIANUS. A Critical and Historical Introduction
to the Philological Study of the Latin Language. By the Rev.
J. W. DONALDSON, D.D., Head-Master of Bury School, and
formerly Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge. Second Edition,
considerably enlarged. 8vo. 14«.

EURIPIDIS ALCESTIS. Ad fidem Manuscriptorum
ac veterum editionum emendavit et Annotationibus instruxit

J. H. MONK, S.T.P., Graecanim Literarum apud Cantabri-
gienses olim Professor Regius. Editio Septima. 8vo. 4«. 6d.

EURIPIDIS HIPPOLYTUS CORONIFER. Ad fidem
Manuscriptorum ac veterum editionum emendavit et Annota-
tionibus instruxit J. H. MONK, S.T.P. Editio quinta, recensita

et emcndata. 8vo. 6«.

EURIPIDIS TRAGCEDI^ Priores Quatuor, ad fidem
Manuscriptorum emendatse et brevibus Notis emcndationum
potissimum rationes reddentibxxs instructa;. Edidit R. PORSON,
A.M., &c., recensuit suasque notulas subjecit J. SCUOLEFIELD.
Editio tertia. 8vo. 10<. (xL
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FOLIORUiM SILVULA: a Selection of Passages for

Translation into Greek and Latin Verse, mainly from the
University and College Examination Papers; Edited by H. A.
HOLDEN, M.A., Viee-Prineipal of Cheltenham College, Fellow
and late Assistant Tutor of Trinity College, Cambridge.

Post 8to. 7».

By the same,

FOLIORUM CENTURIiE. Selections for Translation into
Latin and Greek Prose, chiefly from the University and College
Examination Papers. Post 8vo. 7«.

SCHLEIERMACHER'S INTRODUCTIONS TO THE
DIALOGUES OF PLATO. Translated from the German by
W. DOBSON, M.A., Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge.

8vo. 12«. 6d.

GREEK TRAGIC SENARII, Progressive Exercises in,

followed by a Selection from the Greek Verses of Shrewsbury
School, and prefaced by a short Account of the Iambic Metre
and Style of Greek Tragedy. By the Rev. B. H. KENNEDY,
D.D., Prebendary of Lichfield, and Head-Master of Shrewsbury
School. For the use of Schools and Private Students. Second
Edition, altered and revised. 8vo. 8».

M. A. PLAUTI AULULARIA. Ad fidem Codicum qui

in Bibliotheca Musei Britannici exstant aliorumque nonnul-
lorum recensuit, Notisque et Glossario locuplete instruxit,

J. HILDYARD, A.M., Coll. Christi apud Cantab. Socius. Editio

altera. 8vo. 7$. 6d.

M. A. PLAUTI MEN^CHMEI. Ad fidem Codicum qui

in Bibliotheca Musei Britannici exstant aliorumque nonniil-

lorum recensuit, Notisque et Glossario locuplete instriixit,

J. HILDYARD, A.M., etc. Editio altera. 8vo. 7*. 6d.

PROPERTIUS. With English Notes, a Preface on the

State of Latin Scholarship, and copious Indices. By F. A.
PALEY, Editor of ^ischylus. 8vo. 10«. W.

CORNELII TACITI OPERA. Ad Codices antiquissimos

exacta et cmendata, Commcntario critico et exegetico illustrata.

Edidit F. RITTER, Prof. Bonnensis. 4 vols. 8vo. \l. 8».

A few copies printed on thick Vellum paper, imp. 8vo. 4/. 4».

THEOCRITUS. Codicum Manuscriptorum ope recensuit

et emendavit C. WORDSWORTH, S.T.P., Scholse Harroviensis

Magister, nuper Coll. SS. Trin. Cant. Socius et Academia; Orator

Publicus. 8vo. 13«. 6d.

A few copies on larob fafeu. 4to. \l. 10<.
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MATHEMATICS.
An INTRODUCTION to QUALITATIVE CHEMICAL

ANALYSIS, including the use of the Blow-Pipe. By G. D.
LIVEING, B.A., FeUow of St. John's CoUege, Cambridge.

Preparing.

NEWTON'S PRINCIPIA, the First Three Sections of,

with an Appendix ; and the Ninth and Eleventh Sections.
Edited by the Rev. J. H. EVANS, M.A., late FeUow of St.

John's College, and Head-Master of Sedburgh Grammar School.
Fourth Edition. 8vo. 6«.

By W. WALTON, M.A.

Trinity College, Cambridge,

A COLLECTION of PROBLEMS in lUustration of the
PRINCIPLES of THEORETICAL MECHANICS.

Second Edition. Preparirig.

A COLLECTION of PROBLEMS in Illustration of the
PRINCIPLES of THEORETICAL HYDROSTATICS and
HYDRODYNAMICS. 8vo. 10». 6rf.

A TREATISE on the DIFFERENTIAL CALCULUS.
8to. 10s. Qd.

PROBLEMS in Rlustration of the PRINCIPLES of
PLANE COORDINATE GEOMETRY. Svo. 16».

MECHANICS and HYDROSTATICS, the Propositions in,

which are required of Questionists not Candidates for Honors,
with Illustrations and Examples, collected from various sources.

By A. C. BARRETT, M.A. Second Edition. Prepanng.

The PRINCIPLES of HYDROSTATICS.
An Elementary Treatise on the Laws of Fluids and their Practical

Application. By T. WEBSTER, M.A., Trinity College. Fourth
Edition. Preparing.

By the same Author,

The THEORY of the EQUILIBRIUM and MOTION of

FLUIDS. Svo. 9».
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ARITHMETIC, a Familiar Explanation of the Higher
PartJS of, comprising Fractions, Decimals, Practice, Proportion,
and its Applications, &c. With an Appendix. Dc8ig:ncd as an
Introduction to Algebra. By the Rev. F. CALDER, B.A.,
Head-Master of the Grammar School, Chesterfield. Second
Edition. 12mo. 3a. 6d. With Answers, 4«. 6d.

By the Rev. S. EARNSHAW, M.A.
0/ St. John's College, Catnhridge.

DYNAMICS ; or a TREATISE on MOTION. To which
is added, a short Treatise on Attractions. Third Edition.

8to. 14«.

A TREATISE on STATICS, containing the Theory of
the Equilibrium of Forces ; and numerous Examples illustrative

of the general Principles of the Science. Third Edition, en-
larged. 8vo. 10».

By the Rev. T. GASKIN, M.A
Late Fellow and Tutor of Jesus College, Cambridge.

SOLUTIONS of the GEOMETRICAL PROBLEMS
proposed at St. John's College, Cambridge, from 1830 to 1846,
consisting chiefly of Examples in Plane Coordinate Geometry.
With an Appendix, containing several general Properties of
Curves of the Second Order, and the Determination of the Magni-
tude and Position of the Axes of the Conic Section, represented
by the General Equation of the Second Degree. 8vo. 12*.

SOLUTIONS of the TRIGONOMETRICAL PROBLEMS
proposed at St. John's College, Cambridge, from 1829 to 1846.

8vo. 9«.

The GEOMETRICAL CONSTRUCTION of a CONIC
SECTION, subject to five Conditions of passing through given
Points and touching given Straight Lines, deduced from the
Properties of Involution and Anharmonic Ratio ; with a variety
of General Properties of Curves of the Second Order. 8vo. 3«.

By the Rev. W. N. GRIFFIN, M,A.
Late Fellow and Tutor of St. John's Oillege, Cambridge.

A TREATISE on the DYNAMICS of a RIGID BODY.
8vo. 6». 6d.

SOLUTIONS of the EXAMPLES appended to a Treatise
on the Motion of a Rigid Body. 8vo. 6«.

A TREATISE on OPTICS. Second Edition. 8vo. 8«.
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ELEMENTARY WORKS,

By the Rev. JOHN HIND, M.A., F.C.P.S., F.R.A.S.

Late Fellow and Tutor of Sidney Sussex College, Cambridge.

[The Publishers desire to draw the attention of Teachers to this Series

of Elementary Books. They are largely in use throughout the kingdom,

and are specially suitcUtle for Upper Forms and those who are preparing

for the Universities. Upwards of Fifty Thousand Copies of these Works

have been sold, and some of them have been translated into the languages

of Portugal, Turkey, and India.'\

The PRINCIPLES and PRACTICE of ARITHMETIC,
comprising the Nature and Use of Logarithms, with the Com-
putations employed by Artificers, Gagers, and Land Surveyors.
Designed for the use of Students. Seventh Edition.

12mo. bds. is. M.
In the present treatise the Author has endeavoured to combine what is

necessary of the Philosophy of the Science of Arithmetic with the practice

of the Art of Numbers.

Throughout the work he has attempted to trace the source of every rule
which is given, and to investigate the reasons on which it is founded

:

and by means of particular examples comprising nothing but what is

common to every other example of the same kind, to attain in Arithmetic
the kind of evidence which is relied upon in Geometry, or in any other
demonstrative science.

A KEY to the ARITHMETIC, with an Appendix, con-
sisting of Questions for Examination in all the Rules of Arith-
metic. Second Edition, bds. 8vo. 5«. In the Press.

The Principles & Practice ofARITHMETICAL ALGEBRA

:

Established upon strict methods of Mathematical Reasoning, and
Illustrated by Select Examples proposed during the last Thirty
Years in the University of Cambridge. Third Edition, bds.

12mo. 5s.

Designed as a sequel to the Arithmetic, and affording an easy transition

from Arithmetic to Algebra—the processes being fully exemplified from
the Cambridgre Examination Papers.

The ELEMENTS of ALGEBRA, sixth Edition, revised,

improved, and reduced in price. 8voJ8*. 6rf.

The ELEMENTS of PLANE and SPHERICAL TRI-
GONOMETRY, with the Nature and Properties of Logarithms
and the construction and use of Mathematical Tables. Fifth
Edition. 12mo. bds. 6».

Designed to enable the Student to become acquainted with the principles
and applications of Trigonometry, without requiring of him anvthing
more than a knowledge of the Elements of Geometry and a facility in
the common operations of Arithmetic and Algebra.
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By the Rev. J. HYMERS, D.D.

Late Fellow and Tutor of St. John'a College, Cambridge.

ELEMENTS of the Theory of ASTRONOMY.
Second Edition. 8vo. 14<.

A Treatise on the INTEGRAL CALCULUS.
Third Edition. 8vo. 10». M.

A Treatise on the Theory of ALGEBRAICAL EQUA-
TIONS. Second Edition. 8vo. 9a. M.

A Treatise on CONIC SECTIONS.
Third Edition. Svo. 9a.

A Treatise on DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, and on
the Calculus of Finite Differences. Sto. 10a.

A Treatise on ANALYTICAL GEOMETRY of THREE
DIMENSIONS. Third Edition. Svo. 10a. 6</.

A Treatise on TRIGONOMETRY.
Third Edition, corrected and improved. Svo. 8a. 6rf.

A Treatise on SPHERICAL TRIGONOMETRY.
8vo. 2a. W.

By W. H. MILLER, M.A.

Profeuor of Mineralogy in the University of Cambridge.

THE ELEMENTS of HYDROSTATICS and HYDRO-
DYNAMICS. Fourth Edition. Svo. 68.

Elementary Treatise on the DIFFERENTIAL CALCULUS.
Third Edition. Svo. 6a.

A Treatise on CRYSTALLOGRAPHY. 8vo. 7a. 6rf.

A TREATISE on the APPLICATION of ANALYSIS
to SOLID GEOMETRY. Commenced hy D. F. GREGORY,
M.A., late Fellow and Assistant Tutor of Trinity College, Cam-
bridge

I

Concluded by W. WALTON, M.A., Trinity College,

Cambridge. Second Edition, revised and corrected. Svo. I2a.

EXAMPLES of the PROCESSES of the DIFFERENTIAL
and INTEGRAL CALCULUS. CoUected bv D. F. GREGORY,
M.A. Second Edition, edited by W. WALTON, M.A., Trinity

College. Svo. 18a.
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By the Rev. HARVEY GOODWIN, M.A,

hate Fellotc and Mathematical Lecturer of Oontille and Caiua College, Cambridge.

An ELEMENTARY COURSE of MATHEMATICS,
designed principally for Students of the University of Cambridge,
Fourth Edition. 8vo. 15*.

*,* This Edition contains 100 pages of additional matter, and the price

has been reduced from 18s. to 15*.

ELEMENTARY STATICS, designed chiefly for the use
of Schools. Crown 8vo. 6«.

The desi^ of this work is to make the principles of Statics intelligible to

boys -who have attained a fair knowledge of Algebra and Trigonometry.
The laws of Statics, the composition and resolution of forces, and the
doctrine of the lever, are first deduced experimentally; and the student
having been thus rendered fiuniliar with the fundamental truths of the
subject, is subsequently introduced to their mathematical demonstration.
This arrangement forms the most striking peculiarity of the book. Each
chapter is accompanied by an imaginary conversation between the tutor

and pupil, in which the difficulties of the subject are discussed, and col-

lateral information introduced. There is also appended to each chapter
an Examination Paper of Questions upon its contents.

ELEMENTARY DYNAMICS, designed chiefly for the
use of Schools. Crown 8vo. 5».

•,• The two books bound together, 10». &d.

This volume is a sequel and companion to the preceding. It is written aa
nearly as possible upon the same principle, having appended to each
chapter an imaginarv conversation and a paper of Examination Questions.
The three Laws of Motion are dealt with in three separate chapters ; each
of the earlier laws being followed out into its consequences, and illus-

trated by practical applications, before another is introduced. It is be-
lieved that this arrangement will be found very much to facilitate the
progress of beginners. There is a chapter upon the impact of balls ; and
the treatise concludes with the doctrine of the simple cycloidal pendulum.

A COLLECTION of PROBLEMS and EXAMPLES,
adapted to the " Elementary Course of Mathematics." With
an Appendix, containing the Questions proposed during the first

Three Days of the Senate-House Examinations in the Years
1848, 1849, 1850, and 1851. Second Edition. 8vo. 6*.

ASTRONOMY, Elementary Chapters in, from the "Astro-
nomic Physique" of Biot. 8vo. 3». 6rf.

GEOMETRICAL OPTICS. From the German of Pro-
fessor ScHELLBACH, By W. B. HOPKINS, M.A., Fellow and
Tutor of St. Catharine's Hall, and formerly Fellow and Mathe-
matical Lecturer of Gon^Hlle and Caius College, Cambridge.

Demy folio, 10*. M.

ELEMENTS of the CONIC SECTIONS, with the Sections
of the Conoids. By the Rev. J. D. HUSTLER, late FeUow
and Tutor of Trinity College, Cambridge. Fourth Edition.

8vo. 4*. 6</.
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By the Rev. M. O'BRIEN, MJ^.

Frojtnor of Natural Philotophy, King's College, London.

MATHEMATICAL TRACTS. On La Place's Coefficients

;

the Figure of the Earth ; the Motion of a Rigid Body about its

Centre of Gravity ; Precession and Nutation. 8vo. 4». Qd.

An Elementary TREATISE on the DIFFERENTIAL
CALCULUS, in which the Method of Limits is exclusively
made use of. 8vo. 10«. 6J.

A Treatise on PLANE COORDINATE GEOMETRY;
or the Application of the Method of Coordinates to the Solution
of Problems in Plane Geometry. 8vo. Oi.

A TREATISE on ALGEBRA.
By the Rev. GEORGE PEACOCK, D.D., Dean of Ely,
Lowndean Professor of Astronomy, &c. Vol. I. Akithmetical
Algebra. Svo. \o*.

Vol. II. Symbolical Algebba, and its Application to the
Geometry of Position. Svo. 16». &d.

SOLUTIONS of GOODWIN'S Collection of PROBLEMS
and EXAMPLES. By the Rev. W. W. HUTT, M.A., Fellow
and Sadlerian Lecturer of GonAdlle and Caius College. Svo. 8s.

GEOMETRICAL Rlustrations of the DIFFERENTIAL
CALCULUS. By M. B. PELL, B.A., FeUow of St. John's
College. Svo. 2«. 6rf.

TRANSACTIONS OF THE CAMBRIDGE PHILO-
SOPHICAL SOCIETY. 9 vols. 4to. with Plates.

SENATE-HOUSE PROBLEMS for 1844. With Solu-
tions, by M. O'BRIEN, M.A., Caius CoUege, and R. L. ELLIS.
M.A., "rrinity College, Moderators. 4to. aeteed, 4«. 6d.

A Treatise on the MOTION of a SINGLE PARTICLE,
and of TWO PARTICLES acting on one another. By
A. SANDEMAN, M.A., late FeUow and Tutor of Queens'
CoUege, Cambridge. Svo. 8«. 6d.

An Elementary TREATISE on PLANE COORDINATE
GEOMETRY, with its Application to Curves of the Second
Order. By the Rev. W. SCOTT, Mathematical Lecturer,
Sidney Sussex College, Cambridge. Cro>^'u Svo. 5s. 6d.
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By W. WHEWELL, D.D.

Master of lYinity College, Cambridge.

CONIC SECTIONS; their principal Properties proved
Oeomctricallj. 8to. Is. 6d.

An Elementary TREATISE on MECHANICS, intended
for the use of Colleges and Universities. Seventh Edition, with
extensive corrections and additions. 8vo. 9<.

On the FREE MOTION of POINTS, and on UNIVERSAL
GRAVITATION. Including the principal Propositions of
Books I. and III. of the Principia. llxe first Part of a Treatise

on Dynamics. Third Edition. 8vo. 10». 6d.

On the CONSTRAINED and RESISTED MOTION of
POINTS, and on the Motion of a Rigid Body. The second
Part of a Treatise on Dynamics. Second Edition. Svo. 12». 6d.

DOCTRINE of LIMITS, with its Applications : namely,
Conic Sections ; the first Three Sections of Newton ; and the
Differential Calculus. Svo. 9<.

ANALYTICAL STATICS. Svo. 7.. 6d.

MECHANICAL EUCLID, containing the Elements of
Mechanics and Hydrostatics, demonstrated after the manner
of Geometry. Fifth Edition. 12mo. 5s.

The MECHANICS of ENGINEERING, intended for use
in the Universities, and in Colleges of Engineers. Svo. 9».

A COLLECTION of Examples and Problems in PURE and
MIXED MATHEMATICS; with Answers and occasional

Hinta. By the Rev. A. WRIGLEY, M.A,, of St. John's
College, Cambridge, Mathematical Master in the Honourable
East India Company's Military Seminary, Addiscombc. Third
Edition, altered, corrected, and enlarged. Svo. 8<. 6d.
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MISCELLANEOUS WORKS.

PICTORIAL ILLUSTRATIONS of the CATALOGUE
of MANUSCRIPTS in Gonville and Caius College Library.

Selected by the Editor of that Work. Being Facsimiles of
Illumination, Text, and Autograph, done in Lithograph, 4to. size,

to be accompanied with two or three sheets of Letterpress De-
scription in 8vo., as Companion to the published Catalogue.
Price 1/. 4*.

A few Copies may be had, of which the colouring of the

Plates is more highly finished. Price 1/. 10a.

TWO Introductory LECTURES upon ARCIIiEOLOGY.
delivered in the University of Cambridge. By the Rev. J. H.
MABSDEN, B.D., Disney Professor of Archaeology.

8vo. cloth, 2*. M.

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY CALENDAR for 1855,
{Continued Annually.) 12mo. cloth, 6s. 6d.

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY ALMANAC for the Year
1855. Embellished with a Line Engraving, by Mr. E. RAD-
CLYFFE, of a View of Teinity College Libuary and St. John's
College New Buildings, from a Drawing by B. RUDGE.
{Contintted Annualli/.) 6<.

GRADUATI CANTABRIGIENSES : sive Catalogus
eorum quos ab anno 1760 usque ad 10™ Octr. 1846, Gradu
quocunque omavit Academia. Cura J. ROMILLY, A.M., Coll,

Trin. Socii atque Academiaj Registrarii. 8vo. 10».

LECTURES on the HISTORY of MORAL PHILO-
SOPHY in ENGLAND. By W. WHEWELL, D.D., Master
of Trinity College, Cambridge. 8vo. 8».

MR. MACAU LAY'S CHARACTER of the CLERGY in

the latter part of the Seventeenth Century Considered ; with

an Appendix on his Character of the Gentry, as given in his

History of England. By CHURCHILL BABINGTGN, B.D.,

Fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge. 8vo. 6a.
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